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ABSTRACT 
A method of combined least squares and non-linear optimisation 
for the interpretation of magnetic anomalies over dykes is here 
presented. The method seeks to minimise a non-linear objective 
function by iteratively varying the non-linear parameters of the dyke 
while obtaining optimum values of the linear parameters by least squares 
analysis until an acceptable fit is obtained between the observed and 
computed anomalies. A study of the effects of demagnetization in 
arbitrarily shaped bodies andmethods for evaluating the demagnetization 
effects of such bodies are also presented. 
Sixteen profiles have been taken across a linear magnetic feature 
which intersects the North Minch on the North Scottish Shelf. These have 
been interpreted in terms of a dyke about 1 km wide using the non-linear 
optimization techniques developed. The dyke is reversely magnetized in 
a direction consistent with its Tertiary origin. 
An aeromagnetic study of the Lower and Middle Benue Trough of 
Nigeria has been carried out. Regions of high and low magnetic 
anomalies have been correlated in an effort to find trends. Two 
dimensional interpretation of several aeromagnetic profiles across 
the trough has been carried out. Interpretation of the observed anoma-
lies in terms of topographic variations of the basement led to rather 
unreasonable models. The anomalies were best interpreted in terms 
of basic intrusive bodies which could occur either predominantly within 
the Cretaceous sediments or within the metamorphic basement. The model 
intrusives have variable thicknesses and directions of magnetization, 
suggesting that although derived from the same basic mantle material, 
the intrusions were emplaced at different polarity epochs. An attempt 
~s also made to explain the tectonic evolution of the trough in terms 
of the models obtained. 
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CHAPTER I 
METHODS FOR THE INTERPRETATION OF MAGNETIC ANOMALIES 
1.1 Introduction 
The final results of any form of magnetic survey ~s usually 
a set of data, profiles or a magnetic contour map from which the 
interpreter is expected to resolve the latent features of the 
area under investigation. These features influence the character-
istics of the anomaly produced and include the size, shape and 
depth of the body as well as magnitude and orientation of the 
polarization vector associated with it. 
Methods of interpreting magnetic anomalies fall into two 
main categories; the direct and the indirect methods. The 
indirect methods seek a solution by starting from a guessed 
likely sour~e of the anomaly and successively adjust the 
parameters of the source body until an acceptable agreement ~s 
reached between the observed and computed anomalies. The direct 
methods on the other hand include methods for which a solution 
is sought direct from the observed profile. 
This chapter gives a review of the methods of magnetic 
interpretation used in the present work. Particular emphasis 
has been placed on the methods developed in the course of this 
work. The interpretation of magnetic anomalies by non-linear 
optimization techniques is discussed. Application of these 
techniques to the interpretation of magnetic anomalies due to 
dykes is also presented. A brief consideration is given to the 
problem of ambiguity inherent in magnetic interpretation ~n 
general and dyke interpretation ~n particular. 
p~ 
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2. 
The linear inverse method of magnetic interpretation as 
well as its use in the joint interpretation of magnetic and 
gravity data 1s discussed. Programing details of all the methods 
used in this work are also given. All interpretation methods 
used 1n the present work are based on two-dimensional approximation 
and all programmed versions have been written for use on the 
NUMAC IBH 370/168 computer. 
1.2 Interpretation of Hagnetic Anomalies by Non-linear 
Optimization Techniques 
Non-linear optimization techniques are numerical techniques 
which seek to minimise or maximise a non-linear objective function 
by an iterative adjustment of its variable parameters with or 
without constraints (Box et al., 1969; Box 1965, 1966; Al-Chalabi, 
1970, 1971; Powell, 1964, 1965; Westbrook, 1980). 
1.2.1 The Objective Function 
In geophysical interpretation, the problem of non-linear 
optimization reduces to that of minimization of an objective 
~unction F of n variables (x1 , ..... , xn) which at each iteration 
represents a measure of agreement between an observed anomaly Fo 
and a computed anomaly Fe due to a model defined by both linear 
and non-linear parameters (x1 , ...• , xn). 
The objective function F maybe represented by one of the 
following relationships: 
v.tD'f 
\' I Foi - Fcil L l.la F 
i·• 
f(701 
F I !Foi 
;cl 
- Fcil l.lb 
KTOT 
. ) 2 I (Foi - Fc1 F l.lc 
is I 
3. 
where KTOT number of station points 
Foi value of observed anomaly at the ith station point. 
Fci value of computed anomaly at the ith station point. 
Better results are obtained us~ng the relationships l.lb and l.lc 
in terms of approximating the original model and in producing 
minimum residuals (Al-Chalabi, 1970). In the present work, the 
equation l.lc has been chosen partly because of the advantages it 
has in common with equation l.lb already stated above, as well as 
its usefulness ~n the statistical analysis of the results of the 
optimization procedure. The last point will become more apparent 
when the problem of confidence limits and test of solution is 
discussed. 
The behaviour of the objective function can be represented 
either mathematically or geometrically. Mathematically, the local 
behaviour of the objective function is represented by an m-
dimensional Taylor ser~es expansion: 
F(x+d) m 3F rn m a2p F(x) + I-- d. + ! I I 
. 3xJ. J 1ax. axk J=l j=l k= J 
where d1 , d2 , ... dm are the components of parameter changes along 
each of them- mutually orthogonal axes, x1 , .... ~· In the 
vicinity of the optimum, F can be adequately represented by the 
truncated Taylor ser~es expansion 
F(x+d) rn aF F(x) + I-
. 1 ax. J= J 
m m a2p 
d. + ! I I a a dJ.dk J x. xk j=l k=l J 
1.3 
and this forms the basis of most optimization routines.Geometrically, 
the objective function maybe represented in an m-dimensional space 
obtained by constructing an Euclidean hyperspace in which each of 
the m- mutually orthogonal axes represents one variable parameter. 
4. 
The objective function is then fully represented by contours of 
equal values. These contours maybe viewed in the same way as 
topographical contours and the behaviour of the objective 
function can then be qualitatively studied. In practice, however, 
only sections through the contours are used for the qualitative 
analysis of the objective function. This has also proved a 
useful tool in the demonstration of the problem of ambiguity ~n 
gravity and magnetic interpretation (Al-Chalabi, 1971). 
1.2.2 Use of Constraints and Scaling of the Problem 
The minimization of the objective function is usually 
subject to some constraints which in magnetic interpretation are 
determined by the geological feasibility of the model. These 
constraints may take the form of equality contraints given by 
ej (x1 , .... xn) 0 
or inequality constraints given by 
Ci (x1 , . . • • x ) > o n -
Models that satisfy all the constraints imposed are said to be 
feasible and all such models lie within a feasible region while 
all other models form the non-feasible region. Ideally an 
optimum solution is thatfbr·which the optimum parameters define 
a system which is an exact solution to the problem. Such a 
condition is, however, hardly realised in practice and the 
problem reduces to one of searching for the minimum of the objective 
function F(x) in the x hyperspace. In addition to the overall 
minimum called the global minimum, there may exist several other 
possible minima called the local minima. 
It is usually useful to scale the problem whose solution 
~s desired by non-linear optimization as this often has a 
significant influence on the performance of optimization methods. 
5. 
A well scaled problem is one in which the contours of the objective 
function are approximately hyper-spAerical or elongated parallel 
to most search directions. Good scaling enables most optimization 
routines to converge more rapidly and accurately to a solution. 
Unusual or unbalanced scaling may, on the other hand, cause 
difficulties for some optimization algorithms. Several effective 
scaling methods exist and could be used. One such method 
involves the transformation of the variables from their physical 
nature to variables having certain desirable properties in terms 
of optimization. An effective transformation should usually 
ensure that in the neighbourhood of the minimum, all variables 
are of similar magnitude as well as that a fixed change in any 
of the variables results ~n similar changes in the objective 
function F(x). In the present work only linear transformations 
of the type 
X. 
new 
have been used although non-linear transformntionsmay also be used. 
It is generally preferable for the objective function F(x) 
to be of the order of unity in the region of the minimum and 
the objective function is therefore accordingly scaled. The 
solution to a given problem is not altered if the objective 
functionF(x) is multiplied by a positive constant nor is it 
altered by the addition or subtraction of a constant value to the 
objective function F(x). 
1.2.3 Classification of Optimization Techniques 
All optimization techniques fall into one of two main 
classes. These are the Direct search methods or the Gradient 
methods. The Direct search methods are those methods which do 
not require the evaluation of any partial derivatives of the 
6. 
objective function but rely solely on values of the objective function 
and its previous history. The Direct Search methods are further sub-
divided into three classes; the Tabulation methods, e.g. Random search 
method, the Sequential methods, e.g. Simplex method and the Linear 
search methods, e.g. Alternating variable search method. 
The Gradient methods on the other hand, choose the search 
direction using values of the partial derivatives of the objective 
function with respect to the independent variables as well as the 
objective function and its previous history. Examples of these 
methods include the methods of Steepest descent, Newton's method, 
and the Quasi-Newton's method. Of all these methods mentioned, 
the Simplex and the Quasi-Newton techniques have been used in the 
course of this work and these are briefly summarised in the next 
sections (1.2.4 and 1.2.5). All numerical optimization routines 
except the Tabulation Methods are iterative. These require an 
initial point Xo from which they proceed by the generation of a 
sequence of points Xi which represent improved approximations to 
the solution. Thus 
F(Xi + 1) ~ F(Xi) 1.4 
1.2.4 Newton's and Quasi-Newton's Technique 
The method of steepest descent whose development and use is 
closely related to the classical Gauss method has remained the 
most widely used of all Gradient methods in ~agnetic interpretation. 
The underlying rationale of this method is that the best direction 
of search is that ~n which the objective function F decreases 
most rapidly (Box et al., 1969). The direction of steepest 
descent on which this method depends does not in most cases 
coincide with the direction to the minimum and convergence may 
7. 
consequently be slow. The Newton's and Quasi-Newtorrs methods 
therefore arose out of attempts to overcome this difficulty. The 
methods have been described in detail by earlier authors (Box 
et al., 1969; Davidon, 1968; Gill and Murray, 1974; Gill and 
Murray, 1977; Al-Chalabi, 1970 and others). To fully understand 
the Newton's and consequently the Quasi-Newton's technique, 
requires us to reconsider the equation 1.3 which is a Taylor 
series expansion of the objective function about the minimum 
(Xmin); 
F(Xmin+d) = F(Xmin) +J_:_I
1 
(~~J.) dj + 2_I
1 xmin J= 
1.5 
Evaluating the derivatives of equation 1.5 at the position of 
the m~n~mum g~ves 
m 
= (~~ dX + I j=l 1.6 1 Xmin 
In getting equation 1.6 terms higher than the second order 
term have been neglected. At the minimum, this expression 
reduces to an expression for the gradient vector ~ whose ith 
component ~n the vicinity of the minimum is given as 
g 1,2, ....... ,m 1.7 
since at the m~n~mum ( ()F ) 0 
axl ~in 
In matrix notation, equation 1.7 can be written as follows 
g = Gd 1. Sa 
The matrix G ~s the matrix of the second partial derivatives of 
equation 1.7 and is called the Hessian matrix while the matrix of 
8. 
the first partial derivatives g is called the gradient vector. 
The step d towards the minimum is derived from equation 1.8a as 
and the position of the minimum Xrnin 1s therefore 
-1 
Xmin = x - G g 
1.8b 
1.8c 
The class of gradient methods for which the direction d of the 
next iteration is given by equation 1.8b are called the Variable 
Metric Methods. This is because d is the direction 1n which the 
directional derivative of the function F 1s a minimum: 1.e. the 
direction in which 
1s a minimum subject to a constant length of d which is usually 
expressed in terms of the Hessian Matrix G. When the matrix G 
varies from point to point, the metric is variable, hence the 
name of these gradient methods. The general iterative rule then 1s 
1.8d 
where the directional gradient vector g 1s evaluated at the point 
xi (Greenstadt, 1967, 1970). 
The above iterative scheme (equations 1.8a, 1.8b, 1.8c and 
1.8d) presupposes that the matrix of the second derivatives G 
can be readily evaluated at the minimum Xmin which may not be 
the case since the position of the minimum is not known. In the 
case of aquadraticobjective function, G 1s constant and its 
value at the minimum Xrnin is known. If however, the current 
search point xi is not close to the minimum, and the function F 
1s not quadratic, G is evaluated at the current point Xi· The use 
of the matrix G evaluated at each current search point in the 
iterative scheme discussed above forms the basis of the Newton 
method for finding the root of VF = 0. The Newton's method ensures 
movement towards the minimum only if the matrix G is positive 
9. 
definite. This 1s so because the method assumes the matrix 
as being negative definite. 
The principal disadvantage of the Newton's method however, 
lies in the need to evaluate and invert the Jacobian matrix G at 
each stage of the iteration. The computation of the matrix G 
-1 
and its 1nverse G represent time consuming operations. To 
overcome this drawback, Box et al. (1969) have suggested that 
the matrix G and its inverse G-l should not be recalculated after 
each iteration, but instead only after every n iterations, say. 
This modified procedure would usually necessitate many more 
iterations and this may therefore defeat its purpose. Several 
methods (Barnes, 1965; Broyden, 1965; Fletcher and Powell, 1963; 
Fletcher, 1970) have therefore arisen in which the 1nverse 
matrix G-l is replaced by an approximation which is modified 1n 
some simple manner at each iteration. These methods which usually 
combine the initial advantages of the method of steepest descent 
and the effectiveness of the Newton's method near the minimum 
have been called the Quasi-Newton methods and best known of these 
is the method developed by Davidon (1959) and modified and made 
more efficient by Fletcher and Powell (1963). In particular, 
when the function to be zeroed are the first partial derivatives 
of another function or have first partial derivatives easily 
computable, then it 1s possible if the function F is quadratic 
to modify the approximating matrix H in such a way that the 
function F is minimized in a finite number of steps. The theory 
and application of the Quasi-Newton methods have been considered 
by several authors (Fletcher, 1970; Broyden, 1967; Broyden, 1970; 
Fletcher, 1965; Greenstadt, 1967; Greenstadt, 1970 and others). 
The methods are closely similar differing only in their choice 
10. 
of the approximating matrix H and only the application of the 
most widely used of them (Davidon, 1959; Fletcher and Powell, 
1963) is now presented. This Quasi-Newton method is here called 
the Davidon-Fletcher-Powell method (DFP Method) (Greenstadt, 
1970). 
In the Davidon-Fletcher-Powell method, a sequence of 
progressive estimates Hi is made of the inverse Hessian matrix 
-1 G based only on the first partial derivatives of the function 
F. In the absence of the gradient vector g., a finite-difference 
l 
approximation to the gradient vector is used. The sequence of 
steps used 1n the method are as in the following cycle. From the 
calculated gradient vector g. at the search point x., the method 
l l 
computes the next step direction using the current estimate of 
G-1 , so that Eqn. 1.8b 1s now 
d. = -H.g. 
l l l 
The m1n1mum of the objective function F 1s now found along the 
direction d .. If the total step to this point D. is a. multiple 
l l l 
of the step d, then 
and 
The usual correction of the estimate H. to form the next estimate 
l 
Hi+l has been given by the same authors as follows : 
where 
H. + 
l 
Y. =g. 1 -g. 
l l+ l 
upey 
T D.D. 
l l 
(D. Ty.) 
l l 
.T H.Y.Y1 H. 
l l l 
(Y. TH. Y.) 
l l l 
and the si script T represents the transpose of the vector 1n 
question. Using the new value of H calculated from the equation 
above, the cycle is repeated until convergence is attained. 
Suggested convergence criteria are that either (a) the 
lengths, or (b) every component of the vectors - H.g. and 
l l 
11. 
- d.H.g., which are respectively the full Newton step and the 
l l l 
actual step taken, be less than some specified value. 
1.2.5 The Simplex Method 
The Simplex Method was first developed by Spendley et al., 
(1962), in modified form by Campey and Nickols (1961) and made 
more flexible by Nelder and Mead (1965). The best description 
of this method remains that of Box et al. (1969) and this is 
summarised here. This method involves the evaluation of the 
objective function at m + 1 mutually equidistant points in a space 
of m independent variables with these points forming the vertex 
of a regular simplex which in two-dimensions consists of an 
equilateral triangle. 
The first step 1n the use of the simplex method involves 
the setting up of a regular simplex and the evaluation of the 
objective function at each vertex of the simplex. The vertex 
at which the objective function has its largest value 1s now 
reflected in the centroid of the m rema1n1ng vertices to g1ve a 
new simplex and the objective function is re-evaluated. If 
however, the vertex selected for reflection at any stage is 
themost recently introduced vertex, the vertex with the next 
largest function value is reflected instead and should any 
vertex remain unchanged for more than a given number of consecutive 
iterations K, the size of the simplex 1s reduced by halving the 
distances of the remaining vertices from this vertex and the 
search procedure recommenced. The value of K depends on the 
number of independent variables and the following relationship 
has been suggested by Spendley et al. (1962). 
2 
K = 1.65m + 0.05m 1.9 
12. 
The method terminates the search and assumes convergence 
when the size of the simplex has been reduced to an acceptable 
m1n1mum. In their modified form of the Simplex method, 
Campey and Nickols (1961) saw no real need for maintaining a 
regular simplex which they argue, to be scale dependent. This 
method has been further modified to achieve flexibility (Nelder 
and Mead, 1965). This modified simplex method involves reflection, 
expansion and contraction of the simplex and givescriteria for 
carrying out each of these operations. 
1.2.6 Accuracy of Optimum Parameters and Confidence Intervals 
for Solutions 
On convergence at the m1n1mum by an optimization routine, it 
1s often desirable to obtain an estimate of the accuracy of the 
variable parameters defining the optimum solution. The 
computation of an estimate of parameter accuracy in terms of 
observational errors and the residuals is a difficult task which 
often involves a lot of statistical analysis. To simplify the 
problem it is often useful to assume that the observational 
errors are wholly accounted for by the residuals which are 
randomly distributed in the reg1on of the minimum and that the 
system being optimized is fully defined by the parameters. Both 
assumptions may however, be untrue and estimates of parameter 
accuracy are sometimes of limited significance. The accuracy of 
the parameters defining a solution can be determined by a 
comparison of the variance at the minimum with the variance 
elsewhere in the objective function hyperspace us1ng the 
variance-ratio, or F distribution (Westbrook, 1980). Detailed 
analysis of the problem of errors can be found in several texts 
on statistics (Scheffe, 1963; Silvey, 1975; Mood et al., 1963; 
Topping, 1978; Barford, 1967 and many others). Only a practical 
13. 
description of applications of the theory of errors to non-linear 
optimization techniques is given here. In practice the accuracy 
of parameters obtained from optimization is often expressed in 
terms of confidence intervals. Westbrook (1980) has given a 
practical method of deriving confidence limits on parameters 
using the values of the objective function corresponding to the 
solutions. 
Following 
the 100 (1-a) 
follows 
F 
c 
where n 
m 
F . 
m1n 
the nomenclature of Westbrook 
per cent confidence contour Fe 
F [ 1 + n fn, m-n-l(l-a0 
m1n m-n-1 
number of variables 
number of observation points 
minimum function value 
100 (1-a)% = confidence limit 
(1980), the value 
1S calculated as 
1.10 
of 
The term n is essentially the number of degrees of freedom of the 
model and m-n-1 represents the number of degrees of freedom of the 
solution. The values of f , m-n-1 which is a fractile of the 
n 
variable- ratioorF distribution can readily be found in 
statistical tables. 
A practical method of obtaining the reg1on within which 
acceptable solutions for any one parameter x. (say) will lie is 
1 
to plot a graph of the objective function F against the parameter 
x. with all other parameters fixed at their m1n1mum values (Figure 
1 
1.1). A line defining F , the value of the objective function at 
c 
the confidence limit (equation 1.10) 1s constructed. The 
intersections of this line withthegraph are produced to the axes 
of the parameter 1n question to obtain the limiting values of the 
parameter defining the area within which possible acceptable 
solutions may lie for any desired degree of confidence. This 
F 
~in 
Fig 1·1 Graph of objective function agamst. parameter X1, 
all other parameters fixed at their minimum values 
After ~estbrook(I980) 
Confidence reg1on 
Area bounded by 
Confidence limits 
Fig 1·2 Hyperspatial section through the objective 
function ~howing the confidence reg1on 
After 7estbrook(I980) 
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operation may be carried out for as many parameters as one 1s 
interested 1n. These estimates of the limits (xil and xiu for 
example) assume that all other parameters are fixed and these 
may therefore be under-estimates of the possible values they 
can take. To find the true errors, all other parameters are 
relaxed to find the m1n1mum values of the objective function F 
for the range of x. containing the confidence region. Acceptable 
1 
solutions do not necessary have to exist everywhere in the region 
defined by the limits of the parameters but certainly they do 
not exist outside these limits (Figure 1.2). 
In the case of an objective function which 1s of a least-
squares type, a direct approach to obtaining the errors in the 
parameters may be adopted provided the function is quadratic 
with respect to the parameters in the neighbourhood of the minimum. 
The Hessian matrix G (section 1.2.4) is the same as the information 
matrix of the linear least squares inversion and the inverse 
. -1 Hesslan G is proportional to the cO"'variance matrix. An unbiased 
estimate of the variance of the ith parameter x. is in this case 
1 
given as 
Var x. 
1 
2F 
m-n 
G .. 11 l.lla 
and the unbiased estimate of the covariance of x. and x. 1s given 
1 J 
as 
covar (x. , x.) 
1 J 
2F 
m-n 
G .• 
1J 
l.llb 
(NAG Manual, 1977) 
If x . 1s the true solution, then the 100(1-a) percent confidence 
m1n 
interval on the parameter x. is 
1 
X. 
1 
- j Var x. 
1 
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where the term ta/ 2 , m-n 1s the 100 a/2 percentage point of the 
±- distribution with m-n degrees of freedom. This can be obtained 
from statistical tables. 
Following Eadie et al. (1971), Westbrook (1980) has outlined 
an alternative but similar approach to the one outlinedabove. 
Al-Chalabi (1970) has also presented a similar set of equations for 
the least-squares type objective function. It is clear from this 
section that the choice of objective function made in section 1.2.1 
above greatly enhances the ease with which the variances and 
consequently statistical analysis of the optimum parameters obtained 
in the course of optimization can be carried out. 
1.2.7 Programmed versions for Bodies of Polygonal Cross-section 
A useful method for computing magnetic anomalies caused by 
two-dimensional bodies of polygonal cross-section has been presented 
by Talwani and Heirtzler (1964). Following their nomenclature, 
the anomaly due to a body of polygonal section A-B-C-D-E-F (Fig. 1.3) 
can be evaluated by adding the effects of semi-infinite prisms for 
all sides of the body with due regard as to sign. 
Proceeding in a clockwise direction around the body, the vertical 
and horizontal field strengths at a field point situated at the origin 
are given by the following equation 
where 
].10 
Q = 4n 
v 2(J Q - J P) 
:R z 
1.13 
H 2(J P + J Q) 
X Z 
N-1 2 2 
'i'r((Z. 1-z.)(x.-x. 1)/((Z. 1-z.) +(x.-x. 1) )l(e.-e. 1) i~fl 1+ 1 1 1+ 1+ 1 1 1+ ? 1 1+ 
-((Z.+1-z.) /((Z. 1-z.) +(x.-x. 1) )log ( ) 2 2 2~ ~] 1 1 1+ 1 1 1+ ~ R1 
0=-----~~----------------------------------------~ X 
' ...... 
' ' 
' ' 
' 
0 
z 
Fig 1·3 Model two dimensional body of arb1trary 
cross section 
p 
Rz 
N-1 2 2 2 ~o I [ccz. 1 - z.) ;(cz. 1 - z.) +ex.- x. 1) )) 4TI . l 1+ l 1+ l l 1+ , 
l= 
(e. - e. 1 ) l l+ + ((z. 1 - z.)(x.- x. 1 )~((z. 1 -l+ l l l+ l+ 
2 2 ! (x. 1 + z. 1 ) 2 l+ l+ 
2 (x. + 
l 
2)~ z. 
l 
Jx J coslm cosam 
J 2 = J sinlm 
J Intensity of magnetization 
Im inclination of magnetization vector 
am aximuth of magnetization vector 
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N = number of body points with the first point counted twice. 
The x and z axes are horizontal and vertical respectively (Fig. 1.3). 
The total field intensity T is given as : 
T = Vsin Ie + H cosle cosae 1.14 
where 
Ie inclination of Earth's field 
ae aximuth of Earth's field 
Based on similar equations to those expressed above Al-Chalabi 
(1970) has developed methods of interpretation of magnetic 
anomalies due to arbitrarily shaped two-dimensional bodies by 
non-linear optimization techniques. Using equation 1.14, a fortran 
program MAGAT has been developed by Tantrigoda (personal communication) 
for the calculation of magnetic anomalies due to bodies of rectangular 
cross-section. The program MANOM is a modified version of the 
program MAGAT which allows for the computation of magnetic anomalies 
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due to two-dimensional bodies of arbitrary cross.section. Both 
programs have been tested against the program MAGN (Batt, 1969) 
which exists on the Durham University Geophysics program Library 
and found to give satisfactory restuls. 
A fortran program OPMAG has been developed based on the 
non-linear optimization techniques discussed in the preceding 
sections, using the relationships developed above. The program 
seeks to m1n1m1ze an objective function F given by 
where 
. 2 
F =I(F .-F .-A -Ax.) 01 1 0 1 1 1.15 
F . and F 1. have their usual meaning given 1n section 1.2.1. Ol 
Ao + A1xi represent the zeroth and first order regional fields at 
the ith field point. The term F represents the magnetic anomaly 
1 
due to one or more bodies at the ith field point and is given by 
the equation 1.14. The program uses the Quasi-Newton optimization 
technique discussed in section 1.2.4 above. To accomplish 
optimization, a call to the NAG Library routine E04JAF is made 
(NAG Reference Manual, 1977). There is no limit as to the number 
of bodies making up the model provided the sum total of their body 
points does not exceed forty (40). This program was only sparingly 
used in the course of the present work as experience showed that 
considerable amount of time is needed to obtain convergence when the 
number of parameters to be optimised becomes exceedingly large which 
was the case for most of the profiles interpreted over the Benue 
Trough. 
The ··:1se of the program was therefore limited to cases for which 
the number of bodies expected to define the anomaly did not exceed 
three (3) and the total number of body points does not exceed thirty 
(30). A further reduction in time may be achieved if the magnet-
ization vector and its direction, as well as the regional field are 
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sufficiently known to be fixed. 
1.3 Interpretation of Magnetic Anomalies due to Dykes by Non-linear 
Optimization Techniques 
A number of automated approaches for the interpretation of 
magnetic anomalies due to two-dimensional bodies have been reported 
in the literature (Moo, 1965; Hall, 1968; Corbato, 1965; McGrath and 
Hood, 1970; Johnson, 1969; Won, 1981; Rao et al., 1973; Al-Chalabi, 
1970; Westbrook, 1977; Khurana et al., 1981; Rao et al., 1981). Some 
of these have been specifically developed for the interpretation of 
anomalies due to dyke-like bodies (Won, 1981; Rao et al., 1981; 
Khurana et al., 1981). Won (1981) has evaluated the parameters of a 
dyke using the classical Gauss's method of solving non-linear 
equations. Convergence here depends on the closeness of the initial 
estimates of the parameters to the final solution and the number of 
equations to be solved may become exceedingly large when higher order 
regional fields are considered. 
A combination of the methods of Gauss and steepest descent was 
presented by Marquardt (1963) and this has been applied in the space 
domain by Johnson (1969) and more recently in the frequency domain 
by Khurana et al., (1981). While good convergence was obtained in 
both cases, the rate of this convergence becomes exceedingly slow when 
all points on the profile are used in the scheme. The so called complex 
gradient method recently presented by Rao et al. (1981), requires the 
use of a few characteristic points on the amplitude and phase plots of 
the complex gradient to solve for the parameters of the dyke. This 
method involves a considerable amount of computation and might be time 
consum1ng. Most of these methods of dyke interpretation require the 
variation of excessively large number of parameters and consequently 
are time consuming. To overcome this some of these require some 
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parameters such as the magnetization and the regional field to be 
fixed. 
A method of combined least-squares and non-linear optimization 
1s here presented. The method seeks to minimise a non-linear 
objective function which represents the difference between the 
observed and computed anomalies due to a dyke by iteratively varying 
the non-linear parameters of the dyke, while obtaining optimum 
values of the linear parameters by least squares analysis until an 
acceptable fit is obtained between the observed and computed 
anomalies. The method has been tested on field data collected over 
the Minch and Hett dykes and is shown to be quicker and less 
expensive that most other approaches to dyke interpretation. This 
method was first suggested by Batt (personal communication) and 
initially developed by Butler (1968) in an M.Sc. dissertation at 
Durham. The approach of combining optimization methods with linear 
least squares inversion was adopted for more general two-dimensional 
magnetic inversion by Al-Chalabi (1970). 
1.3.1 Mathematic Formulation of the Present Method 
The total field anomaly due to a simple dyke model (Figure 1.4) 
1s given as 
T 2JKf 1f 2 sin d (esinB + lo~ (~) cosS) 
where 
T total field anomaly 
J intensity of magnetization of the dyke 
K 1Jo/4n 
B Ie' + Im' - d 
Ie' -1 -1 tan (tan Ie/cos ae); Im' =tan (tan Im/cos am) 
I 
(1 - cos2 Ie sin2 a e) 2 • f = (1 
' 2 
Ie inclination of the Earth's field 
I 
cos 2 Im sin2 am) 2 
1.16 
Origin .---~--------------..~------____, x 
l 
Fig. 1·4 Dyke Model g1v1ng notations 
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Im inclination of direction of magnetization 
ae angle between the positve x and direction of magnetic north 
am angle between positive x and horizontal projection of direction 
of magnetization. 
The above equation makes the r=ollowing assumption: 
(a) the dyke ~s uniformly magnetized 
(b) the dyke has infinite strike length 
(c) the dyke extends to infinite depth 
(d) the dyke has parallel sides and horizontal top 
(e) demagnetization effects are absent or negligible 
where 
The objective function to be minimized ~s 
N 
F I 
i=l 
( . T'' A 2 )2 T~- ~ -Ao-A x·- x · 1 ~ 2 ~ 1.17 
Ti' is g~ven by the equationfor the magnetic anomaly due to a two-
dimensional, parallel sided,flat-topped and uniformly magnetized 
dyke (Equation 1.16). 
T. is the observed anomaly at the ith field point. 
~ 
Ao + A1xi + A2xi
2 is a quadratic regional field at the ith field point. 
Combining equations 1.16 and 1.17, the objective function F ~s given as: 
1.18 
where 
P (xi)= 2K8 
1.19 
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and Ti' A
0
, A1 and A2 all retain their usual meanings. 
The angle 8 and radial distances R1 and R2 can be expressed 1n 
terms of the dyke parameters 1, t and z (Fig. 1.4). 
p (x.) 
1 
2 K tan -l [ tz/~2 + (1 + .£- x·)(l- .£- x.))] 2 1 2 1 1. 20 
[ 2 t 2 2 t 2] Q(xi) = 2 K log (z + (1 + 2 - xi))/(z + (1-2- xi)) 
From equations 1.18, 1.19, 1.20, the parameters to be optimized are 
1, t, z, J 1 , J 2 , A0 , A1 , and A2. The parameters J 1 , J 2 , A0 , A1 and 
A2 are linear parameters. The parameters defining the shape of the 
dyke 1, t and z are the non-linear parameters and these in the 
present scheme are evaluated by non-linear optimization routine. 
A condition for a m1n1mum of the objective function with respect 
to J 1 , J 2 , A0 , A1 , and A2 is that the partial derivatives of the 
objective function F with respect to each of them is equal to zero. 
ClF 
()Jl 
ClF 
ClA 
0 
= 0 
= 0 
ClF 
()J2 
ClF 
ClA1 
0 
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ClF 
0 ClA2 
0 
Carrying out these differentiations g1ves a set of five simultaneous 
equations which, on solution, g1ve optimal values of J 1 , J 2 , A0 , 
A1 , and A2 for any g1ven values of 1, t and z; the parameters 
defining the shape of the dyke. Only the parameters 1, t and z are 
varied during the course of the optimization routine with J 1 , J 2 , 
A
0
, A1 and A2 obtained as described above for any values of 1, t and 
z. 
From the set of equations 1.19, it 1s possible to compute the 
angle S, thus 
1. 22 
and with slight re-arrangement of equation 1.19, a new term J' could 
be derived. 
I 
J' = (J 2 + J 2) 2 
1 2 
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1. 23 
The quantity J• given by equation 1.23 above in the case of a 
vertical dyke represents the intensity of magnetization 1n the 
xz-plane, otherwise it represents the intensity of magnetization 
multiplied by the sine of the angle d. If further external control 
exists for the angular terms am and d, then it will be possible to 
compute the angle Im' which is the dip of the projection of the 
magnetization 1n the x-z plane and consequently the angle Im can 
be computed. With knowledge of the angular terms Im and am the 
magnetization of the dyke can be computed from the following equation 
'( 2 . 2 2 ! J = J cos Im s1n am + sin Im) 1. 24 
The true magnetization J cannot of course, be obtained unless its 
direction is kno~~ since the component of magnetization parallel to 
the strike of the dyke has no influence on the magnetic anomaly 
profile. 
1.3.2 Computer Programming of the Dyke Interpretation Method 
Several Fortran programs have been written for the interpretation 
of magnetic anomalies due to dykes using the optimization theory 
outlined in the last section. These programs are all straight 
forward in principle, easy to use and their use involves the 
following steps: 
(a) Initial estimates of the parameters 1, t and z of the model 
dyke are made. These estimates are readily obtained from the 
observed anomaly profile using traditional characteristic methods 
0 
such as one of those described by Am (1972), Peters (1949) and 
Gay (1963). Due care should be taken when these estimates are made 
as their position to an extent determines the minimum to which most 
searches will converge. 
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(b) Based on the initial estimates obtained above, various 
constraints are imposed to limit the search for a mlnlmum to 
the geologically feasible reglon only. These constraints ln the 
case of a dyke are achieved by placing lower and upper bounds on 
permissible values of the parameters to be optimized. The time 
taken to obtain optimal values of 1, t, z, A
0
, A1 , and A2 is 
considerably reduced if good initial estimates of 1, t and z as 
well as their lower and upper bounds are supplied. 
(c) Suitable scaling factors oLthe parameters are now provided. 
The scaling of the problems to be solved has already been discussed 
ln detail in section 1.2.2 above. The optimization process described 
ln the last section lS now used to obtain optimal values of the dyke 
parameters. The optimization sub-routines carry out repeated 
evaluation of the objective function F by calls to an inner user-
written subroutine which evaluates the equation 1.17 for specified 
values of 1, t and z by the use of equation 1.18 followed by a 
linear least squares analysis to determine J 1 , J 2 , A0 , A1 and A2 . 
The program OPDYE2 lS based on the scheme developed in the 
last section. It seeks to obtain optimal values of 1, t, z, A ' 0 
A1 , A2 , J 1 and J 2 by iteratively varying 1, t and z while at the 
same time obtaining the optimal values of J 1 , J 2 , A0 , A1 and A2 
by least squares analysis. An estimate of the angle B is also 
obtained using equation 1.22. The program uses the Quasi-Newton 
optimization technique discussed in section 1. 2. 4 above. To 
accomplish the optimization process, the program makes a call to 
the subroutine E04JAF which lS an easy to use Quasi-Newton 
algorithm which exists in the NAG subroutine library. 
The program OPDYE4 is similar to the program OPDYE2 but uses 
the Simplex method discussed in section 1.2.5 instead of the Quasi-
Newton technique. To accomplish optimization, the program makes a 
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call to the NAG Library subroutine E04CCF instead of the sub-
routine E04JAF, The programs OPDYES and OPDYE6 are based on the 
principles of the programs OPDYE2 and OPDYE4 respectively. They, 
however, consider only the zeroth order regional field (A). The 
0 
program OPDYE7 though based on the same principle as the program 
OPDYE2 already described above, it seeks to obtain optimal dyke 
parameters by iteratively varying the parameters 1, t, z and S while 
at the same time obtaining optimal values for the parameters A
0
, A1 
and J' , the magnetization in the plane of the profile by least 
squares analysis. In addition to these is the program OPDYE8 which 
uses the Quasi-Newton technique but assumes the observed anomaly to 
have already been corrected for the regional field. The improvement 
~ in speedAconvergence obtained was not to any major extent. These 
programs can readily be modified to allow the weighting of the field 
points. Implementation schemes of these and other programs used in 
this work as well as a listing of them are given ~n Appendix B to 
this thesis. 
The Simplex method which is used by the programs OPDYE4 and OPDYE6 
tends to be very slow in converging to a m~n~mum. The method is 
~ 
however, usually robust and definitely assures convergence and~very 
useful for functions that may be subject to inaccuracies. In 
comparison with the Simplex method, the Quasi-Newton method used ~n 
the programs OPDYE2, OPDYES, OPDYE7 and OPDYE8 is generally faster 
and can handle many more variables. However the method like other 
Gradient methods is quite sensitive to curvatures and local gradients 
thus the search could terminate by local convergence when the 
particular function happens to have many ill-defined local minima. 
Moreover, the approximation of the behaviour of the objective 
function by a truncated Taylor's series may be very unrepresentative, 
especially in regions far away from the solution. Combined with the 
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problem of providing analytical derivative~ these disadvantages of 
the Quasi-Newton method might reduce the extent to which it may be 
recommended for use in geophysical interpretation. These problems 
did not affect the effectiveness of the method as used in the 
present method of dyke interpretation. This was to a great extent 
due to the greatly reduced number of parameters to be optimised and 
the ability of the scheme to constrain the search as close as 
possible to the geologically feasible regions only. The use of any 
of these programs on the NUMAC computer requires about 0.20-0.80 cpu 
seconds depending on the length of the profile and its complexities. 
The final results of the use of any of these programs is a graphical 
output giving a plot of the observed and computed anomalies as well as 
the optimal model dyke - assumed to be vertical - required to explain 
the observed anomaly. 
1.3.3 Advantages of the Present Method 
The method presented here has certain advantages over some of 
the other methods of dyke interpretation. These are (a) all points 
of a profile are used to obtain a solution; (b) guaranteed convergence 
to an absolute minimum, (c) the speed at which a solution is obtained, 
(d) geological feasibility of the solution can be taken into account 
and (e) reduction 1n the number of parameters for which initial 
estimates are required. 
The method presented here assures convergence to an absolute 
minimum and this can be readily illustrated by a study of the behaviour 
of the objective function F described by the equation 1.13. Figure 
1.5 shows a plot of the objective functions F as a function of the 
thickness (t) and depth to the top (z) of a model dyke of thickness 
2.0 km and depth to the top 1.0 km. That the present scheme 
converges to an absolute minimum is clearly manifested in Figure 1.5 
I 
Figure I .'J Plot of the Objective function (F) as a function of 
thicknPss (t) and depth to the top (z) of a mod(·) 
dykr· of l IIi ckncss 2 km and depth l km. 
1=0 
2=40 
3=80 
4= 128 6= 16 
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8= 320 
9=410 
10=500 
11 = 590 
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15=950 
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where the position of the m1n1mum lS at the point, t = 2.0 km and 
z = 1.0 km. For dykes which are narrower than their depth, however, 
it is only possible to determine the product tJ' (J' given in 
equation 1.23) with high degree of confidence. The behaviour of 
the objective function F for model dykes of varying thickness to 
depth ratios have been investigated and the results of this study 
are presented in the next section (Section 1.3.4). The behaviour 
of the obective function in the case of a field dyke has also been 
studied. It was found that the complexities of ambiguity associated 
with the magnetization contrast of the dyke inherent in most other 
methods (e.g. Khurana et al., 1981) is greatly reduced. Although 
the contours were complicated, the position of the absolute minimum 
was still clearly marked out. This can be attributed to the linearity 
of the method with respect to the magnetization J. 
Perhaps the greatest advantage of the present method lies in 
the speed with which solutions are obtained. This is partly due to 
the reduced number of parameters to be optimized and the ability of 
the model to be constrained as well as the ease with which convergence 
takes place. In general, the time taken to obtain a solution depends 
on the number of variables, the behaviour of the objective function and 
distance of the starting model from the absolute solution as well as 
the length of the profile to be interpreted. Tests showed however, 
that using the present scheme, the time taken to obtain a solution 
for a modest profile of one hundred (100) field points in the presence 
of fairly reasonable constraints will hardly exceed 1.40 cpu seconds. 
The method has been tested on the interpretation of magnetic 
anomalies across the Hett dyke. The Hett dyke is a quartz-dolerite 
dyke of ENE trend which outcrops a few kilometers south of Durham, 
north-east England. It cuts the Middle Coal Measures, but is overlain 
by sediments of Ugper Permian age, so that it is probably of late 
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Figure l.h Optimum model dyke required to account for the anomaly 
observed over the Hett dyke. 
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Carboniferous or early Permian age. A profile across the dyke near 
Crook, which is about 10 km west of Durham, has been interpreted 
using the scheme presented above. Here the dyke is covered by a 
thin layer of drift deposits. The model (Figure 1.6) suggests a 
thickness of 3.55 m, a depth to the top of 4.66 m and an angle S of 
118.2°. This is approximately consistent with induced magnetization 
in the present direction of the Earth's field. The model took 
0.71 cpu seconds to obtain using the NUMAC IMB 370 computer. The 
method has also been applied to a detailed study of the Minch dyke 
and the results of this study form Chapter Three of this thesis. 
1.3.4 Non-uniqueness in Dyke Interpretation 
It is well know that a given gravity or magnetic anomaly 
cannot be uniquely interpreted in terms of the depth, shape, 
density or magnetization of the causative body. For any observed 
gravity anomaly, it 1s possible to obtain a whole family of 
configurations, any one of which can satisfactorily account for the 
observed anomaly; the shallowest possible configuration is that whose 
highest point coincides with the surface of the ground. The problem 
1s even more complicated for magnetic anomalies because of the 
additional uncertainty over the direction of magnetization of the 
body. 
The problem of ambiguity 1s essentially a direct consequence 
of potential field theory but it is added to by other factors 
resulting directly from the practical limitations of the 
observations. These are incomplete knowledge of the actual length 
of the anomaly, limited number of observations and errors involved 
1n their measurements, reduction and interpretation. Interpretations 
obtained by using such methods as non-linear optimization may also 
converge to a local minimum (section 1.2.2). Attempts have been 
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madeby several authors at defining conditions under which a 
solution fromthe interpretation of a given gravity or magnetic 
data could be regarded as being unique (Skeels, 1947, 1963; Roy, 
1962; Smith, 1978; Al-Chalabi, 1970). 
A study of the ambiguity encountered 1n the interpretation of 
magnetic anomalies due to dykes is here given. This study is based 
on the behaviour of the objective function presented geometrically 
(section 1.2.1), by plotting the values of the objective function 
for any two chosen parameters of a model dyke for varying thickness-
depth ratios. A similar study has been carried out by Al-Chalabi 
(1970, 1971), for the more general case of an arbitrarily shaped 
two-dimensional body of polygonal cross-section. 
In theory the thickness (t), depth (z) and angleS of a model 
dyke required to explain a given magnetic anomaly can be uniquely 
determined from an interpretation of the observed anomaly. This 1s 
not however, the case in practice as some degree of ambiguity 1s 
introduced by the practical limitations of the observation caused by 
errors involved in the measurement, reduction and interpretation of 
the observation. The exact minimum to which convergence should take 
place cannot therefore be uniquely determined. The degree to which 
any solution departs from the expected unique solution is usually 
determined by the value of the objective function corresponding to 
the solution and this in turn, depends on the magnitude of the errors 
present. The estimation of confidence limits and lower and upper 
bounds on acceptable solution have been discussed 1n section 1.2.6 
above. The additional ambiguity arising from errors 1n the observation 
depends to a great extent on the thickness-depth ratio of the model 
dyke; increasing as the thickness-depth ratio decreases. 
29. 
Figures 1. 7a, 1.7b, 1.8a and 1.8b are plots of the objective function 
F as a function of the thickness (t) and depth to the top (z) of a 
model dyke of thickness-depth ratio equal to 2.0, 1.0, 0.50 and 0.25 
respectively. The position of the minimum is most clearly defined 
for the model of thickness-depth ratio equal to two (Figure 1.7a). 
The progressive extension of the zero valued contour (labelled No. 1) 
in Figures 1.7b, 1.8a and 1.8b is an expression of the problem of 
ambiguity of the solution converged to. It is evident from these 
diagrams that the position of the minimum becomes less well defined 
as the thickness-depth ratio decreases. It is therefore, not 
possible to obtain a unique value for the thickness of a dyke if t<< z 
(Figures 1.8a and 1.8b). A study of the behaviour of the objective 
function as a function of the magnetization in the plane of the 
profile (J') and the depth to the top of a dyke model has been carried 
out for thickness-depth ratios of 1.0, 0.50 and 0.25 (Figures 1.9a, 
1.9b and 1.9c). Results similar to those for F(t,z) were obtained as 
only the depth to the top of the dyke can be obtained uniquely as 
the thickness-depth ratio reduces (Figures 1.9b and 1.9c). This case 
however is notas important as the case of a study of the behaviour 
of the objective function with respect to the thickness and magnetiz-
ation in the plane of the profile presented next. 
Figures l.lOa, l.lOb, l.lla, l.llb, 1.12a and 1.12b show plots 
of the objective function as a function of the thickness and 
magnetization (J') for model dykes of thickness-depth ratio of 8.0, 
6.0, 4.0, 2.0, 1.0 and 0.50 respectively. As can be seem from these 
plots even for thickness-depth ratio as high as 8.0, the problem of 
ambiguity of solution still persists and solutions for the thickness 
and magnetization (J') are hardly unique. The elongation of the 
contours for the case of thickness-depth ratio equal to 0.50 is a clear 
manifestation of the degree of ambiguity encountered and the product of 
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the thickness and the magnetization only var~es very slightly along 
the entire contour (Figure 1.12b). Even at a thickness-depth ratio 
of 1.00, the position of the absolute minimum is still not clearly 
marked out but the ambiguity in the solution is reduced (Figure 1.12a). 
The elongation of the contours progressively reduces as the thickness-
depth ratio increases and this is an indication of the gradual 
reduction in the degree of ambiguity as the thickness of the model 
dyke becomes greater than the depth. At ratios of 4.0, 6.0 and 8.0 
the position of the minimum becomes well defined although the 
elongation of the zeroth value contours in the magnetization (J') ax~s 
(Figures l.lOa, l.lOb and l.lla) suggests that there exists more 
uniqueness ~n the determination of the thickness than in the 
determination of the maenetization. 
The behaviour of the objective function, as a function of the 
angle S and thickness of a dyke has been studied for model dykes of 
varying thickness-depth ratio. Figures 1.13a, 1.13b, 1.14a, 1.14b, 
1.15a and 1.15b, show plots of the objective function F in terms of 
the thickness and the angleS for model dykes of thickness-depth ratio 
of 0.25, 0.50, 1.00, 2.00, 4.00, and 8.00 respectively. Although 
the position of the absolute m~n~mum appears well defined for all 
the ratios, the geometry of the contours progressively changes in an 
interesting manner. For a thickness-depth ratio of 0.25, the contours 
of the objective function appear slightly elongated parallel to 
the thickness axis (Figure 1.13a). As the thickness to depth ratio 
increases, there is a gradual decrease in the elongation of the 
contours parallel to the thickness axis and an increase in the 
elongation in the direction of the angle S (Figures 1.13b, 1.14a, 
1.14b, 1.15a and 1.15b). A similar set of plots for the objective 
function (F) in terms of the angle S and the magnetization in the 
plane of the profile (J') are shown in Figures 1.16a, 1.16b, 1.17a, 
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l.l7b, l.l8a and l.l8b. As in the previous case, the position 
of the absolute m1n1mum can be precisely located. The elongation 
of the contours in the direction of the angle 8 as the thickness to 
depth ratio 1ncreases u not however as pronounced in this case as in 
the case of F(t,B). 
1.4 Linear Inverse Method and Joint Analysis of Magnetic and 
Gravity Anomalies 
Usually the linear inverse problem in magnetic interpretation 
reduces to the computation of the lateral variation of magnetization 
within a specified layer which gives rise to a g1ven magnetic anomaly. 
To achieve this the layer is split up into a series of t\vo-dimensional 
blocks each having uniform magnetization (Figure 1.19) and the observed 
anomaly at each field point on the surface expressed as the sum of 
contributions from the individual blocks : 
Ai 
M 
I Kjj JJ. j=l (i=l .... , n; j=l .... , m) 
where Ai is the observed anomaly at the ith field point 
1. 26 
Jj lS the intensity of magnetization of the jth block 
Ki· lS the magnetic anomaly caused by the jth block at the J 
ith field point for a unit intensity of magnetization. 
The set of equations g1v1ng equation l. 26 can be solved directly 
for Jj provided m=n and K is non singular. If m<n however, the 
over determined set of equations can be solved by least squares or by 
some other means of minimization (Batt, 1967). In the fully determined 
case when m=n, in matrix notation, the solution 1s given as 
J 1. 27 
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In the overdetermined case when m<n, the solution ~n matrix notation 
~s given from a solution of the normal equation 
1. 28 
whose theoretical solution is g~ven as 
J 1. 29 
The theory of the linear inverse method has been discussed by 
several authors (Bott, 1967; Tanne~l967; Emilia and Bodvarsson, 1969; 
Bott and Hutton, 1970; Bott and Ingles, 1972; Bott, 1973a). 
A~cations of the method to the study of oceanic magnetic anomalies 
have been also discussed by most of these authors as well as its use 
in the joint interpretation of gravity and magnetic anomalies (Bott 
and Ingles, 1972; Bott, 1973a). An iterative adaptation of the theory 
has been used for theinterpretation of magnetic anomalies due to two 
dimensional bodies by Kunaratnarn (1972). Following the approach of 
Bott and Ingles (1972) and Bott (1973a), the method ~s here applied to 
the conversion of magnetic anomalies over the Lower and Middle Benue 
Trough to pseudogravimetric anomalies. In all its application in the 
present work, attempts were made to make m equal to n hence constraining 
the programming to only the fully determined case (equation 1.27). 
1.4.1 Use of Matrix Method ~n Computation of Pseudogravimetric 
Anomalies 
To apply the matrix method discussed above to the joint 
interpretation of magnetic and gravity anomalies, no assumptions 
need to be made about the shape of the causative body though both 
the gravity and magnetic anomalies must be related to each other 
through the use of a common fictitious equivalent layer (Figure 1.20). 
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The magnetic anomaly due to any body may be uniquely interpreted 
~n terms of an equivalent magnetic layer as long as the directions 
of magnetization and of the observed field strength are specified. 
The corresponding gravity anomaly can likewise be uniquely inter-
preted in terms of a similar equivalent gravity layer. 
The chosen fictitious layer is usually divided into a ser~es 
of blocks, each possess~ng uniform magnetization and density but 
possibly of variable dimensions. In the present work rectangular 
blocks of uniform dimensions have been used (Figure 1.21). The 
gravity anomaly values Gi observed at the surface are related to 
the dens~ty value 
where 
G. 
~ 
K .. 
~J 
m 
I 
J=~ 
d. of the individual blocks by 
J 
K .. J. ~J J 
IJOF [ ClCij 
4TIG Clx 
s,n B - ClCij J 
_.. Clz cos Bj 
l. 31 
( . 2 2 2 ~ 2 2 2 ~ F s~n Im + cos Im cos am) (sin Ie + cos Ie cos ae) 
B fJ + 0 
-1 
fJ tan (tan Im/cos am) 
-1 (tan Ie/cos ae) 0 = tan 
Ie dip of the Earth's field 
Im dip of the magnetization 
ae azimuth of the Earth's field direction 
am azimuth of the magnetization direction and the terms 
Figure l. 21. 
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The terms C .. and K .. are readily evaluated by programs 
~J ~J 
similar to GRAVN and MAGN (Bott, 1969) provided the co-ordinates 
of the blocks and field points as well as the angle B are specified. 
To compute the pseudogravimetric anomaly, the observed magnetic 
anomaly is inverted to give the magnetization values of the individual 
blocks forming the equivalent layer. The corresponding values of 
density for each of these blocks are computed by assuming a constant 
ratio between the magnetization J. and the density d. according to 
J J 
the Poisson relationship. In the exactly determined case (m=n) which 
has been considered ~n the present work the pseudogravimentric 
anomaly Gp is given as 
1. 32 
where f ~s the constant of proportionality between the magnetization 
values J. and the density values d .. Thus to obtain the pseudo-
J J 
gravity anomaly, the density values obtained using f are used in 
equation 1.29. A Fortran program MGRAV has been developed to 
compute pseudogravity anomalies from the observed magnetic anomalies 
using the method outlined above. The application of this program 
to magnetic anomalies over the Benue Trough will be discussed in 
a later chapter. The program has been written specifically for 
pseudo-gravity transformation but may 1treadily adapted for pseudo-
magnetic transformation which is the inverse of pseudogravity 
transformation. 
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CHAPTER II 
EVALUATION OF DEMAGNETIZATION EFFECTS OF ARBITRARILY SHAPED BODIES 
2.1 Introduction 
The effective field at any point inside a body is given by the 
vector sum of the original inducing field and an inner field called 
the demagnetization field. The demagnetization field arises from 
the local magnetic field produced at a point within the body by the 
body itself and depends to a great extent on the shape of the body. 
This field, as the name suggests, tends to diminish the original 
inducing field and hence demagnetize the body, but it may also 
locally increase it. The effective field 1s g1ven as 
.fe Fo +En 2.1 
where 
Fe is the effective or total field 
Fo is the original field 
Fn ~s the demagnetization field 
The demagnetization field Fn can be expressed as a product of 
the magnetization vector (J) and 
¢(r) Ja(r')(r' - r) 
/r' - r/3 
the gradient of a potential given as 
3 ' d r 2.2 
where a(r') is a unit vector in the direction of the magnetization at 
the point r' assum~ng uniform magnetization. Combination of the 
equation 2.1 and 2.2 leads to an integral equation whose solution can 
be expressed as a power series in J/F0 , the first term of the series 
giving the demagnetization field at very large applied field or uniform 
magnetization. For sufficiently long bodies, the demagnetization field 
near each endface ~s substantially independent of the surface 
divergence of the magnetization at the other endface. The effect of 
36. 
demagnetization will generally be insignificant for values of 
susceptibility (K) less than 0.01 (CGS) or 4n x 10-2 (MKS) and the 
knowledge of the exact value of demagnetization ~s not generally 
important when the susceptibility becomes less than 0.05 (cgs) or 
0.62 (MKS). The problem of demagnetization was first considered in 
Expermental Physics where it is often a great disadvantage in research 
into magnetic materials since such studies usually involved investi-
gation of the relation between the magnetization J and the magnetizing 
force. 
The effects of demagnetization in ellipsoidal and non-ellipsoidal 
bodies are discussed in this chapter. Most often it is advantageous 
to consider bodies that have non-ellipsoidal shapes which are non-
uniformly magnetized to which geological structures conform. Three 
methods for studying the demagnetization effects of arbtrarily shaped 
bodies have been considered. The first involves the setting up a set 
of simultaneous equations which, on solution by matrix inversion, 
gives the values of effective magnetization vectors which are then 
used to compute the effective magnetic anomaly associated with the 
body at points on the surface. This method, which was originally due 
to Sharma (1966), ~s here called the "Method of matrix inversion". 
The second method is an iterative procedure for solving the same 
problem and has the advantage of being speedy as it ~s much faster 
than matrix inversion where the number of equations ~s large. This 
method, originally suggested by Vogel (1963), ~s however, most 
suitable for bodiesof low susceptibility and is here called the "Method 
of successive iterations". A third method has been suggested by Lee 
(1980) and is based principally on the evaluation of a set of surface 
integrals using boundary value techniques. This method, here called 
the "Method of surface integrals", is similar to the method of matrix 
inversion, the only difference being that the latter makes use of 
37. 
volume integrals. 
All three methods depend on the fact that the demagnetizing 
field can be expressed by the usual equations used for the computation 
of magnetic fields due to a body at field points outside the body. 
Emphasis has been placed on the use of the first two methods. 
2.2 Evaluation of Demagnetization Factors 
The demagnetization field produced by an element of the body 1s 
proportional to the magnetization, the constant of proportionality 
being called the demagnetization factor (N). In ellipsoidal bodies 
which are usually uniformly magnetized, the demagnetization field is 
also uniform and it is convenient to express the demagnetization field 
in terms of a tensor demagnetization factor Nij by means of the relation 
2.3 
where FDi 1s the ith component of the demagnetization field 
J. 1s the jth component of the magnetization vector 
J 
N .. 1s the ith component of the demagnetization factor due to 
I J 
the magnetization J .. 
J 
The demagnetization factor Ni. here transforms as a tensor due 1J 
to the linearity of the relation in equation 2.3 (Joseph and 
Schlomann, 1965). General expressions for the demagnetization factor 
N .. for ellipsoidal bodies have been given by several authors. 
1J 
Maxwell (1904) has shown how Poisson's equation can be adapted to 
the calculation of the demagnetization factors of a uniformly 
magnetized general ellipsoid. Kellog (1929) and Stratton (1941) have 
also given equations similar to those of Maxwell. Osborn (1945) has 
given tables and charts of demagnetization factors of a general 
ellipsoid for several axial ratios. 
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In the case of non-ellipsoidal bodies, the relationship between 
the demagnetization field and the magnetization is in general, 
non-uniform due to higher order correction terms in the series 
expansion of the field and the demagnetizing field cannot therefore 
be expressed simply in terms of a tensorial demagnetization factor. 
When, however, the applied field is very large, the demagnetizing field 
can be expressed in terms of a demagnetization factor which is a 
function of position within the body (Brown, 1962; Joseph, 1966, 1967). 
-IN-. (r) J. 
1] J 
2.4 
The computation of this demagnetization factor for non-ellipsoidal 
bodies has been attempted by different authors (Joseph and Schlomann, 
1965; Joseph, 1966; Zeitz and Henderson, 1956; ~and Stemland, 1975). 
Joseph and Schlomanh(l965) have derived expressions for the 
spatially varying tensorial demagnetization factor Nij(r) for 
rectangular prisms, the value for the zth diagonal tensor component 
Nzz(r) being 
Nzz(r) ~~ [cot-1f(x,y,z) + cot-1f(-x,y,z) + cot-1f(x,-y,z) 
-1 -1 -1 
+ cot f(x,y,-z) + cot f(-x,-y,z) + cot (x,-y,-z) 
+ cot-1f(-x,y,-z) + cot-1f(-x,-y,-zil 
2.5 
where 
I 
f(x,y,z) 2 2 2] 2 [(a-x) + (b-y) + (c-z) (c-z) 
(a-x)(b-y) 
and a, b, c, x, y, and z are as expressed 1n figure 2.la. 
The other two diagonal tensor components Nxx(r), Nyy(r) can be 
inferred from the expression for Nzz(r) by an interchange of x,y,z 
and a,b and c. Joseph and Schlomann (1965) also derived similar 
expressions for the off diagonal tenscirial demagnetization factors 
Nxz(r), Nyz(r), Nxy(r) for a rectangular pr1sm. They presented 
2c 
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equations for the spatially vary1ng tensorial demagnetization factors 
for circular cylinders (Figure 2.lb) and have also suggested ways of 
computing the second order demagnetization factors for semi-infinite 
thin slabs and semi-infinite cylinders. 
2.2.1 Evaluation of Average Demagnetization factors 
The demagnetization factors of non-ellipsoidal bodies are not just 
functions of position within the body, but are also functions of the 
applied field and its distribution and the magnetization or suscept-
ibility of the body. Circumstances often arise where interest is 
not in the loc.al variations of the demagnetization factor but in 
how the body responds to an applied field in some average sense. 
This leads to the concept of an average demagnetization factor which 
is of two types. In the first type, a spatially varying demagnet-
ization factor is averaged over the entire volume of the body to 
yield what is called the magnetometric demagnetization factor (Nm) 
while in the second kind, the average is taken in a plane perpendicular 
to the direction of the applied field and midway between the endfaces 
of the body to give what is known as the ballistic demagnetization 
factor (Nb) (Joseph, 1976). 
Several authors have developed methods for evaluating average 
demagnetization factors of uniformly magnetized bodies of different 
shapes. Brown (1962) has computed both the ballistic and magnetometric 
demagnetization factors of a uniformly magnetized infinitely long 
rectangular bar which is transversely magnetized. Joseph (1966, 1976) 
has derived exact expressions for the ballistic and magnetometric 
demagnetization factors for uniformly magnetized cylinders (Figure 2.2a) 
and approximate expressions for both very short and very long 
cylinders. The following expressions were derived for Nb and Nm 
z 
I 
ll v 
Figure 2 2a Cylinder and coordinate system used in calculation 
Hatched cross section is ~he median section over which the 
ballistic demagnetization factor is computed "~-·tn~ <Tv::c-?_~r-1 ( i' ~1;) 
~ 
Figure 22b. Rectangular prism and coordinate system used in 
calcuiJtion Hatched cross section is the section over which 
the ballistic demagnetization factor is computed 
-. ~:· -~ :) l' {~ o s e r)h ( I~-\~:.~- ) 
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Nb 2.6 
where 
P = L/2a (see Figure 2.2a) 
Ei (K) and E2 (K) are the complete elliptic integrals of the first 
and second kinds respectively. 
The equations 2.6 and 2.7 reduce to the following set of equations 
for very short (P<<l) and very long (P>>l) cylinders using the 
appropriate elliptic integrals 
Nb :e 1 - (2P/n) [L09 (8/P) D P<<l 
Nm :e 1 - (2P/n) [Lo9(4/P) - G 2.8 
Nb :e ( !p2) [ 1 - (3/2P 2) + (25/8p4 ~ 
P>>l 
? 
Nm 
"' 
(4/3nP) - (!P-) 2.9 
Complete derivations of equations 2.6 and 2.7 are given ~n Appendix 
A. A fortran program FACTl has been written to compute both the 
ballistic and magnetometric demagnetization factors for a cylinder and 
results from this program for varying dimensional ratios (P) are g~ven 
in Table 2.1. It will be seen from Table 2.1 that the ballistic 
demagnetization factor decreases faster than the magnetometric 
demagnetization factor with increasing dimensional ratio (P). This 
is so because for large dimensional ratios, the demagnetization 
factor N (r,z) becomes quite small in the interior of the body while 
at the endfaces of the body, it approaches the value 0.50. Since Nm 
includes contributions from the endfaces of the body while Nb ~s 
determined solely by the behaviour of N(r,z) at the centre of the 
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body, Nb decreases faster than Nm for increasing dimensional 
ratio (P). 
Joseph (1967) has also provided comparable results for the 
ballistic and magnetometric demagnetization factors for uniformly 
magnetized rectangular prisms (Figure 2.2b) which reduces for very 
large P(P = a/c) to the following : 
Nb 4n[4tan-l 2q - (1/q) log (1 + 4q2~ 2.10 
Nm [ -1 2 2 ] 4n 4tan q- 2q log q + (1/q)(q -l)log(l + q) 2.11 
where 
q b/c and P :1/c (see Figure 2.2b) 
Sharma (1966, 1968) has developed a method of calculating the 
average demagnetization factor in any given direction for a 
uniformly magnetized body of arbitrary shape. The method involves 
the division of the body into several volume elements or cells of 
rectangular cross-section and Sharma (1966, 1968) gives the value 
of the average demagnetization factor as : 
Ni Tii/4R (i x,y,z) 2.12 
where 
Tii 1 f .. V Tu (P) dP 2.13 
v 
2.14 
and 
J Tii(P) 
()2 1 dQ Clx· Clx· 1 1 r 
v 
where dP and dQ are volume elements separated by a distance r within 
the body of volume V. 
The results so far obtained for average demagnetization factors 
have been based on the assumption of uniformly magnetized bodies or 
samples that are of low susceptibility and these may not in practice, 
be of much interest. This is so because the demagnetization effect 
TABLE 2.1 
VALUES OF COMPUTED DEMAGNETIZATION FACTORS FOR DIFFERENT 
DUIENSIONAL RATIOS 
Ratio Ballistic Magnetometric 
0.10 0.784694 0.796990 
0.20 0.657641 0.682234 
0.30 0.563900 0.600788 
0.40 0.491791 0.540976 
0.50 0.435767 0.497248 
0.60 0.392563 0.466340 
0. 70 0.360018 0.446091 
0.80 0.336599 0.434968 
0.90 0. 321159 0.431824 
1.00 0.312806 0.435767 
2.00 0.102539 0.180957 
3.00 0.048440 0.127582 
4.00 0.028702 0.098291 
5.00 0.018900 0.079883 
6.00 0.013344 0.067263 
7.00 0.009905 0.058079 
8.00 0.007635 0.051099 
9.00 0.006061 0.045614 
10.00 0.004927 0. 041191 
12.00 0.003437 0.034500 
14.00 0.002532 0.029677 
16.00 0.001942 0.026038 
18.00 0.001536 0.023193 
20.00 0.001245 0.020908 
30.00 0.000555 0.014008 
40.00 0.000312 0.010532 
50.00 0.000200 0.008438 
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will be negligible for low magnetizations and for higher magnet-
izations where it really matters, the magnetization becomes non-
uniform and hence the evaluation of demagnetization factors become 
increasingly difficult. Alternative approaches to the problem 
of demagnetization for arbitrarily shaped, not necessarily uniformly 
magnetized bodies have been suggested (Sharma, 1966; Vogel, 1963; 
Lee, 1980) and the application of these methods are presented in the 
subsequent sections of this chapter. 
2.3 Evaluation of Demagnetization Effects of Arbitrarily Shaped Bodies 
The evaluation of the demagnetization effect of arbitrarily 
shaped, non-uniformly magnetized bodies is a difficult problem. So 
far three methods have been suggested. These are the method of 
matrix inversion (Sharma, 1966), the method of successive iteration 
due to Vogel (1963) and the use of surface integrals due to Lee 
(1980). The approach in all three methods is to divide the body into 
many volume elements or cells. Each cell is then assumed to be of 
uniform magnetization, an assumption whose reliability depends on 
the number and size of the volume elements. The methods were 
originally developed for three dimensional bodies and are all based 
on the assumption that the demagnetization field inside a body can be 
represented by the integral formula used for the calculation of 
magnetic fields outside a body, when the magnetization and geometrical 
dimensions of the body are known. An unfortunate shortcoming of these 
methods is the assumption that magnetization is in the direction of 
the Earth's field. This is, however, often not true as quite often 
the main magnetization may depend on the remanent component as has 
been shown by a number of authors (Books, 1962; and others). The 
effects of remanence may also affect dip estimates. 
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In the present study the body whose demagnetization effect is 
being studied is divided into blocks of rectangular cross-section 
and the direction of magnetization need not be in the direction of 
the Earth's field. Hhile three-dimensional cases have been 
considered, emphasis has been laid on the evaluation of demagnetization 
effects of arbitrarily shaped two-dimensional bodies, magnetized in an 
arbitrary direction. A suitable starting point is the presentation 
of equations for the magnetic fields due to two and three dimensional 
bodies of rectangular cross-section. 
2.3.1.1 Field Equations for Three Dimensional Prisms 
In general the different components of magnetic anomaly are 
given by the following set of relations in three dimensions 
where 
fl. X Jx Txx + Jy Txy + Jz Txz 
L'.Y Jx Tyx + Jy Tyy + Jz Tyz 2.15 
L'.Z Jx Tzx + Jy Tzy + Jz Tzz 
L'.T fl. X cos ae cos Ie + L'.Y sin ae cos Ie + /':,Z s~n Ie 
L'.X, L'.Y, L'.Z, /':,T are the x, y, z and total field components 
of the magnetic anomaly. 
Jx, Jy and Jz are the x, y and z components of magnetization. 
L'.T is assumed smaller than the total field T. 
Expressions for the coefficient Txx, Txy, Txz, Tyy, Tyx, Tyz, 
Tzz, Tzx and Tzy are given by the following integrals assuming the 
field point to be at the origin, (Figure 2.3a). 
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J 
2 2 
Txx 110 3x - r dv 4n --;s-
v 
Txy 110 J 3xy dv 4n - rs-
v 
Txz 110 J 3xz dv 4TI -;:s 
v 
Tyx Txy 
2.16 
J 3/ 2 Tyy 110 - r dv 4n rs 
v 
Tyz 110 J 3yz dv 4n rs 
v 
Tzx Txz 
Tzy Tyz 
f 2 2 Tzz J,io 3z - r dv 4n rs 
v 
These co-efficients reduce to the following express1ons obtained by 
integration for rectangular prisms : 
Txx = 
-1 ( yz) + tan ~ -
XlRS 
+ tan -
1 
( \ Z 2) -
XlR7 
-1 tan 
-1 
tan 
tan 
-1 
(:::~) 
c~:~) 
Txy 
Txz 
Tyy 
Tyz 
110 { log cl+R2) log ( Zl+Rl) 4rr 
Z2+R3 Z2+R4 
rz +R ) log ( 21 +Rs) l + log 1 6 
~Z2+R7 Z2+R8 
IJO { log (yl +R4) ~ log (-"l+Rl) = 4rr 
Y2+R3 Y2+R4 
+ log cl+R6) log(Yl+R7) 
Y2+R5 Y2+R8 
IJO { tan~ 1 ( xl 21) ~1 (xz ) 4rr - tan __!___1_ 
Y2R5 Y2R8 
tan -l ( x2z2) + 
Y2R3 
tan~l(XlZ2) + 
YlR7 
-1 
+ tan ( xh) ~ 
IJO 
4n 
YlRl 
-1 {xh) tan 
Y2R2 
-1 ( x 1z~) - tan 
YlR6 
-1 (Xz'z_) tan 
YlR4 
45. 
2.17 
} 
} 
46. 
Tzz )10 { tan -l (Y1X1) tan-1 (Y1X2) 4n 
Z2R7 Z2R4 
-1 ( XY ) -1 (XY ) + tan ~ - tan ___l__l 
Z2R3 \ Z2R8 
-1 (XY ) - tan - 1 ( x1 y1) +tan ~
7.:1Rl ZlR6 
-1 (x1 Yz) 
-1 (X Y ) } + tan ZlRS - tan _2_2 
ZlR2 
where 
(X22 + y 2 + zl2)! (X 2 2 2 ! Rl R2 +Y2+Zl)2 1 2 
R3 (X 2 + y 2 + z22)! R4 (X2 2 + yl 2 + z/)! 2.18 2 2 
Rs (X 2 2 + z 2)! R6 (X 2 + yl2 + zl2)! 1 + y2 1 1 
R7 (X 2 2 + z/)! (X 2 + Y/ + z/)! 1 + yl R8 1 
and x1 , x2 ; Y1 , Y2 ; z1,z2 ; are the differences between the centres 
of our rectangular blocks and the extensions of the sides of the 
surroundoung prisms along the x, y, z axis respectively with the 
sides of the prism assumed to be lying parallel to the co-ordinate 
system and are obtained by subtracting the sides of the prisms from 
the centres of the refangular blocks. 
2.3.1.2 Field Equations for Two-Dimensional Blocks 
The corresponding equations to 2.17 above for a two-dimensional 
body of square cross-section are obtained from the following 
integrals: 
Txx 
Txz 
Tzz 
).10 
47f 
).10 
47f 
).10 
47f 
47. 
2f/ dx dz 
2.19 
2 
which on solution reduce to the following equations 
Txx 
Tzz -).10 
= 47f C<P1- <P2- <P3 + <P4) 2.20 
Txz Tzx ).10 log(r2r3) 4n 
rlr4 
<P 3 , and <P 4 are as shmvn in Figure 
2.3b. In arriving at the above equations the terms in y have been i:Jno·.-.?_..t. 
as they make no contribution. 
2.3.1.3 Expressions for the Total Field 
Quite often interest is ~n the value of the total magnetic 
field 6T rather than in its components. The total field magnetic 
anomaly due to a three dimensional pr~sm of rectangular cross-
section, is given as follows : 
48. 
L'.T J [Ccosim co sam Txx + sinam cosim Txy + sinim Txz) 
cosae cosie 
+ (cosim cos am Tyx + s1.nam cosim Tyy + sinim Tyz) 
cosie sinae 
+ (cosim cosam Tzx + s1.nam cosim Tzy + sinim Tzz) sinre] 
2.21 
where the co-efficients Txx, Txy, Txz. Tyx, Tyy, Tyz, Tzx, Tzy and 
Tzz are as given in equation 2.17. The equivalent equation to 2.21 
above for a two-dimensional block of rectangular cross-section 
(Figure 2.3b is as follows: 
]JO [ • r2r3 L'.T = 2K J--4 s1.n6 log ----1f rlr4 + cos 6 
2.22 
where 
J total magnetization 
K ( . 2 2I 2 )!( . 2 2I 2 )! sl.n Im + cos m cos am s1.n Ie +cos e cos ae 
6 -1 -1 tan (tanim/cosam) + tan (tanie/cosae) 
Im Dip of magnetization 
Ie Dip of the Earth's field 
am aximuth of magnetization 
ae aximuth of the Earth's field. 
2.3.2 The Method of Matrix Inversion 
In this method the body under consideration is divided into 
a number of prisms or cells; the field at the centre of each cell 
is then evaluated as a function of the magnetization of the 
surrounding cells. The method was originally developed by Sharma (1966) 
and the description given here follows that of Sharma (1966). 
The inner demagnetization field which is a function of 
position in the body is given by 
49. 
x,y,z n q r[ a2 f e dv] FDj ~0 2. I 2.23 4'Tf J i aK. a .. -r-
~ P=l ~ ~J qp 
" 
\..rhere 8 is an angle term expressing the magnetization direction 
whose value depends of the value of i and j. 
jth component of the demagnetization at the centre of the qth 
cell due to the magnetization in the ith direction of the pth 
cell. 
r the radial distance between the qth and the pth cells qp 
j and i take values x, y or z. 
The effective field at the centre of the qth cell following equation 
2.1 ~s therefore g~ven by 
where n 
F . OJ 
F .q + 
OJ 
X, y, Z 
I 
i,j 
n 
I 
P=l 
F .. qp 
J~ 
number of cells making up the body 
2.24 
the jth component of the original field for the qth cell 
and the primed summation s~gn means except for the case p=q which ~s 
not included. F .. qp represents the terms within the bracket in 
J~ 
equation 2.23 which are obtained from the integrals of equation 2.16 
where solutions are given in equation 2.17 as follows : 
Fxx coslm cosam Txx Fxy coslm s~nam Txy 
Fxz sinlm Txz Fyx coslm cosam Tyx 
Fyy coslm s~nam Tyy Fyz sinlm Tyz 2.25 
Fzx coslm cosam Tzx Fzy coslm s~nam Tzy 
Fzz sinlm Tzz 
The equation 2.24 on expansion leads to the following set of 
equations ~n which the original fields F q' the susceptibility and OJ 
the co-efficients F .. pq are the known and components of the effective 
J~ 
magnetization vectors are the unknown. 
1 Jex 
2 Jex 
50. 
K Fox
1 
+ K [Jex1 Fxx 11 + Jex 2 Fxx12 + Jex3 Fxx 13 + ...... + 
n 1n Jex Fxx 
1 11 2 F 12 3 F 13 T n F ln + Jey Fxy + Jey xy + Jey xy + ..... + .ey xy 
+ Jez
1 
Fxz
11 
+ Jez 2 Fxz 12 + Jez 3 Fxz 13 + ..•.. + Jezn Fxz 1n] 
2 [ 1 21 2 22 3 23 K Fox + K Jex Fxx + Jex Fxx + Fex Fxx + ..•... + 
n 2n Jex Fxx 
1 F 21 2 F 22 3 23 n F 2n 
+ Jey xy + Jey xy + Jey Fxy + ....... + Jey xy 
+ Jex
1 
Fxz
21 
+ Jez 2 Fxz22 + Jez 3 Fxz 23 + ••...•.. + Jezn Fxz 2n] 
2.26 
K Foxn + K [ 1 nl 2 n2 3 n3 Jex Fxx + Jex Fxx + Jex Fxx + •...•. + 
Jexn Fxxnn 
1 F nl 2 F n2 3 F n3 n F nn + Jey xy + Jey xy + Jey xy + •.•... + Jey xy 
+ Jez 1 Fxznl + Jez 2 Fxzn2 + Jez 3 Fxzn3 + ..••.. + Jezn Fxzn~ 
where the Je terms represent the effective magnetization vectors 
which is the sum of KFo and the inner magnetization vector. 1 Jex 
for example is the effective magnetization of the cell numbered "1" 
~n the direction x and K is the susceptibility of the body. 1 Fox 
~s the original field for the cell "1" in the x direction and the 
terms under the square bracket represent the inner field components. 
A similar set of equation to those of equation 2.26 above exist for 
the y and z components of the effective field and inner 
demagnetization field. 
From the set of equations 2.26 and the equation 2.24, there ~s a 
set of 3n linear equations ~n 3n unknowns (the components of 
effective mangetization) which on solution, gives the different 
components of the effective magnetization for the different cells. 
The equation 2.24 can therefore be written as a simple summation thus: 
q 
Foj 
qp 
F .. 
J~ 2.27 
I 
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which can be expressed ~n a matrix notation as follows 
r Fox 1 11 Fxx -- ln 11 ln 11 ln 
--Fxx Fxy- ----Fxy ~XZ----- .. Fxz I . 
! 
' nl I F~x n · nl ' nn : nl . nn ' 
--. Fxz nn n Fxx- - Fxx Fxy - --- Fxy Fxz 
- Jex 
1 11 ln 11 ln 
-- - ·Fyz ~n Jey 1 F?y Fyx - - - -Fyx Fyy - - - Fyy Fyz- -
I 
I 
' ' 
' ' ' I ' n F: nl · nn' nl ' nn : nl ' nn n Fay yx- - Fyx Fyy _-
--Fyy Fyz 
- - - -Fyx Jey 
1 11 ln ~n ln 11 ~n 1 Foz Fzx-
- - -- Fzx Fzy - - Fzy Fzz _ -
-- --Fzz Jez 
I 
I ' : 1 
Foz : nl Fzx - - ' nn ~ n 1 • nn ~ n 1 • nn 
--Fzx Fzy _-- -Fzy Fzz _--- -Fzz , n Jez 
2.28 
The matrix on inversion gives the values of the components of the 
effective magnetization for all the cells. This forms the basis of 
the matrix inversion method. 
So far a general three-dimensional treatment has been considered. 
The two-dimensional treatment follows directly on simplication. The 
equation 2.24 is replaced by the following equation : 
Fo.q + 
J 
I 
x,z 
I 
~J 
n 
I 
P=l 
J_P 
~ 
F .. qp 
J~ 2.29 
where Fe.q, Fo.q and J.P take their usual meanings, and F .. qp are J J l Jl 
obtained from the set of equations 2.20 .J.nd the terms 1n y neglected. 
Thus 
Fxx coslm cosam Txx Fxz sinlm Txz 
2.30 
Fzx coslm cosam Tzx Fzz sinlm Tzz 
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The set of linear equatiorngiven ~n equation 2.26 ~s replaced 
by its two-dimensional equivalent given, thus : 
1 Jex 
2 Jex 
KFox 1 + K[Jex1Fxx11 + Jex2Fxx12 + Jex 3Fxx 13 + .•...•..• + 
n ln 1, 11 2 12 3 13 Jex Fxx + Jez Fxz + Jez Fxz + Jez Fxz + •.••••• + 
n lnJ Jez Fxz 
K 2 K [- l 21 2 22 3 23 Fox + Jex Fxx + Jex Fxx + Jex Fxx + •..•.•.•• + 
n 2n Jex Fxx 
1 21 2 22 3 23 n 2n] 
+ Jez Fxz + Jez Fxz + Jez Fxz + ••••. + Jez Fxz 
n [ 1 nl 2 n2 3 n3 n nn KFox + K Jex Fxx + Jex Fxx + Jex Fxx + ....... + Jex Fxx 
1 nl 2 3 n3 n nnJ + Jez Fxz + Jez Fxzn2 + Jez Fxz + •••.••••• +Fez Fxz 
2.31 
A similar set of equation to 2.31 above exists ~n terms of the 
z components of the effective magnetization. The three-dimensional 
matrix of equation 2.28 is replaced by the following matrix in two 
dimensions which, when inverted, gives the effective magnetization 
components Jeip: 
1 Fox 
1 Foz 
1 nl Fxx 
11 Fzx- ---
I 
I 
I 
ln 11 
-Fxx Fxz --
I I 
I 
I 
I I 
F , nnF, nl XX XZ 
ln 11 
- - - - Fzx Fzz- -
I I 
I 
I 
I nl ~ nn 1 nl Fzx-- - - - - - - Fzx Fzz ___ _ 
ln 
-Fxz 
I 
I 
1 nn Fxz 
ln 
- - - Fzz 
I 
I 
I 
• nn Fzz 
2.32 
1 Jex 
I 
I n Jex 
J 1 ez 
I 
A two dimensional treatment is preferred to the three-dimensional 
treatement because this reduces the number of equations to be solved 
from 3n to 2n and consequently reduces computing time. It ~s evident 
from the arguments given so far that most of the work involved ~n the 
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use of the method entails the evaluation of the co-efficients Tji' 
Once these are evaluated, the revised co-efficients Fjiqp are 
easily obtained using equations 2.25 or 2.30, the computation of the 
effective magnetization components only involves an inversion of the 
matrices given in equation 2.28 (for 3-D case) or equation 2.32 (for 
2-D case). To test the ~li'Cttr<lcy of the c•xpress1ons 1 n equ;Jtions 2.17 
;lllci 2. 20, fortran progr<llliS have been written for magnetic anomalies 
due to two and three dimensional bodies divided into rectangular prisms. 
The two-dimensional program ANOM2 has been extensively tested against 
the program MAGN (Bott, 1969) while the three-dimensional program 
ANOM3 has been extensively tested and used by Smith (1980) who 
recognised the advantage of the ease with which the size of the 
composing prisms can be changed and the ability of the program to 
consider blocks of non-uniform magnetization. 
Fortran programs DMAGFIELD2 and DMAGFIELD3 have been developed 
for the computation of the components of effective magnetization 1n 
both two and three dimensions respectively. The programs first 
evaluate the co-efficients Fjiqp with which the matrices given in 
equation 2.28 (for 3-D case) and equation 2.32 (for 2-D case) are 
formed. The programs then make a call to the NAG Library routine 
F04JAF' which inverts the matrices to obtain values of the different 
components of the effective magnetization. Considerable time is 
required by these programs 1n carrying out the matrix inversion, 
especially when the number of blocks (n) exceeds twenty (20), as a 
result of the number of equations to be solved. A major reduction 
in the time can be achieved if instead of computing the different 
components of the effective magnetization, the total effective 
magnetization is computed. This would reduce the number of equations 
solved in the program DMAGFIELD3 from 3n to n and the number of 
equations solved by the program DMAGFIELD2 from 2n to n. The 
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equations 2.24 and 2.29 now reduce to 
n 
Foq I JepFqp/ q 1, ..... , n 2.33 
P=l 
and the matrices of equations 2.28 and 2.32 reduce to the following 
matrix : 
Fo 1 
Fo 2 
[ 
I 
j 
! 
' n Fo 
Fll 
F21 
I 
j 
12 F -- -
F22 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
n2 
F----
,ln 
--- --··F 
2n 
- - - -- F r 
Je 
Je 
I 
I 
•n Je 
1 
2 
which on inversion yields the values of the total effective 
2.34 
magnetization for the different volume elements. The co-efficients 
Fqp have been derived 1n sections 2.3.1.1 and 2.3.1.2 above for 
the three and two-dimensional cases respectively. In two dimensions 
and considering a body divided into rectangular or square blocks, the 
co-efficients Fqp is given by the following equation : 
2.35 
where the terms K, S, r 1 , r 2 , r 3 , r 4 , ~l' ~ 2 , ~ 3 , and ~ 4 have 
meanings as given in section 2.3.1.2 . 
.,. 
The Fo~ran program DMAGN using the NAG Library routine F04JAF 
computes the values of the total effective magnetization for a two 
dimensional body divided into squares based on equations 2.33, 2.34 
and 2.35 given above. The effective magnetization vectors obtained 
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are used to compute the effective magnetic anomaly values at 
observation points on the surface which are then plotted out for 
comparison with the magnetic anomaly with the effects of demag-
netization neglected. Application of this program to the study 
of demagnetization effects 1n two dimensional bodies 1s g1ven 1n 
Section 2.3.5 below. 
2.3.3 Method of Successive iterations 
An alternative approach to the matrix inversion technique is 
the method of success1ve iterations. The method was originally 
developed by Vogel (1963) and applied to the computation of 
average effective magnetization vectors in x, y and z direction 
assuming the body to be magnetized in the direction of the Earth's 
field. The method like the previous method is based on the 
assumption that the inner demagnetization field can be given by 
the integral 
~~ J J g rad2 
v 
l dx dy dz 
r 
2.36 
which is the familiar integral used for the evaluation of fields at 
points external to a body and is equivalent to the expression in 
equation 2.23. This equation holds good for both points within and 
outside the body. In the present study, the above equation 1s used 
to compute the field due to a body at points within the body given 
its magnetization properties. The method proceeds as follows. 
A body subject to an original inducing field F0 and having a 
susceptibility K has an original magnetization J 0 whose direction 
need not be 1n the direction of the Earth's field. Using the 
integral of equation 2.36, the magnetic field F1q associated with 
this magnetization J 0 is computed at points within the body and 
associated with this field F1q is the magnetization J 1q The 
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field F2q due to this magnetization J 1
q, ~s aga~n computed at 
points within the body using the equation 2.36 and associated with 
this field ~s the magnetization J 2q which ~s used to find the field 
F3 q and consequently J 3q. This process is continued until the field 
at different points within the body changes by less than some 
assumed value at which point convergence is said to have taken 
place. The effective field at each of the points within the body 
is the vectoral sum of all the fields computed and is given thus : 
F0 + F q + F q + F q 1 2 3 + .•••••• + F q 2.37 n 
where n is the number of iterations carried out. The effective 
magnetization values within the body are given by the following 
equation : 
2.38 
where the susceptibility K need not rema~n constant throughout the 
body. 
In the present ~udy, the body under consideration is divided 
into several cells of rectangular cross-section and the iterative 
procedure outlined above is used to compute the effective magnet-
ization value at the centre of each cell. The original inducing 
field F0 need not be the same for the different cells. A fortran 
program DMAGN2 has been written for the evaluation of the 
effective magnetization of two-dimensional bodies using the 
procedure outlined above. The program evaluates the integral of 
equation 2.36 using the equation 2.22 and successively evaluates 
the magnetizations J 1q, J 2
q ········, J q and using the equation 
n 
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2.38 the effective magnetization values for all the cells are 
computed. The effective magnetization values so computed are used 
to calculate the effective magnetic anomaly at points on the surface 
external to the body which is then plotted out as in the previous 
section. The application of this method, its relative merits and 
disadvantages as well as a comparison between it and the method of 
matrix inversion is discussed in Section 2.3.5 below. 
2.3.4 Method of Surface Integrals 
Two method of evaluating the demagnetization effects of arbitrarily 
shaped, non uniformly magnetized bodies have already been introduced 
in Sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.3 above. These were the methods of Matrix 
Inversion and Successive Iterations. A third approach to the problem 
of demagnetization is now presented. The method originally developed 
by Lee (1980) is similar to the method of matrix inversion (Sharma, 
1966) but makes use of surface integrals obtained using Maxwell's 
equation rather than the volume integrals used by the method of 
matrix inversion. The development of the method assumes the body of 
permeability ~ to be in a medium of permeability~·, with the potential 
functions ¢ and ¢' associated with the body and medium respectively 
(Figure 2.4). The potential functions¢ and¢' are related through a 
surface integral equation derivable from Maxwell's equation which on 
solution by matrix inversion, leads to an evaluation of the effective 
field at points external to the body. 
The following well known relations exist for the magnetic field 
intensity, the magnetic induction, the current density, the permeability 
and the displacement current vector 
y 
~------------------------------~x 
0 
z 
Figure 2·4. Coordinate system used 1n calculations. 
VxH an J + at 
V.B 0 
B lJ lJOH 
where 
H magnetic field intensity 
B magnetic induction 
J current density 
Displacement current density 
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2.39 
lJ permeability; lJO = Permeability of free space 
Based on the set of equations 2.39, Lee (1975, 1980) has obtained the 
following surface integral equation relating the potential functions 
¢ and ~~ whose solution forms the basis of the present method : 
¢ 1 + 2K 
where 
( ~ G ds J an 
s 
2.40 
s = the surface of the inhomogeneity or body 1n question 
n = outward normal of the surface s with respect to which the 
partial derivative is taken (Figure 2.4). 
G !nR 
R [ex ~ I 1 2 1 2 1 2 Z - x ) + (y - y ) + (z - z ) 
The potential function ¢ 1 is related to the original inducing 
field encountered in the previous methods. An equation similar to 
that of equation 2.40 has been derived by Ramsey (1952). A numerical 
solution to the equation 2.40 has been presented by Lee (1980) following 
the elegant approach of Barnett (1972). Equation 2.40 can be reduced to 
the following form: 
¢1 K 
+ 2n 
s 
¢ 1 ds R 2.41 
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To obtain a general solution of the equation 2.41, the surface 
of the body under consideration is divided up into a number of surface 
cells or facets, over each of which the quantity u(~cp) is constant, 
· dn 
(Barnet, 1972). The equation 2.41 then can be written for the 
ith surface cell as 
<Pi = <jl. i K/2 f' f 1 ~ ds. + 7f + ~ R·. Cln. J j=l s. ~J J 
J 
[ $ 1 dsi 2.42 
s~ Clni R .. 
~~ 
where the summation does not include the ith cell and Rij is the 
radial distance between the ith and jth surface cells. The above 
is an expression of equation 2.41 for the ith cell as a function of 
the surrounding cells and holds good at either side of the boundary. 
A suitable boundary condition therefore is : 
~· ~ 
' 
2.43 
3n 
where the prime denote term outside the boundary. Equation 2.42 then 
reduces to a set of linear equations expressed as 
N 2~ r' j=l $ Cln· J 
() 
Cln· ~ f.; j s .L ds 2.44 
The above equation ~s analogous to the equation 2.24 of Section 2.3.2 
() cj>i r 
and defines a system of linear simultaneous equation ~n which ---CJn. 
are the knowns and ~i are the unknowns. Cln· 
J 
~ 
and N ~s the number of 
surface cells making up the surface of the body. The integral 
K 
27f 3~i f R ~. ds 
~J 
s 
2.45 
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represent co-efficients Tij to be evaluated for each cell (i) with 
respect to every other cell (j), and once evaluated the system of 
ClcJ>i equations in 2.44 can be solved to determire the unknowns an·· The 
J 
above integral equation (Equation 2.45) can be re-casted to the 
following form 
T;. K ),~i 1 ds lJ 21f R;. lJ 2.46 
if the differentiation is carried out before the integration and the 
above equation has a value depending on the shape of the surface 
cells into which the body under consideration is divided. 
Lee (1980) has made use of triangular facets following the 
mathematical formulation of Barnet (1972). All through the present 
work however, the body is assumed to be made up of rectangular/ 
square cells. The coefficients once evaluated, the equation 2.44 
can be expanded thus: 
~l_ I ~ acp acp 
dill dill Tll + an2 
T12 + •••••.•• + art Tln 2.47 
n 
acp2 ' ~ acp acp 
dri2 dill T21 + an2 T22 + •••••••• + art T2n n 
+ ••.••... + 
The above lS a set of n equations lU n unknowns which, on solution 
by matrix inversion yields values for the unkno~1 parameters ~:. 
J 
and once these are determined the effective magnet~ field lS easily 
obtained from the following equation 
K n ~r" 1 Hm - vcp' m - 21f I Cln· R .m ds 2.48 j=l J s 
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which follows directly from the usual equations for the magnetic 
field in the direction of unit vector m due to an arbitrarily 
shaped body. It lS then clear that the method outlined here has a 
close similarity to the method of matrix inversion outline earlier. 
2.3.5 Study of Demagnetization Effects of Arbitrarily Shaped Bodies 
The techniques discussed in the preceding Sections 2.3.2, 
2.3.3 and 2.3.4 are here applied to the study of demagnetization effects 
ln arbitrarily shaped two-dimensional bodies. The approach has been 
to divide the body under consideration into cells of retangular or 
square cross-sections. The effective magnetization of each cell is 
then computed using the methods already disccused. To study the 
effects of demagnetization and its magnitude, the total field magnetic 
anomaly due to the body whose magnetization is non-uniform is computed 
and compared graphically with the equivalent magnetic anomaly with 
demagnetization neglected. A great part of this study was carried out 
using the program based on the method of matrix inversion. Results 
obtained uslng the alternative approaches have, however, been compared 
with those from the method of matrix inversion and the result of this 
comparison is given in the appropriate section. 
2.3.5.1 Effect of Susceptibility on Degree of Demagnetization and 
Inhomogeneity of Magnetization. 
The effect of the susceptibility value on the degree to which a 
body is demagnetized as well as the degree of inhomogeneity of the 
magnetization of non-ellipsoidal bodies has been investigated. For 
the purposes of this investigation, the body was divided into twenty 
(20) cells and assumed to be subject to a homogeneous original 
inducing field of 48,000 gammas. The effective magnetization values 
for the cells and subsequently the effective total field magnetic 
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anomalies were calculated for susceptibility values of 1.00 (CGS) or 
4rr (MKS), 0.50 (CGS) or 2rr (MKS), 0.10 (CGS) or 0.4rr (MKS), 0.01 (CGS) 
or 0.04rr (HKS) and 0.001 (CGS) or 0.004rr(MKS) using the program 
DMAGN. 
Figures 2.5, 2.6, 2.7, 2.8 and 2.9 show the original and effective 
magnetic anomalies due to the body whose cell distribution is also 
shown, for susceptibility equal to 4rr MKS, 2rr MKS, 0.4rr MKS, 0.04rr MKS, 
and 0.004rr MKS respectively. It is evident from these plots that the 
effect of demagnetization is greatest when the susceptibility is 4rr MKS 
and decreases with decreasing susceptibility value. The effect of 
demagnetization 1s virtually non existent when the susceptibility 
value was 4rr x 10-2 and 4rr x 10-3 (Figures 2.8 and 2.9). It was 
also found that the values of effective magnetization computed when 
the susceptibility was 4rr x 10·-2 MKS and 4rr -3 x 10 MKS were 
virtually uniform with the degree of inhomogeneity increasing as the 
susceptibility value was increased. Therefore at rather low 
susceptibility values, a non-ellipsoidal body could be described 1n 
terms of an average magnetization. 
2.3.5.2 Effect of Cell Size and Number on Degree of Demagnetization 
The methods presented in this study are all based on the 
assumption that the volume or surface cells into which the body 1s 
divided can be considered to be of uniform magnetization. The 
degree to which the number of cells determined the accuracy of 
results was investigated by dividing the body used in the last section 
into 10, 20, 40, 80, 160 and 320 cells. The effective magnetization 
and anomaly were then recomputed. It Has found that the effective 
anomaly showed a slight decrease as block numbers increased from 10 to 
80. The number of cells was, however, found not to make any 
noticeable effect of the results for cell numbers of 160 and above. 
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The resutls of Figures 2.5, 2.6, 2.7, 2.8 and 2.9 have been repeated 
using 80 cells and these are presented in Figures 2.10, 2.11, 2.12, 2.13 
and 2.14. It is evident from a comparison of both sets that the 
variation of themagnitude of the effective field is not very significant. 
It was found that the relative gain ~n accuracy by using large 
numbers of cells ~s completely outweighed by the reduction in speed 
and hence increase in computation cost ar~s~ng from the use of large 
numbers of cells and a modest number of 80 was therefore adopted in 
the present study. 
2.3.5.3 Applicability to Cases of Arbitrary Magnetization Directions 
The above techniques for evaluating the demagnetization effects 
of arbitrarily shaped bodies as presented here makes no assumption as 
to the direction of magnetization. The magnetization vector need not 
be oriented in the direction of the Earth's field. Figures 2.15a, 
2.15b, 2.15c and 2.15d show the results obtained with an inducing field 
inclined at 72° and having an aximuth of 20° while the magnetization 
vector dips at 62° with an aximuth of 30° for susceptibility values of 
0.4, 0.3, 0.1 and 0.01 (CGS) respectively. A similar set of results 
with the magnetization inclined at 31° and having an aximuth of 160° ~s 
shown in Figures 2.16a, 2.16b, 2.16c and 2.16d. 
2.3.5.4 Comparison of Methods 
Although the results presented so far have been obtained using 
the method of matrix inversion, similarly good results can be 
obtained using the methods of successive iteration and surface 
integrals. As has already been stated, the method of surface 
integrals is closely similar to the method of matrix inversion, the 
only difference being the nature of the matrix inversion and the 
method of computing the relevant coefficients used. An obvious 
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advantage of the method of surface integrals lies in the fact that 
it does not assume the body to be in a medium of zero permeability. 
The method of successive iteration depends on the reduction of 
the internal field by successive iterations to some acceptable value 
which in this case 1s to a value less than 1/lOOOth the original 
field. The fulfillment of this convergence criterion may therefore 
be a difficult and time consuming operation especially when the 
number of cells and the susceptibility are very high. For moder-
ately low vaL~es of susceptibility however, the method was found to 
be as good as the methods involving matrix inversion. The results 
of a study using the method of successive iteration and the method of 
matrix inversion for a body divided into 80 cells - shown - for 
susceptibilities of 0.06, 0.05, 0.04 and 0.01 (CGS) are shown 1n 
Figures 2.17, 2.18, 2.19 and 2.20 respectively, where as was expected 
both results agree fairly well with each other. The method of 
successive iterations appeared to be faster and is expected to be 
more readily applicable to massive bodies than methods involving 
matrices since such methods would involve the solution of large numbers 
of equations. 
2.4 Demagnetization Effects of Dykes 
The difficulty involved in the evaluation of demagnetization 
effects in dykes depends to a great extent on whether the dyke is 
thin or thick. For a thin dyke, the computation of the effects of 
demagnetization and its inclusion in the interpretational scheme is 
simple and straightforward as it is usually sufficient to express the 
effects of demagnetization 1s such dykes in terms of the demagnet-
ization factor (N). This demagnetization factor is zero when the 
components of magentization 1n the plane of a thin dyke is considered 
and has a value of unity (1.0) for components perpendicular to the 
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plane of the thin dyke (Parasnis, 1972). The departures expected 
from these values at the edge of the dyke are not serious as the thin 
dyke is assumed to be very thin compared to its depth of burial and 
the constant demagnetization factors equal to those of an infinite thin 
sheet hold good for a thin dyke. The susceptibility of the dyke is now 
modified to give an apparent susceptibility given as 
K' K/(1 + K) 2.49 
The problem of demagnetization in thick dykes is not, however, as 
straightforward as that of a thin dyke as an internal near surface 
magnetization which var1es in both magnitude and direction is created 
1n the thick dyke. To a first approximation, the demagnetization of 
a thick dyke may be expressed 1n terms of a demagnetization factor 
whichfor the cross components of magnetization has a value of 0.5 
near the edge of the dyke (Gay, 1963). This approximation, however, 
becomes poor as the thickness and magnetization of the dyke increases, 
thus the need for alternative approaches to the problem of demagnet-
ization in thick dykes. The techniques discussed 1n section 2.3 above 
represent very attractive alternatives to the use of an approximate 
demagnetization factor. 
In general, the effect of demagnetization lowers the magnitude of 
the anomaly and the neglect of demagnetization effects when the later 
is appreciable may lead to an eroneously small thickness for the dyke 
while leaving the depth of burial and position of the dyke unaffected. 
The techniques discussed in Section 2.3 above, have been applied to a 
re-interpretation of some profiles taken across the Minch Dyke 
(Chapter Three) and the results of this study will be presented 1n that 
Chapter. 
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CHAPTER III 
MAGNETIC INVESTIGATION OF THE MINCH DYKE 
3.1 Introduction 
On sheet 12 of the Aeromagnetic map of Great Britain and 
Northern Ireland 1s a marked linear feature running from the 
north of the Island of Lewis to Loch Ewe, a distance of about 
110 km (Figure 3.1). The short wavelength anomalies over the 
neighbouring land areas are associated with the Pre~ambrian 
basement and with lavas on Skye. For instance, the pronounced 
positive anomaly over south Harris has been interpreted by 
Westbrook (1974) as being closely related to the outcrop of 
metagabbros which occur within the Lewisian igneous complex 
of tonalites; anorthosites and gabbros bounded by metasediments. 
In contrast, over the North Minch, the low amplitude magnetic 
anomalies of rather gentle magnetic gradients reflect the develop-
ment of Mesozoic sediments underlain by Torridonian sediments 
in the Minch Basin. An interpretation of the gravity field 
(Figure 3.2) showed that the thickness of sediments in the 
basin range from about 1.5 kms to about 4 kms (Allerton, 1968). 
The prominent linear magnetic feature which crosses the basin 
is here interpreted as being due to an unusually wide, reversely 
magnetized dyke, probably of Tertiary age. The results of this 
interpretation are presented 1n this chapter. An attempt has also 
been made to include the effect of demagnetization of the dyke 
in the interpretation. A brief outline of the geology of the 
areas around the proposed Minch dyke is first given. 
Figure 3.1 An aeromagnetic map of the area around the Minch Dyke 
(taken from Sheet 12 of the Aeromagnetic Map of Great 
Britain and Northern Ireland). 
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3.2 Geology of the Area Around the Minch Dyke 
The Minch Basin across which the Minch anomaly runs is 
bordered by the Islands of Lewis and Harris to the west, Northern 
Skye to the south, the Shiant Isles as well as the north Scottish 
mainland. The geology of these areas which surround the Minch 
dyke has been presented in detail by several authors (Richey, 
1961; Anderson and Dunham, 1966; Jehu and Craig, 1924; Binns et 
al., 1974). 
3.2.1 The Outer Hebrides (Lewis and Harris) 
The Islands of Lewis and Harris are essentially composed 
of Lewisian orthogneiss and a massive paragneiss which form most 
of the south-west Harris, (Jehu and Craig, 1924). South of 
Lewis and north of Harris there are massive granite intrusions. 
Sheets and dykes of varied rock types also intrude the gneiss of 
the Outer Hebrides. Most of these are late Lewisian in age 
although rocks of Caledonian, Perm ian and Tertiary ages are also 
to be found with Tertiary igneous rocks appearing as north-west 
trending dykes. 
The Outer Isles Thrust Plane occurs to the south east of 
Lewis and Harris. This is gently inclined towards the south east 
and dates from Pre-Torridonian time. The Stornoway Beds lie to 
the north east of Lewis. The age of these beds is not definitely 
known but they have recently been described as Triassic based 
on sedimentologtcal correlation (Steel, 1971). These sediments 
have been deposited ~n a graben like structure associated with the 
complex faulting along the Minch fault. 
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3.2.2. Northern Skye 
Northern Skye is mainly composed of Tertiary basaltic lavas 
which overlie Jurassic rocks. Also lying on the peneplane of 
Jurassic rocks are the Tertiary sediments made up of volcanic 
dust, lapilli, bombs and tuffs ejected with explosive violence 
(Anderson and Dunham, 1966). These Tertiary sediments are similar 
to the tuffs of the Palagonite Formation of Iceland, (Wilson, 1937; 
Tyrrell, 1949). 
East of Skye, 1s the Island of Rona which is formed of 
Lewisian gneiss. Mesozoic sediments are known to outcrop on the 
north and east coasts of Skye and intermittently along the west 
coast. 
3.2.3 The Shiant Isles 
The Shiant Isles are situated between the Outer Hebrides 
and Skye and have a geology closely related to that of Skye. 
They are formed of Tertiary igneous rocks (Craig, 1965). Massive 
sills of Tertiary crinanite occupy the bulk of the Shiant Isles 
and these outcrop on the seabed to the south of the Isles. Upper 
Lias shales though not in any great thickness are also present. 
3.2.4 The North Scottish Mainland 
The rocks of the Scottish mainland which form the eastern 
edge of the Minch Basin are mainly Pre,ambrian in age. The Fore-
land complex in the north west is composed mainly of Lewisian 
gneiss which are unconformably overlain by Torridonian sediments. 
Nearer the Moine Thrust, Cambrian sediments unconformably overly 
the Lewisian and Torridonian of the Foreland Complex. The Moine 
sediments which occur east of the Moine Thrust, seem to have been 
laid down contemporaneously with the Torridonian sediments of the 
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Foreland complex. They were thrust to the northwest during the 
Caledonian movements. On the mainland between Gruinard Bay and 
Loch Ewe are found thin sequences of Triassic and Liassic 
sediments in down faulted tracts. 
3.2.5 The North Minch Basin 
Gravity and seismic studies of the North Minch indicate the 
presence of a sedimentary basin in the area. This basin is 
bounded on the west by the Minch Fault. A similar fault may 
also exist on the east side. The oldest sediments are probably 
of Torridonian age and the youngest sediments of Jurassic age. 
Thickness of these sediments have been estimated at between 
1.5 kms and 3.7 kms (Allerton, 1968). 
3.3 Interpretation of Magnetic Anomalies 
Sixteen profiles have been taken across the linear magnetic 
feature which intersects the Minch Basin. These are spaced along 
the length of the feature as shown in Figure 3.3. The observed 
magnetic anomaly values were taken from the contours on the one 
inch compilation sheets for the 1:250,000 Aeromagnetic maps of 
Great Britain and Northern Ireland. To obtain equally spaced 
field points, values were interpolated between contours using a 
curve interpolation routine. The lengths of the observed 
profiles varied according to the position at which the profile was 
taken. The source of this anomaly is not exposed anywhere on 
land or at the seabed. 
3.3.1 Method of Interpretation 
The two-dimensional method of interpretation of magnetic 
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anomalies due to dykes described in Chapter I was used. The 
initial estimates of the parameters 1, t, and z of the model dyke 
were obtained from the observed anomaly profile using the method 
of Bruckshaw and Kunaratnam (1963). Based on these initial 
estimates, lower and upper bounds were placed on permissible 
values of 1, t and z. Starting with these initial estimate, the 
parameters 1, t and z were varied until an acceptable fit was 
obtained between the observed and computed anomalies. A measure 
of this fit is given by the value of the objective function at 
the end of the optimization routine. A second order quadratic 
regional field was assumed throughout the interpretation. The 
removal of the regional field was carried out in the course of 
the interpretation process outlined in Chapter I (Section 1.3) 
of this thesis. Tests showed that for most of the profiles, the 
removal of only the zeroth order regional field does not adequately 
fit the observed anomaly. To illustrate this, an interpretation 
of the profile II' with only the zeroth order regional indicated 
removed is shown ~n Figure 3.4. The obvious inadequacy of the 
regional removed ~s evidently shown in the diagram. It was, 
however, found for most profiles that only the zeroth and first 
order regional fields were appreciable. The result of a re-
interpretation of profile II' with higher order regional fields 
removed is shown in Figure 3.9. 
3.3.2 Results of Interpretation 
Seven profiles taken spacely across the entire length of 
the prominent linear negative magnetic anomaly which crosses the 
North Minch as interpreted by the non-linear optimization method 
(Chapter I, Section 1.3) are shown in Figures, 3.5 to 3.11. 
Figure 3.4 An interpretation of the profile II' with only the 
zeroth order regional shown removed, 
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The interpretation of profile AA' located at the extreme northern 
end of the anomaly is shown in Figure 3.5. This indicates the 
dyke to be 1.30 km wide and 0.86 km deep. The angle 8 is 
estimated to be 297° and the magnetization within the vertical 
plane containing the profile is 0.61 A/m, assuming the dyke to 
be vertical. The optimal body shape produced for the profile 
BB' (Figure 3.6) indicates the dyke to have a thickness of 
1.13 km, a depth of 1.02 km, a value of the angle S of 245° 
and magnetization in the plane of profile of 0.43 A/m. 
The interpretation of profile CC' (Figure 3.7) shows the 
dyke to be 1.05 km thick and 0.72 km deep. The angle 8 for 
this profile 1s estimated to be 291° and the magnetization in 
the plane of the profile estimated at 0.59 A/m. Figure 3.8 gives 
the optimal model produced for the profile EE'. The model 
indicates a dyke of thickness 1.16 km, depth 0.74 km, a value of 
the angle S of 286° and magnetization in the plane of the profile 
of 0.81 A/m. The profile II' is best interpreted in terms of 
a dyke having a thickness of 1.19 km, depth to the top of 0.77 km 1 
0 
angle S of 280 and magnetization 1n the vertical plane of 0.80 km 
A/m (Figure 3.9). The corresponding optimal model for the profile 
JJ' indicates a dyke 1.14 km wide and 0.74 km deep (Figure 3.10). 
The angle S 1s estimated to be 274° and the magnetization in the 
plane of the profile estimated at 0.70 A/m. 
An interpretation of the profile NN' is shown 1n Figure 3.11 
where the dyke is seen to have a thickness of 1.11 km and depth to 
the top of 0.66 km. 0 The angle 8 1s here estimated to be 263 , and 
the magnetization estimated at 0.70 A/min the plane of the profile. 
Since it may be possible to model dykes whose parameters deviate 
from those of the models presented above owing to the problem of 
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ambiguity inherent in most potential field methods, it ~s useful 
to place some bounds on the models. 
In order to place lower and upper bounds on acceptable 
models for the different profiles interpreted, a statistical 
error analysis was carried out to determine the confidence intervals 
for the parameters of the dyke as obtained from the interpretation. 
This analysis was done following the procedures outlined in 
section 1. 3. 6 of this thesis. Emphasis was laid on the thickness, 
depth to the top and the angle (S) beta of the model dykes. A 
95% confidence limit has been used throughout. The usual approach 
is to compute the objective function value (Fe) us~ng the 
equation 1.18 (Chapter I, Section 1.3.6). A graph of the 
objective function values against values of the parameters whose 
confidence interval is required is now plotted with all other 
parameters assumed to be fixed at their minimum values. The 
function value Fe is marked out on the graph by a straight line 
intersecting the curve of function values against parameter values. 
The intercepts of the line representing the function value Fe on 
the graph of function values against parameter values are now 
produced to the parameter axis to give the limiting values of the 
parameter and consequently the confidence interval assuming a 
particular confidence limit (95% ~n this case). 
Graphical representations of this statistical analysis for 
the profile AA' are given in Figures 3;12a, 3.12b and 3.12c for 
the thickness, depth to the top and the angle beta (S) respect-
ively. A similar set of plots for the profile NN' are given in 
Figures 3. 13a, 3.13b and 3.13c for the thickness, depth and the 
angle beta ( S) respectively. The position of the function value 
Fe as well as the position of the lower and upper limits on the 
values of the parameters are indicated. This analysis for the 
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profile AA' ~s based on the use of twenty (20) field points 
and for the profile NN' is based on the use of sixteen (16) field 
points. The confidence limit for both profiles and all other 
cases was fixed at 95 per cent. The values of the corresponding 
F-distribution parameter F 1 (1-x) were obtained using n, m-n-
Standard Statistical Tables (Neave, 1978). The value of the 
parameter F 1 for the profile AA' as read from the tables n, m-n-
was 2.95 and for the profile NN', this was 3.73. 
Table 3.1 is a table giving the optimal values of thickness, 
depth to the top, magnetization values in the vertical plane 
containing the profile as well as the values of the angle S of 
the model dyke required to fit the different profiles interpreted. 
It is evident from this table (Table 3.1) that the postulated 
Minch dyke has a variable depth and thickness. 
The angle I ' which is the projection of the Earth's field 
e 
direction in the plane of the interpreted profile, is about 90° 
(Ninety degrees). If the dyke is assumed to be vertical, then 
the projection of the direction of magnetization in the plane of 
the profile is g~ven by the estimate of the angle (S) for the 
different profiles. These estimates given in Table 3.1 are 
approximately indicative of a direction consistent with reverse 
magnetization along the present field direction. 
TABLE 3.1 SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
Profile Thickness Depth to Top Angle B Magnetization 
(KM) (KM) B = I 1+I 1-d A/M e m 
A 1.30 ± o.05 0.86 ± o.o6 296.68 0.61 
B 1.13 ± 0.06 1.05 ± 0.04 245.10 0.43 
c 1.05 ± 0.05 0. 72 ± o.o3 291.24 0.59 
D 1.05 ± 0.05 0.84 ± 0.04 268.40 0.64 
E 1.16 ± 0.02 0.74 ± 0.01 285.50 0.81 
F 1.05 ± 0.30 2.87 ± 0.41 337.65 0.499 
G 1. 23 ± 0.10 1.44 ± 0.12 322.18 o. 72 
H 1.05 ± 0.21 1. 76 ± 0.24 290.67 o. 70 
I 1.19 ± 0.01 o. 77 ± 0.08 279.78 0.80 
J 1.14 ± 0.08 o. 74 ± 0.04 274.05 o. 70 
K 1.16 ± 0.07 0.80 ± 0.15 264.88 0.60 
N 1.11 ± 0.05 0.66 ± 0.42 262.59 o. 70 
Q 1.14 ± 0.34 1.45 ± 0.21 319.96 0.89 
y 1. 20 ± 0.40 1.71 ± 0.53 303.27 0. 77 
N.B. Error limits shown have been obtained based on the method 
discussed in Section 1.3.6 based on 95% confidence 
limit. 
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3.3.3 Effects of Demagnetization 
Four profiles across the Minch dyke have been re-interpreted 
with the effects of demagnetization considered. Evaluation of 
demagnetization of the Minch dyke was accomplished using methods 
described in Chapter II of this thesis. In carrying out this 
analysis, only the upper sections of the model dyke was considered 
to be giving rise to the anomaly and the upper part of the dyke was 
accordingly divided into rectangular blocks as required by the 
methods described in Chapter II. The program DEMAGN was used 
for this study. The results showed that the postulated Minch 
dyke was not appreciably demagnetized. The assumption of zero 
demagnetization effect made in the previous interpretation was 
therefore a valid one. The profile NN 1 on re-interpretation with 
the effect of demagnetization included, gave a thickness of 1.13 km, 
depth to the top of 0.65 km and an angle B of 267° (Figure 3.14). 
3.3.4 Other Geophysical Evidence for the Minch Dyke 
Additional evidence for the Minch dyke has been obtained from 
the results sf·seismic experi~ents carried out by the Shell and 
B.P., and the Institute of Geological Sciences, (I.G.S.) 
(McQuillin, personal communication). From one of the three seismic 
profiles on which evidence for the dyke 1S found, the dyke was 
interpreted as having a top at the base of the Jurassic and using a 
velocity of 2.4 km/sec, a depth to the top of 1. 11 km has been 
estimated for the dyke at that point. The corresponding magnetic 
anomaly profile taken along this line has been interpreted in terms 
• I 
of a model dyke having a depth of 1.44 km (Prof1le HH ). This is in 
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of demagnetization included. 
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a fairly good agreement with the results obtained from the se1sm1c 
profile. Minor faulting that may have been associated with the 
emplacement of the dyke was also evident on the seismic profile. 
3.4 Interpretation of Linear Anomaly North of Lewis 
To the west of the linear magnetic feature associated with 
the Minch Dyke, is another linear magnetic feature which terminates 
close to the northern edge of the Island of Lewis (area A on 
Figure 3.1). Three profiles (Figure 3.1) across this feature have 
been interpreted in terms of a reversely magnetized dyke. The 
model dyke required to explain this anomaly was on the average, found 
to be thinner and deeper than the Minch Dyke. Figure 3.15 shows 
the result of an interpretation of the profile 1. The model dyke 
required to explain the anomaly here is of thickness 0.84 km, 
0 depth 1.01 km and the angle S has a value of 280 . The profile 2 
on the other hand is best explained in terms of a dyke of thickness 
0.70 km, depth 1.17 km and having an angle S of 260° (Figure 3.16). 
The optimal body required to account for the profile 3 has a thickness 
0 
of 0.76 km, depth to the top of 0.81 km and the angleS of 290 
(Figure 3.17). 
3.5 Discussion 
The conclusions drawn from this study of the Minch Dyke are 
that the linear magnetic anomaly which intersects the Minch Basin 
is related to a wide dyke of dimensions uncommonfo~ dykes found 1n 
the British Isles. The dyke has a variable depth and thickness along 
its length and is reversely magnetized in a direction consistent with 
a Tertiary origin. It is observed that the values for the angle S 
obtained for the dyke north of Lewis (section 3.4) is close to those 
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obtained for the Minch dyke (section 3.3.2). This suggests that 
both dykes may have been emplaced at the same time, probably in 
the Tertiary. Unusually wide dykes like the Minch Dyke and the 
dyke west of the Minch Dyke must be of some tectonic significance. 
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CHAPTER IV 
THE GEOLOGY OF THE BENUE TROUGH REGION 
4.1 Introduction 
The Benue Trough is an elongated trough of subsidence. It 
forms an important part of a system of linear sedimentary basins 
which includes the Niger, Benue and Gongola Rivers. The Benue 
Trough has a width of 130-150 km and trends north-easterly to 
attain an approximate length of 800 km. The trough is filled 
with Cretaceous rocks whose ages range from middle Albian to 
Maestrichtian. It is bordered on either side by the granites and 
gneisses of probable Proterozoic age which make up the crystalline 
basement. 
The stratigraphic and structural conditions are more or less 
continuous from the south-west or Lower Benue, through the Middle 
Benue to the north-east or Upper Benue and this is shown by the 
continuity of palaeontological zonation within the mar1ne form-
ations, the series of long narrow folds with ENE-WSW axes which 
characterise the Cretaceous rocks from Abakaliki in the south-
west to Gombe in the north-east, and the narrow zone of lead-zinc 
mineralization with associated intrusions which runs from 
Abakaliki to Zurak (Figure 4.1) (Cratchley and Jones, 1965). 
Special emphasis has been placed on the Middle and Lower Benue 
area in the present work. 
4.2 Basement Geology of the Benue Trough 
In Nigeria over 90% of exposed rocks belong to the Basement 
Complex which is believed to be mostly Precambrian (Oyawoye, 1972). 
The Basement Complex over the Lower and Middle Benue 
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consist mainly of quartzo-feldspathic migmatites and gneisses, 
with occasional quartzites, marbles and amphibolites. There are 
numerous Older Granite intrusions that range in composition from 
granite to granodiorite, quite a number of dioritic intrusions and 
a smaller number of gabbros and syenites. 
The crystalline basement rocks over most of the Lower and 
Middle Benue area belong to two fairly well defined series. The 
first group is a less metamorphosed series, made up mainly of 
quartzites, schists and gneisses success~on and this is probably 
of sedimentary or~g~n (Falconer, 1911). The second group is a 
more highly metamorphosed series of banded and contorted gneisses 
which can be distinguished by the smooth and compact character of 
their exposed surfaces. The more highly metamorphosed gneisses 
which make up this second group are irregularly distributed 
throughout the micaceous and feldspathic gneisses of the first 
group (Falconer, 1911). Nowhere has the actual contact of the 
two groups been clearly exposed and its character is therefore 
subject to speculation (Oyawoye, 1972; Falconer, 1911). 
In the Lower and Middle Benue areas, the crystalline base-
ment, whose topography is believed to be irregular (Effeotor, 
1974; Cratchley and Jones, 1965; Ayoola, 1978), is exposed in a 
number of places. It comes quite close to the surface at a few 
other places. Notable outcrops are the small inliers of biotite 
granite and gneisses that are found around the town of Arufu. 
Between Wukari and Ugba there are also numerous outcrops of the 
basement. 
The crystalline basement over the Lower and Middle Benue, 
as in most other parts of Nigeria, contains many major and m~nor 
intrusives (Oyawoye, 1972; Carteret al., 1963; Cratchley and 
Jones, 1965; Reyment, 1965, McCurry, 1976). Many of the thin 
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bands of well foliated augen gne1ss and granitoid gneiss enclosed 
within the metamorphic series are original granitic intrusions 
which are intimately associated with the adjoining gneisses and 
schists, making discrimination difficult. These can be 
separated into the younger and older intrusives. The older 
intrusives are largely granites while the younger intrusives include 
granitic, basic and diabasic types with numerous associated 
dyke-like bodies (Oyawoye, 1972; Falconer, 1911; McCurry, 1976; 
Wright, 1976). 
The Older Granites, as the older intrusives are called 
(Falconer, 1911), represent a cycle of granite evolution in which 
all states of granitization and magmatic activity are displayed 
(Carteret al., 1963). These can hardly be distinguished from 
the metamorphic series and show a similar foliation. They may have 
been intruded at different times during the evolution of the 
gneisses and the amount of re-crystallisation varies depending on 
age (Carteret al., 1963; Falconer, 1911; Oyawoye, 1972). 
Vesicular micro-pegmatites found in the thoroughly foliated and 
reconstructed granites within banded and striated gneisses 
indicates the effects of m1nor crustal strains on these intrusives 
(Falconer, 1911). Falconer (1911) has described three easily 
distinguishable types of Older Granites based on their mode of 
emplacement and relationship with the crystalline gneisses that 
form the basement complex. These are the most altered types, the 
least altered types and the intermediate types. 
The younger intrusives within the Basement Complex are mainly 
granitic and pegmatitic, although diorites, dolerites and some 
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syenites also occur. In addition to these are numerous associated 
dyke-like bodies, which attain considerable s~ze and may coalesce 
to form massive bodies. Many younger intrusives of intermediate 
to basic character have been reported to the south-west and to the 
east of Gboko (Cratchley and Jones, 1965). The same authors have 
interpreted a positive gravity anomaly over Gboko in terms of a 
massive intrusive complex 30 km in diameter and about 5 km thick 
which they believe is probably syenite because of its inferred maximum 
-3 density of 2.77 gem . 
The pegmatite dykes are usually composed of microcline and 
quartz and may be found in the vicinity of Older Granites (Oyawoye, 
1972). They hardly exceed a few metres in thickness but may locally 
be numerous, coalescing to form single massive bodies (Oyawoye, 1972). 
The dolerite dykes rarely exceed a metre in width although they 
may locally unite to form rather larger bodies (Oyawoye, 1972). They 
usually exhibit forceful intrusive characteristics, by a 
shattering of the host rock and the inclusion of numerous fragments 
of various sizes as xenoliths. In summary,the basement of the 
Middle and Lower Benue area is invaded by numerous intrusive bodies 
whose sizes range from massive granitic bodies to thin dyke-like 
bodies that may unite to form massive structures. The exact ages of 
these intrusives are not known. 
4.3 Cretaceous Stratigraphy of the Middle and Lower Benue Trough 
Figure 4.2 ~s a map of the geology of the Benue Trough region of 
Nigeria. The stratigraphic correlations for the Lower (south-west), 
Middle, and Upper (north-east) Benue is given in Table 4.1 as 
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presented by Cratchley and Jones (1965). The present account 
only briefly covers the Upper Benue as there exists a considerable 
amount of published information on the area. However, to facilitate 
compar1son with the Lower and Middle Benue areas, a geological 
sketch map of the area and geological sections across the region 
(Figure 4.3) are given. 
4.3.1 The Middle Benue Trough 
As there has been little systematic or detailed mapping of 
the Middle Benue area, it has remained perhaps the area for which 
the geology is least well known in Nigeria. Much of what is 
presented here is based mainly on the few published tentative 
correlations of the lithological sequences for the upper parts of 
the Middle Benue (Cratchley and Jones, 1965; Falconer, 1911; 
Offodile, 1976; Offodile and Reyment, 1978; Ayoola, 1978), and 
personal discussions with geologists working in the area (Wright, 
Cratchley, Jones, Muoto, Okoro, Ezepue and others). 
Sedimentation in the Middle Benue area started 1n the Albian 
with the deposition of the Asu River Group whose age ranges from 
Middle Albian to Late Albian (Reyment, 1965; Offodile and Reyment, 
1978). The Asu River Group, whose type section has been described 
for outcrops in the Asu River near Abakaliki in Anambra State 
(Offodile and Reyment, 1978), consists of dark shales, siltstones, 
fine grained sandstones and limestones which grade upwards into 
shales and limestones of Upper Albian age (Cratchley and Jones, 1965; 
Offodile, 1976). Typical exposures of this formation have been 
reported to the east of Keana and near Arufu where it overlaps the 
older sediments to rest unconformably on the crystalline basement 
rocks (Cratchley and Jones, 1965; Offodile, 1976; Offodile and 
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Reyment, 1978). The exact thickness of this Asu River Group ~s 
not yet known or reported but it may attain an approximate 
thickness of 1500 m. 
The Keana Sandstone is made up of poorly sorted feldspathic 
coarse grained gritty, commonly arkosic pebbly sandstones that 
sometimes contain pebbly conglomerates (Cratchley and Jones, 1965; 
Offodile and Reyment, 1978). The thickness of the Keana Formation 
has been estimated at 800 m around the Keana-Awe area. There has 
so far been no evidence reported for an unconformity between the 
Keana Formation and the underlying Asu River Group in the Middle 
Benue area, although such an unconformity was suggested by Cratchley 
and Jones (1965). 
In the Keana-Awe area, the overlying "Passage Beds" or "Awe 
Formation" consist of flaggy, whitish coarse to medium grained 
sandstones, interbedded with carbonaceous shales, clays and sandy 
limestones (Cratchley and Jones, 1965; Offodile 1976; Offodile and 
Reyment, 1978; Ayoola, 1978). The lower part is associated with 
brine springs which are seen to issue near Awe (Offodile and 
Reyment, 1978). The exact position of this formation in the 
stratigraphic table is not generally agreed Offodile and Reyment 
(1978) reported that near the town of Awe, the inferred passage beds 
can be seen to lie between the older Asu River Group and the younger 
Keana Sandstone Formation. The thickness of these "Passage Beds" or 
"Awe Formation", which can be traced over large areas of the Benue 
Trough, has been put at about 1000 m (Offodile and Reyment, 1978). 
Overlying the "Passage Beds" are unnamed marine deposits of 
Lower Turonian age which only rarely outcrop (Cratchley and Jones, 
1965; Offodile, 1976). They consist mainly of shales, clays, 
siltstones and shelly limestones which are known to be mixed with 
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volcanic material to the south and south-west of Awe (Cratchley 
and Jones, 1965). 
The Lafia Formation ~s the youngest reported formation in 
the Middle Benue and consists of coarse grained ferruginous 
sandstones, red, loose sands, flaggy mudstones and clays 
(Cratchley and Jones, 1965; Reyment, 1965; Offodile, 1976; 
Offodile and Reyment, 1978). The type locality is in and 
around the town of Lafia. Its thickness is estimated to be around 
500-1500 m by Esso West Africa Inc. (Offodile and Reyment, 1978), 
though a wedge of this formation in the Lafia-Awe area hardly 
exceeds 50 m according to Offodile andReyment (1978). 
In addition to the major units generally known to exist 
within the Middle Benue are two other stratigraphic units that have 
been mapped by Offodileand Reyment (1978) in the Keana-Awe area. 
The Ezeaku Formation, whose thickness they estimated at around 95 m 
is composed mainly of shales. The Awgu Formation, whose thickness 
they estimated at 290m, is composed of black shales, sandstones, 
seams of coal and subordinate limestones of Conacian age. These 
formations seem to have been recognised only in the Keana-Awe area. 
4.3.2 The Lower Benue Trough 
Sedimentation in the Lower Benue area began in the Albian 
times with the depositionof the Asu River Group which is inter-
fingered by Aptian mafic volcanics (Uzuakpunwa, 1974). The Asu 
River Group consists of shales and siltstones and has an estimated 
thickness of about 2000 m ~n the Lower Benue (Adighije, 198la). 
Next to be deposited in the Lower Benue was the Ezeaku Shales/ 
Makurdi Sandstones/Ajali Sandstones sequence whose exact 
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relationship to the Asu River Group is not well known although 
they are generally regarded to be unconformable. The Ezeaku 
Shales consists of about 1000 m of calcareous, flaggy shales 
and siltstones, thin sandy and shelly limestone and calcareous 
sandstones. The equivalent of this in the Makurdi-Oturkpo area 
is the Makurdi Sandstones formation which consists of a thick 
mass of current-bedded, coarse-grained sandstone which, in places 
attain a thickness of about 900 m and is the lateral equivalent 
of the Keana Sandstone of the Middle Benue area (Cratchley and 
Jones, 1965; Offodile 1976; Reyment, 1965). The Ezeaku/Makurdi 
Formation has been assigned a Turonian age (Cratchley and Jones, 
1965; Offodile, 1976; Adighije, 198la). 
Overlying the Ezeaku/Makurdi Formation 1s the Awgu Formation 
which consists of marine fossiliferous, grey bluish shales, lime-
stones and calcareous sandstone whose age is probably Cenonian 
(Offodile, 1976). The Campanian sediment group which overlies the 
Awgu Formation is known as the Nkporo Shales. In the south these 
are marine shales (Offodile, 1976) but towards the south west, 
they pass into the arenaceous Otobi Sandstones. 
The Nkporo Shales unit is unconformably overlain by dominant 
sandstone, carbonaceous shales, sandy shales and local coal seams 
which, together form the Mamu Formation or Lower Coal Measures 
(Cratchley and Jones, 1965; Offodile, 1976). The Mamu Formation 
has a thickness of about 400 m and is overlain by the 330 m of 
coarse-grained characteristically current-bedded sandstones, which 
make up the Ajali Formation (Offodile, 1976), or "False-Bedded 
Sandstones" (Cratchley and Jones, 1965). 
Above the Ajali Formation, a thin coating of what has been 
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widely accepted as the latest sediments in the Lower Benue area 
was deposited. This is the Nsukka Formation, or the Upper Coal 
Measures, and consists of carbonaceous shales, sandstones and 
seams of coal; it has been assigned a Paleocene age (Cratchley 
and Jones, 1965). 
4.4 Palaeogeography of the Benue Trough 
The Pre-Cretaceous Benue Trough region, like the rest of 
Nigeria, consisted of a continental land mass composed of Pre-
cambrian crystalline basement on which Cretaceous sediments were 
unconformably laid down. Subsequently, the Benue Trough was 
subject to four main depositional cycles marked by the transgression 
and regression of the sea. 
The first sedimentary cycle of the Benue Trough lasted from 
the Middle-Albian to the Cenomanian. These sediments were not 
deposited elsewhere in Nigeria except in parts of the south 
eastern Nigeria (Kogbe, 1976). This cycle began with a Middle-
Albian marine transgression marked by the deposition in moderately 
deep marine environments of the Asu River Group and the Abakaliki 
Shales of the Lower and Middle Benue. 
The end of the Albian period marked the start of the first 
regressive phase in the Benue Trough. This continued until about 
the end of the Cenomanian andwas.marked by extensive deltaic 
development (Murrat, 1972; Kogbe, 1976; Cratchley and Jones, 1965). 
This regressive phase was marked by the deposition of the Bima 
Sandstone in the Upper Benue, (Carteret aL, 1963) and the Keana 
Sandstone in the Lower and Middle Benue (Falconer, 1911; Kogbe, 
1976; Murrat, 1972). 
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The second sedimentary cycle began with a marine trans-
gressive phase at the beginning of the Turonian. Associated 
with this transgression was the continued deposition of the Upper 
Limestones of the Calabar Flank (Murrat, 1972; Reyment, 1972; 
Falconer, 1911). The Ezeaku Shales were deposited within the 
nearby Abakaliki Trough during this transgression. The subsequent 
Lower Turonian regression led to deltaic deposition within the 
Benue Trough, represented by the Makurdi Sandstone formation 
(Murrat, 1972). 
The third sedimentary cycle occurred from the Upper 
Turonian to the Lower Santonian. Most of the deposits of this 
cycle have been eroded as a result of the late Cretaceous tectonic 
activity and much of what is known of this cycle is based on 
palaeontological evidence which shows that the transgression reached 
as far as the Gongola Basin. The onset of folding and uplift 
involving the Abakaliki anticlinorium set the stage for the 
regressive stage that lasted well into Lower Santonian times 
(Ayoola, 1978) and was accompanied by volcanic activity in the 
Upper Benue (Carteret al., 1963). 
The Lower Santonian uplift and folding which marked the 
end of the third sedimentary cycle was followed by a brief marine 
transgressive period in the Campanian. The Campanian transgression 
was marked by the deposition of the Nkporo Shales and Enugu Shales 
(Kogbe, 1976;· Ayoola, 1978). The accompanying regression gave 
rise to the growth of deltaic conditions associated with the 
deposition of the Gombe Sandstones 1n the Upper Benue and the Mamu 
Formation and continental sequence of Ajali Sandstones 1n the Lower 
and parts of the Middle Benue 1n Maestrichtian times. 
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4.5 Structural Geology of the Benue Trough 
The Benue Trough was subject to several folding episodes, 
notably in the Cenomanian, Santonian, Post Maestrichtian and 
Palaeocene. Numerous faults have also been reported within the 
trough (Ajayi and Ajakaiye, 1981; Chukwu-Ike, 1977) and the 
Cretaceous/crystalline basement contact which form the edges of 
the trough is also thought to be faulted. Major anticlinal axes 
and major faults found within the trough are shown in Figure 4.4. 
Two geological sections across the trough showing the nature of 
the edges of the trough and suspected faulting are also shown ~n 
Figure 4.4. 
4.5.1 Cenomanian Folding Episode 
Nwachukwu (1972) working inthe southern portion of the Benue 
Trough has provided evidence to suggest the existence of a folding 
phase which may have taken place during the Cenomanian regression. 
There seems to be evidence to support the claim of Nwachukwu (1972) 
for the existence of a Cenomanian deformation, but whether or not 
this affected parts of the Benue Trough other than the lowermost 
portions.of the trough and to what scale, is not known. 
4.5.2 Santonian Folding Episode 
Of all the earth movements in the Benue Trough reg~on, the 
Santonian folding episode was the most severe (Burke et al., 1972; 
Wright, 1976). The fold axes of the Santonian folding episode 
have g~ven the Benue Trough its unique character. This folding 
took place as part of the major folding episode in the African 
Continent since Palaeozoic times (Burke et al., 1972). Dips of 
the Santonian folds hardly exceed 30° although dips in excess of 
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this have been locally reported in the Benue Trough. The number of 
these folds, however, is large and some of them are over 60 km 
long (Burke et al., 1972). Most of these folds have strike 
directions along the trough and they are usually asymmetric. 
An important measure of the scale of the Santonian folding 
is the 2000 m of sediments removed from the Abakaliki anti-
clinorium. This was the largest structure produced by the 
Santonian folding episode in the Lower and Middle Benue before 
the deposition of Senonian sediments (Burke et al., 1972). During 
and after this folding episode the margins of the Benue Trough were 
uplifted and eroded with sandstones and coarse clastics spreading 
throughout the trough (Burke et al., 1972). These include the 
Gombe Sandstones and the Coal Measures of Enugu. 
4.5.3 Post-Maestrichtian Folding Episode 
This affected all the sediments in the Benue Trough but was 
less intense than the Santonian folding discussed above. The 
Upper Benue was not seriously affected by the Post-Maestrichtian 
folding episode, its sediments being uniformly and only gently 
folded. In the Lower Benue, and parts of the Middle Benue, however, 
the Santonian and Older sediments are believed to have been folded 
twice and so are more strongly deformed than the overlying younger 
sediments (Wright, 1976). The older and younger sediments are 
separated by a well marked erosional unconformity (Burke et al., 
1972; Wright, 1976). 
4.5.4 Palaeocene Folding Episode 
This gave rise to "Molasse" accumulations such as the Kerri-
Kerri Formation in the northern parts of the Benue Trough (Carter 
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et al., 1963; Wright, 1976). 
Only very little information 1s available on the distribution 
of anticlines and synclines in the Benue Trough in general and the 
Lower and Middle Benue ·in particular. A major character of the 
folds in the Benue Trough is their somewhat consistent trend. 
In the Lower Benue, folding took place mainly along ENE-WSW axes 
particularly in the Abakaliki area. Folds have been reported in 
theKonshisha River area south~east of Oturkpo; these are small 
and closely spaced. Two anticlines have been reported to run, 
ENE on to the crystalline basement at Gboko suggesting that the 
structures may have a core of older rocks (Cratchley and Jones, 
1965). Two other anticlines with axes having a NE-SW trend run 
through the towns of H'annune and Makurdi and have shallow dips 
that rarely exceed 10°. The folds in Abakaliki area have dips 
0 
of 30-60 (Nwachukwu, 1972). Severe faulting has not been 
reported in the Lower Benue. 
In the Middle Benue, fold axes are reported to be in 
directions consistent with the Lower Benue. A large anticline 
trending about 64 Km 1n a northeast direction has been mapped 
from the east of the town of Keana (Cratchley and Jones, 1965), 
which the authors have correlated with another anticline in the 
Shemakar Valley sequence. In the Amar and Muri districts, 
anticlinal structures have been reported mainly in the resistant 
sandstones with axes trending ENE toNE (Cratchley and Jones, 1965). 
Faulting is more severe in the Middle Benue than in the Lower 
Benue, so that major E-W faulting may account for the complicated 
nature of the Muri and Ligri folds (Cratchley and Jones, 1965). 
The exact relationship between faulting and folding in the Benue 
Trough is not well known. 
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4.6 Igneous Intrusion and Volcanic Activity in the Middle and 
Lower Benue Trough 
Igneous rocks in the Benue Trough range from Cretaceous to 
Tertiary in age. The extensive igneous activity which took 
place in the Lower Cretaceous of Nigeria was concentrated within 
the Benue Trough. This igneous phase was apparently most intense 
during the late Albian times and it had ceased by the end of 
the Turonian. Subsequent to this was the extensive volcanic 
activity which has extended from Cretaceous to Recent times. The 
younger of these volcanic 
age, and they are mainly basaltic. 
are of Miocene - Quaternary 
Some Younger Granites may 
be buried beneath the Cretaceous sediments. 
Intrusive rocks within the trough extend from Ishiagu 1n the 
Lower Benue to Zurak in the Upper Benue, a distance of over 500 
km. The number and extent of these occurrences increases from 
Zurak towards the south-eastern part of the zone. Many igneous 
rock types occur within this central zone of intrusives, but they 
are predominantly basic to intermediate 1n composition (Farrington, 
1952; Cratchley and Jones, 1965). Some of the complexes such as 
the Aghilla Hill complex, exhibit a concentric arrangement of 
igneous types, becoming more basic from the centre outwards with 
types ranging from syenites to gabbros. The dolerites are 
usually intruded into folded sediments which suggests that the 
sedimentation, folding and intrusion are not widely separated 1n 
time (Cratchley and Jones, 1965; Farrington, 1952; Falconer, 
1911). 
There 1s also marked association of the intrusions with 
structure. The intrusions favour the well developed and steeper 
anticlines (Farrington, 1952; Nwachukwu, 1972; Wright, 1976). They 
were typically quietly emplaced, although, as Farrington (1952) 
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pointed out, local phases may have been violently emplaced. 
Most of these intrusions take the form of sills, dykes, plugs or 
bosses of up to a few kilometres in diameter (Wright, 1976). 
The sills are mostly dolerite and follow the ENE trends of the 
folds while the dykes have north-easterly trends. Trachyte 
sills exhibiting flow structures have been observed, especially 
~n the Aghilla area (Farrington, 1952). 
Although igneous bodies have not been recorded in some 
sections of the trough, Farrington (1952) pointed out that 
close examination of any area shows evidence of some igneous 
bodies that do not outcrop. Many sizeable bodies may yet be 
unmapped. One such body is thought to exist to the south-west 
of Gboko. Some of these, especially the larger basic masses, 
produce contact metamorphism in the sediments (Cratchley and Jones, 
1965). 
Extrusive volcanic activity has been widespread ~n 
Cretaceous to recent times in the Benue Trough. The lavas 
grade in time from acid to intermediate. Farrington, (1952), 
whose description of the igneous and volcanic activity of the 
Benue Trough still remains the only thorough description available 
(Wright, 1976, personal communication) has listed the following 
important basaltic occurrences : (a) South of Obubra, (b) Egede 
Hills, (c) Lefin area, (d) NE of Ogoja, (e) Aghilla area, (f) South 
of Makurdi, (g) Arufu area, (h) Awe area, (i) Gongola region. 
In addition to these occurrences, basalt flows have been reported 
in many other parts of the trough such as that resulting from a 
central vent type eruption below Shemankar and occurring on 
the floor of the trough (Cratchley and Jones, 1965). Basalt 
cones have also been found over basement along a line which 
runs NNW from Peshiep to Panyam. 
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As Farrington (1952) has said, "The lavas, for the most 
part, are typical olivine basalts that are rarely vesicular 
or amygdaloidal." These extrusives are thought to have emanated 
from a number of small volcanoes many of which are still 
recognisable. Only in the Aghilla and Egede areas are the 
extrusive bodies known to coincide well with the intrusives 
although some of the volcanic plugs may well be mingled with 
the igneous bosses known to exist in the trough. 
The occurrences of igneous and volcanic activity within 
the trough tend to be closely associated with the lead-zinc 
mineralization. Both favour similar steeply dipping anticlines 
and are concentrated within the central portion of the trough. 
4.7 Lead-Zinc Mineralization of the Benue Trough 
One of the major features of the Benue Trough 1s the central 
zone of lead-zinc mineralization which is about 80 km wide and 
extends from Abakaliki in the south to Zurak in the north-east, 
a distance of about 560 km (Figure 4.1). The mineralization tends 
to be restricted to strata of Albian to Cenomanian age. The 
better defined occurrences are located in steeply dipping, 
fracture-filling veins which frequently strike north-south and 
tend to be associated with the axes of the major anticlines. 
McConnell (1949) concluded that the mineralization is of 
hydrothermal origin and deposited under mesothermal conditions. 
This conclusion was based on : (a) the mineralization is 
vertically zoned with lead-zinc ratio and silver content decreasing 
with depth, (b) the mineral assemblages resemble the lead-zinc 
deposits of the Mississippi Valley, (c) evident crustification of 
the lead-zinc minerals and close association of the mineralization 
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with saline springs and Tertiary volcanic activity. 
Farrington (1952) also suggested a medium to low 
temperature origin under mesothermal conditions of deposition. 
It has recently been suggested that the origin of the lead-zinc 
mineralization is likely to involve geothermal heavy metal 
bearing brines circulating under the influence of a deeper 
geothermal reservoir such as is known to occur at several 
locationsalong the present day lines of lithospheric separation 
as in the Red Sea and Salton Sea north of the Gulf of 
California (Grant, 1971). 
Although the exact age of the mineralization is not known, 
it is agreed that it took place at the end of the Santonian 
folding (Wright, 1968) and after the period of basic to 
intermediate igneous activity (Cratchley and Jones, 1965). 
Nwachukwu (1972) reported evidence of post mineralization 
deformation in the Enyegba, Ameri and Ameka areas of Abakaliki 
province where the minerals show coarsely crystalline and 
extensively sheared, striated and grooved granular forms that 
are suggestive of post-depositional deformation. The lead-zinc 
ve~ns are extensively oxidised above the water tahle (Farrington, 
1952) and closely associated with igneous and volcanic activity 
in the trough. 
4.8 Origin of the Benue Trough 
The elongated shape of the Benue Trough, its position and 
consistent mineralization, igneous activity, fold axes and 
structural lineaments have been given considerable attention by 
geologists interested in its mode of formation and its possible 
relationship to other similar structures ~n the world. 
The earliest theories on the origin of the Benue Trough were 
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based mainly on geomorphological evidence, the first being that 
of King (1950) who suggested that the trough originated as a 
rift structure associated with stresses which accompanied the 
separation of Africa and South America. According to King 
(1950), the bounding faults of this buried rift system have been 
obliterated by subsequent erosion and any remaining traces masked 
by the sedimentary rocks now filling the trough. 
The absence of any then known major normal faults led to 
doubts about the rift nature of the Benue depression as 
presented by King (1950) and led Farrington (1952) to contend 
that, in view of the deposition of sediments in a long narrow 
belt, their longitudinal folding and roughly medial arrangement 
of associated mineralization and intrusives, the trough 
originated as a geosyncline. Lees (1952) based on geomorphological 
evidence, supported the idea of a m1nor geosyncline in which 
compress1ve forces played a major role. According to Lees (1952), 
the crystalline basement underlying the Cretaceous sediments 
took part in the general folding of the sedimentary rocks. 
A gravity survey was undertaken by Cratchley and Jones 
(1965) to obtain new evidence. The gravity field over parts 
of the trough shows a characteristic central positive, flanked 
on either side by elongated negatives. Cratchley and Jones 
(1965) suggested that the Benue Trough originated as a rift 
valley under tension which subsided while the sediments were 
being laid down, the folding and uplift being later events. 
Perhaps the first attempt at explaining in any detail the 
mechanism of the evolution of the Benue Trough was that of 
Wright (1968). He considered the trough as a sediment filled 
inter-cratonic rift lying between the Congo and West African 
Cratons in which the release of torsional stresses associated 
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with the separation of Africa from South America and the ensuing 
crust readjustment of Africa led to a slight deformation, 
closing the trough and folding the sediments within it. 
Wright (1968, 1976) estimated that the amount of closure 
was not more than 6-8 km and that separation took place in the 
Lower Turonian times, an argument borne out by palaeontological 
evidence (Reyrnent, 1969; Reyrnent and Tait, 1972). 
The theory of plate tectonics stimulated renewed interest 
~n the origin and mechanism of evolution of the Benue Trough and 
has led to a number of hypotheses, differing only in the 
mechanism of achieving a commonly accepted structure. 
Grant (1971) proposed a model similar to the earlier one 
of Wright (1968) but differing in suggesting that the South 
Atlantic, Benue Trough and the Gulf of Guinea formed an unstable 
RRF triple junction which underlay the present day Niger Delta 
of Nigeria. This involved a number of transform faults along 
the North Gulf of Guinea Coast. This RRF triple junction may 
have caused internal strain in the African plate and a possible 
dilation of the Gulf of Guinea transform faults, which with the 
short-lived intervening ridge segments, helped to localize 
Cretaceous volcanic activity responsible for the newly found 
North Brazilian Ridge. Grant (1971) suggested a 30 million 
year spreading time for the trough from Albian to Santonian 
times during which the continents were either in contact or 
closely proximate along transform faults. This model involves 
crustal thinning (Cratchley and Jones, 1965) and concomitant 
subsidence (Wright, 1976). 
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Burke et al. (1970, 1971, 1972) proposed an open and 
close mechanism for the evolution of the Benue Trough which 
involved short-lived lithospheric spreading and subduction. 
They suggested that the right angled bends of South American 
and African coasts resulted from three Cretaceous rift systems 
(RRR) which met at the point of the present day Niger Delta. 
Two arms of this RRR triple junction continued to spread while 
the third arm, the Benue Trough, ceased spreading after about 
30 million years. To complement this idea, the authors point to 
the magnetic anomaly pattern of three positives and three 
negative anomalies each of about 70 km wavelength and above 40 
gamma amplitude over the Niger Delta as suggesting that a 
spreading ocean1c ridge underlay the Niger Delta. This model, 
accepting a 30 million year spreading time from Albian to 
Santonian, involved the generation of about 200 km of oceanic 
crust beneath the trough in comparison with the measured amount 
of crustal extension of 8-10 km (Nwachukwu, 1972; Uzuakpunwa, 
1974; Wright, 1968, 1976). According to Burke et al. (1970, 
1971, 1972), this 200 km of oceanic crust was eliminated by 
subduction evidenced by the presence of andesitic materials around 
Abakaliki. The accompanying intra-continental collision led to 
a folding of the sediments. Although the basic idea of an RRR 
triple junction underlying the Niger Delta has been generally 
accepted, later workers still believe that there are flaws in 
the idea of generation and subduction of about 200 km of newly 
generated oceanic crust. 
Perhaps the most cogent criticism of the model due to 
Burke et al (1970, 1971, 1972) is that of Wright, (1976) who 
argued that the hypothesis cannot be completely correct because 
the trough closed in Santonian times implying that it took much 
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shorter time to close than the estimated 20 million years 
required to subduct 200 krn of ocean1c crust at a rate of 1 ern per 
year. The Cretaceous magmatic rocks reported within the 
trough are highly altered with no petrological or geochemical 
evidence that the reported andesites are of calc-alkaline 
affinity. Further, the rotation of the African plate involved 
1n this model has not been recorded elsewhere in Africa. 
Nwachukwu (1972) proposed that the deformation of the 
sediments was caused by repeated collision of two continental 
plates. According to him, this collision took place in the 
form of a two stage disruptive and convergent plate interaction, 
the first being a post-Albian-pre-Turonian event giving rise 
to Albian folds and early lead-zinc mineralization (Farrington, 
1952) and the second being a Santonian event which gave rise to 
Santonian folding and a newer generation of ore bodies and 
intrusions. 
Olade, (1975, 1978) proposed, a hypothesis involving mantle 
plumes. The first stage involved the rise of a mantle plume 
beneath the Niger Delta. This led to a doming of the Benue region 
and formation of an RRR triple junction involving the Gulf of 
Guinea and the South Atlantic during Aptian to Albian time 
(Burke and Whiteman, 1973). Associated with this doming and 
rifting was the outpouring of alkaline mafic lava and volcano-
clastics such as are found around Abakaliki (Olade, 1978). The 
growth of the Benue Trough into an ocean was inhibited by the 
stresses associated with the opening of the Atlantic and the 
Benue was consequently filled by sediments (Hoffman, 1972) during 
an episode of rapid subsidence and deposition of inrnature clastic 
sediments of the Asu River Group (Uzuakpunwa, 1974; Olade, 1975, 
1978) (Figure 4.5). This mantle upwelling ceased temporarily in 
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the Cenomanian, when sub-crustal contractions and compressive 
folding of Albian sediments and the deposition of the marine 
Odukpani Formation took place. 
The second stage of this hypothesis began in early Turonian 
times when mantle upwelling was again reactivated and rifting 
along earlier lines of weakness produced unstable tectonic conditions 
suitable for the deposition of the Eze-Aku Formation on the Asu 
River Group (Nwachukwu, 1972; Ogbukagu, 1974; Olade, 1975). This 
Turonian upwelling ceased in the Senonian because of the rotation 
of the African plate. The accompanying loss of momentum led to a 
collapse of the trough to form the present downwarp, accompanied by 
Senonian and Maestrichtian depositon. 
Fitton (1980) has further suggested that the or1g1ns of the 
Cameroon Mountain system lies in its relationship with the Benue 
Trough. According to him a Y-shaped hot zone which underlaid the 
Benue Trough in Cretaceous times has been displaced to lie beneath 
the present day Cameroon mountains and the Gulf of Cuinea. This 
may have taken place during the cessation of rifting in the Benue 
Trough and the clockwise rotation of the African plate relative to 
the asthenosphere, thus initiating igneous activity as the Cameroon 
line and over the southern edge of the Benue Trough. This removal 
of the hot spot led to subsidence and folding of sediments as 
suggested by other authors. 
Norman et al. (1977) have also suggested that the Benue Trough 
was part of an Astron System. They contended that the trough is a 
graben associated with a peripheral fracture. This resulted from 
the collision of a large cosmic body with the African plate during 
the Cretaceous. In the last stages of this work, the following paper 
dealing with the origin of the Benue Trough carne to the author's 
attention: 
Benkhelil, J., 1982. Benue Trough and Benue chain, Geol.Mag. 119, 
155-168. 
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CHAPTER V 
INTERPRETATION OF MAGNETIC ANOMALIES OVER THE L01~R AND MIDDLE 
BENUE TROUGH, NIGERIA 
5.1 Introduction 
As described in Chapter Four, the Benue Trough of Nigeria is 
an elongated trough of subsidence which trends north-easterly to 
attain an approximate length of 800 km and is filled by Cretaceous 
rocks whose ages range from middle Albian to Maestrichtian. 
Despite the structural significance of the Benue Trough, interest 
in the area has been concentrated on putting together the scanty 
geological information available in an attempt to explain its 
or~g~n. Previous geophysical studies of the subsurface structure ~n 
the area have been confined to gravity measurements and their 
interpretation in terms of the subsurface structure. 
An aeromagnetic study of the Lower and Middle Benue Trough of 
Nigeria is here presented. Regions of high and low magnetic anomalies 
have been correlated in an effort to find trends. Two-dimensional 
interpretation of several aeromagnetic profiles across the trough 
has been carried out using different geophysical techniques. An 
attempt to account for the observed anomalies in terms of topo-
graphic variations of the basement leads to rather unreasonable models. 
The anomalies are best interpreted in terms of basic intrusive bodies 
which occur either within the Cretaceous sediments or within the 
metamorphic basement. The model intrusives have variable thicknesses 
and directions of magnetization, suggesting that although derived 
from the same basic mantle material, the intrusions were emplaced at 
different polarity epochs. The observed aeromagnetic profiles 
across the trough have been transformed to the corresponding pseudo-
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gravity anomalies over the trough and the result of this 
transformation for some of the profiles are presented. In addition 
to these profiles taken across the trough, are other shorter profiles 
which have been taken across smaller features on the aeromagnetic 
map. These have been interpreted either in terms of dykes or 
volcanic plugs using non-linear optimization techniques. An 
attempt has also been made to explain the tectonic evolution of the 
Benue Trough in terms of the models obtained from the present study 
of magnetic anomalies over the trough. A review of previous 
geophysical work done in the area is first presented. 
5.2 Review of Previous Geophysical Work 
The only interpreted geophysical measurements over the Benue 
Trough are to the author's best knowledge, the gravity anomalies 
and some local magnetic anomalies. 
5.2.1 Gravity Studies 
Published results of gravity studies on the Benue Trough are 
due to Cratchley and Jones (1965), Adighije (1979, 198la, 198lb) 
and Artsybashev and Kogbe (1975). These authors have reported a 
central axial positive anomaly, flanked on either side by a number 
of elongated negative anomalies (Figure 5.1). The characteristic 
shape of the gravity field over the trough is closely similar to 
that over other rift systems, notably the Red Sea and the East African 
Rift (Adighije, 198lb). 
The belt of positive anomalies coincides with the central zone 
of known tectonic activity, mineralization, uplift, erosion, numerous 
mafic intrusives and basaltic lavas (Olade, 1978; Adighije, 198lb). 
The geological and geophysical interpretations of Cratchley 
and Jones (1965) was the first published gravity study of the Middle 
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Benue and parts of the Upper Benue. This remains the most widely 
accepted geophysical study of the Benue Trough in general and the 
Middle Benue in particular. From a consideration of the scant 
geological information and the gravity evidence, Cratchley and Jones 
interpreted the central positive anomaly in terms of the combined 
effect of (a) zone of basic to intermediate intrusions occuring 
either within the basement or within the sedimentary basin, (b) a 
possibly shllow basement and (c) a thin crust as an approximate 
compension for topography and the sedimentary basin. Local positive 
anomalies were also interptreted as being due to the numerous minor 
intrusions which abound within the trough. The flanking negative 
anomalies were interpreted as being due to increased thickness of 
Cretaceous sediments averaging about 5200 m in the Upper Benue and 
3500 m in the Middle Benue. All subsequent workers have sought to 
complement the above interpretation (Artsybashev and Kogbe, 1975; 
Adighije, 1979, 198la, 198lb). 
Artsybashev and Kogbe (1975) interpreted the central regional 
positive anomaly recorded by Cratchley and Jones (1965) as being due 
to a shallowing of 10-12 km of the Moho due to the spreading and 
contemporaneous thinning of the crust under the trough. Their 
estimate of the uplift, however, appears too large on account of the 
-3 
very low density contrast of 0.17 gem which they have assumed 
between crust and mantle (Adighije, 1979). The depth to the Moho as 
computed by Artshybashev and Kogbe varies from 22-27 km in the north 
to 31-37 km in the south (Figure 5.2). 
Adighije (1979), while accepting an uprise of the mantle as 
explaining the central regional positive anomaly, estimated that the 
amount of uprise does not exceed 1.5 km in the Lower Benue assuming 
-3 
a density contrast of 0.57 g em He also interpreted the strong 
positive anomaly around Abakaliki as being due to a high density 
body (Figure 5.3). The very large size of this body, 
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Adighije (1979), does not justify interpretation as an intrusive 
but rather as a mantle diapir which may have been the source of the 
volcanic pyroclastics reported over the area (Nwachukwu, 1972; 
Uzuakpunwa, 1974; Olade, 1978). Adighije interpreted an E-lv profile 
across the Lower Benue from Gboko - Nsukka - Auchi in terms of a 
basement of variable topography, this being shallower near the 
ax~s than on both flanks. 
Adighije (198lb) presented a comprehensive gravity anomaly map 
for the whole of the Benue Trough area and made qualitative and 
quantitative interpretations of several profiles across the trough. 
He interpreted the axial positive anomaly as being due to an intrusive 
body at depth ~n the crust and extending linearly towards the north-
east for over 350 km from Abakaliki. The intrusive body required to 
explain this positive anomaly is probably gabbroic on account of its 
-3 density of 2.90 gem and may have originated from magma produced 
in the underlying mantle. The size of this body decreases northwards 
from the Cretaceous triple junction located near the present day 
Niger Delta (Wright, 1968, 1976). The body may be associated with 
an unsuccessful attempt to open the Benue Trough into a proto-ocean 
during Late Cretaceous times (Adighije, 198lb). The same author, 
(Adighije, 198la, 198lb) has also interpreted the lateral negative 
anomalies ~n terms of great thickness of sediments, the maximum 
thickness being about 6000 m ~n the Upper Benue and 3000 m ~n the 
Middle Benue (Figure 5.4). 
5.2.2 Magnetic and Other Studies 
Apart from the gravity studies discussed ~n the last section, 
there has been no other published geophysical study of the Benue 
Trough known to the author. However, a number of reconnaissance 
magnetic measurements have been carried out by different authors 
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although none of these were interpreted in any detail or published 
(Cratchley and Jones, personal communication). 
Cole, 1n 1958 interpreted a negative magnetic anomaly about 9 km 
south-east of Shendam in terms of a southerly dipping dyke-like body 
approximately 2 km wide and of basic composition which could be related 
to a volcanic centre beneath Shenmanker postulated by Cratchley and 
Jones (1965). A few ground magnetic trav--verses were carried out 
across the trough by Cratcley and Jones (Cratchley, personal communi-
cation) while working on the geology and gravity field and these showed 
no appreciable magnetic variations. . . + Var1at1ons of - 100 gamma across 
Awe were explained in terms of relatively thin basalt flows and small 
cones (Cratchley and Jones, 196~ 
A reconnaissance aeromagnetic survey was carried out in 1965 along 
8,500miles of flight lines by Geophysicists of the Canadian Ministry 
of Mines and Technical Surveys under the supervision of Mr. Alan 
Gregory, over most of the basement rocks of Nigeria and parts of the 
Benue Trough. The results of this survey were correlated with the 
regional geology but this was not published (Cratchley - personal 
communication). The present magnetic study therefore appears to be 
the first attempt at interpreting in any detail the ma9netic anomalies 
over the Benue Trough in terms of the sparsely known geology. 
A seismic refraction experiment is being contemplated by the 
Geology and Physics Departments of University of Nigeria, Nsukka in 
the Lower Benue (Chukwudebelu- personal communication). A similar 
experiment is planned jointly by the Physics Department of Ahmadu 
Bello University, Zaria and the Department of Geological Sciences, 
of University of Durham for the Upper and parts of the Middle Benue 
Trough (Dr. Long, personal communication). 
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5.3 Interpretation of Magnetic Anomalies 
Figure 5.5 shows the aeromagnetic map of the area covered in 
this study. To produce this map, sixty four 1:100,000 sheets of the 
Aeromagnetic Map of Nigeria have been stacked together. The positions 
of the profiles interpreted are shown. The lengths of the observed 
profiles which were taken directly from the 1:100,000 sheets of the 
Aeromagnetic Map of Nigeria published by the Geological Survey of 
Nigeria, varied according to the posit ion along the trough. 
5.3.1 Collection and Analysis of Data 
The data used was 1n the form of aeromagnetic maps which were 
kindly provided by the Geological Survey of Nigeria, Kaduna. The 
collection of these maps was the most time consuming single aspect 
of this work, having taken almost one year of letter writing, 
telephoning and a visit to Kaduna. 
Several methods of magnetic interpretation have been used in 
the analysis of the data. The methods used included the linear 
inverse methods, non-linear optimization techniques, pseudo-gravity 
transformation and interactive techniques (Chapter One). Fortran 
programming of most of these methods was carried out during the course 
of this work and details of these and other programs used are given 
1n the Appendix. In addition to the programs written by the author, 
a few existing programs were used, including MAGN, GRAVN and INTERGRAM. 
The programs MAGN and GRAVN were mostly used for cross checking 
the programs developed. The program INTERGRAM on the other hand 1s a 
very versatile graphic oriented interactive program suitable for the 
interpretation of both gravity and magnetic data using the trial and 
error method. This program was used extensively. The use of non-
linear optimization was restricted to the modelling of dykes and plugs 
and the interpretation of some of the profiles in terms of models 
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requiring not more than three separate bodies and a total of 
eighteen body points. It was, however, found that most of the 
interpreted profiles could only be explained in terms of several 
different bodies and the use of non-linear optimization techniques 
in their interpretation was extremely time consum1ng. More use was 
therefore made of the interactive techniques. 
The aeromagnetic profiles taken from the aeromagnetic map 
(Figure 5.5) were complicated by the presence of short wavelength 
anomalies which would have made their interpretation virtually 
impossible. This particularly applied to the profiles taken across 
the Middle Benue Trough. To filter off these short wavelength 
anomalies, most of the profiles had to be upward continued. In order 
to carry out this upward continuation, the program UPCON was developed. 
The program is an upward/downward continuation routine applicable to 
both gravity and magnetic data. The height to which the profiles were 
upward continued varied from profile to profile depending on the 
degree of complexity. Table 5.1 shows the heights to which the 
different interpreted profiles were upward continued. These heights 
have been allowed for during the interpretation of the profiles. 
TABLE 5.1 
Heights of Upward Continuation for Different Profiles 
Profile Height of Continuation 
LBl 0.85 km 
LB2 1.0 km 
LB3 3.0 km 
LB4 0.9 km 
MEl 5.0 km 
MB2 5.3 km 
MB3 4.0 km 
MB4 4.0 km 
MB5 3.0 km 
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The removal of the regional field prior to interpretation was 
carried out by least-squares regression analysis using programs 
which compute and remove the first and second order regional fields. 
5.3.2 Limitations on Interpretation 
The interpretation of the aeromagnetic anomalies over the Lower 
and Middle Benue Trough was not without constraints. The greatest 
limitation was the absence of sufficiently detailed background 
geological information due to lack of much previous work. Modelling 
has therefore been carried out from first principles. The gravity 
studies of Cratchley and Jones (1965), Adighije (198la, 198lb) and 
others were, however, useful in estimating probable depths to the 
basement at different portions of the trough. 
Although the observed aeromagnetic anomalies appear to be three-
dimensional, interpretation has been carried out in terms of two 
dimensional structures in view of the massive nature of the area 
covered and difficulties involved in the modelling of several three 
dimensional bodies to explain a single profile. This use of two 
dimensional bodies to explain the observed anomalies would affect the 
depth estimates made in tbP. present study. Furthermore, the short 
wavelength anomalies removed by upward continuation are important ~n 
placing depth limits to the models required to explain a given 
observed anomaly and their removal may have an effect on the resolution 
of depth limits obtained in this study. 
No known palaeomagnetic studies have been carried out ~n the 
area and it was not possible to assert with any confidence, the 
approximate directions of magnetization. For most models, it was 
therefore necessary to constrain the directions of magnetization to as 
close as possible to the direction of the Earth's field, which in 
Nigeria, has an inclination of about -7.5° and a declination of -7.4° 
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as recorded at Ibadan in 1975 (I.G.S. Geomagnetic Bulletin 10, 1979). 
The actual values of inclination and declination used were inter-
polated from contours published by the United States Naval 
Oceanographic Office. The position of Nigeria has not changed much 
from its palaeolatitude in Cretaceous times. Although a northward 
0 
shift has been suggested, any such deviation hardly exceeds 10-15 
(Tarling - personal communication) and the assumption of directions 
of magnetization closely parallel or against the present days field 
direction is a fairly valid one. 
5.3.3 Description of Anomalies and Discussion of Trends 
Presentation of any detailed trend analysis of the aeromagnetic 
anom~ies over the Lower and Middle Benue Trough is a difficult task 
at the present stage because of the s~ze of the area and the difficul-
ties of synthesis of one single sheet. The aeromagnetic map 
presented ~n Figure 5.5 is compiled from sixty four different 
2 1:100,000 sheets each covering an area of 3,600 km • The brief 
qualitative description of the anomalies given here aims to show 
the broad distribution of magnetic anomalies over the area. To 
facilitate this description, regions of high and low magnetic 
anomalies are labelled "H" and "L" respectively in Figure 5.5. The 
positions of key towns in the area are also shown (Figure 5.5). 
5.3.3.1 Magnetic Anomalies Over the Basement 
The basement area bordering the Lower and Middle Benue Trough 
~s characterised by short wavelength anomalies which are probably 
caused either by susceptibility changes within the basement or by 
near surface intrusives. These anomalies have a distinct lineation 
along the trend of the Benue Trough (Figure 5.5). In contrast to 
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these short wavelength anomalies are the smoother magnetic anomalies 
which characterise the sedimentary basin area. These long wavelength 
anomalies whose average width is about 40 km are probably mainly 
caused by deep seated bodies below the sediments. It is on the 
interpretation of these anomalies that special emphasis is placed. 
5.3.3.2 Basement/Cretaceous Basin Boundary 
The boundary between the basement complex and the sedimentary 
basin is for most parts of the Lower and Middle Benue, characterised 
by a belt of magnetic lows shown on Figure 6.5 by the peripheral 
chain of the letter "L" to the north and south. 
A chain of the magnetic lows characterizing the contact of the 
basement with the sedimentary basin can be traced from the area to 
the south east of Gboko through Kado to beyond Donga (Figure 5.5). 
This belt of magnetic lows in the south corresponds remarkably closely 
with the Cretaceous - Basement contact indicated on the Geological 
Map except in the area around Donga, south of Wukari. The position 
of the line of magnetic lows indicates that the position of the 
basement - basin boundary is slightly displaced towards Donga, 
suggesting that the boundary as it appears on the Geological Map 
of Nigeria needs to be moved southwards. Cratchley and Jones 
(1965), from an analysis of the distribution of gravity anomalies 
(Figure 5.1), had observed a similar difference between the basement-
Cretaceous contact on the Geological Map and the contact obtained 
from the gravity analysis in the area south of Wukari. They 
considered that the actual basement-basin contact may be further south 
towards Donga, in agreement with the present analysis of magnetic 
anomalies. A similar conclusion was also drawn by Alan Gregory ~n 
1966 from a preliminary study of the reconna~sance aeromagnetic 
survey (Cratchley- personal communication). The belt of magnetic 
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low can be traced further through Ugba and beyonds Gboko where it 1s 
interrupted by a rather complex magnetic high which may correspond 
to the positive gravity anomaly observed over Gboko (Cratchley and 
Jones, 1965). It was not possible to investigate the magnetic 
character of the basement-basin contact in the lower portions of the 
trough as the boundary was not transversed. However, the belt of 
magnetic low characterising the contact in the Middle Benue could be 
followed all the way down into a line of magnetic lows beginning 
at Oturkpo, running through Odoba, Otukpa, Enugu-Ezike to Idah 
(Figure 5.5). 
The basement - Cretaceous contact in the north of the area is 
also characterised by a belt of generally low magnetic anomalies which, 
unlike the lows in the south, can be traced from the Lower Benue to 
the uppermost portions of the Middle Benue. This belt of magnetic 
lows (Figure 5.5) is locally interrupted by small reg1ons of short 
wavelength anomalies. This chain of magnetic lows can be traced from 
Lokoja through Bagana to Udegi and beyond. The belt then runs from the 
north of Doma, north of Lafia, through Adogi, Ajaikia, Namu, above 
Bakin-Chiawa, south of Shendam, through Lantang to the north of Yuli. 
The basement-Cretaceous contact in the north appears rather better 
defined than it is in the south and in both cases the belt of magnetic 
lows defining the contact correspond closely to the belt of negative 
gravity anomalies observed over the contact (Cratchley and Jones, 1965; 
Adighije, 1979, 198la, 198lb). 
5.3.3.3 Magnetic Anomalies over the Sedimentary Trough 
In general, the sedimentary trough is characterised by a 
sequence of belts of positive and negative magnetic anomalies. These 
belts are not continuous but appear to be made up of several elongated 
lobes of varying lengths. These can be traced for varying distances 
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along the trough before being interrupted by the occasional occurrence 
of short wavelength anomalies which may be due to near surface 
intrusives, volcanic plugs and thin basalt flows. An interesting 
feature of the anomaly belts lies in the fact that they trend sub-
parallel to the trough. 
South of the belt of magnetic lows indicating the basement/ 
Cretaceous contact to the north, is a line of magnetic highs. This 
belt of magnetic maxima can be traced from well beyond Dekina in the 
Lower Benue through Abejuko to the north east of Onugba, before 
being interrupted by an area of generally low magnetic features whose 
trend 1s not well defined. This same belt of magnetic highs continues 
again from Obi, through Rufai, Akiri, Azara and Yamini, to the town 
of Arnar beyond where it passes into linear short wavelength anomalies. 
To the south of this line of magnetic highs, is a belt of magnetic 
lows (Figure 5.5) which begins from the southwest of Dekina and 
can be traced through Oliya and terminates just to the east of Onugba, 
west of Makurdi. Not directly linked with this chain is another chain 
of magnetic lows which runs through the Middle Benue. This chain begins 
at Udei, passes through Keana, Kanje, Awe, Ibi, Jubu, Sussanne and 
Lampar (Figure 5.5). 
To the south of this belt of minima, 1s a belt of magnetic 
highs which can be traced from around Idah and terminates at Adum 1n 
the Lower Benue. Anomaly lobes of this belt can be seen to begin 
again at Akwana in the Middle Benue and continues through the area 
north-west of Wukari, through Batanji and beyond; where it terminates 
( 
into an area of sh1t wavelength anomalies caused by near surface 
1gneous bodies. 
A closer look at the aeromagnetic map showed that there were 
differences between the character of the long wavelength anomalies 
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over the sedimentary trough and those over the surrounding basement. 
To demonstrate this, an aeromagnetic profile was taken across the 
area covered by Figure 5.5. The length of the profile (Profile AB in 
Figure 5.5) was such that it covered as much as possible, the basement 
areas flanking the trough. The profile AB is shown ~n Figure 5.6a. 
To clearly demonstrate the differences in character of the long 
wavelength anomalies over the sedimentary trough and basement, the 
profile AB was upward continued by a height of 1.0 km to eliminate 
short wavelength anomalies and the resultant profile ~s given in 
Figure 5.6b, where the difference ~n character of the long wavelength 
anomalies is clearly manifest. 
This apparent variation ~n the nature of the long wavelength 
anomalies observed over the sedimentary trough and flanking basement 
area (Figure 5.6) as well as the non-continuity of the belts of 
the magnetic highs and lows and their trend sub-parallel to the 
trough suggests that the anomalies over the Benue Trough do not 
represent typical oceanic magnetic anomaly and the extensional 
hypothesis of Burke et al. (1970, 1971, 1972) may not adequately 
explain the tectonic evolution of the Benue Trough (see Chapter 
Four). 
5.3.4 Interpretation of Magnetic Anomalies ~n Terms of Basement 
Topography 
The first attempt at interpreting the magnetic anomalies over 
the Lower and Middle Benue Trough was based on the assumption that 
the anomalies can be interpreted strictly in terms of the underlying 
metamorphic basement. This would involve either of two possible 
models:-
(a) A block of strongly magnetized basement whose magnetization and 
composition may vary laterally. Such a block would be required 
to occupy the entire width of the trough. 
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Figme 5.6 Profile AB taken across the Renue Trough and flanking 
basement to demonstrate the variation in the long 
wavelength anomalies found over the basement and over 
the sedimentary trough. 
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(b) A block of normal metamorphic basement of variable depth. 
There is no evidence to support a strongly magnetized basement 
block underneath the sediments filling the Benue Trough and this 
model was therefore discarded. An attempt was made to explain the 
observed anomalies in terms of a uniformly magnetized metamorphic 
basement of variable topography. Three profiles, MBl, MB2 and MB4 
taken over the Middle Benue Trough have been used in this study. 
The positions of these and other interpreted profiles are given in 
Figures 5.5 and 5.7. 
Figure 5.8a shows a possible interpretation of profile MB4 
(Figure 5.5) in terms of the basement topography. To produce this 
model required a magnetization of 1.30 A/m and assumes a magnetization 
in the direction of the Earth's field. The model gives a reasonably 
good fit between the observed and computed anomalies. The ends of 
the model correspond closely to the expected basement/Cretaceous 
contacts although without a good fit towards the southern end of 
the profile. The max1mum sediment thickness of about 4.10 km appears 
too great compared with known estimates 1n the area. Furthermore, 
to obtain this fit between the observed and calculated anomalies 
required a basement outcrop in the area around Jobu (Figure 5.5). 
·~ This is notAagreement with the known geology of the area. An attempt 
shown in Figure 5.8b to reduce the maximum thickness of sedimentary 
rocks around Batanji (Figure 5.5) proved unsuccessful as this 
required the basement to outcrop east of Shemanker and increasing 
the area of outcrop in the previous model (Figure 5.8a). 
Figures 5.9a, 5.9b and 5.9c show models required to explain 
profile MB2 in terms of basement topography. These models give a 
good fit between the observed and computed anomalies, but are not 
geologically feasible. The model of Figure 5.9a required a magnet-
ization of 2.5 A/m, having a dip of -4.0° which does not differ much 
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from the direction of the Earth's field. Although the average 
sediment thickness of 3.11 km is in close agreement with known 
average thickness in the area, the model does not account well for 
the edges of the trough and involves a magnetization of rather too 
high a value. The models of Figures 5.9b and 5.9c require magnetiz-
ations of 1.30 A/m and 1.41 A/m in the direction of the Earth's field. 
Both models involve too great a thickness of the sedimentary cover 
in the area and like the previous model cannot account for the position 
of the edges of the trough. 
The profile MBl which runs through Wamba, Ajaikia, Rufai, Wukari 
and Kado (Figure 5.5) has also been interpreted in terms of a basement 
of variable topography. Figure 5.9d shows one such interpretation ~n 
which the basement has been assigned a magnetization of 1.28 A/m. As 
for profile MB4, the basement is assumed to be magnetized in the Earth's 
field direction. This model does not account well for both extreme 
ends of the profile. Furthermore, the closeness of the basement to 
the surface and maximum thickness of sediments conflict with the 
geological knowledge of the area. A model using a magnetization of 
0.9 A/m also led to outcrop of the basement around Awe which do not 
agree with the known geology of the area. A model allowing a 
reduction in the depth range between the peaks and the troughs ~n the 
basement required a magnetization as high as 2.3 A/m which is 
unreasonably high for a crystalline basement. 
The conclusion drawn from this section is that variation in the 
basement topography could contribute to the observed anomalies, but 
such changes cannot in themselves fully account for the observed anom-
alies. The anomalies must therefore, be due to highly magnetic bodies 
occupying much of the entire width of the trough. The observed profiles 
across the trough were therefore interpreted in terms of discrete in-
trusive bodies and the results of this interpretation for the different 
profiles are described in the following sections. 
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5.3.5 Interpretation of Anomalies ~n Terms of Intrusive Bodies 
The aeromagnetic anomalies over the Lower and Middle Benue 
Trough are best accounted for in terms of basic intrusive bodies which 
may occur ~ither within the Cretaceous rocks or within the basement, 
or both. These intrusive bodies have variable thicknesses and are 
magnetised in directions close to or opposite to, the direction of 
the present Earth's field. 
5.3.5.1 Interpretaion of Profile LBl 
This profile lies to the east of Lokoja and Idah and runs 
through the town of Dekina, ending north of Adani (Figures 5.5 and 
5.7). Tfi~ observed anomaly profile has been interpreted in terms of 
three intrusive bodies magnetized in opposite directions. The 
model bodies required to explain this profile are thought to be deep 
seated bodies with the depth to the top surface lying between 2 km 
and 8 km. Figures 5.10a, 5.10b, 5.10c and 5.10d show possible model 
bodies required to account for this profile. Figure 5.10a shows the 
bodies at their minimum possible depths if a good fit is to be 
obtained between the observed and computed anomalies. The central 
body inthismodel has a magnetization of 1.60 A/m while the bodies to 
its right and left have magnetizations of 1.25 A/m and 1.60 A/m 
respectively. While the model of Figure 5.10a g~ves a reasonably 
good fit it does not account equally well for all the wavelengths ~n 
the profile. Figure 5.10b shows the intrusive bodies at greater 
depths and gives a better fit to the observed anomaly than the 
previous model. The central body here has a magnetization of 2.15 A/m. 
The model bodies of Figure 5.10c are even deeper than those of 
Figure 5.10b. The central body in this model has an increased 
magnetization of 2.5 A/m. Figure 5.10d shows a model in which the 
intrusive bodies required to account for the observed profile have 
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a m~n~mum depth of about 6,0 km. This model requires more strongly 
magnetized bodies and has a central body having a magnetization of 
2.8 A/m. These intrusive bodies could be placed further down the 
crust but it was found that at average depths of about 9 km and 
above, the model intrusive bodies require rather high values of 
magnetization reaching for the central body a value of 3.50 A/m at 
9 km depth and 4.17 A/mat a depth of about 12.0 km. It was also 
found that beyond the depth of 8 km, it is no longer possible to 
account for all the short wavelengths in the profile. 
5.3.5.2 Interpretation of Profile LB2 
The profile LB2 is a NS profile across the Lower Benue Trough. 
The profile lies east of Kuri and passes through Udegi, Onugba, Boju 
and ends south of the town of Igumale. Like the profile LBl, it has 
been interpreted in terms of deep seated intrusive bodies at varying 
depths and of varying magnetization. Figures 5.lla, 5.llb, 5.llc 
and 5.lld show model intrusive bodies.:Withdepth to the top of the 
intrusive bodies progressively increased, required to account for the 
observed profile. The values of magnetization for the different 
bodies are also shown in the figure. The magnetizations of the 
model intrusives progressively increase as their depths increase. 
The prominent magnetic low in Figure 5.lla must be accounted for by 
an intrusive body whose top lies well within the sediments (2.0 km) 
and having a magnetization of 1.4 A/m. The model intrusive required 
to account for this prominent anomaly in Figures 5.llb and 5.llc 
have magnetization of 1.55 A/m and 1.75 A/m respectively. Figure 5.lld 
shows a model similar to that of Figure 5.llc but having the body 
accounting for the prominent anomaly at about the same depth as the 
other bodies. This body has a magnetization of 2.17 A/m. 
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5.3.5.3 Interpretation of Profiles LB3 and LB4 
Profile LB3 is a NW-SE profile which passes through Imane, 
Odoba, Otukpa and Abakaliki. The profile LB4 on the other hand 
runs nearly parallel to the west of profile LB3 (Figures 5.5 and 
5.7) and passes through Enugu-Ezike. Both profiles have been 
interpreted in terms of intrusive bodies of varying sizes and 
magnetization. The model intrusives are assumed to be magnetized 
in directions closely parallel to or opposite to the direction of 
the Earth's field. Figures 5.12a, 5.12b, 5.12c and 5,12d show 
possible model intrusives and their magnetizations required to account 
for the observed profile LB3. The causative intrusives ~n Figure 
5.12a have their upper surfaces at an approximate depth of 1.7 km 
and magnetizations ranging from 0.61 A/m to 1.75 A/m. Figure 5.12b 
shows a model for which the causative bodies exist deeper within the 
crust with their top surfaces at approximately 3.8 km below the 
surface. The magnetization of the bodies range from 0.90 A/m to 
2.01 A/m. Figure 5.12c represents the effect of further increasing 
the depth of the bodies required to account for the profile LB3. 
The bodies here are about 5.0 km below the surface and have magnet-
ization values lying between 1.05 A/m and 2.23 A/m. With the bodies 
at a depth of about 7.30 km (Figure 5.12d) magnetization values of 
1.30 A/m to 2.61 A/m were needed to account for the observed anomaly. 
The several possible models of intrusions required to explain 
the profile LB4 are shown in Figures 5.13a, 5.13b, 5.13c and 5.13d. 
The intrusive bodies of Figure 5.13a have their top surfaces at depths 
of between 1.50 km and 3.80 km and magnetization ranging from 1.10 A/m 
to 2.20 A/m. Figures 5.13b, 5.13c and 5.13d show the same set of 
bodies at greater depths. The bodies in Figure 5.13b are at depths 
of 3.50 km to 5.40 km and have magnetization values lying between 
1.12 A/m and 2.75 A/m. The magnetization values of the intrusive 
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bodies in Figure 5.13c range from 1.12 A/m to 3.05 A/m while the 
bodies modelled in Figure 5.13d which are at depths of the order 
of 7.0 km have magnetization values ranging from 1.12 A/m to as high 
as 3.45 A/m. 
5.3.5.4 Interpretation of Profile MBl 
Possible interpretations of the profile MBl (Figure 5.7) are 
given in Figures 5.14a, 5.14b, 5.14c and 5.14d. The profile 
tra--verses the Awe area within which near surface basalt flows 
have been reported (Cratchley and Jones, 1965). The lack of cons-
picuous short wavelength anomalies suggests that the near surface 
lavas do not cause the main anomaly but it could be caused by related 
deeper-seated intrusions extending to depth beneath. The fact 
that the basalts seen on the surface around Awe are Tertiary in 
age (Cratchley and Jones, 1965) may however rule out any relationship 
between the model bodies required to account for the anomalies and 
the surface basalts seen in the area. The profile however, is here 
interpreted 1n terms of intrusive bodies existing either very close 
to the surface, deep down the sedimentary basin and beyond. Figure 
5.14a shows a set of model bodies explaining the observed anomaly. 
Figure 5.14b shows a similar model to that of Figure 5.14a but with 
the thickness of the bodies reduced. This however, led to an 
appreciable 1ncrease in the magnetization values of the bodies with 
the central body now having a magnetization of 3.13 A/m. Figures 
5.14c and 5.14d represent models for which the causative bodies are 
made to lie well below the surface. 
5.3.5.5 Interpretation of Profiles MB2 and MB3 
Profile MB2 is a NS profile in the Middle Benue Trough (Figure 
5.5) which passes through Gaji, Bashar, Dinya, Arnar and Dampar and 
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ends south of Batanji. The profile MB3 on the other hand, passes 
through Lantang and Arnar (Figure 5.5). Both profiles have been 
interpreted in terms of basic intrusive bodies which could lie either 
within the sedimentary rocks or deep down the crust. The size and 
magnetization of the bodies are variable and all directions of 
magnetization have been confined to be closely along or opposite to, 
the direction of the Earth's field. An interpretation of the profile 
MB2 in terms of intrusive bodies which are about 300 m below the 
surface are given in Figure 5.15a. A minimum of five different 
intrusive bodies was required to account fully for the observed 
profile. The large central body required in this model has a 
magnetization of 2.31 A/m. Figure 5.15b shows a model for the 
profile MB2 for which the causative intrusive bodies exist at depths 
of the order of 2.0 km. The large central body here requires a 
magnetization of 2.50 A/m and all other bodies in the model have 
magnetization lying between 1.10 A/m and 1.76 A/m. With the 
intrusive bodies required to account for the observed anomaly 
profile MB2 at a depth of nearly 4.0 km, their magnetization values 
lie between 1.70 A/m and 2.80 A/m (Figure 5.15c). Figure 5.15d shows a 
model for which the intrusive bodies are below 6.0 km of the surface. 
The magnetization values here range from 2.32 A/m to 3.10 A/m. The 
central body under Arnar is here assigned a magnetization of 3.10 A/m. 
Figures 5.16a, 5.16b, 5.16c and 5.16d show model intrusive 
bodies at varying depths required to account for the observed 
anomaly MB3. The large central body which forms part of each of 
these models lies adjacent to the magnetic high over Amar (Figure 5.5) 
and is coincident with the central body of profile MB2 which also 
coincides with the magnetic high over Amar. The model intrusive 
bodies of Figure 5.16a exist at about 3.0 kms below the surface and 
have their magnetization in the range of 1.00 A/m to 2.11 A/m for the 
central body under Amar. Figure 5.16b represents a model for 
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which the intrusive bodies needed to account for the observed 
anomaly profile MB3 are about 5.0 km below the surface and 
magnetization values here range from 1.47 A/m to 2.55 A/m. The 
magnetization values in the case of the models in Figure 5.16c 
range from 2.01 A/m to 2.90 A/m and with the intrusive bodies below 
8.0 km of the surface the magnetization of the model bodies lie 
between 2.70 A/m and 3.50 A/m (Figure 5,16d). 
5.3.5.6 Interpretation of Profiles MB4 and MB5 
Profile MB4 is the Shendam-Donga profile which passes through 
Shemanker and Jobu. Profile MB5 lies to the west of Lafia and passes 
through Udei, Keana and Akpagher, west of Gboko (Figure 5.5). Like 
all other profiles, both profiles have been interpreted in terms of 
basic intrusive bodies of varying magnetization. The different 
possible models required to explain the profile MB4 are given 1n 
Figures 5.17a, 5.17b, 5.17c and 5.17d. The magnetization values of 
the bodies are also given. 
Profile MB5 has been interpreted in terms of a combination of 
intrusive bodies and a sill which is known to exist south of the 
town of Lafia (Offodile and Reyment, 1978). The model required to 
account for this profile is shown in Figure 5.18. The model sill has 
a magnetization of 2.01 A/m and is less than 200 m from the surface. 
5.3.5.7 Interpretation of Anomalies 1n terms of a Single Body Model 
The possibility of interpreting the magnetic anomalies over the 
Lower and Middle Benue in terms of a single body, has been 
investigated. The profile LBl was re-interpreted in terms of a single 
body which could either be at a shallow depth or at a great depth. 
Figure 5.19a shows such a model body at a shallow depth. The body 
of the model in Figure 5.19a has a magnetization of 1.20 A/m and in 
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places comes as close as 0.40 km to the surface. The mismatch to the 
right of the profile is suggestive of the fact that at least two sep-
arate bodies would be required to account for the anomaly at this 
depth. The position of the body required to explain the observed 
anomaly was changed by increasing the depth and consequently 
increasing the magnetization and changing some dimensions of the body. 
It was found that with the causative body at a minimum depth of 2.0 km 
a magnetization of 1.36 A/m was needed for the model body (Figure 5.19b). 
Obtaining an adequately good fit for the magnetic low in the middle 
of the profile however, becomes increasingly difficult as the body becomes 
deeper. Figure 5.19cshows this for a model of a causative body at 
about 4.0 km depth with a magnetization of 1.62 A/m. In figure 5.19d 
it is about 6.0 km deep with a magnetization of 1.98 A/m. It becomes 
difficult to obtain a good fit in the middle and at the right end of 
the profile. This suggests more than one body in agreement with the 
previous interpretation of the profile (Section 5.3.5.1). Although 
the use of a shallower body may have improved the fit over the middle 
of the profile, it would have also led to greater misfit over other 
sections of the profile. 
5.4 Interpretation of Minor Features 1n the Area 
In addition to long wavelength magnetic features over the 
Lower and Middle Benue, there are several minor features scattered 
over the area. These anomalies have been interepreted in terms of 
thin dykes and volcanic plugs. The dykes modelled hardly exceeded 
SO m 1n thickness and have depths varying from the surface to few 
tens of metres. These minor features have been interpreted using 
non-linear optimization techniques (Chapter One). The anomaly close 
121. 
to the town of Buruku has been interpreted in terms of a volcanic 
plug (Figure 5.20) of thickness 0.46 km and existing at a depth of 
0.60 km below the surface. The model body has a magnetization of 
2.91 A/m inclined at -7.17°. The striking anomaly over Mkar has been 
interpreted both in terms of a massive dyke (Figure 5.2la) and in 
terms of a massive intrusive body (Figure 5.2lb) exposed at the 
surface in each case. This anomaly coincides well with the Mkar 
Hill, about 7.0 km east of Gboko, which rises about 270m over the 
surrounding plane. The model dyke of Figure 5.2la has a thickness 
of 1.15 km. The model intrusive plug in Figure 5.2lb has a thickness 
of 1. 85 km and a magnetization of 0. 6 A/m inclined at -31.82°. 
5.5 Pseudogravtiy Transformation of the Magnetic Anomalies over 
Lower and Middle Benue 
The aeromagnetic profiles interpreted in Section 5.3 were 
transformed using the program MGRAV, the theory of which is described 
in Chapter One (1.4), to obtain the corresponding pseudogravity 
anomalies. This transformation was carried out with a view to 
comparing the resultant pseudogravity anomalies with the observed 
gravity anomalies over the trough. Good gravity data on the trough 
was not, however, availab~ and this pseudogravity study ended with the 
computation of the pseudogravity anomalies. The results of the 
transformation of the observed aeromagnetic profiles LBl, LB3, LB4 and 
MB2 and distribution of blocks used for their transformation are shown 
in Figures 5.22a, 5.22b, 5.22c, and 5.22d. It is hoped that the 
results of this pse~dogravity transformation will be found useful 1n 
any future work on the Benue Trough when adequate gravity data becomes 
available. 
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The results of the interpretation described above suggest that 
the magnetic anomalies over the Lower and Middle Benue are best 
accounted for by intrusive bodies existing beneath the trough. It was 
found that the magnetization of the bodies modelled here for all the 
profiles on the average lie between 1.5 A/m and 3.40 A/m although a 
few cases of magnetization below 1.0 A/m and above 4.0 A/m were obtained 
tt;t l:>oJo'e~ 
and J.. have an average width of about 10 km. These bodies may 
exist predominantly within the basement or within the sedimentary 
basin. 
These intrusive bodies may possibly extend to greater depths than 
shown in the plots, but without greatly affecting the conlusions drawn. 
The model intrusive bodies required to account for the magnetic 
anomalies over the Lower and Middle Benue are probably of basic 
composition (gabbroic). 
The interpretation ~n terms of intrusive bodies can be justified 
from the available geological information on the trough. Outcrop of 
sediments from SW Gboko to Awe contain numerous minor intrusions whose 
composition range from intermediate to basic. Furthermore, the 
positive gravity anomaly over Gboko has been interpreted in terms of 
an intrusive body of probably intermediate composition having a width 
of 30 km and a thickness of 5 km. This intrusive body may be 
associated with some of those modelled in the present study. 
The results of the present study are ~n good agreement with the 
interpretation of gravity anomalies over the trough (Cratchley and 
Jones, 1965, Adighije, l98lb). Cratchley and Jones (1965) interpreted 
the positive anomaly over Amar which is typical of the Benue Trough ~n 
terms of a zone of basic intrusive which may lie either within the 
basement or with the sedimentary rocks. Additional positive anomalies 
123. 
which flank the elongated negative anomalies on either side of the 
axial positive anomaly. These and other minor positive anomalies 
over the Trough (Figure 5.23) may be due to additional basic intrusive 
bodies within either the basement or the sedimentary rocks (Cratchley 
and Jones, personal communication). There is also a close agreement 
between the positioning of the central intrusive body modelled by 
Cratchley and Jones (1965) and the large intrusive body which 
characterises most of the interpretations presented in this Chapter. 
Adighije (198lb) has also explained the central positive gravity 
anomaly in terms of an intrusive body at depth in the crust which 
extends northwards for about 350 km from Abakaliki. This intrusive 
body is probably of gabbroic compositOn on account of its inferred 
-3 density of about 2.90 gm ern Support for the basic intrusive 
bodies can also be found from the results of studies over var1ous 
rift systems such as the Baikal Rift and the Rift Valley in Kenya. 
From an interpretation of airborne magnetometer measurements over 
the Upper Rhine Graben, Bosum and Hahn (1967, 1970) have suggested 
the existence of underlying intrusive bodies, probably of basic 
compositon. These bodies have their top surfaces at variable depth 
of between 400 rn and 3000 rn. Roche and Wohlenberg (1970) have also 
interpreted the aeromagnetic anomalies over the Alsace, Baden and 
Pfalz areas of the Rhine Graben in terms of rocks with high magnetic 
susceptibility, probably of basic composition with roofs about 2 km 
below the surface and having widths in the range of 6 - 10 krn. A 
magnetic profile between Kaiserslautern and Stuttgart shows a 
prominent anomaly which has been interpreted in terms of a dyke-shaped 
intrusive bodyalongrnarginal faults of the Rhine Graben (Roche and 
Wohlenberg, 1970). 
The presence of intrusive bodies in the Baikal Rift has been 
demonstrated from both gravimetric and magnetometric data (Zorin, 
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1971; Zorin and Rogozhina, 1978; Zorin, 1981). Zcnin et al. (197,5) have 
also interpreted observed geothermal anomalies over the Baikal Rift 
depression in terms of linear intrusive bodies of the form of vertical 
dykes within the underlying crust. However, these bodies occur within 
the lowe~ more dense part of the crust and may imply that the intrusions 
may be more dense than normal gabbro (Zorin, 1971). 
Searle (1969, 1970) from an interpretation of gravity and 
magnetic anomalies over the Rift Valley in Kenya, has suggested the 
existence of dense intrusive bodies underneath the Rift Valley 
(Figure 5.24) whose upper surface may be as close as 2 krn from the sur-
face. The model intrusive bodies are probably gabbroic due to its 
-3 density of 2.90 grn ern 
The magnetic anomalies over the Lower and Middle Benue Trough 
are most probably caused by sizeable intrusive bodies of basic 
composition. The existence of such bodies has implications for the 
evolution of the Benue Trough. An attempt is now made to explain the 
tectonic evolution of the Benue Trough, taking into account the models 
obtained from the interpretation of the magnetic anomalies. 
5.6.1 A Tectonic Model for the Evolution of the Benue Trough, Nigeria 
Rift Valley systems represent one of the rna1n structural features 
of the continental crust. In many cases, they are formed in updorned 
regions associated with strong tensile stresses and accompanied by 
basaltic volcanism which suggests the existence of an anomalously hot 
rnentle underneath. Recent studies of continental rifts such as the 
Baikal Rift and the Rhine Graben have shown that associated with this 
updorning 1s an intrusion of materials of probably asthenospheric origin 
into the lithosphere and a thinning of the crust (Zorin, 1981; Zorin 
et al., 1975, Zorin dlld Rogozhina, 1978; ;\rtyttshknv, 1981; Neugebaure and 
Temme, 1981; B1trkL', 1978; Botl:, 1976, 198L; Sl~;Irle, 1'::'69,1970). Significant 
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gravity, magnetic, seismic and heat flow anomalies and the frequent 
association of asthenospheric intrusions, volcanism and volcanic 
centres in time and space indicate an intimate relationship between 
mantle updoming, igneous activity and the mechanisms of rift 
genesis. 
Most of the present day ideas on the mechanism of graben 
formation and continental rift genesis are based on the wedge 
subsidence hypothesis originally put forward by Vening Meinesz (1950) 
and modified by Batt (1976). From an analysis of the energy budget 
of the process of wedge subsidence, Batt (1976) has shown that the 
tensile stress needed to cause a subsidence with sediment infi 11 up to 
5 km or more must be a continually renewable one, persisting throughout 
the process of rifting. Batt estimated that a basin subsidence of 
about 5 km with sediment fill requires tensile stresses of the order 
of 1 to 2 Kbar. 
Upwelling of mantle material with excess mantle pressure is 
capable of inducing thermo-mechanical stresses on the lithospheric 
plate. Bhattacharji and Koide (1978) studied the resulting stress 
contours and elastic displacement vectors, and showed that an area of 
relative subsidence would generally occur in the centre of the domal 
uplift. This could later evolve into an elongated rift valley 
bounded by marginal inward dipping faults. However, tensile stresses 
associated with lithospheric uparching can probably only account for 
graben subsidence not exceeding 200m (Batt, 1981) and can therefore, 
only play a minor contributary role in the formation of rift valleys 
with several kilometers of sediment such as the Benue Trough. However, 
there are additional stresses that may be associated with uplifted 
regions arising from the additional surface load of the updomed 
topography and the upthrust of the underlying isostatic compensation 
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ln a purely elastic lithosphere (Batt, 1981; Artyushkov, 1973). These 
stresses cannot, however, account for a rift valley of more than 
2 km sediment infill unless the lower part of the crustal lithosphere 
deforms by creep (Batt and Kusznir, 1979). It seems, therefore, 
unlikely that the tectonic model of Olade (1975), which involves the 
rise and cessation of mantle upwelling and its attendant pattern of 
doming and rifting, can explain the evolution of the Benue Trough ln 
itself completely. 
The heating and thinning of continental lithosphere by thermal 
conduction from below would entail an unrealistically long time scale 
for sufficient uplift. This time scale can, however, be reduced if 
the lithosphere is net-veined by rising magma which leads to a 
replacement of loose blocks by asthenospheric material from below. 
Furthermore, the tensile stress sytem associated with rift valley 
formation, favours the emplacement of dyke-like bodies which could lead 
to a further stretching of the brittle upper crust, significant extension 
of the underlying part of the lithosphere by ductile necking and 
consequently, rifting. Depending on the amount of magma present, such 
a structure might develop into a split continent. Bhattacharji and 
Koide (1978) have shown that an excess magma pressure of the order of 
1 Kbar or more can originate due to vertical dyke-like intrusions from 
the upper mantle into the crust. It can therefore be assumed that 
the stresses generated and imparted to the lithospheric plate by 
asthenospheric upwell, doming and protrusion of dyke-like bodies could 
be sufficient to lead to the formation of rift structures with sediment 
infill as large as is found over the Benue Trough. Based on this 
assumption, a tectonic model for the evolution of the Benue Trough lS 
now discussed. 
It is here suggested that the tectonic evolution of the Benue 
Trough involved the rise of a mantle plume or mantle upwelling which 
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gave r1se to doming, emplacement of intrusive igneous material 1n the 
crust, thinning and consequently, rifting. It is thought that this 
sequence of events may have been repeated in a cyclic manner with 
structural deformation taking place in between any two cycles. 
The evolution of the Benue Trough began with the rise of a 
mantle plume under the present day Niger Delta (Burke and Dewey, 1973). 
This gave rise to doming and uplift of continental lithosphere, 
emplacement of mafic and maybe felsic igneous material, crustal 
thinning and subsequently rifting and the formation of an RRR 
(rift - rift - rift) triple junction which involved the Benue Trough, 
the South Atlantic and the Gulf of Guinea (Burke et al., 1970, 1971, 
1972; Burke, 1976). This event took place during Aptian to Albian 
times and was accompanied by the deposition of sediments of the Asu 
River Group and the release of alkaline-mafic lavas and volcaniclastics 
as are found around Abakaliki (Uzuakpunwa, 1974). 
In the Cenomanian, prior to the initiation of renewed mantle 
upwelling, there was a reduction of the tension in the Benue Trough 
and the accompanying lithospheric contraction gave rise to a folding 
of Albian sediments and associated with this, was the marine regression 
which gave r1se to the deposition of the Odukpani Formation on the 
Calabar Flank. (See Section 4.4). 
Renewed mantle upwelling, doming and associated emplacement of 
igneous material along earlier lines of weakness took place in Turonian 
times although on a slightly reduced scale and this led to renewed 
rifting in the Benue Trough. This cycle of tectonic activity continued 
until about the start of the Santonian and was accompanied by a marine 
transgression culminating in the deposition of the Ezeaku Shales on 
the already deformed Asu River Group (Ayoola, 1978; Murrat, 1972; 
Reyment, 1972). The reduction or complete cessure of mantle upwelling 
in the Benue Trough during Senonian times gave rise to a marine 
regression in Santonian- Maestrichtian times, which gave rise to the 
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deposition of younger sediments and a deformation of the older 
sediments. It is thought that the centre of tectonic activity at the 
thin stage shifted eastwards as the result of the migration of the 
mantle plume caused by a rotation of the African plate, (Fitton, 
1980; Olade, 1975; Adighije, l98lb) to give rise to the Cameroon line. 
From this point onwards, there may have been minor crustal 
movements, continued emplacement of m1nor intrusives, sedimentation 
and m1nor faulting along earlier lines of weakness. It is also 
thought that the migration of the centre of tectonic activity eastwards 
due to the rotation of the continent may have given rise to a marginal 
or flank uplift which was accompanied by marginal volcanism and 
intrusive bodies such as are seen around Gboko and Shemanker and 
marginal fractures. Some of these fractures have been mapped by 
Chukwu-Ike (1978a~ l978b) using satellite imagery studies. 
5.6.2 Limitations of Model Proposed 
The tectonic model proposed above has its limitations. Firstly, 
the model as it now stands, does not take into account the tensional 
stresses that may be associated with the bend in the Atlantic. The 
folding of sediments within the trough has also not been fully 
accounted for by this model in its present form. Furthermore, the 
width of the Benue Trough appears too large when compared to typical 
widths of rift structures and, it is possible that the Benue Trough 
represents two rift structures running parallel to one another. 
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CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
A discussion of the results of the different aspects of this 
thesis is given at the end of the relevant chapter. A general 
summary and synthesis of all aspects covered by this thesis and 
the conclusions drawn from ·them is presented ~n this final 
chapter. Suggestions on available scopes for future work on the 
topics covered are also given at the end. 
6.1 Methods of Magnetic Interpretation 
Several methods for the interpretation of magnetic anomalies 
as well as programs based on them were developed in the course of 
the work. These include, non-linear optimization techniques, 
linear inversion, pseudogravity and methods for the evaluation of 
demagnetization effects of arbitrarily shaped bodies. 
6.1.1 Use of Non-linear Optimization Techniques in the Interpretation 
of Magnetic Anomalies 
The use of non-linear optimization techniques in the inter-
pretation of magnetic anomalies was discussed ~n Chapter One. A 
~ethod of interpreting magnetic anomalies due to dykes by non-linear 
optimization techniques was developed. The method makes a combined 
use of non-linear optimization and least squares analysis. It 
seeks to minimize a non-linear objective function which represents 
the difference between the observed and calculated anomalies due to 
a dyke by iteratively varying the non-linear parameters of the dyke, 
while obtaining optimum values of the linear parameters of the dyke 
by at least squares analysis until an acceptable fit is obtained 
between the observed and the computed anomalies. 
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The problem of ambiguity as encountered in the interpretation 
of magnetic anomalies due to dykes was studied. This study was 
carried out through a study of the behaviour of the objective 
function geometrically by plotting the values of the objective 
function as a function of any two chosen parameters of a model 
dyke for varying thickness - depth ratios. It was found that the 
degree of uniqueness of the solution obtained for a dyke increases 
with increasing thickness - depth ratio. 
The method of dyke interpretation developed uses all points on a 
given profile to obtain a solution and guarantees convergence to a 
m1n1mum. The method also allows the geological feasibility of the 
solution to be taken into account and requires initial estimates for 
only three non-linear parameters, the thickness, the depth to the 
top and the location of the centre of the dyke with respect to the 
origin. The method was tested on field data collected over the Minch 
and Hett dykes in Britain and several dykes within the Benue Trough of 
Nigeria. It was found to be much quicker and less expensive than 
most other approaches to dyke interpretation. The method was found 
to take on the average, less than one CPU seconds to arrive at a 
solution compared to a time of 10-20 CPU seconds used by most other 
techniques for a typical profile of about one hundred field points. 
In addition to methods making use of non-linear optimization 
techniques, a number of other techniques were applied. These include 
the linear inverse method and its application to the joint analysis 
of gravity and magnetic data. 
6.1.2 Evaluation of Demagnetization Effects 
The effects of demagnetization in both ellipsoidal and non-
ellipsoidal bodies was studied. Three methods for the evaluation 
of demagnetization effects in arbitrarily shaped two dimensional 
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bodies magnetized in an aYbitrary direction were developed. The 
methods were applied to the study of demagnetization effects 1n 
two dimensional bodies. The effect of demagnetization was found to 
be appreciable only when the susceptibility exceeds 1.2 MKS and at 
such susceptibilities, values of magnetization of a body 1s far 
from being uniform. The methods were applied to profiles taken 
across the Minch dyke. 
6.2 Magnetic Study of the Minch Dyke 
A linear magnetic feature which extends from the north of the 
Island of Lewis to Loch Ewe was interpreted in terms of an unusually 
wide dyke us1ng the non-linear optimization methods developed. An 
interpretation of sixteen profiles across this feature suggests that 
the proposed dyke has a thickness of 1.05-1.30 km and a depth to the 
top of 0.66-2.87 km. The dyke is reversely magnetized and the 
magnetization in the plane of the profiles ranges from 0.43 A/M to 
0. 89 A/M. The dyke was found not to be appreciably demagnetized and 
the assumption of uniform magnetization made in the interpretation 
was therefore, probably valid. The angle beta (S Ie' + Im' - d; 
ChaperOne) obtained from the interpretation range from 245°-337° and 
this, combined with the fact that the dyke comes up to the base of 
the Jurassic sediments which are disturbed on the seismic section, 
suggests that the dyke 1s probably of Tertiary or1g1n. 
West of the Minch dyke and of Lewis is another linear magnetic 
feature. Three profiles across this feature were interpreted in terms 
of a reversely magnetized dyke whose thickness range from 0.70 km to 
0.84 km and having a depth to the top of 0.81 km to 1.17 km. The 
angle beta for this dyke was interpreted as being 260°-390°. The 
closeness of this angle for both dykes suggests that they may have 
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been emplaced at the same time, probably in the Tertiary and may have 
been associated with the Tertiary ~9~eous activity of North Britain. 
6.3 Aeromagnetic Study of the Lower and Middle Benue Trough of Nigeria 
6.3.1 Geology of the Benue Trough 
The geology of the Benue Trough has hitherto remain poorly known 
as very little published information exists. The absence of detailed 
geological information on the Benue Trough has inhibited would-be 
researchers on different aspects, and has presented the most serious 
limitation on geophysical interpretations of the area. An attempt 
has therefore been made to assemble a review of the known geology 
of the Benue Trough in general, and for the Lower and Middle Benue 1n 
particular, based on the few published papers and on oral discussions 
with geologists and geophysicists interested in the area. This review 
is presented in Chapter Four. It should contribute towards an under-
standing of the geology of the Trough. 
6.3.2 Interpretation of Aeromagnetic Anomalies Over the Lower and 
Middle Benue Trough 
A study of the aeromagnetic anomalies over the Lower and Middle Benue 
Trough has been made. An analysis and description of regions of low 
and high magnetic anomalies was carried out in an effort to determine 
their trends. The result of this analysis showed that (a) the basement 
area surrounding the Benue Trough is characterised by a complicated 
distribution of short wavelength anomalies which are either due to 
near surface intrusions or susceptibility variations in the basement, 
(b) the basement/Cretaceous contact can be roughly identified with a 
sequence of magnetic lows except in the area around Donga where it 
is thought that the contact as shown on the geology map needs to be 
moved southwards by about 15 km, (c) the belts of magnetic highs and 
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lows alternatively distributed over the Cretaceous trough are not 
continuous but exist as elongated anomalies, (d) the belts of magnetic 
highs and lows have trends sub-parallel to the trend of the trough 
and (e) the character of the long wavelength anomalies found over 
the basement differs significantly from those over the sedimentary 
basin. 
It 1s thought fromthefindings given above, that the magnetic 
anomalies over the LowerandMiddle Benue, do not represent typical 
oceanic anomalies and cannot be treated as such. 
Several aeromagnetic profiles across the trough were interpreted. 
These profiles could not be satisfactorily explained solely 1n terms 
of topographic variations of the underlying basement. Such an 
interpretation leads to a basement having too high a magnetization, 
too thick a sedimentary sequence in some regions, and outcrops of the 
basement not 1n agreement with the known geology of the trough. The 
profiles were best interpreted in terms of discrete intrusive bodies 
existing beneath the trough. It was found that the model intrusives 
on the average have magnetizations ranging from 1.5 A/M to 3.4 A/M 
except for exceptional cases where values below 1.0 A/M and above q,O A/M 
were obtained. The modelled intrusive bodies have variable widths 
which average about 10 km. These bodies may exist predominantly 
within the sedimentary rocks or within the crystalline basement or 
both. The magnetization suggest that they are probably basic in 
composition and may well be gabbroic. 
The interpretation of the anomalies 1n terms of basic intrusive 
bodies is in good agreement with the interpretations of gravity anom-
alies over the trough (Cratchley and Jones, 1965; Adighije, l98lb) 
as well as results of gravity and magnetic interpretations obtained 
for other rifts such as the Baikal Rift and the Rift Valley in Kenya 
(Bosum and Hahn, 1967, 1970; Roche and Wohlenberg, 1970; Zorin, 1971, 
1981; Zorin et al., 1975; Searle, 1969, 1970). 
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6.3.3 A model for the Tectonic Evolution of the Benue Trough 
A model for the tectonic evolution of the Benue Trough was 
proposed taking into account the models obtained from the inter-
pretation of the aeromagnetic anomalies. In arriving at this model, 
it was assumed that the stresses generated and imparted to the 
lithospheric plate by asthenospheric upwell, doming and protrusion 
of dyke-like bodies could be sufficient to lead to the formation 
of rift structures with sediment infill as large as is found over 
the Benue Trough. The proposed model involves the rise of a mantle 
plume or mantle upwelling which gave rise to doming, emplacement 
of intrusive igneous materials in the crust, thinning and 
consequently rifting. This sequence of events may have been 
repeated in a cyclic manner accompanied by structural deformations 
which took place in between any two cycles. The model does not 
appear to have accounted fully well for the stresses associated 
with the bends in the Atlantic and the folds found in the Benue 
Trough. 
6.4 Suggestion for Future Work 
Although most of the topics dealt with in this thesis have been 
in some detail, there still exists scope for future work. The dyke 
interpretation method developed could be further modified such that 
the parameters of the dyke are expressed in terms of depth units and 
hence allowing for automation in the determination of the initial 
estimates needed fromtheobserved profile. The basic approach 
might be adapted for use in the frequency domain. 
In the area around the Minch dyke are several linear magnetic 
features of varying lengths which are probably due to dykes. Their 
interpretation and correlation with the Minch dyke could be carried 
out in future. The tectonic significance of a dyke the size of the 
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Minch dyke has been recognised by the present author and Bott (197~, 
and the determination of this represent a challenge to future 
workers. 
The study of the Benue Trough, being a p~oneer attempt, should 
help open up a discussion on the magnetic character of the trough 
and should serve as a stepping stone to future work. A magnetic 
study of the intrusive centres that have been suggested by several 
authors would form an interesting study. Also, in addition to the 
minor features interpreted here, there exist several other such 
features and dyke like anomalies whose interpretation would form a 
useful project. A comparison of the pseudogravity anomaly over the 
trough with observed gravity and its interpretation represent a 
scope for further work. Furthermore, the model for the evolution 
of the Benue Trough presented here has its limitations and these 
might be reduced through further geophysical and geological study 
so as to obtain a more comprehensive account of the evolution of 
the trough. 
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APPENDIX A 
Derivation of Expressions for the Ballistic and Magnetometri~ 
Demagnetization Factors for a Uniformly Magnetized Cylinder -
(Equations 2.6 and 2.7) 
Joseph and Schlomann (1965) have shown that the demagnetization 
tensor for a sample assumed to be uniformly magnetized, is given as 
follows : 
N(r,z) J J 0 (tr)J1(ta) [e-tz+ e -t(L-z)J dt 
0 
Al 
where J
0
(x) and J 1 (x) are the Bessel functions of the real argument 
of order zero and unity respectively and a, z, r and L are as ~n 
Figure 2.lb. The term t = z/b. 
The ballistic demagnetization factor ~s defined as the spatially 
varying demagnetization factor ~n a plane perpendicular to the 
direction of the applied field and midway between the endfaces of the 
samples (Joseph, 1966) and is given by the following integral 
L (r, /2)dA 
Combining Al and A2 and making use of the fact that 
rJ (r) 
0 
2 -1 -ltL J 1 (t a)t e 
2 dt 
A2 
A3 
The integral equation A3, ~s a standard integral of Bessel 
Functions whose exact solution can be found in standard tables of 
integrals and on reduction gives the following equation 
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A4 
where 
P L/2a 
and E1 (K) and E2 (K) are complete elliptical integrals of the first 
and second kinds respectively and putting their values into equation 
A4 gives the following expressions for the ballistic demagnetization 
factor : 
Nb 1 - (2P/7T) (In(8/P) - 1) ; P«l 
Nb = (~P 2 )(1- (3/2P2) + (2S/8P4)) P>>l AS 
The magnetometric demagnetization factor Nm is defined as the volume 
average of the spatially varying demagnetization factor and is given 
thus : 
Nm ~ J N(r,z) dV A6 
v 
combining Al and AS and carrying out the integrations 1n r and z, 
we get 
00 
2 
J 
2 -2 -tL Nm L J 1 (ta) t (1 - e )d t A7 
0 
which on evaluation using tables gives the following expression: 
Nm = 1 - (4/37rP){(l + P 2 )~ x (P2 f 1 (K2) + (1 - P2)E 2 (K2))-l} 
AS 
2 2 -1 
where K2 = (1 + P ) and P is as given previously. Putting 1n 
the values of E1 (K) and E2 (K) the following expressions for the 
magnetometric demagnetization factor results : 
152. 
Nrn 1- (2P/~)(In(4/P) - 4) P<<l 
Nrn P>>1 A9 
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APPENDIX Bl 
The following programs though developed, were not used to 
any great extent in this work and are not listed in this thesis. 
Listings of them and their implementation details are however, 
available in the Department of Geological Sciences, University of 
Durham. 
OP NAG: 
REGl: 
REG2: 
OPDYE9: 
ANOM2: 
ANOM3: 
DMAGFIELD2: 
DMAGFIELD3: 
This program interprets the magnetic anomaly due 
to two-dimensional bodies of arbitrary cross-section 
by non-linear optimization techniques. 
This program calculates and removes the zeroth and 
first order regional fields from a given gravity or 
magnetic anomaly. 
This program calculates and removes the zeroth, first 
and second order regional fields from a given gravity 
or magnetic anomaly. 
This program is similar to the program OPDYE~but uses 
the Simplex Method. 
This program calculates the magnetic anomaly due to 
a system of two-dimensional prisms of rectangular 
cross-section. 
This is the three-dimensional equivalent of the program 
ANOM2. 
This ~omputes the components of the effective 
magnetization for a two-dimensional body divided into 
rectangular cells us1ng the method of matrix inversion. 
This computes the components of the effective magnet-
ization for a three-dimensional body divided into 
rectangular prisms using the method of matrix inversion. 
PLOTl: 
PLOT2: 
PLOT3: 
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This is an adaptation of the Ghost plotting routines 
and gives a plot of the output from the program 
INTERGRAM to an A4 scale. It could be used to generate 
a plot of the observed and computed anomaly and the 
model bodies. 
This gives a plot of the observed and computed anomaly 
due to a dyke as well as the model dyke arising from 
a run of the dyke interpretation programs. 
This gives a plot of the magnetic anomaly and its 
corresponding pseudogravity anomaly as well as the 
block distribution using the output from the program 
MGRAV. 
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APPENDIX B2 
In this appendix, a listing of computer programs developed 
and used during this work is given. A brief introduction of these 
programs and the necessary run commands for the NUMAC IBM 370/168 
computer are first given below. All input formats are free although 
provision has been made in each program for easy conversion to a 
formatted input. 
OPDYE2: 
OPDYE5: 
OPDYE7: 
is a dyke interpretation program us1ng non-linear 
optimization technique. The program obtains optimal 
values for the non-linear parameters of the dyke 
(thickness, depth to top and location of centre w.r.t. 
origin) by non-linear optimization while obtaining 
optimal values for the linear parameters (components 
of the magnetization in the plane of the profile, the 
zeroth, first and second order regional fields) by 
least-squares analysis. It uses the Quasi-Newton's 
method (see Chapter One). 
is similar to the program OPDYE2 but considers only 
the zeroth order regional field neglecting the first and 
second order regional fields. It also uses the Quasi-
Newton method. 
is a dyke interpretation program similar to the program 
OPDYE2. It however, considers the angle beta (Chapter 
One) as an additional non-linear parameter and together 
with the thickness, depth to the top and location of 
the centre of the dyke w.r.t. the origin is found by 
non-linear optimization. The linear parameters optimized 
by OPDYE7 are the magnetization in the plane of the 
profile, the zeroth and first order regional fields. It 
uses the Quasi-Newton's method. 
OPDYE8: 
OPDYE4: 
OPDYE6: 
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is similar to the program OPDYE2 but assumes that the 
g~ven anomaly is already corrected for the regional 
level. It uses the Quasi-Newton's method. 
The following run command is used for OPDYE2, OPDYE5, 
OPDYE7 and OPDYE8: 
Z RUN OBJ. +*NAG+* GHOST 5 INPUTl 
6 = OUTPUTl 9 = PLOTl 
Description of files: 
INPUTl contains the title, number of non-linear 
parameters, initial estimates of the non-linear 
parameters, their scaling factors and their bounds as 
well as the values of the observed anomaly and weighting 
factors (as the case maybe) (see listing of programs). 
OUTPUTl contains the result of the run of any of the 
programs which includes the optimal parameters for the 
dyke as well as the observed, calculated and residual 
anomaly values (see program listings). 
PLOTl contains a plot of the observed and computed 
anomalies and the optimum model dyke assumed vertical. 
is similar to the program OPDYE2 but uses the Simplex 
Method instead of the Quasi-Newton's method. 
is similar to the program OPDYE5 but uses the Simplex 
Method instead of the Quasi-Newton's method. 
Z RUN OBJ. + *NAG+ * GHOST 5 = INPUT2 
6 = OUTPUT2 9 = PLOT 2 
File description: 
INPUT2 contains the title, number of non-linear 
parameters, FLAG, maximum number of function calls, 
DMAGN 
DMAGN2 
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initial estimates of the non-linear parameters and 
their scaling factors as well as the values of the 
observed anomaly and weighting factors (as the case 
maybe)(see listing of programs). 
OUTPUT2 is similar to OUTPUTl but 1n addition 
contains the values of the objective function and 
the vertices of the corresponding simplex after a 
specified number of function calls (see listing of 
programs). 
PLOT2 is similar to PLOTl 
evaluates the effective magnetization and anomaly for 
a two-dimensional body made up of a system of 
rectangular cells or elements using the method of 
matrix inversion (see Chapter Two). 
1s similar to the program DMAGN but uses the method 
of success1ve iterations (see Chapter Two). 
The run command for DMAGN is as follows: 
g RUN OBJ. + * NAG+ *GHOST 5 = INFILE 
6 OUTFILED 9 = PLOTFILE 
The run command for DMAGN2 is as follows: 
g RUN OBJ. + *GHOST 5 = INFILE 
6 = OUTFILE 9 = PLOTFILE 
File description: 
INFILE contains information about the elements 
making up the body as well as information about the 
original inducing field (see listing of programs). 
OUTFILF contains the result of any run of the programs 
DMAGN and DMAGN2 such as the values of the inner and 
effective magnetization and values of the original 
and effective anomalies (see listing of programs. 
UPCON: 
MGRAV: 
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PLOTFILE contains a plot of the original and effective 
anomalies and the cell distribution used in calculations. 
upward or downward continues a given gravity or magnetic 
anomaly by a specified height. 
Run command: 
3 RUN OBJ. + * GHOST 5 DATAl 
6 DATA2 7 = DATA3 9 = PLOT 
File description: 
DATAl contains information regarding the anomaly to 
to upward or downward continued (see listing of 
program). 
DATA2 contains the values of the original anomaly and 
the upward or downward continued anomaly (see program 
listing). 
DATA3 contains the real and imaginary parts of the 
fourier transform of the given anomaly as well as 
its inverse. 
PLOT gives a plot of the original anomaly and its 
upward or downward continue4version. 
computes the pseudogravity anomaly corresponding to 
a given magnetic anomaly using the equivalent layer 
theory (Bott, 1973a; Ingles, 1971). 
Run command: 
3 RUN OBJ. + *NAG 5 FILEl 6 FILE2 
File description: 
FILEl contains information about the distribution of 
blocks making up the equivalent layer as well as the 
values of the given magnetic anomaly (see listing of 
programs). 
HANOM: 
FACTl: 
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FILE2 contains information about the given distrib-
ution of blocks and the values of the given magnetic 
anomaly and the corresponding pseudogravity anomaly 
(see listing of program). 
calculates the magnetic anomaly due to an arbitrarily 
shaped two-dimensional body of polygonal cross-section. 
Run command: 
g RUN OBJ. 5 = INPUT 6 = OUTPUT 
INPUT and OUTPUT contains the input and output data 
for the program as explained in the program listing. 
evaluates the ballistic and magnetometric demagnet-
ization factors for a cylinder (see Chapter Two). 
Run command: 
g RUN OBJ. 5 INPUT 6 = OUTPUT 
The files INPUT and OUTPUT contain the input and output 
data respectively as explained in the program listing. 
i. 
c 
c 
..................... 
................... ........... ············· 
C fHJ~:; J>J~CJC!F:t1ii t·:; l1 fl,JU liJI'iFi'-·i::;:rur.JtiL .iii/! Ti-.ilil·:li;.l:i,fiUi-J 
C F'I:<UGJ~(ll'-1 U~:)Ji'-ICJ THE 1'--!CJN 1.../f-..i[f:iF;: UI'TJr·JI/ti/J!Ji·! fi:Crii>Jiti./L(; 
C IHL l't1l;:(iHLfFF;:~:; ClPTJr·ii./FLJ t1F:C:· THF CCJiviJ'I.il!ii·'i;; '·'' :HI 
C htlUNETJZ:t~fJON or:· THC: LIYI<F II-! THL r:·l .. (,/'--1[ U/: fHI: F!;.-CIITLI 
C ~·THL THICI<NE;:;;:;~I:JLF'TH ·1·u TUI'•.•(ll'--!0 J·u:;:rTIUi! UF lHF 
C C L N T J( [: U F T H E 0 Y I< E t1 ~:; l.·J E 1.. L (:l :: ; r H F ? F F;.: U r· H Y I J I ;: ~ ; ! ,::1 N U 
L: ~:;LCUNLi CJI:;:DEP I:~Ec-!JDNt,L. FJLLD~:;,THL: UI.J(1~3J (.lEldl:Jf'J···;; i'J!lH'.JU 
C JS USELi.THE INPUT DATA IS AS FOLLOWS: 
c 
c: 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
(' 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
( l ) 
( i~. ) 
( '5) 
fJTLL:(NOf hURL THAN 40 CHARACTCRS) 
Nl1 Y Fl..;.)() Y I< TOT~ 
Nh ::::NU ,. CJ I NUN .... L. J i'!E (ll( F'l) F< ;.) MET L F: :; ( 1 . ..1 ~:; l...l(i I L 1 T H F: L E:) 
F 1... t1 G ; ::: 0 , 0 ( i'! D [,J E J U H T I N G U F F J L 1.. n 1:· Cl I N r ~3 
.N,[, 0,0(/JEI..Ll F'CliNT~; l.•.J[TLiHIEI!:· 
KTOT=NO.OF FJELD POINTS-NOT MORE THAN 300 
(:1\ !' D>< !' C\; 
t1 X :::: I i'J I f I (ll... F ~:) T J 1"1 t1 T E 0 r· / ... 0 C (:i !" T U N 1 ....! , 1 ;_: .,. T C1/? I Ci J ,· ! 
n \ :::: U F' T H J C I< I'·! E ::; ': 
ex~ OF DFPTH fU lHE TOP 
::; C: :1. ' ~:;C.:) ~~ :::; C 3 ( :::; C 1:1 L J (.J C! r: t·1 C f CJ F' '3 r: IJ 1·: li / !' /::l / ,, C / 
F: F '::; r:· F C T J 1) F L. Y ··· H F F C H t1 r:o I , 0 i'! F ) 
x :1. :1. v x :1. ::.) 1 ···· 1.. o v.1 c r:.: ~·~ u 1·1 · F F: 1.. r r·'i 1 .,. ::.~ 11: LIJ 1; 11 1 J c1 i'! 
X2:1.vX221- THICKNISS 
X3 :1. !' \3::.~ ~ .... OFF' fH 
F X C I< l !' r· T Cl B C 1':; ) ( I F r: L. t1 U • F U • 0 , 0 ) 
FX(K>vFTUBCK>~WHTCKl(J/ FLAG .N.F. 0.0) 
C FXCK>~ARRAY OF X-CURD. OF FIFLD POINfS 
r FTDBCK>=ARRAY OF OF!SFRVLli ANOMALY 
C WHTCK>=ARRAY OF WFJUHTTNG OF FJFL.D POINTS 
C THE UUTPUT JS AS FOLLOWS: 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
( :1. ) 
( 2 ) 
( 3 ) 
( ;:-· ) 
TITLF:CAS IN INPUT) 
F :- OBJECTIVE FUNCTION VALUE ON EX:r·r 
XCJ>:ARRAY OF VALUES DE NON-LINEAR 
F' t1 F: (l f1 F T F r;: ~:; C ::; C I) 1... F U ) U N L )( I T 
r:· x 1.. , r· >< T , r:· .o ;, 
FXL. :CJFTii"'il.ll·i 1)(lLl..IF ur· / .. CJC(l.flClf'-' t·.! .•. !·: ... ,. UJ::JUIJ.I 
F >< r CJ F 'I H J C I< j\1 [ ::::; '::; 
1: U D F :0 F r:· T H f CJ T I 1/' 
I< T 0 ·r ( t1 !:; I t-.1 J (I F' U T ) 
F: J :1. l' 1:;: J 2 v r· CJ T l' F I ·r v F ::? T !-' n [ r t·1 
RJ:I.,RJ2 :COMPONEN·rs UF MACJNFIJ/ATLUN JN PLANE 
UF PROFJLLCCHAP. CJNE) 
FOTvFJTvF2T :REGIONAL FJELD LEVEL .. 
IH: T (l : (l ~~ G 1... F B F I (l ( ::; 1: F C/ ·I (l F' • Cif·' · > 
FXCK>,F'TCJB(K),FTOT(K),F'RLSCK) 
FXCK) & FTOBCK) : CAS JN INPUT) 
r:· T Cl T ( I< ) (l F;: F;: (:·~ Y U F C U i"'i r:· U T E: :U (:·~ i''-! U i'l (·, L i 
FF~F~:;(J\) ;: (II:;:F;:i')Y Ul F;:F;:;J)Jl.J(ll.'::;(jlCJ:HI/'.I··F·IUT(.!<;)' 
C WRITTEN BY OFDLGBU JAN. :1.98:1. 
c: 
I i"'i F' 1... I C I f F;: F (:i L. ::li H ( (:l .... H !' 0 · ·· :z: ) 
F: [ 1:) L. ::t: ,,:~ F ·rUT ::.' '' F Ll ·r /~ ,, r· ;:.:; f :1. !' F :< ·r :::_:: ,, 1: U T :1. , J .. U f } ,, r: '.I f .< ,, I T Cl F·:? :' I : >:: :::.:: 
D I (j F i') :::;I 0 I') E: 1... ( 3 ) ,, )J l.l ( 3 ) ,, ~J ( ::') ·.:- ) :• / (. 3 ) , F / I ::; .;) I) ) ·· I T J! ): ( ·,()(I :: 
:1. !' ~.J H T C 3 0 0 ) l' r I T L. L ( :1. 0 ) Y 1:· T U r C .:: 0 0 ) ,. r F: E ':::; ( 5 •.:o () ) : : i;l · ·.· • 
? ,, F T U :n ::.::: ( .::; 0 0 ) .., 1:· T U ·r :::.: ( ::') () 0 ) Y F / :::: •: ·~: () () ) 
c: 
c Li[C:/.()/;::'ITTUi'l Ul I:::Ui'!fJUf·.J flLUt.:l<':; [-:j(jJjl~; 
c 
c 
CUMhUN/~:;c; l /~:;c l 
C:: CJ ~-! ri U H .. i ~:; C 2 ,. ~:; C ) 
CD ~1 ;·-i UN/ ~;; C 3 ./ :::; C 3 
C:Ut'iriUN./F X /F X 
CUM i''i UN/ 1::· T 0 D / r:· T 0 D 
C Cl ~i l·i CJ N / 1"\ T D T / I< ·r U T 
CCJMMUN/F"TDT/F"TUT 
c Dl'"l r-·1 u N / ~~ ..J 1 / ~~ ..J :1. 
C ClMI·iCJN/ ~~ ..!2 / F~..J::.> 
CU~irlDN/FOT /FOT 
CCli'il-lDN /FIT/. FIT 
CUi'ihDN/F::?T /F":::>T 
CDI'"li'"iCJN./(!.IH T/WH T 
CUMI·i UN /F" L ~~ G /f"L. r:":J G 
r READ TN INPUT PARAMETERS 
c 
c 
r:: [ tl D ( ~'-'i v :1. :1. ) T I T 1 ... E 
:1.:1. r:·oi:<MAT(:I.Ot14) 
WF<ITE (hI' :1. :1.) TITI ... E 
READC5v*lNM,FL.AGvKTDT 
READC5v*>AXvBXvCX 
READC5v*>SC:I.vSC2vSC3 
1:~ E (~ D ( ~'.'i , * > X :1. :1. , X :1. 2 
F;:Ef.~D ( !:'i v *) X2:1. v X2;.~ 
F<EAD < !'.'i v * > X3:1. v X32 
IF"CFL.AG.NE.O.O>GD TD 7:1.0 
READC5v*><FXCK>vF"TDB<KlvK=:I.,KTOT) 
uu ru /:1.::.> 
7:1.0 READ<5v*><F"XCK>vF"TCJB(K),WHT<K>vK=lvKTUT) 
:1.:1.4 FURMAT<F:I.0.2vF:I.0.2> 
7:1.2 N====NI"i 
!"' ::; F T U P A i'! D ~; C r-~ 1... E J N I ·r I ,':) L. E !:; T I r1 t1 T E !:; CJ r:· r:· t1 F: t1 r-l E T E r:: S 
c 
r: 
X c :1. > ===r~X/::;c :1. 
X ( 2 > ::::flX/::;c;~:~ 
:::( ( 3 ) :::: c .\ .1/ ~;) c 3 
I DUUND====O ,. 0 
r SET UP AND SCALE BOUNDS UN PARAMETERS 
c 
c 
BL( :1.) =X:I.:I../:;;c;J 
B t.J ( :1. ) ::: X :1. ::.:_> ./ !:; C :1. 
B I ... ( ? ) ::::X 2 :1 . . / ::; C::? 
nu c 2 > ====x::_>;?,/HC2 
Ell ... ( 3 ) ,,,, X 3 :1. .. / !:; C 3 
BU ( 3) ::::X3::_'/::::c3 
L. I W ::: N r·l + ::_; 
l ... l•J:::: J<? 
IFt1II ... '''' :1. 
Ci-"~1 ... 1.. TIMECO) 
C f.'1 I.. I.. 1::: 0 4 .J t1 r:· ( N ~~ I B U UN D , I-3 L. ~~ B U ~· \ ~· r:· , I W , 1.. I ~J ;· kl ~~ L. ~-J ~~ I F 1:111... 
C f.'1l ... l... T l M E ( :1. , :1. ) 
IF"CIFAIL..NE.OlWRITEC6vl2>IFATL. 
IF"CIF"ATL..EQ.:I.)GCJ TO 20 
,,, 
C r::L!:::rol:([ r::E::;UL.Tt1i··,!T 'v't11 ... l.JL::; ur:· F:·i~l?(:,;v;r:·rl:h:!: TC.t ,::,c;TLJ(:1L ')(,L.UE:::::: 
c 
c; 
F>:L:===X ( :1. > *::;c :1. 
F X T : X ( ::.:.: :r * ::; C :? 
r:· D :::: X < 3 ) * ~:; C 3 
r:·xr 1 ===FXL ···F\T/:::) 
F >=: T ·;_:: :::: F >< 1.. + r:· :::< f /. 2 
FDT 4 ====F:.u 
F' T L = 3 ,. :1. 4 :1. ~'i 9 ~.> 6 
JF(RJ2.EQ.O.O>GO 10 900 
BET A"= D () T t1 N 2 ( F;: J :1. ,, r;: .. I::) ! 
GO TCJ <:.>0 :1. 
<? 0 () B L T t1 :::: F' J E / 2 
C C 0 r-i F' l.J r () T J CJ r·.l Cl F F~ L ~;; J D U t1 L ~;; ll 1:: G T (I r; 
c 
c 
901 DO 25 K=1vKTOT 
FRES<K>~FTOTCK>-FTOBCK) 
2 ~.'i C 0 j\! T J N l.J E 
C RESULTS OF COMPUTATIONS ARE NOW WRJTfLN OUT 
c 
~AI F< I r E < f.; , 1 4 ) F 
WRI'fE(6,J6)(X(J),J=1vN) 
vJ F< J T L ( t.i v :::> 3 0 ) 
WRJTEC6v:I.60>FXLvF\TvFD 
W f< J T E ( 6 v 1 /0 ) K T CJ T 
kiF< J TE ( 6 v :1.90) 1:;:, .. 1 :1. ~· F:..J::? ,, FCJT ~·FIT v F?T :' BLTt1 
- -WF;:ITEC6v2:1.0) 
WF<JTE<6~·2::'0) 
WRJTEC6v200)CFXCK>vFTOBCKlvFTOTCK)vFRLS(K)vK=J,KT01) 
135 FORMATC5F10.:?) 
DO :1. :1./ 1<=1 }' I{TCJT 
F T CJ T 2 C I{ > ==== r· T D T < h ) 
r· T 0 .H 2 C I< ) :::: F l U B ( I< ) 
F\2 C I<) :::=FX ( 1·;:) 
1:1./ C(}f\ITJNLJL 
Y t--1 (1 ::: r· T CJ B ? ( :1. ) 
Y(i J ==FTO.o;_:; C :1.) 
/1'11==FX:?( :1.) 
XM{) ==r·.x:2 c :1. > 
D U :1. :1. <_;; I< :: ;.:_; v 1\ T CJ T 
JFCFTCJT2<K>.GT.YMA>YMA=FTCJT2(K) 
IFCFTCJB2CK>.GT.YMA>YMA=FTOB?CK> 
IFCFTCJT2CK>.LT.YMI>YMI=FTCJT2<K> 
IFCFTOB2CK>.LT.YMT>YMJ=FTOB2CK) 
IFCFX2CK).GT.XMA>XMA=FX2CK) 
J F C r: .\ 2 ( I< ) ,. 1.. T ,. >< r1 I ) \ fvf J :::: F \ :::; ( I< ) 
:I.J<:; CONTINUE 
X t···i I i'·-! === 0 • C! 
/ i--1 (:, .\,,,X 1\·j (·, + ;_:_; ,. () 
Y i'1 (i X ,,,, Y t-1 t1 -:-- ::_; 0 • •) 
Y 1·1 :r N ,,,, Y r1 1 ·· · 1 o • o 
YMA4~CYMAX-Yi'1JN)/3tYMJN 
>:11A )'::: XI·1AX/ 13 
X li(l ::-<; ••·• Xl--1,-~l X/') 
\ i'·l (l ..:) ::::X fvi (l .>:: ,.... H 
'( h (-, ~=_:i : :: .\ i''i (:) >< ...... :.? 
r· D T l :::: r:· I:! T 4 
FDT::? ==FDT-4·1 ( Xi··iti.\ ··FDT4) .......  
FDT3~FDT2+CXMAX--FD14)..: 
C r:) L 1... r:· r:) F' L F;: ( :1 ) 
162 
('' 
c () I.. I.. F' ~:; F' I~ c L ( 0 ' 2 () y 0 • ({) 0 ~.' {) ' ~'.'i ~.'i ' () ' ') :==; ) 
C ~~ 1... L. C:: T I~ M 1'"1 D ( .:.:' ) 
CALl... MAPCXMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAX) 
c t1LL n u ~~ n L F( 
CALL AXLSSI(1.0v20.0) 
c;,:)l ... l... CTI<Df:: I C 1. 0) 
CAL. L. F' L. CJ T C ~:; ( ····X M t1 4 , '( 1'·1 (1..': , · r··j t1 Cl i'! E l T C ~~ N 0 (\ (lL Y ( U ~~ 1'1 r-1 t1 ) . ~· :) 4 ) 
CI''IL.I ... CTF:OI~ICO.O) 
C t1l ... l... N ~:; L l.J 1::: ~) C F X 2 , F T 0 B 2 , 1 ~· I< T U T ) 
CALL. PTPL.OT<FX2vFTOT2v1vKTOTv45) 
C(li ... L FULL 
C1~l ... l... E!I ... I·\PEi'-! 
CALL PSPACL(0.20v0.60v0.10v0.50) 
CALL MAPCXMINvXMAXvXMAXvXMlN) 
Ct1I ... L. BCJI(DEI:~ 
Ct1l ... l ... f"'XES~; I C ::)0. 0, :1.. 0) 
CALL PCJSITNCFXT:I.vFDTl> 
CALL JDINCFXT2vFDT1) 
CALL PDSITNCFXT2vFDT1) 
CALL JOINCFXT2vFDT2) 
CALL POSITNCFXT1vFDl1) 
Ct1LI... JUINCFXT1l·FI:IT2) 
CALL BRUKEN<5v5v5v5) 
CALL. POSITNCFXT1,FDl2) 
CALL. JDINCFXT1vFDT3> 
CALL PDSITN<FXT2vFDT2) 
CALL. JOINCFXT2vFDT3) 
CALL. PI...OTCSCYMA5,-XMA7v'DISTANCLCKMl'•l2> 
C()l ... l ... CTI~UI~ I C :1 .• 0) 
CALL PI...OTCS<-XMA3vYMA5,'DLPTH<KM)',9) 
Ct1l ... l... Cli(CJF: I (C). 0) 
Ct1l...l ... FULL. 
CAI...L PSPACEC0.14v0.66,0.05,1.00> 
c,;L.L. BDI(DEI< 
Ct1l ... l ... ur::LND 
12 FDRMAT(/'ERROR IN E04JAF 1H IFAII...~',J2/) 
14 FCJRMATC///27H FUNCTION VAL.l.JE ON EXIT JS,F1J.4) 
:1.6 FORMATC13H AT THE POINTv7F9.4) 
1 :1. 0 F. D r:: h t1 T ( 1 J ) 
:1.20 FDRMATlJF10.2) 
130 FURMAT<2F10.2) 
:1.60 FORMA1(3F10.2) 
:1. / 0 F U F~ fvi t1 T •: J 3 ) 
:1.90 FURMAT<2F:I.0.4vF.10.3vJF:I.O.?l 
200 FCJRMAT(F:I.0.2v2F:I.3.4,F10.4) 
2 :1. 0 F iJ 1::; 11 t1 T ( :1. 0 ;-.:: / ' Cl B ~:; F F;: t) F D ~· C CJ t--1 F' l.J T F [I , (~ N fl I? F ~:; J D U f:1 1 .. ; ; I I'! C! (,i·'i n (·, .·· _/ ) 
2 2 o F. u r:: r-'i t1 ·r c :1 o >:: ./ .. n :r ~:; T on::; L r:: ') c u i'11' u T r u r;.· 1 ' T c' u' , i. 
:: .. ; .:) 0 1: U I? 1'1 (l ·r ( :1 0 X ... ...- ·· F' t1 h: (l r1 F T L r:.: t) (:·, L. U F ::; U :u f () J f'.l L Ll (:,1 f L F: i i I ' r I i'i J / (, T 1 U i··-! .· i ;. 
Fi,!U 
C SUBROUfiNL FUNCTION 
r ~=~~==~=~~==~~=~=~~~~ 
c 
C ·r H I ~:; ::; l.J n F;: D l.J T I N F CD 11 F' U l F H l H F UP . ..1 [ C r 1'· . ...' L F I..J N C l J U t1 
r TU BE MINIMIZED BY THE MAIN PRUGRAM. 
c 
Sl.JBRUUTINL FUNCT1CNv\C,fC) 
I t--1 F' L I C I r F: L () 1... ::f. U C (l ···· H ,, U ··· / ) 
:U I r·i L i'·.) ~:; J U H >< C ( J-.1 ) ~~ I r U (.: ( :\ 0 () ) ,, F . i U T i, :) () 0 ) ~· I) h IJ i"i ( :: 0 •) ) ,, P !:; l.J i"i ( ::': 0 C• ) 
c 
c 
1,A(5y6),fTOBC300l,FXC300l 
2 ? W H T ( 3 0 0 ) , t1L r:· H (:·, ( 1''; :' 6 ) ;· hJ I<~:; :1. ( :=.=_; ) ;· kll.: ::; :.o 0: "; ) :.o 1:: ( :==_; :' :1. ) 
CUMI·1U i'·J /~:;c :1. .. / ~:; C :1. 
COMriDN /~:;c2 ...... ~:; C 2 
coM MDr·i ./ ~:;c 3 /~:; c 3 
CCJt1t'iDN ./ F X/ F >< 
C CJ i"i 11 0 N / F T 0 B / r:· ·r U B 
CCJMM ON./ I< T U T ./1\ T U T 
COJ--·iriDN/FTDT ... 'F TUT 
CO~'iMCJN/F;: . .J 1 /F;;,J J 
C DMMDN/F< ..J 2 /F;: .J 2 
C CJi··iMON /FCJ T ./F 0 T 
CCJMriCJN/F:· IT ,/FIT 
C CJ h M CJ N / F ;? T / r:· ;.:_; ·r 
C Orir1 ClN / ~JHT ;'I,JH T 
C Dhh ON ... 'FI...t:~ U / F 1... (.) U 
C::UM=1.L+::.; 
C DLSCAI...INU OF NON-LINEAR PARAMLfERS BEGINS 
X L ,,,, /.: C ( :1. ) * ~:; C 1 
D :::: :X: C ( 3 ) * ~:; C 3 
c 
C 1 ... [ t1 ~:; T ~::; U U t1 F: E :::;; 1:: U ii F' U r t"'t f 1 0 i'--1 B F C; I J.! ~::; 
~:;u riu :1. ·===o ,. o 
~:J u r·i u ;:~ ==== o • o 
S lJ i'i D T :::: 0 • 0 
~:;UMUP::"O. 0 
~:; u ri F' 1 =·== o • o 
~:; u t'i r:· ::> ==== o • o 
S LJ h P T :::: 0 • 0 
~:; u ri r :1. ,,,, o • t) 
::; l.J ~'i X :1. "" 0 • 0 
~il.JM\2===0. 0 
::; l.J h ;< T :::: 0 • 0 
r!UhXF'====O. 0 
~:;u~1XD==:=o. o 
~:; l.J i···i X ;:,> :::: () =· 0 
::>UMX:.?T====O. 0 
~::; u h :x: ;,:,; p ::: () < () 
~:; U i"i X 2 Cl :::: 0 • 0 
~:;uriXJ====O ,. o 
~:;uriX4====0. o 
D 0 :=.=j 0 1'. ==== :1. ? I< T U T 
XX:I.=XL-XT/2-FXCK) 
XX::>=XI...+Xl/2-FXCK' 
::< >< ::=:: ,,,, ;x: X :1. *X X;:> 
RR:I.~DSDRTCD**2+XX:I.**2) 
RR2~DSQRf(D*t20XX)*t2l 
I F ( D (l B ~::: ( h: F: :1. l , L ·r ,. (1 ... () 0 0 (l ( :~ 0 J • I;; I? :1. : (i .·. ' ) () C· U () 0 :1. 
J F ( D (i B ~::; ( F: F: ;? ) , 1... r ., () .,. 0 U () () () () J l F;: h: :::.:: .:: () .,. 1 •1 1.: 1 0::.1 · .' <> ·:) I. 
TD =><T>KD 
0 X .\ : = U >~: ;f 2 + >:: ::< :::·:; 
1::' J ;;;; :::=:; • :1. ..:::. :1. '.:! <_:.:o ~:.:: /; , ..... 2 
(:1I...C! ==2*CUI-'i*DLUU ( !;.·F:;: . ...- F:F'J' 
IH· 
IFCDXX.EQ.O,O>GO TO 510 
ATN~2*COM*DATAN2CTDrD\XJ 
GO TCJ ~:;:~::.' 
~:_; 10 t1 TN ::::}*CUH*F I 
512 SUMQ1~SUMQ1tALG 
SUMQ2~SUMQ2·0ALGtt2 
~:; u i'1 u r· ,,,, ~:; u r-'i n r· i·· (:1 L. t:) >f; 1 :1 r N 
~; l..l r'i U T :::: ~; U r'i IJ T + (l L. G t F T U E: •. I< ·' 
~:; lJ M r· :1. ::: ~:; U 11 F' l + t1 TN 
SLJMF'2~SUMF'2tAlN**2 
SUMPT~Sl.JMPT~·ATN*FTUB\K) 
SUMT:I.~SUMT:I.tFfUBCK) 
~:; U r..-i>< :1. ::::~:; U f··i X :1. + F \ (I<) 
SUMX2~SUMX2tCFXCK>**2) 
SLJMX3=Sl..IMX3+CFXCK>**3) 
SUMX4~SUMX4+CFXCK>tt4) 
SLJMXT=SUMXT~FTUBCK>tFXCK> 
SLJMXP=SUMXF'tATNtFXCK) 
SUMXQ=SUMXQtALGtFXCK) 
SUMX2T=SUMX2T+FfOBCK>tFX(K)tFXCK 
SUMX2P=SUMX2P+FXCK)*FXCK)tAfN 
SUMX2Q=SUMX2QtFXCK>tFXCK)tALG 
~'.'iO CDr·-.iT I j···.Jl.JF 
T 0 T :::: I< T D T 
t1 ( :1. v :1. ) :::: ~:; U M P :::_; 
t·1 ( l ,, 2) ::::~:;ut-·iUF· 
r~ c :1. ., 3 ' ,,,, ~::; u ri P :1. 
t1 c 1 v 4 .1 ,,,, ~:; u r'i x r-
tl ( :1. ,, ~::;) ::::~:;UMX2F' 
t1 ( 2 ,, :1. ) :::: P1 ( :1. ,, ::.' ) 
t1 c 2 ,, ::.> ' ,,,, ~:; u r·i u :::_:. 
A ( 2 ~· 3) :::~:;UMQ:I. 
A ( ;:; ,, 4) ,~:;UMXU 
Pt ( 2 v ~'.'i ) :::: ~:; l.J 1'1 X :::.~ U 
('t(3v :1. )::::(:1( :1. v3) 
(1 ( 3 ,, 2) ::::(1 ( 2 ,, :·:<;) 
A ( 3 l' 3) ::::TCJT 
A < 3 ,, 4 ) :::: ~:; U 1'1 X :1. 
A ( 3 v ~'5) ::::!:iUMX::? 
A ( 4 ,, :1. ) :::: t1 ( :1. v 4 ) 
(1 ( 4 :1 2 ) :::: f:'t ( ::.~ I' ·4 ) 
(:) ( 4 y 3 ) :::: (1 ( 3 y 4 ) 
t1 ( 4 Y 4) :::::;Ut-1X:::.> 
A < 4 ,, ·.::; > ,,,, ~:; u r··i >< :·:'; 
t''t ( ~::; y :1. ) ::::(1 ( :1. ,, ~:;) 
r't c ~'.'; ,, :·:') > ,,,, t1 c 3 I' ~.=; ) 
(~ ( ~:_:_; ,, . .:). ) ;::: (:i ( 4 y !:.'i ) 
(:1 C ~'.'j ., '.'.'_; ) :::: ~:; U 1'1 X .<:} 
t1 C :1. ,, 6 ) :::: ~::; 1...1 i"l P T 
(1 ( ;:_; ,, h ) :::: ~:; 1...1 f"i u l 
{~ c :·:) ~· 6 > ,,,, ~:; u r,1 T :1. 
A ( 4 ,, 6) ::::~:iUI"L\l 
(~ ( ~:=; '' f.:. ) :::: ~:; U h X 2 T 
N:l. ::::(; 
f··i :1. :::: ~:_:_; 
N ~:; y ~:; :::: :1. 
[I C) :1. J :::: :1. y 11 :1. 
:1. t1l... F' H t1 < J ,, :1. ) :::: (:·~ •: I ,, .1. ) 
D Cl 2 ,.1 :::: :::. ~I j··! J 
165- . 
c: 
IFCM1.EQ.l)G0 TO 9 
no ,:i I\ ==2 !' d :1. 
1"\F'::::I-<+:1. 
1"\h::::l(····:i. 
fi CJ .-:"} 1 ·:.: I< ~' i"--i :1. 
~:)l.Jf'1::::() y 0 
D CJ 3 L ::: :1. ~-· I"\ h 
3 Sl.Ji'1=SUM+ALPHACI~L>tALPHACL,K) 
4 tl L F' H (1 ( I ~· I< ) ::: t1 ( I ~~ I< ) ···· ( ; U t1 
DCJ 6 • .J====I\P s· j\J :1. 
~:;uM"::o. o 
.0 CJ !'.~ 1 ... :::: :1. , 1\ H 
!::; bl.JM::::!:>UM+r~LPH(l (I<~· 1 ... ) ;t:(lLF'Htl ( L ~' J) 
.~i t1 L. PH t1 C I< Y • .J ) :::: ( t1 ( I< ~~ ... 1 ) ···· ~:; lJ i"i ) ,/ t1l ... r:· H t1 C 1\ Y 1·-:: ) 
D 0 B I T :::: :1. s· N ~:; y· ~:; 
J::::M :1. +IT 
CCM:I.,IT)=ALPHACMJyJ) 
DO H I ::::2, ~·i :1. 
1\ :::: i'·i :1. + :1. ···· I 
1': p :::: 1\ + 1 
!:; u ~1 :::: () + 0 
fi [) )' L :::: 1\ f' ~! Jvj 1 
., ~:>UM::::~:;Uh+tli ... PHI~) (I<~' 1 .. ) >~:c.· C L. ~'IT) 
8 C(I\,JT)=ALPHACK,J)-Sl.Jh 
n o :1. :1. • .J ,,,, :1. , N ·::; Y ~:; 
F: . .JJ::::C(:I.~-.1) 
F: J? :::: C C 2 v ...1 ) 
FUT::::C ( 3, . .J) 
FIT ::::C ( 4 ~-· J) 
r: ::~ T '"' c c !5 , • ..1 ' 
:1.:1. CONTINUE 
GCJ TO 21 
9 DCJ :1.0 IT=:I.~NSYb 
:1.0 C(1,JT)=ALPHA(1,J1+1> 
D iJ :1. / • .J : :1. ~' N !:; Y '::; 
r;: ...1 :1. ==== c c :1. , • .J > 
r;:J::.>====C c 2, • .J' 
r:oT====C c 3, . .J > 
FJT====CC4v...l) 
F :::.> T :::: C ( !:'j , J ) 
:1. / C 0 N T J r·-! l.J L 
C COMPUTATION OF OBJECTIVE FUNCfJON NOW BEGTNb 
c 
2 :1. r· r ,,,, o • o 
DO 60 1-(:::J. Y I·<TCJT 
><.>:: 1 ===XI ... ····Xl/:?····F:·y C I<) 
XX::.>=XT/2-t-\L.-FX(K) 
X .\ 3 :::: >< ~=< :1. * X )( ;:_~ 
RR:I.=DSQRTCDtt2+XXJ.tt2) 
RR2=DSQRTCDtt2+XX2tt2> 
IF<DABSCRR:I.>.L.T.0.0000001>RR1=0.0000001 
IFCDABb<RR2).LT.0.0000001)RR2~0.0000001 
Tfi::::XT>.'<D 
n x :x: ,,,, n * * ::.> + >=: >< 3 
ALOG=DLOGCRR2/RR1> 
TFCDXX.LQ,O.O>GO TO ~11 
ATAN=DATAN2CTD,OXX> 
c:;u TCJ ~5:1.6 
I'' 
~'-'_; :1. -::; ;-::, T (:·, i"--J ::·: F:· J 
:_; J :· C' :::; l..J 1·--·i -: I< ·, " :? ;; C C) i··i :,;:: (,"f" (, i""·! ::-:-:: F:..! l 
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t:: U M r·i CJ N ./ 1:~ .J :.~ / F~ J 2 
C U r! ri D N / F D T i' F CJ T 
CUr1MCJN.iF.JT/FJT 
CUM1'iUN .... r·::.> T / F :? T 
t.: Ur.ir·lUN / ~JH T / ~JH T 
L ~ U i'i 1'1 Cl ;-.J ./ r:: L. (l C! i F L. (l U 
c.: u r·f = = 1 , L + ::.> 
C fl[~:;cf-~L.INU UF NUi\'····L.Ji''F:f.ll;: I'(JF:t,i1E!LF~::; L·:LUii·i~:: 
c 
>:: L ==><c.: ( !. ! >:< ~:; C :1. 
::< T :::: >< C ( ;;~ ) * ~:; C ::.~ 
n =.xc o: 3;. t:::;c3 
C LEAST SQUARES CCJMPUTAlJON BEGINS 
c: 
~::; u h () l ::.; () ' 0 
~)Lii"iU2=::(). 0 
!3 U M Q T == 0 • 0 
3Ui"iUF'::(). 0 
·::; u J"i ,. :1. :::: () • 0 
~:; u 1•1 r:· 2 :;:: () • 0 
3 U i·i F' T '''' () • 0 
~:;Ui'fl :1. :::(). 0 
~;;; U M X :1. ,,,, 0 • 0 
~:; l..J i''i X ::.) "" 0 ., 0 
·::;Lih:\T::::(). 0 
UUi"iXP::::(). 0 
::;U('r;<Q::::(). 0 
::;uhx2""o. o 
;;:;LJI1X::'l :::(). 0 
~::;Ui"iX2F' ::(). 0 
~3 U ~1 X 2 U :::: 0 • 0 
~;UMX3::"0 ,. 0 
::;Ur·iX4:::(). 0 
n U ~';j 0 I< ::: :1. ~ I< T 0 T 
XXl~XL.-XT/2-FXCK) 
XX2~XL+Xl/2-FXCK) 
X:< ::; :: >:X :l. *X X 2 
RR2~DSURT<D**2+XX)**2! 
I F ( D f.1 B ·::; ( f~ F: :1. ) • L. r • 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 l ) F< F;: J ,,,, 0 . 0 0 0 C• (! C• J 
JFCDABSCRR2>.L.T.O.OOOOOO:l.>RR2~0.000000:l. 
Tfi::XT*D 
nx>< "' D**2+ xx:3 
F' I '" 3 ,. :1. 4 :1. ~.'i <,;> 2 <'> / ::.> 
AL.U~2*CUM*DL.UUCRR2/RR:L> 
lF(DXX.LQ.O.O>UCJ TCJ 510 
AfN=2*CClM*DAfAN2<TD,DXXl 
UU TU '.'i J :? 
171. 
512 SUMQ1~SUMU1tALG 
~; U MU :2 • • ~; l.Jf,·i U 2+ ~~~ 1.. U >I< f ,:> 
SUMQP:Sl.JMQP~ALG>i<ATN 
~::UriUT ····~:;ul·iUTti~l..t-1-:<ITC.lC: (I<) 
;; Uf''iF' 1 ••• ~;; Ui'il' 1 t t1 T I·! 
Sl.JMP2~SUMP2tATNt*2 
~ : U f'l F' T •••• S LJ ~1 F' T + (l T i'~ * F TUn 0: I< > 
SUMI1~SUMT1tFT0P(K) 
SUMX1~SUMX1+FXCK) 
SUMX2~SUMX2tCFXCK>tt2) 
SUMX3~SLJMX3t<FXCK>tt3) 
SUMX4~SUMX4t<FXCK>tt4> 
::; U M >< f •••• ~:; U r·i >: T + 1: TUB ( 1·: ) *: 1: >< ( I< ) 
::iUi"iXF'== ;:;Uh.>< 1:. + f.:1·r N:f. I X< I<) 
SUMXQ=SUMXQ+ALGtFX<K> 
SUMX2T~SUMX2TtFTOB<K>*FX<K>tFX<K> 
SUMX2P~SUMX2P+FXCK>tFXCKJtAfN 
SUMX2Q~SUMX2U+IX(K)tFX<K>tALG 
:_:_;o CUNTJNUL 
1D1 ==I<Tcn· 
1~\ ( :1. v :1. ) :::: ~:; u l''i ! ' 2 
t1 < 1. v :::.> > ·==• ~:; U i"i Cl F' 
r·, c 1 v 3 > ==== ~:; u n r· 1 
(:i < 1 !' 4 > ,,,, ~:; u n x r:· 
() c 1 v ·:.•; > =·· ~:; u n >< ::.> r:· 
(·, ( ::? ~· :1. > :::: A ( 1 v :::.> ) 
(! ( 2 !I ;:.> ) :::: ~;l u 11 Cl2 
(, ( :::> !' 3 ) :::: ~:; u j'vj u :1. 
(.:, ( ;_:_; 9 4) ::::~:;U(viXU 
f:l ( 2 v ~'i ) === ::; l.J i'-1 X 2 U 
(, ( 3 v :1. ) :::: (.:) ( 1 ~· 3 ) 
(, ( 3 v 2 ) :::: (.:) ( 2 !! 3 ) 
t1 < 3 v 3) ====TOT 
(.:1 ( 3 v 4 ) :::: ~:; l.J M X l 
t1 c ?i !' :~) > ,,,, ~:; u r! >< ::.> 
f1 ( 4 v :1. ) ==== A < 1 v 4 ) 
() ( l} 9 :~~ ) :::: (.) ( 2 ~ 4 ) 
r~1 ( 4 9 3 ) :::: t1 ( 3 v 4 ) 
() c 4 9 4 ) === ~:; u r1 x ::.~ 
t1 ( 4 v :'.'i ) :::: ~:; l..l/'1 X 3 
(, < :~=.; v 1 ) :::: A ( 1 v :~'i ) 
t1 ( ~·; v 2 ) :::: A ( :::.> !' :'.'i ) 
(l ( ~'.) 9 J ) :::I~ ( J Y :=:.; ) 
(:) ( ~) 9 4 ) .::: () ( 4 !' :·:; ) 
(:l ( :=:; v ~.'i > :::: ~:; U M X 4 
(', ( 1 !' 6 ) :::: ::; l..l M I' T 
t1 ( 2 v 6 ) === ~:; l.J 1'1 U T 
(:l < :-;>; !' 6 ) ==== ~:; l.J M T :1. 
t1 < 4 !' f.:, > ::: ;:; U i·l X T 
(:, ( '.~'i ~ (, ) ::: ~;; U i'-1 >< 2 T 
N2====Ci 
~1:1. :::::'J 
N ~:; y ~; :::: :1. 
D u :1. I ,,, :1. v rll 
:1. A 1... r· H t1 ( I ~· :1. ) = t1 ( I !' :1. ) 
[ICJ ;,:,~ ,_)::2 I'(.!) 
::.) t1 1... F:· H t1 ( :1. v J ) = = (·, ( :1. ;· .. J ;. ./ (', L r· H (', ( :1. ~· l > 
II· ( M :1. • 1:: U • :1. ) G U l II <;.> 
D CJ (;. I< : • 2 r H :1. 
I<F·===•I':; + :1. 
173 
l<t-i•••.:, ... 1 
Li 0 } 1 •••I< ,, (i l 
~:; u ii •••• () ,. 0 
Li U ·:•; 1.. •••• l ~· I< r'·i 
~::: U f: •••• ~:; U h + (i L. F' H (1 ( 1 ,, 1... :• :f (il...l ' H (\, 0: L ,, I< ) 
:) (:i 1... F' H t1 ( I ,, I< ) •••• ('! ( J ~ I< • ···· ~; Llt"i 
nu (:) J····l<r:·, N>: 
~:;Ui'i••••O. 0 
UU •; L•••·l~·I<M 
:_; ~:; l.J i\'i •••• ~:; l.J l"·i + ,~~ L. F' H t1 ( I< v 1... ) :t: () 1 ... F' H (:i ( L :· J ) 
.:~) t1 1... F H (l ( I'; ,, J ) •••• ( r-~ ( I< v J ) ···· ~:; l.J r--i ) / (·, L. r:· H (:1 •: 1-< :-· 1·-:: ;. 
ft U H l T •••• l \' N ~::; Y ~:; 
J••••i"'i1+IT 
ClM1vlT)~AL.FHACM1vJ) 
ftU d l•••:>vM:I. 
I< •••• j'vj J + J ··· J 
I"<F'••••I<+ :1. 
~:;Ui'·i••••O" 0 
DU / L••••I<F' v M :1. 
Sl.JM~Sl.JMtALPHA<Kvl..):t:CCL.vlT) 
U C ( I< ,, l T ) •••• (~ 1 ... F' H (.) ( I< :· J ) ···· ~:; Ll f•'i 
nu 11. ,.J····1, N::;y~:; 
r;:Jt····C< 1 ''· .. -'' 
11:..J2•.:•C(2vJ) 
F CJ T ., .. C < 3 v ..J ) 
FJf:..:(;(4v..J) 
F::_::T••••C ( '.'5 !' J) 
ll CUNT I r·!l.J[ 
c; u r u :::.~ :1. 
Y DO 10 lT~lvNSYS 
.LO C(J,JT>~AL.PHAC1vJTtl) 
l:t U 1 / ... J .,, :1. v N ~;; ·y ~:; 
r;: .. J :1. • •• c c :1. ·· 1 > 
!;: ..) 2 .... c ( 2 ,, .. J ) 
FU f••••C ( :::; ,, .. J) 
IIT•••C(4:•J) 
F ;,:_; T .••. c ( :·:i !I ... .1 ) 
1 .::· C.~UNT I i-.!UL: 
C COMPUTATION OF OBJL:CTJVE FUNCfiON NOW BEGINS 
c 
:::.':1. FT•••O.O 
DCJ 60 1<••••1 v !\TOT 
XX1~XL-XT/2-FXCK) 
XX2=XT/2tXL-FX<K> 
F;: F: :1. •••• U ::; U !;; T < D * ;-{<: 2 + >< X 1 :t: :t: :::: l 
RR2~DSQRTCD:t::t:2+XX2:t::t:2) 
11:· ( n () D !:; < F: r;: :1. > • 1... r , o • o <) o o o o 1 ' 1:: h: 1 •••• c' , •:::0 o u ·:> C· u i. 
I r- ( n t·, B ~:> < r;~ r;~ 2 ) ;~ 1... T .;. () -:- () () o () o o J ) r;: r: ::? .::: () .;. () o () <> () () J 
TLt••••XT:t:ft 
ALOG~LtLUGCRR2/RR1) 
JFrDXX.EQ.O,O)GO 10 514 
ATANc .. LtATAN2CTD,DXX) 
CJU TU ~.'jJ() 
~:·j :1. .. q (:, T. t1 N •••• r:· 1 
~.:; :1. .::':· U ~:; U 1'-l ( I< ) •••• 2 :t: C CJ l·i Y.< (l T t1 i'·l :t: F;: J :1. 
r:o ~::; u r/i < I< ' •••• ; __ :: >:<: c u i'-i * ~~ 1.. u u >~ r~ ..J : ) 
r:· T U I" ( I< ) • •• U ~; U i'/1 ( 1·:; ) + F' ~:; U ~-~ ( I< ) + 1::· U T + 1::· l f * r:· / ( 1·-.: 1 ·:· F ::.: r :t: 1:: >< ( !·< :) >:<. r:· > '· I< I 
114 
IF<FLAG.NE,O.O>GO TO 612 
FlOC<K>~<FTOBCKl-FTOTCK>>tt2 
UU TIJ 614 
.s 1 ::.' r:· T 0 C: C I< > ,,, C ( F l CJ B ( 1·:.: ) ···· F T CJ T ( 1\ } ) :i< t.J H T C J , ': ) =·:·: :=t=: :: 
614 FT~FTtFTOCCKl 
.:';() CONTJi"-!UE 
F:·c "'r: T 
F~L:TI.IF:Io.! 
L:Nfi 
C SUBROUTINE MONIT 
c 
~::; U D F: U l.J TIN L i"-i 0 1'··1 I T < r· r·i IN ~· r:·l·i t, / ·· ·::; I l···i ,, i"! ,, !"-! :L :· 1,1 I (;I L ., 
JMPLICif REALt8CA-Hv0-/) 
DIMENSION SIM<N1vN) 
WRlfLC6v11lNCALL,FMIN 
WRITEC6v12)((SIMCI,J),J~1,N),J=1,N1) 
:1. 1 F 0 1:~ 1--i t, T ( 6 H t1 F T L F: l' I :'.'j l' 3 0 H F U i"-! C T 1 U f·l C. (;I... i... ::; , T H L 1) r, 1.. U L I ::;:; :' 
+ 1:1.0.4, 14H WITH !:;J(IPI...L>:> 
C 1l FORMAf(J5~14X,F10.4) 
12 FURMAT<4C3F12.4/)) 
F<ETUF:N 
END 
ns 
c 
c: 
c 
c 
C.' 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
C.' 
THI~:; I•·F;:CJC!I;:tli·'i J~::: t1 Tl.o .. IU .UJf'JEN~•;:ruNtiL. UYI<L INflh:I'I?Fl·t,TTUi""..J 
F' F U l:-.1 F: t1 h U ~:; II··.J G THE N CJ r·! !. I t--1 E r-') F: U F' T J t-i I Z (, T I U 1'1 f F 1.:: Hi-.' J I) 1 . ..1 !:: •;:; 
THE PARAMETERS OPTIMIZED ARE~ THI ZERO ORDER REGIONAL 
FIE 1 ... D !-' T H L T HI C I< i'·l E !:; !•; v D L I' T H T C:l f D P v (, j·J D I· i ! ::::I T I U J! U F f H L 
C L N T ~~ [ CJ F T H [ U Y I< E ,. t1l... ;:; U CJ F' T I h I 0: C fi t,r:: L I H E C U i'-'i I·' U i·! L ! ! T : ; 
1J I . l H L 11 (i C.i N L f 1 / (:1 T I Cl i'·l J N T H L F' L. (,I\! E U F r H 1 :· I · 1:: U ! J 1 .. I , 
I T U ::;; L !:> T H L U l.J , ... , !•; J N L ~J T U i\1 r··l F ·r H U .U , 
T H L T i'l F' U T U ,~~ T t1 J !:; f.) !:; F Cl 1... L. U ld !:; ~: 
( l) T J TI ... E::: (NOT MUF:I THt1N 40 CHt,r::,)Cll :r:::; \ 
C (2) NMvFLAGvKTUT: 
C N 1·1 === t-.! D ,. Ci F N CJ f-.! ···· L. J IJ F ft F: F' (1 F: (i r·i L T F F: ~.:; .; L.l ' ; Li t1 I i . '( r H I :.: L L ;. 
C F 1... (, G ~ :::: 0 • 0 ( N CJ V.J L l G H T I N G U F I I r:: /...II I · U I f! T :•; 
C ,. N , E • 0 , 0 ( F l L L. .U I' f) I hi 1· :::;; I.,J F I U H T L Li I 
C I"<TDT====NCJ,UF r•·IEL.D I'Uli..JT~:····I\IU'I 11Uf:F fHr,f·J ::<:()() 
C (3) AX,BX;CX: 
C AX=JNlTIAL. FS1JMATF OF L.OCATIUN W.R f ORIGIN 
C r:><= !JF IHJt::l.i"IE~:;•;; 
C C./==== Ill UFI•· IH IU f!H: TUi' 
(: ,; 4 i :::; C l !' r; C 2 Y ~:; C 3 ( 3 C ti 1.. I i'-! U 1• (·, C T U h: '::: , •· U h: t, / !' f; >< !' C :::( 
c r;: r:: ~:; r· r: c T 1 1) c L. y .. : ; c L c H ,.~ F r .. o ri r: ;. 
( • ; j ::< :1. :1. , x :1. 2 r. .... 1 ... u w F F:: ?:; u r:· r:· r:: 1:: 1.. I 1"i 1 r : :: u r 1. u c t1 · r 1 u i''-1 
C X2lYX22!- fHJCKNE::SS 
C \ 3 l Y X 3 2 t .... n F F' r H 
c <6> FX<I<> YFTCJBCI<> < :rr:· FL,~~u ,.r:u, •;..,c•;. 
C F X ( I< ) !·' F T 0 B ( I< ) !' W H T ( 1\ } ( I I F L (·, U , N , C , 0 • 0 ) 
C: FXCI<i'"AF<F~i·~Y o;:· /· .. c;u;:;;[l, UF I'IFL.Li I'Uif.JT!:; 
C FlCJB(K>~ARRAY UF CJElSFRVED ANUMAL.Y 
C WHf(I<)::"F1t•~r;:r~Y OF ~JLIC.!H'l'Tf-!U OF FJLI .. fi F'UTNT~•;; 
C IHF OUTPUT IS AS FOL.LCJWS: 
C (.J) TJTLF!Cn~ •• ; IN JNf'UTi 
C (2) F ; .... CJD • .JECTlt)L FUi'-.ICTJOr.l t)t,LUL UN F/JT 
C (3) X<I>:ARRAY OF VAL.ULS OF NCJN-LINfAR 
C PARAMETLRSCSCAL.ED> UN EXIT 
r (4) FXL.,FXTYFD: 
C FXL =CJPTIMUM VALUE OF L.CJCATICJN W.R.T URIUTN 
C FXT ~ OF THICKNESS 
C F [I .... 0 r· I 1 L r•· T H f D T C! I ' 
(: 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c· 
c 
c 
(' 
( '.'.'j ) KTOT CAS IN INPU'f) 
F: J l ~· 1:: J 2 Y F U T !' BE T ti 
;:;: J :1. Y ;:;: • .J ;,~ ;: C CJ M F' D N F N T ~:; U F 1\·1 (i C.; f'.l C r J ./ r•1 r J U N I I! I · L (:, ioi L 
OF PRCJFIL.LCCHAP, UNF) 
F CJ T : F;: L C! J UN (i L ;:: J C 1... 11 L. [ '·) L: L. 
I! F T (, ~: t1 N C! L E:. D L T t1 ( ~;; L F C H t1 r> ,. U ,,1 L i 
F X ( 1.:.: ,:. ,, t• T I.J .U ( I\ I !' FlU ·r i !\ ) ., F r:: L: ~:; ( 1.: ) 
' • x ' I< ;. g F r u n ' I< ;. ,, • ;••; ~ i 1 1.1 I u r:· tJ T > 
1:· T U T ( I\ ) t1 ;::: r:; (•, f U F C U i'··i F' U T E: U (, I) U f·'i (i i. ( 
r•· ;:;; L ~ ; ( 1\ i :: t1l? F: t·1 '( U F r:: F ~;; I 0 U t1 L ::; ( r:· r U J:l I I : ) ·· I f r .i T I I ,:. ;. 
C ~J 1:: I T I L I" fl \' CJ F Cl L U D U J (1 N , :1 9 H l 
L 
J i'-i I' L I C I T I< L (1 /.. * 0 ( f1·"· H v U ... l j 
I\ f. (:1 L ;f. "i 1•• T U T : ; v r· fi T 4 v F X l :1. v r· )< T ::> ~· F I:! I' l ~· I :u l >: Y I I 1 I . ~· I I U F: ? ~· I / : > 
D J 11 L N ~; J UN f! L ( 3 ) , flU < 3 J ,, ~J ( :>; (;; ) y )( ( 3 ) ~· I ;< I ..l 0 o:i 1 , ! f :.1 t.: , .:; 0 •) ) 
:1 Y T I T 1... L ( :1. 0 ) v F T Cl T ( 3 0 0 ) ., I r:: L :;•; ( 3 0 () i ~· J [,.J ( ? ) 
) ~· iJ.I H T ( 3 () 0 ) !' F T CJ 0 ::? I .~: 0 0 I ,, I T U l :.: ( 3 0 0 i !' 1· :< :; ( .:~ 0 0 i 
C () (·i 1'·i UN i ;;; C l / :::.> C :1 
c u h i·'j CJ (! ,/ : ; c ::.: '/ ::; c: ::,.-
c·tJivil\·jUJ--J ... .:';:· \ ....... F\ 
cu,,rlUi'·'/·r rur:;.· rrur: 
C CJ i'i ri Cl N .·1;.: T U i .• I< T U f 
C U i 1 i""-i U 1'1 _i I . l U l •. F l U l 
c: u i"i r·i u i"! /. r:: -..~ 1 / r:: J :1. 
L: Cl f-'1 h U f) .• I? J :2 •. h: . .J :::.: 
co;···ii'·iUil.iF 0 f .• FUT 
CUi""-·iHUfi• Fl...tiU/FI...t1U 
C:U t'li'i U i···l • I.JJH T / WH l 
C F\ [ f:1 :0 I i"l J t··! F' 1..1 f F' ti r:: t1 i"i [ T E F: ::; 
c 
h:F(lD ( ''.! ~· :1. :1. ) f I T! ... L 
:1. :1. r· U f: l"i r:'1 T ( l 0 t1 _,·,\ ) 
I_,Jr:: J TF ( (, v :1. :1.) T I TI...L 
I<:F:t1t"1 C ~i l' :t: > Hi"i Y l"l..i:')C:; ,. I:TUT 
READ(S,t>AX,BXvCX 
RFADC5,*lSC:I.vSC2vSC:3 
r:: E t1 D ( '.' .. : ~· * ) X :!. :1. v >< l :::.) 
I? L t1 D ( :.; , :>!< ) >=: 2 l ~' X 2 :2 
r:: r:: t1 :u ( '.' .. ; .. * > >::: .: :1. ~, x ·3 :~.· 
lF'FLAG.NL.O.O!GO TO :1.21 
READCS!*)(!XCK),FTOBCK),K~J,KJOI 
C.: U T C1 J 3 :1. 
:i. ::.~ :l. l?[(:if! ( '.:.; l' ;t:) ( FX (I<) l' r:··run •: 1·.:.: i "I.·IH T ( 10:) ~' J:_,., L ~· 10: /1 . .! i ' 
13:1. 1.1 :(.l(j 
C ::;r:·r ur·· tli'--lfi ~3Cf:tLL Ji.,liTTt11... L:~:ifJi··'i(; iL::; 1.11 l'ill;.:lll'li: 1!:/;.:~ • 
c 
c 
. :< < 3) .:[\/~:;c:J 
IBUUN:O::() ,. 0 
E·: L ( :1. J ,,,,X :i. :1. / :;; C l 
r: u ( :1. > , :x: :1. ) / ~:; c :l 
Pl ... c ::? ''':<2:1../~;::c:? 
:C:L. ( 3) =>:J:t /:;cJ 
PUC 3) ::::;:<::<::_;/~::;;C3 
L I l·J' i"./ f·i ·:· 2 
Ll·.J:::::s.:;.:· 
JF(iJJ..:::J. 
:1. :1. 4 F CJ F: 11 J:i T ( r:· :1. 0 " 2 ~ F :1. 0 • 2 ) 
CP1l...l... TTi"vl[(()) 
C t1 1... !... L C: 4 . .J (:1 F ( j\) v J :H U U f.! fl l' B 1 ... ~· r: U l' >: , F :' J [,J :· 1... J ~J ~· J;J ~· L. I;.J ·• J I i1 J I.. 
I 1: ( I I t1 I 1... ,. N L • () ) 1,;.1 h: J T E: < 6 l' :1. ::> ) J F t·1 J 1... 
IF<IFAJI....LQ.:I.)GO 10 20 
c: t1 1...1... r 1 i\·i c c :1. ~-· :1. ;. 
C h:E::~:;rur::F F;:r::~::;UI ... T(>Ir·lT 1)(li ... UL~:; OF !'i:lF;:I•i"-iLTLI?'; fU t1C filf'1L i.)(;l...l.JL~: 
c 
F><J...=::X <. :1.) ;t:UC:I. 
I \ T :::: X ( ::.:; ) >K ~:; C ~:.~ 
i:U::\. ( ::: • :*:;c3 
I >< l ./. :::: 1: X 1... ···· F >< T i' 2 
F >=~ ·r :2 :::: F \ 1... + r:· :< T /. 2 
r· o ·r -'··l "" r:· :u 
!.., 
F> I ~:_.: :::: ~·:') • :1. /:. l ~:'i '/ 2 (; 
I~(RJ2.LQ,O,OlGO TO ~1.0 
JJ i:: 1 r, ,,,, :u t·, r r, f--.J :} < r;: .. J :1. ~~ r;. .. ..! '.:.) j 
!.! u f u ~'.i l .. 1 
' .I '·' t: [ I (i: :: F:· I :? ..... 
C COMPUTATION OF RESIDUALS BEGINS 
c 
512 DO 2~ K~:J.,KfOT 
FRLS<K>~FfOTCK>-FfOB(Kl 
... ~'.:; CLlr·!·r TNUE 
C F;:L~:;UI...Tr; DF CUI,·iF'l..lf(1flUN~; (:,J~L. i!!JI,J L!I::J: fl.i.l !JI.IT 
c 
WRJTEC6r:I.6)(\(J),J=:I.rN) 
I..·J F;: I T E < (; ~· 2 3 0 ) 
I,J F: 1 f F ( /; ~· !. (:. 0 ) F :>:. L. ~· r: :< T , F U 
!_,JF:JTLC/:.•• :1./CI)I:TUT 
i-'J 1;: 1: ·r C ( /; ~-· :1. (? 0 ) h: J l ~' i ' .! :~.' ,, F Cl T ~~ H I T (1 
~dl;; J T 1:: ( ,:> ,, ::.:::1. C•) 
kiF: I fE ( 6, ??0) 
1-'J F: I T E: ( 6 ~· ;? 0 0 ) ( F:· >:: ( I : > ,, F. T U F! ( I< .' ~· 1:: T U 1· ( 1· . .! :· ll i [.' ; l 1> . .1 :· I< ·'' l ,. i ! u I ; 
13~ FURMATC5F:I.0.2) 
U U :1. l / 1·-:: : :1. ~· I< f U T 
F . f U r : ..~ ( I< > :: F T U l ( I< ) 
F ·r U fl? ( I< ) :: F T Cl B ( I< ) 
F.\;;: ( 1·>.: ) :::: F >< ( 1<: ) 
:1. :1. )' C.:Ui'!.i 1 NUE 
Y ;··1 t1 : ,, F T U D :~.~ < :1. ) 
y'f'i l :::: F T 0 B 2 < :1. ) 
:::< 1·1 I :::: r:· X 2 ( l ) 
Xi"-i(l""r:·x::.::.:. :1.' 
U U :1. :1. <? I< ::: 2 ·· I< T CJT' 
JF(FTUT2CK).GT.YMA)YMA=FTDT2CK) 
lFCFfOB2CK>.GT,YMAJYMA~FTUB2(K) 
lF(FfOT2CK).I...T.YMl)YMI=F·JUT2CK) 
J F 0:: F f Cl :r{ 2 ( I< ) ,. L T ,. Y h J ) Y i"'i I '"' F T U B 2 ( I : -, 
JF(F.X2CK).CJT.XMA>XMA~FX2(K) 
IF<FX20::K'.I...l.XMJ>XMJ=FX2(K) 
ll <_? CUI,!T I NI.J[ 
;<:r--·iiN:::(), 0 
X ~i (i X :::: X M (1 + ::.~ ,. 0 
y·j··,itlX::::Y~ir~+~.'O. 0 
Y f"i l 1'·1 :: ·{ i"'"i J ···· :1. 0 , (J 
YMA4=CYMAX-YMJN)/JtYMIN 
>: j···j (:·, "/ :::: >< fv"j (I \ /. J :::') 
>< i"''i ,::13::: >::: 1"--i (, \/ ;;.> 
.::-< f"·i (:1 4 :::: >< f···i (:, X ./ H 
• J .• f";i ti ~:_:_; :::: >< ,. I (·I >=~ _./ :~:.: 
F .u T l "' F .U 1· 4 
FDT2=FDT4~<XMAX-FDT4)/3 
~Df3=FDf2+CXMAX-FDT4J/3 
C (i L L. F:· r-'1 F' E F~ ( :1. ) 
CAEL PSPACEC0,20r0.60v0.~~.0,95> 
C t1l ... l... C:: T 1:~ M (:1 CJ C / ) 
C (11... L i'i !':1 F' ( X M J N ~· :x: i"'i (:1 ;< ,, ···( i'i I i'-.! ,, ·; 1 i ,::1 :/ ) 
C(:1ll OUI?DEF;; 
t:: (:11..1.. f:1 :-::.I: ~:) ~:; I ( :1. , () ~' ? () ,. () ) 
c H I. .. I... c f F( 0 F;: J I 1 • 0 ) 
t7K 
c 
c 
c 
c 
CALL PLOTCSC-XMA4vYMA4r'MAGNEflC ANOMALYCGAMMA) ,)4) 
C t1 L 1.. C T F: U r<: 1 ( 0 • 0 ) 
c:: (:lL 1.. J'.l ::; c u 1:n) c F x ~, 1 , F ·r (J I<.) , 1 ~, 1:. r en :o 
C.: t"1LI. . F T F' 1 .. U T ( F X 2 ~· F T Cl T 2 ., :!. ' I< T C:! r ,. 4 ~'.'_, ) 
1.::t1LI ... FULL 
Lt1L L. BLI<F'[i·! 
1:: (I L 1... F' :::; F' (l c.: [ ( 0 i :~:.:: () y 0 • .:'; () ~} () ,. 1 0 ,, () ., '.'.'.; () ) 
C: (1 !...I... i"'i (:·1 F' ( .::< t'i J f··! ~ .. :< i·'i (l Y ·· )( t"i (l \ ... >< H I i·! ) 
Cf.1I ... L.. [lUF;:fiFF;: 
Cf.1l...L (1:\E::;::; I ( ~'.'iO. 0 v 1 , 0) 
c:AL.L POSI1NCFXT1,FDT1> 
CP1LL . ..10Jf·)(F:Xf2~·FDT1) 
C f-1 1... L r:· Cl ::; I 1· N ( 1: \ T? v F D T 1 ) 
CJll ... L.. J Cl I i'--! ( F i( T ::.; v F D L.~ l 
CALL. POSJTNCF\T1YFDT1) 
CALL JCJINCFXT1vFDT2) 
C t·1L L B F~ 0 I< [ N ( ~:) ' :=.=.; v '.:=; ~· '.'.'j ) 
CALL POSITNCFXT1vFDT2) 
CALL. JOINCF\T1vFDT3l 
CALL PDSlfNCFXf2vFDT2l 
CALL JOJN(FXT2vFDT3l 
c (II. .. !... 1::· L u T c ::i ( y fvi (l ~.i y .... ;< 1"-i (\ / ;• . :CI J b r (:jj·.) c i ( I< i""'i ' ' ! J ' 
C t1 i.. L. c:: ·r 1;: U F< I ( 1 • 0 ) 
Ct1L.i... l'l..U.I c:::; ( .... Xt····itl:.:) ~· {("j(:·~~'.i ~~'ClEf' iH ( 1<1···1)' .... , ) 
c (·I L 1... c ·r r;: u r;: I c o • o > 
Cr:'ii..L. FULL 
Ct1LI.. DUI:;:UEI~ 
Cf:1I...L UF<:Ei··!D 
~-' 0 ~:; T 0 I·' 
12 FORMAT(/'FRROR IN E04JAF 1H IFAIL~',I2/l 
:1.4 FCJI:(Mr~ll(/.//2/H FUNCTION 1)(:lLUE UJ'.! L:XJ"l J::): .. Ji;,.···:! 
16 FORMATC13H AT THE POINTv7F9.4l 
:1.:1.0 FDF;:i"'iFll(J3) 
120 FDRMATC3F:I.0.2) 
130 FORMATC2F10.2) 
160 FORMATC3F:I.0.2) 
:1. 7 ! ) F. D I? 1''1 t1 ·r ( I ~:l: ) 
190 FORMATC2F:I.0.4,F:I.0.3vF:I.0.2) 
200 FORMAf(F:I.0.2,2F:I.3.4,F10.4) 
210 FURMATt10X/'UDSFRVEDYCOMPUIEU,AND RFSlDLJAI.SJN GAMMA'/) 
~~20 Fu:::i'it·~·r t tux,.'' o:r~:;T DP!:;rr::t.) coMF·urcn r::c:::Jr,uriL. 
:~:.; 3 U F 0 I;: f'i (l l ( 1 C• \ /. · F:· (:1 F;: (I H [. f [ r:: 1-) (\I... l.J [ :::; U f: l t1 l j\1 [ U (II:: f [ i? Cl I ' 11 (i 1 ?: 1\ f T U ~-1 .· · .· ) 
Ef'lfi 
SUDRCJLJfJNE FUNCTION 
... ::::::::::::.::::::::·: ··:··:::::::::::::::: ..... ········ ............. . 
C r H I ~; ~:; 1...1 L: F< CJ LJ f I j\j L C D I·! F' U T L :::; l H E U f.: . .I E C. . f 11·) I: . I U 1-·J C T I Cl i··1 
C TO BE MINIMIZED DY THE MA[N PRUGRAM. 
c 
SUBROUTINE FUNCT:I.<NvXCvFC) 
IMPL.IC:If REAL*8CA-Hv0-Z) 
DlML.NSION \C(N),Fl"OCC300)vFTDTC300!YUSUMC300)vF~SUMC300) 
C Dl~Cl..ARAlJON OF COMMON BLOCKS BL:GINS 
("' 
CUMI'iUJ\!/;)C 1 /~:;c 1 
1.::ul"i 1··iU ;·1 •· ;:;c ::; / ~:; c 2 
c 
c: u hMCJN ./ ~:;c 3,/ ~;c 3 
C Cl 1·1 M Cl N •. F X / F >< 
c.· tJ li r·l U f··! .• F T U 13 ./ F T CJ B 
I :: U (·i rl U i·! ./ I< T D 1· . • 1\ T U T 
C U (i i··i CJ f··! i r: T CJ f. ·1:: T 0 T 
c u t·,i (i u 1·1 ,. r;: ,.J 1 /. r;: J 1 
c u i·1 1''1 u i•! .. r;: ...1 2 ,• r:.: ..1 :2 
L Ui··ii··iUi"!/ !UT ,/F U T 
C U 1-.ii·'iU f'-.! .. F L (:1 Ci/ r: L (: C! 
1.: C! h i·i U i.J • 1/J H T • I/.! H T 
C UF::;C:(IL.l l'lc-J UF: i'-iUl! ···L. J (I[(;F< J•(:,r:;(;i·iCTII;.:~; C>!.t< i ~~~::: 
>:1.. \.C::O:J):\'<SCl 
>: T •••• X C ;; :.• ) :t. !:; C :::.~ 
U •••\C ( 3) >~~:iC3 
C LEAST SQUARES COMPUTATION NCJW COMMCNCC~ 
c 
~:: U i'1 Cll •••• 0:) ,, 0 
•::; u i'l iJ 2 ::;; () ' ,..., 
·::iUi'lfiF ···•U, 0 
·::; U i"l F' l ... () ,. 0 
~·) u ,,., p ) ... () • 0 
~:; U i"i P T • :: U • 0 
~:; u M r 1 •••• o • o 
c:: Ci 1'-i ;;; l ,. 1::: .. : .. ::~ 
0 D '.5 0 I< "' 1 ~' I·~ T U T 
\Xl~XL-XT/2-FXCK) 
\X2~XL+XT/2-FX<K> 
X .\ ::<; ::: X >< 1 :t. ;< X::.> 
RRl~DSQRTCDtt2tXXlt:t.2) 
r:: 1:( :•.: • == n ~:; c.l r:: r < o ~< * :? + ::< >< :.) * >l< ::•.· > 
F' 1 "" :·:'; , 1 /f 1 '.5 (? :::.> ,·:, 
f' D ::::\ T :·1< U 
l:IX X •• DY.< :,t.:2+ ><X::~; 
IFCDABS<RR1).LT.0.0000001)RR:t~0.0000001 
J F I D (, D :•: ( F: ::;; '2 ) ., L. l , 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 ) F: r:: 2 :: •) • 0 0 0 ()f) 0 1 
J:iL C! •== :? :•:< C:: UJ'-·1 ;t: DL Cl U ( h: r::? /' F;: F: 1 ) 
IF<DXX,CQ.O.O)GO fO 514 
(, T N ••• :? * C CJ 1'1 t D t1 T t1 N ::.::: ( T D ,, 0 \ >< I 
C<U TU '.il,~i 
514 AIN=2*CDM*PI/2 
516 SUMQ1~SUMQ1tALU 
SUMQ2~SUMQ2+ALU**2 
SUMQP~SUMQP+ALU*ATN 
~::; U i'·1 U f = ::; U i''i 0 T + (:1 L C1 :t. F ·r U B ( I< ) 
~;:; U M F' J •••• ·::; LJ f···i F' :i : (:·~ f N 
SUMP2=SUMP2+ATNt*2 
:.: U h r:- f • .: ;:; U r·i P T + (~ f N >:< F T CJ F: ( I< I 
~:; U i"i T J" ~:; U 1'1 T J + F ·r U El !. I< ) 
~'.'iO CCJj\!TINUC 
Fl~KTCJf:t.SUMP2-SUMPl*SUMP1 
F ::.> •••·I< T U r t.< ~:; U 1"1 U F ' ·· ·· ~:; U j··.··i r:· J :~· ::; U f'i U J 
F3~SUMP:I.*SUM1l-KTUT*SUMPf 
i• ·•! = = I< r u ·r * ~:; u i"i u 2 ···· ~; u i·'i u :1. /t. ::; u 1"i u 1 
F ~i ::: ~:iUi"r() l ;f ~:;u 1 iT 1····1< T U T * •:;; Ui'·1UT 
F .ll .. r: 1 t: i 4 ···· F :::.' :t: F ;? 
r·· . ..: 2 .... r:· :.:.:: ~r r:·;:.; .... r · .<::. •!'< r·· 1 
c 
IFtDADStFJ1l.LT.0.0000001lFJ1~0.0000001 
I. I ( Li (l D :;;i •. F J :.:: > :· 1 ... T , 0 , 0 0 0 0 ·) () 1 ) F ..1 .•. : :: ( , I) 0 () C () () I. 
F;: ...1:1. :::: ( F ~.'.; t r:· :~) ·· r:· ?: :¥I' 4 l /. r:· .. .J :1. 
RJ2~<F~tF:I.-FJtF2~lFJ) 
r· 1_:) ; · :: < ~:; 1...1 i"··: ·r J ···- r;.~ ,_.! :1. ::{< ~:) u r .. i P .I . ... ,:,_: .. J ::.::~ }: ~::; 1..' ( .. i c-:! :1. > ! \ ·1 ;·:_~ · ~ 
I CUi··ii''I.JTJ:,fJUi! UF UE:.JCCil 1.ll ! I.J(l! ... 'lilliJ i.IL:l-J r::CiiJ!~:~ 
c 
F f.::(),. 0 
L! U 6 () I : : .. :1. :· 1': I I] i 
XX:I.~XL~Xl/° FXCKl 
>< >< :.:.:: : ... >< T _-·- -~---~ i·- .\.' L. ···- F >=~ ( J< ) 
F: F;: :L .::: .0 :;; C.i F: T ( D ::t: :::< ::.:.' + >< :::( :i. :f * :? ) 
F:F:.?::.:fJ~;)iJI;: f C Llk ¥:2+ \.'<:::;J-::»-:2) 
·rn :::x:T:4<n 
D x x, n * ;t~ :? ··: ;.:: x:.:') 
IFCDABS<RR:I.).Ll.O,OOOOOO:I.)RR:I.~0.000001:L 
J F ( :0 ti B ~:; ( 1;: ~~ 2 ) • L T • 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 l .:< r;.: F' :: : 0 , 0 0 0 0 0 1.! :1. 
ALOG~OLUGCRR2/RR:I.) 
IF.(I:J\X,LU,.O.O)f-!0 TU ' .. '!:I.U 
AlAN~DAfAN2ClO•OX\) 
CJU TO ~.::!?0 
~.'.; :1. U n T t1 N ::: r· J ,... ~.': 
520 QSUMCKl~2tCOM*AlAN*RJ:I. 
PSUMCKl~2*COM*ALUG*RJ2 
FTUT(KJ~OSUM<K>+PSUMCKltFOT 
IF<FLAG.NE.O.O)GO TO :1.~:1. 
F f U C ( I< J : ( F T U B ( I\ ) ···· F T U T C I< ) ) * >:< ::? 
GU TU J .::,4 
I. 4 :1. F f U C ( I< l : ( ( C F T CJ D ( I< ) ···· F T U T ( 1;.: ) I ) >~: [,J H r ( I< .' ) :t: 'i(~ ;:; 
144 Ff~Fr+FTOCCKJ 
6•J CUNT J NUL 
FC: ::F·r 
I?E I 1..11:;:N 
LNU 
18/ 
c 
c 
c 
····:::·::::::::::::::::::: ··············· ...... 
C fHJ~:; F'F~CJUI:::f.lt-'i J~:; t1 fkiU DThEN~:;:roNtiL L!'r'!<L Ii'-JT[I;:F·r::El ,1TJUr! 
C:: F F;: D G F~ (l t-i U ~:; I N C! T H F N U N L. J N F t1 F: U F' T I f'i T i , i i. I • 1 i ·' ,. I C H i'' J 1) !.J i ; ; 
C: THE F'(lF:tli'iE:TEi?~:; UFITi-..iJ/LU (:,I:;:F' lH!:: C!1tili!J!i.ilf(, 111 THI: 
C: litlC!i'!E.fJ?tlTICJN UF THE OYI<E If-.! THE F'l. .. f·,i·'i ur: f!!F l'i<UF Il.i 
C: Y T H C T H J C I< j\! C ~:; ~:; ~' D E F' T H I U T 0 F> ~· (l N U F' U ~ ; l r J U N Ci r: f H C 
C: CENTRE: UF !HE: DYKE AS WELL AS THE: ZEROTH ORDER 
C: I(LCIIUNtiL F:IELO.THL ~:!Jhi'I...L::<< ;··il:fHOLl :r·::: L/(;;[(1.,. 
C THE INPUT DATA IS AS FOLLOWS: 
c 
c 
c:: 
c 
(" 
c 
I 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c: 
c.: 
c 
( :1. ) 
( :? ) 
( 4 ) 
T I T 1 ... E ~ ( N CJ T jvi U F;: F ·r H r'i j·.J ~~ C• C H (,J:.: (l C f i i :: ( : ! 
NM,FLAUvMAXCAL,KTCIT: 
Nt··i:: NU. U ;::· N Oi"! ··1.. J fl F ,:,r;: F' (:l F:(,l'i F TE F' ;:; ( 1.1 ~)1.../(, L L i T H 1:.: I:E) 
FL(,Ui:=:O,O(t-..JCJ WFICiHTJI'-lC:; UF I'JCLU !Uli·!T~; 
, N , F • 0 " 0 ( 1· l E L :0 F' U I N T ;:;. I•! F I c:i H T 1:: D ) 
i'i (~ X C t1 L :::: f-i r; X I l'i U i"i (~ U ., Cll: . J r E h: t1 T I Cl i"-.1 ~ ; ( f F: Y ~'.'j 0 0 ) 
KTOf~NU.OF FJELD F'UJNfs-NOT MCJRE THAN 300 
,:':JX~·B\vC>({. 
AX~INITIAL ESTIMATE OF LUCATJUN W.R,T URJUIN 
BX~ OF THICKNESS 
CX:::: CIF I:IEF:·TH ru ·rHF TUI' 
!:; C: J v ~; C ::.: ~· i:i C 3 ( ~:; C t1 L J !'-! G I (l c; T Cll·.: ~:; F J:; ! ;.· li i !' n .>:: !' C >:: 
RESFEC:TJVFLY-SEF CHAPT. ONE) 
>< :1. :1. ~ >:: 1 ::.: :; ····1... u t.J 1:: F~ g, u I·' r:· c ;:~ L I h I T ~:; c1 1 L 1J L, , r I u f'-.' 
X:? :1. v .\ :~:_:~ :~.:.: :~ ···· r H J C: I< U L ::::; ~::~ 
><3:1. ~·)<32!···· ULF'TI·I 
C (6) FX(K)vFTCJB<K><IF FLAU ,EQ, 0.0) 
C r· X ( 1\ ) ~· F T CJ f! ( I< ) v 1, .. 1 H ·r ( ~:; ) ( I F F 1... (l U , ;.1 .. F .•. 0 , 0 ) 
C FX<K>=ARRAY ClF X-CURO. UF FJELU FClJNTS 
C F ·r 0 B ( I< ) :::: ,~~ 1:< F: r0 Y CJ ;::· 0 D ~::; F: r:: '..) E U (, ,.._, Ci H i=1 I Y 
C WH'f(IO::):::(lF:F~tlY. or:· l.JLJCiHfJI'··!U u;::· FJI:I...CI !'CJJj\IT~:; 
C THE OUTPUT JS AS FCli...LOWS: 
C (J) TITLE:CAS JN INF'UT) 
C (:.?) F ~ .... Clfl..JLCTI 1v1L F'UNCTJUi'·l l.){:1LLI[ Ui·l C/J·r 
C ( 3 ) :X: < I ) ! (~ r:: F< 01 Y 0 F t.) t1L U [ U U F 1>1 U I'-! · ·l.. I il I t1 r: 
C ;::. A r:: ,:) fvl L T L F;: !:; ( b C t1 L. E .U ) U f'-.1 F X I T 
r {4) FXLvFXT,FD! 
C FXL ~OPTIMUM VALUE OF LUCATI~N W.R.f ORIUIN 
C F \ T CJ F l H J C I< i·! C b ;:; 
c 
c 
c 
c 
('~ 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
(" 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
KTUT CAS IN INF'Ui> 
F: J l v ;:;: .J ~::: , r: U l v 1-:l E T 1:) 
U F DE;::· T H ·r U i U i · 
F: ~.1 l !' F: . .J 2 ! C Ui'1f'DNL I'! T !:; U I i···j(, U i'·!F T I./ r, T I U i'·' I f-.! I'!..(:·, io! L 
CJ F F' ~~ CJ F J L. E ( C H t1 I' • UN E ) 
FCli :RE:UJONAL FIELD LE:VEL. 
BETA :ANGLE BETACSEE CHAF'. ONE 
F<< ( I< :• ~' F /' LJI:·: ( I< ) , 1: f Cll ( I< ) ~· r: F< E ~:; ( 1·: ) 
;:: \ ' 1-< ! ::<;, ll U D ( I< < ( f:1 ~:; I i'~ I i·! I' U T 1 
FTCJT(K) ; ARRAY OF COHFUTED ANOHALY 
FRLS(K) : ARRAY GF RESIDUALStFTGB(K)· FTCJT(KJ) 
j····! C (:l I.. 1... v F (1 I N ~ .... N CJ ,. CJ F F U N C f C.: t1l ... L ~: ; (i io! [I C U 1:: F: I ~::; ;::· Cl N [I I N G 
UB . .JLCT J VL ;::uNC"f I Ui'-! ')(lL L.iE 
;:;II'1(Iv..J) :; ... t11:::FtlY DF '..JE::F;:ricF•:. l .. rF :;Ii'-iF:·t.FY cu;:::F:c:;r·uN 
DINU TU (8) ABUVE 
···· DY OFULUFlU J '.?UJ 
IMPI..ICI'f REAL*8(A-Hv0-Z) 
l?[(,l...;i'<4 F I"Ul? v Ffllll Y F><T J v IYT2 v FLIT J !'FLIT:?!' I U \ .•..• ~ v 1: i"UE:? ,, 1:/~' 
n r i·i E u ~;JoN v.J :::.> c 3 ) ~· w 3 < ?; ) ~· vJ :1 c 3 ) , ;.: ( J , ~· F :x: < .5 c· c• , , F T u u ' :;:: o '> > 
c 
c: 
:1. v l~ ~:'i ( 4 ) ~-· ~:;I i"i ( 4 ~· 3 ) ~· TITLE ;: :1. 0 .' ~· IT 0 f • 3 0 0 ) ~· II;:! · ; 1 ;; U {) · ~·· I·! ; < :; ' 
::.? ~, t,.J H r < :.-,'; 0::1 o ' ~, 1:: T u :r( ::.:) < 3 o o > ~· F ·r c1·r :.:) < :_-;; •::o ' ' ' ~, F ><: i o:: .,; ' ' () .:o 
c:: CJ h r··i UN/ :::; C I. .... ~:) C :1. 
c u i"ii"i CJf'l / ::;c ·? / ~:;c 2 
! ; u 11 1'-1 u i\l .... ~:; c 3 / ~:; c 3 
CUr··it·iUN./FX/F :::< 
CUI'·ir1DN/FTUB/F fUC 
C U riM ON/ 1'\T U T /I'\ ·r Cl T 
C Ui"iMCJN./F. TOT iF T U T 
CUMMUI\1/I:~..J 1. .i'F:.J :1. 
C:: Cl t·i r1 Cl N ./ F~ • .J 2 / 1:;: • .J 2 
CUhhON/FiJT/FClT 
C U r ... ir··1UN /Fl... r~1C /F 1... t1U 
CUi"ihUi···l .. ivJH i" ./~JHT 
EXTERNAL. FUNCT,MUNil 
C RLAD IN INPUT PARAMETERS 
c 
c 
::;: E (:l D ( :.'.; ~' :i. :1. ) f I T L L 
:1. :1. FUf:i''i(:1f ( :I.Ot1.<\) 
I_,JF;: 1 fL ( (; v :1. :1.) T l TI...E 
READCSv*>AXvBXvCX 
READ(5,*)SCJ,SC2,SC3 
i\! '·uri 
C ~:; E T U F' ('! N 0 ~:; C t1l ... E I N l T I t1l... L ~:; T 11'-i t1 T L ::::; U F I'(; I? (1 i'i [ f I F: ::;; 
::< < :1. >, :(:1.X:/!:>c :1. 
X< ~2) .::PX/~:lC2 
>< ( ~~ ) :::: c >< ./ ~:; c 3 
i! :1. ::::N+ :1. 
1UL~DSQRTCX02AAFCR>> 
c (j tl >< c (i 1... :::: :1. 0 () 
I F t1 II... ::.: 0 
IF<FI...AG.NE.O.O>GO TO :1.21. 
1;: ! : t1 D ( ::; ~· >~~ ) ( 1· \ ( I< ) ,, r: T 0 r: ( I< ) ~' i· : : 1 , I< r U T ) 
1:iCI TU 13:1. 
:1.21 RE::AD(5,*>CFXCK),FTUBCK>vWHTCK),K~l,KTOf 
11 ·<l i U F;: 1'-'i ('l T ( F 1 0 : 2 v F :1. 0 ,. ::? ) 
:1.:3:1. c::r,LL Tll·i[(()) 
C t1l ... L I :. 0 4 C C: F ( N v \ ~· r: ~· T U 1... v i'--! I. ~' [..J :1. ~ l~ :2 ~· l<J :-:'. ~ .. [tl:f , l . .J ~ ; ~· · :, J i-1 ~· ll.J i'-! C f ~· 
$MONlfvMAXCAI...viFAII...) 
C Ct1LL FUNCT 0:: N ~·XC~· 1:·c) 
20 CALL TlMEtJ,J) 
1..~ ~~ J T L ( h ~· l 4 ) F 
l·J 1;: I T L ( ,~> v :1. 6 ) ( X ( I ) Y J ::: :1. ~' N ) 
vJ F~ I T F. ( c·; Y :1. ~:> ) J F (l l L 
F X 1... : X ( I. ) * ~:; C I. 
1: XT::::/' :2) *~;;c:.> 
r: :0 :::: >< ( ::\ ) * ~:; c :_·;; 
F \ T :1. ::: r: \ 1.. ..... F >< T / 2 
F.\ r) ::::F./ 1... + F \ ·r ... ...-:.:!. 
FDT4:.::FU 
F' I :2 ,,,, 3 • :1. 4 :1. ~··; iJ 2 h 
IF<DABS<RJ2),LT.0,000000:1.)G0 TO 333 
H [ f (1 • U t1 ·r r, N ::.; ( F\ J :1. l' F;: .. .J :2 ) 
GU ! U .:\3~.! 
,<;:):;<; DL T (1 ····I' 1 ::.;_.. 2 
3 j :.; w 1:;: I. ll :. ( (', ~· 2 3 () ) 
WR1fL(6,:1.60)FXL•FXTvFD 
l.J F\ 1 T J:: ( (; ~' :1. / 0 ) I\ T 0 T 
WRll[(6,:1.YO)RJ:I.,RJ2,FOf,BJ::lA 
D Cl 2 !'.'.; I\ ,,, :1. , I\ T CJ T 
FF;:E::~:; 0: I<) :::FTUT (I< ····!:TUB ( 1·: I 
2~=-=_; CtJt--~TINUF 
l·JF;:ITE: ( 6, 2:1.0) 
w r;: :r · r L < 6 l' ;.; 2 o > 
(,J 1:1 I T F ( /; , ::; 0 0 ) ( F X ( 1\ ) ~' F f U [! ( I< ) ~' F T U T ( I , ' , F I·: 1.. : ; r I< i ~~ I , • l , I< f U T ) 
:1. :.:) ·. ; r·u F: 1·'1 t, T < !':; r· :1. o • ::_; ' 
D Cl :1. l ? 1\ • :1. ~ .. 1\ T U T 
F T U f :::.> ( I< ) • r: T 0 T ( I< ) 
FlUE:::? ( 1\) ::.ffUD ( 1\) 
F >< :::: i. I< > :::: F >-: ( I< ) 
:1. :1. / Cl:.lf'-ll I NUL 
Yrin •i.TUD2 ( :1.) 
Yi"'·il•••FTCJB'2( :1.) 
X~1J••FX2(:1.) 
X h t1 :::: F X 2 ( l ) 
D CJ :1. :1. '"l 1\ ::: 2 , 1\ T U T 
JFCFTOl2(K).GT.YMAlYMA~FTOT2i.J<) 
IF(FTUB2(1\).GloYMAlYMA~FTUD2CK) 
IF<FTCJT2CK>.LT.YMI>YMJ~FTOT2CK) 
IF ( r· T 0 B 2 ( I< ) , L T o Y 11 J ) Y f-'i J • F T CJ E: 2 ( I< ) 
JFCFX2(K).GT.XMA>XMA~FX2CK) 
IF ( F >< : .. :: ( I< ) • 1 ... f , >: 1-'l J ) :x: 11 J •:: r: X::) C I< ) 
:1 :1. '·? CClf··l f J NLJF 
X i'"l I i"') :::: 0 + 0 
.\ (i (\ ./ :::: ::< (j (i + 2 0 0 
y (i (\ ::< :::: y 11 tl + ~.~ 0 <· () 
Yi'"l J l'l ::: Y M J ···· :1. 0 • 0 
YMA4~(YMAX-YMJN)/3tYMJN 
X f·i t1 /:::X i'i A X I :1 3 
X rl t1 3 ::X M (l X /'I 
Xl1(l4 •XM,!:)X/H 
Y M f.) !'i .::: >< ~i ,,~X/ 2 
r· D T :1. ::: F D T 4 
r:· U T ~:; • • F ft T =~ + ( X r·i t1 \ ··· F :0 T .t.:. ) / ::i 
r: D T ::\ • r:· :0 T :: + ( >< i·'i (:, / ··· I n T 4 ) i .::. 
C () L. ;. . r:· t1 f' L F~ ( :1. ) 
CALL F'SF'ACLC0.20v0o60,0.55~0.95) 
C:(.~L.L CTFfvit,U ( /) 
CALL MAF'(XMJNvXMAX,YMINvYMAX) 
c: t1 L L n u r;: u r: r;: 
CALL AXLSSJ(J,Q,)Q.O) 
t: () L L C T r;: ( l F: J ( :1. , 0 1 
Ct1L.I ... 1::·L.u·1 c~:; c ····>:1·1tl4 ~, '(t'it,...-\, .. ~'ltlUf"··lL: r11; r,f-.JUr·l(il.. r ( fiH1'1rir1 > ··, ,:.::·•:) 
c ,~ L L c r F~ u r;: :r c o . o ) 
C tll . L ;·.f (:; C 111:;; 1) ( r: ;< 2 l' 1: T CJ J< ... > ~~ :1 ~, I :: l U T ) 
C f."'1l... L. F' f F' L U f ( F >< ::.:: , r: T U f ::.:.' ~, :1. ~· I< T U ·r , 4 !.j :; 
C::(li..L Ft.Jl...L 
114-
c 
("' 
r: 
c 
c 
c 
c 
r 
c: ,::1 1.. :... r:. ::; r:· tl c 1::: < o , :::.' o ~· o • .::. o !' o • :1. o , <> , '.''; o :. 
c:: n L.l.. 14 tt F' ( X J'-1 I I'! v \ i"-i (, ;< !' >< 1-'i (,X !' ): I'll i""-! ::0 
1;,,LL. nur::nE:h 
CALL ~\E:SSl(SO,Ov:I..OJ 
CALL POSIIN(FXTlvFDT:I.) 
C::(li .. L ..JCJJ~! o: F:X:T2 ~· F:UT:l.) 
CALL POSITN<FXT2,FDT:I.) 
CALL ..JOIN<FXT2YFDT2) 
CttLL PU~:;JTNO:FXT1 ~·FLIT:!.) 
CALL ..JOINCF\f:l.,FDT2) 
C t·tl ... L :u F: U I< E N ( '.'.! v ~'.'j !' ~'.'! !' ~'.'j ) 
C (:, L. 1... F' U ~:; I T i\! ( F X T :1. !' F 0 T :::: :• 
CALL JUINo:FXT:I.vFDT3) 
CALL PUSITN<FXT2vFDT2) 
CALL. JOJNCFXf2vFDT3) 
CALL PLUTCS<YMA5v-XMA/r'DlSTANCE:<KM)',:I.? 
Ct1L.L C:TPCJI<I < :1., 0) 
CALL PL.OTC:Sf·-XMA3rYMA5v'LtEPTH<KM>. v9) 
C (, L I. C T F~ CJ r:: I .-: U , 0 ) 
Cttl...L FULL. 
CALL PSPACE:<0,14r0.66v0.05v:l..00) 
C (·, L. L I-.l Cl r:: D L r:: 
C:(tl...L. UI?LND 
::;T OF' 
:1.2 FORMAT(/'THIS HAS LPRUR NUMBE:R'vl3/) 
:1.4 FORMATC///2/H FUNCTION VALUE: UN LXII JSrf:l.3.4) 
16 FURMATC:I.3H AT THE: PUJNfv/F9.4) 
:1. :1. 0 F Cl r:: 1-1 (, T ( I 3 ) 
:1.20 FURMAT<3F:I.0.2> 
:1. 3 0 F U ~~ M r-1l ( : .. : F :1. 0 , ::.' ) 
:1.60 FCJRMAT<3F10.2) 
:1./0 FUI<IvitlTCI3) 
FORMAT<2F:l.0.4vF:I.0.3vF:I.0.2) 
FURMAT<F:I.0,2v2F:I.3,4YF:I.0.4) 
FURMAT<:l.OX/'UBSERVLDrCCIMPUTE:DvAND RESIDUALSIN GAMMA'/) 
!BS 
:1.90 
2()() 
::.) :1.0 
:.:.;::.'0 FiJI::i"lt~TO:JOX/' OIUT OB~3LI::'..' •;U/"l!'I..!TCD I~[!:)ILJU(:,L 
I U F: jvj (l T ( l 0 X .. / · i' (J r:: t11\·i L T E F: 1) (l 1.. U E ~; U F·: T t1I (IF: D (·, F I!: F:: Cl i> T I hI ::< (:·, T I U ( .. 1 .· ' :0 
[(.10 
SUBROUTINE FUNCTION 
..................... 
.... ... .................. ......... ············· .............. ·············· 
THIS SUBROUTINE: CCJMPUTF:S THE CJBJECTIVE ~UNCTION 
TU BF: MINIMI7E::D BY THF: MAIN PROGRAM. 
SUBRUUfiN[ FUNCT(NvXCrFC) 
I f'lF'L J CIT r::E(li..>~H ( t1····H, U ··· Z) 
n I r--1 L N u :i: u N >< c ( N > , r: T u c o:: J o o ' !' r · r o T o:: 3 () o:::. ;o , u · : u r·i '· ,·:: , > •:o :o !-' 1 · :::: 1..1 !"'1 o:: .~:: o o 1 
:1. ;• W H T ( 3 0 0 ) , F· I U fl ( 3 () 0 ) ~· I >< ( .50 () .! 
c· I:! E C L A r:: (', T I Cl N 0 r:· C Cl h M 0 i'--1 n 1 ... U C: 1': r; 13 L G II···! ~::; 
c 
C Cl h i'l U N /. ~::; C :1. / ~:; C I. 
C U f·l 1·1 0 N ./ ~:; C 2 / ~:; C 2 
C U 1'-1 M Cl N ./ ~:; C 3 / ~:; C 3 
C CJ r·i HUN/ r:· X/ r:· \ 
C U i'-'11,·1 0 N ,/ F T DB/ 1:· T D D 
C U1'"ii'·lUi··.' .. -I< T U T / 1··: ·rUT 
c.· 0 i··i i-1 CJ N .·' I T U T /. r:· f Cl T 
(: 
CCJ MMCJN /I:<..J :1. /f:: ... J :1. 
CUMi"iCJN /F::J:::)/ F:J? 
c: 0 i'i 11 U f-.! / F U T / F. U T 
C: 0 i'"i i"i U N ,.i F L. (1 G •. F L t1 C·! 
C: U i'i i''r D ~~ ./ W H f / t.J H T 
C [IE::~:: C t1l. .. I N c: CJ F NUN ·· L I t,! L (i r:: I' 11 h' i1 i'i I T 1 .. h: ~ : P : (: T i· I ' 
L 
XL : XC: ( :1. ) * ~; C 1 
> T ::: X C ( : ) ) * ::; C 2 
U•\C(3)t~)C3 
C L.Etl~:;r ~)UU(il::c~; CC!i·ir·ur,:·,TJUI! i·!I.J!.,J CC.iiiii[i\if:['; 
r· 
::>UMU :1.::::0,0 
::; l.J i"i u ;:.~ :::: () • 0 
::::Ui'"iCJT::::(), 0 
~:;ui"inF' "'o ,. o 
~:; u r-1 r· :1. "" o • o 
~:; l.J i'l F' 2 :::: 0 • 0 
'::ll.Jt·if'T::::() ,. 0 
:::;UMT :1. :::(). 0 
CUt·'f:::J, E::t::_; 
I' I :::: 3 • :1. 4 :1. ~:'i ') 2 6 
0 U ~'.'i 0 I"< :::: :1. v 1\ T 0 T 
XX:I.=XL.-XT/2-FX(K) 
XX2=XL+XT/2-FXCK) 
:x:x J::::xx :1. txx::~ 
RR:I.=OSQRT(Dt*2}XX1**2> 
RR2=DSQRT(0**2+XX2*t2) 
TD::::>(Tt[l 
D X><:::: D * * 2 +X X 3 
IF<DABS<RR:I.>.LT.O,OOOOOO:I.>RR:I.~O.OOOOOO:I. 
:r r:· < o t1 n ~:; < F< r:: 2 > • L. T • o • o o o u '' <> :i. > 1:: !:: .:: ··· o ,. o <> <> o o o :1. 
ALG~2*COMtDLUG<RR2/RR:I.) 
IF<DXX.LQ,O)GO TO :1.33 
ATN~2*COMtDATAN2<TO,DXX> 
LiU TU :1. 3~'j 
1 :) :·:·:; r, ·r N "" :.~ *: c: o 1··1 * F' 1 
.1. 3 '. i ;; l.J M U :1. :::: !:; U h U :1. + ,~) 1 ... C 
SUMU2~SUMU2+ALU**2 
Sl.JMQF'=SUMQF'tALGtATN 
Sl.JMUT~SUMQT+ALC*FTOB(K) 
~:; U M F' 1 :: = :::; l..l M F' :1. + 1'1 T r-.1 
Sl.JMF'2=SUMF'2+ATNJ~;+2 
SUMF'T=Sl.JMF'f+ATNtFTCJB(K) 
SUMT1=SUMT:I.+FTOB(K) 
~·_:_;() CDNTii'-llJE: 
F1~KTDT*SUMF'2-SUMP:I.tSUMPl 
! 2 ••1\ TU T * !:; l.JriU F' ···· ::; l.Ji·'iF' :1. * ::; U hI) I. 
I J::::;:;UMF' :1. :t:hl.JMll····l"< TUTl~:;Ui\·,r· T 
F4~KTUT*SUMU2-Sl.JMUI.*SUMUI. 
F ~i ::: ~:; U M Cl :l * b l.J M T :1. ····I< l CJ r ::t: ~:; l.J i""i U T 
r:· J :1. :::: ( F :1. * F 4 ··· r:·) *F.? ) 
IFCDABS<FJI.).LT.O.OOOOOO:I.)FJ:I.~O.OOOOOOI. 
I F C 1:1 t1 D ~:; ( F J :::.~ ) • 1 ... T , 0 • 0 0 0 0 () 0 :1. ) I I ·::; • () • 0 () () () 0 0 :1. 
RJ:I.~(F5*F2-F3*F4)/FJI. 
RJ2~CF5*F:I.-F3*F2)/FJ2 
F U r :::· ( ~:; l.J r··i T :1. ····I:: .. .J :1. >f; ~::; l.J j··i I ' :1. ···· F: . J :2 >~ ~:; U i'"i I) l ) / iO: 1· U f 
c 
c 
C C U 1'1 P U T (, T J 0 i'-.! U F Cr B J L C T 1 V L 1:: Uri L I 1 U 1'1 ; ! U I.'J F: E c: .I i! ':: (: 
1:. ·r ::c:() ,. o 
U U h 0 I< ••• i. ~· I< r U T 
X>=: :1 •••• XL ···· .::< T I ,:> ··· F X ( I< ) 
XX2~XT/2+XL-FXCK) 
RR:I~DSQRT<D*t2+XX1*t2J 
RR2~DSQRTCDt*2~XX2tt2) 
T.O••><T*D 
n:x :::< ::::n:r:f2+ xx :-:: 
lFIDABSIRRl>.LT.O.OOOOOO:I)RR:I~O.OOOuOO:I 
IFCDABS(RR2>.LT,0.000000:1'RI~2~0.000000:I 
ALUG~DLOGCRR2/RR:I> 
IF(DXX.LQ,O)GU TO 233 
AfAN=DATAN2(TfirDXX> 
CiO TC.i ;?:·•;:; 
233 ATAN~2*CDM*PI 
235 QSUMCK)=2tCUM*ATAN*RJ1 
r·~;)UI·i (I<) •2*CUJ'1:t:(ii...(JU;~·=:I:: . ...I~' 
FTUT(K)~QSUM(K){·PSUM<Kl0FOT 
IF<FLAG.NE,G.O)GO TO :1~:1 
r· T Ci C ( 1·:.: ) • ( F T Ci H ( I< ) ···· r:· T U ·r ( f·:.: :• ) >: :•l·• 2 
CIU TCJ J.<J..:f 
1 4 1 ;::· T D C ( I< ) •••• ( ( ( F T 0 n ( I< ) ····I T U T ( 1-:: ) ) ) J't VJ H T ( I ·' .1 :· >: . 
:144 FT=Ff+FfOC<KJ 
6 0 CUi""-·.! .i I f\J U F. 
FC••••I· T 
WRITLC7r171>XTvDrRJ1rRJ2,FOTvFT 
:171 FORMATC6F:10,3) 
F:Er UI·::N 
LND 
C SUBRDUTINL MONIT 
c 
~:; u r:: F: CJ uTI N [ M CJ N I T ( F ;···j If··! y F h (l.\ ~ .. ~:; T (i ~· r\J ~ .. j\1 :1 ,, i'! c II 1... L ) 
I h F· i ... I C 1 T F: C t1 1... >:< H ( () .... H !' U ··· ... ) 
.OTME:NSTON SIM<N1vN) 
WRlfLC6r11)NCALL.vFhlN 
I <I r:: J T L ( h ~, 1 :/ ::. ( '· ' ; J 1-i ( I ~' J ) !' J : 1 v i·l ) !' I : 1 !' ; .... r J I 
lJ F'UF'f)(,f (.:\H (li::Tcl::!' J' .. J!' o:\()/1 IUi!CIJLil\i r·lli I .:., iHL. '··',·il./1[ J·,~ .. 
'ii F J (:· • 4 , :1 ·4 H I1J 1 r H ~ ; 1 ('i I' L I· x . .1 
C :1. :1. ;::· D F: 1'1 () T ( 1 '.::; , :1. 4 ;< !' F 1 0 , ... :) ;. 
12 FURMA'f(4(JF:1.2.4/l) 
r<r:: ru;:::;-.,1 
[j\lfl 
C fHI~:; !'F;:UUF~(lt'"·i J~:; (:i TvJCJ Ulh[N:3J!!Nt,L Li\1\C ii-JTLi;~i'l?!:f:, IIC.1!"1 
C Fl;.·uc;r;;,:,(-'i U:::>Ii.·!Ci iHL i!UN 1..11-..J[i\1•: UF'i .Li·iJZi:: it!f·i fl•.!l(.iJ()I.I!' 
L~ f H [ r:· t, F: (:, n E f L 1;: ~ ; U F' f T i\i I :? I U (i F: I : f H i II li C! io.! I :· J i , , I L (! iol 
C Jt-1 !HE I'L(i~·!F UF THF I'F:UFJL.E:<.J···)~·fHE: (,rJ!.i!..l f:Lf(i 
C: ··THI TI··IIC:I<i'·.)L::;~:;~.fiiF'fH TU fUI'··(lfill F'CU;Jfl!ii'-l Cli !HI 
C CFi·~rF::L UF THE L!Y!<L (,~; ldi..LL. n:·.~ THL :?ll::ulll (,roiU IJI.:•:i 
C: ur::OLh: F~FUTCJN(lL FJFI.U~:;, lHF ULI(,;::J····i1 1l.dTCJN··;; i"i!THCJ:U 
1... l : ; 1.1: ; I)) , T HI T I'! I' l.J T U 1': : (, : '; (, :: ; r:- U L i... 1..1 l.J h ;:: 
c.: '1) r:~:·rL..F ~; (NUT nur:.:c rH,,~~ -:::c· t.::Ht,F(i"iC rt.:· ·:, 
c.· 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
( .(~. ) 
( (; ) 
Ni"l;~l<fUT:' 
r-1 n , ,, r1 1...1 , u 1 N u r·! ···· 1. .. J ' ! 1 . l'i 1 ~ F ·1 1 r:; (l f··i L. r r r:: : .: ·: '···' ; : u, , 1. .. L :- 1 u u !( _:. 
1·.T1.:1T:::NU.,.UF FJCLLI I'C.lli'oJT'; 1-..IUi f'·iCII.'I. :IIJ'd,! -~·'-}',' 
(:1\ ~· :c:.>< ~'C.><.~· O><; 
,:~\::JNTTJ(ll. .. ~~;·ri(i(:,fE UF: LUCr·,riUN t,J, 1::, r Ui?TCili'--! 
.U / :: U F f H I C i< il F: ~ ; 
C/ Cll (I[F' IH Tt.i !!IF lUI::' 
fi:X:: UF (-iNCiL.L C:[f,l 
h c: :1. ~, ·::; c 2 r ~:; c 3 v ~:; c 4 c · : c (\I... ::: i-1 c-:; r 1, c r u r:: : r u r:.: i'1 < ~· r: • • ·· c: :< ,, D > 
RESPECTIVELY-SEE CHAPT. ONE) 
/ l :1. ~' >:: :1. 2 ::: ··· L U i_,.J L F: i?, 1. J I' I' E: r:.: 1.. J i"i J ·r c; U I L Ll C: 11 f I Ct i ' 
)(;_; :1. ~' /);' •••.. 
\ 3 :1 ~ >: 3 :) ; .. 
><4:1.~/42%,·· 
i X ( 1·.: ) r 1:: i. U B < I"< > 
1. H l C I :f.! I ~; ~:; 
''LI' IH 
J.;J:: 1(1 
i:; r:· >< ( I< ;< :::: t1 r:: r:: (l Y U I / · · C: U r:: U , U r: I l I L U i u I i'! I r; 
c FTOfl (I<) ;;:(ii:~F~()'y UF LJUSLh: 1,)F:.O ,:,(JUf'-illL I 
C T H I U U T r:· U T I ~:; (:i ~:; I U L. L U i_,J ;:; i: 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c:: 
.... 
:. .. · 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c:: 
c 
c 
c 
c 
L 
( :1. ) 
( ) ) 
( J) 
( 4 ) 
( (; ) 
(?) 
lJfi..L:(AS IN INPUT) 
1:: :- OBJECfiVE FUNCllUN VALUE UN EXIT 
X ( I ) ~ (\i::r::ti Y CJF t) (ll... UL ~:; UF NCJf··J ···!.IN I(, r:: 
PARAMETERSCSCALEDl ON EXIT 
FXI...,FXTvFL!vFBE.fA: 
FXI... ~UPiiMl.JM VALUE UF LUCATJUN W.R,f ORIGIN 
F><T :::: 
F [I ... 
FE:LTt1 : 
KTUT CAS TN INPUT) 
~~ J :1. v r:: .J ::.' ~' F U f ~' F I l 
CJ 1: . T H I C 1\ i'-·1 E: ~ ; ::; 
UF (IFF:· fH ·, CJ i Ill' 
UF :C:LTr:1 
r:: ,j :1. ,, r:: ..J 2 :: C U l'·i I ' U N [ f··J T ::; U F [vj (1 U I'J I T I .·' (, f T C! fl I II I' 1... n N L 
UF PRCJFILICC:HAP. Ur-JE) 
F 0 T v r· I T ~ ~~I U I CJ t··l t·1! r:· II L XI L 1 1) L L' : 
rx c I<), rrun c I<), r:TrJr c I<;., r·r~F~: c I<> 
F \ ( 1\ ) & IT U Il ( 1\ ) : ( (1 :::; J N l il F' U f 1 
F ToT c I< ) t1 r:: r:: t, ·{ u 1· c u 1'1 r· u r r:: u t, u, ! rt 111 .. r' 
r· r:: E: ~:; ( I·< ) ~: i:1 r:: r:: (:, .f U i :· Fi: F: ~:; 1 D U t1 I. '3 ( F r C.l I: ( I , < ·· ·I I ::1 f ,. ! ' ) 
C (,Jr::JTIE:N f\'f UFCIIUFll. .. l ...J(:li'J: J?HJ 
I i''·i F' 1... I C l T r:: [ !'~ 1... >1<: H ( (l ···· H ~' CJ ···· ? .' 
F;: F ~~ L :r 4 r· T u T :•.1 , F:· n T 4 v r >< r 1. , F >< r :.:: ~ .. 1 r1 T 1 ,, F .u ' :-: ,, I· .i 1 r · :'· ,, 1 T 1 . .1.c~ ::: ~, r . · ·· ' 
D I i''1 E: i'l ~::; I Cl N E·: 1... ( 4 ) ~ f) U ( "J ) , v.l ( '' .. ; .<:~ ) ~' >• ( 4 ) ~' F \ ,. :; <' .; • ; ~' I f 1.::t H ( .':':; C• C' < 
1rTJTIE(JQ),..FT0l(300)rFR!S(300),JW(9) 
2,FTDB2(3U0),FTUf2(3QO),FX2(300' 
c; u i'-111 u (I ... ::; c :1. ... ::::: c :1. 
r:: fJ r··1 r··i CJ t' ... ; ; c ::.' ./ :::~ c ::.:: 
L U r·,i !1 U i·! ./ ~:; C .:: .·,~~:;C.::;:; 
cur-) jV, (.1 [l_i ::; L <{ / :; c /~ 
t., f.l (•I i·t 1.1 f'! ./ F: \ ·' !·:· .\. 
c 
C Dh/"-1 Ui'-1 .i I TU [l/ r:·T U B 
C U i'i i·~ U i'-! . .- I< T U T / I< T U T 
CUi·'ii·IUN .i. !TUT /r:·TuT 
C () i'v'j i·j CJ N / :;: J :1. •'/ !;: ..) :1. 
C:Ui'·li'iON.FJT,lFI r 
CUi"ih Ui''.i !U f /FUT 
c 1:~ L t1 o 1 N I N r:·u T r:· r~ 1:;: ,~ M L r ~::: r;: ~:; 
j'~ 
\,; 
1;: L ,~ill ( ~'.'i ~· :1. :1. ) T I T 1... F 
:l.:l FUF;:I·1r:':JT<:I.0,~4) 
~J F< 1 T F 0: h ~· :1. :l ) T I T 1 ... F 
F:Et10 ( ~'.'i ~~ t) Ni'i v I<TDT 
RLAD<5v*>AX,BX,CXvDX 
RLAD(5v#)SC1vSC2vSC3vSC4 
RLAD(5vt)X:I.:I.vX12 
F;: [ (:l D ( ' .. 'i ~~ l ) >< 2 :1. ~· ;: :~:.' >: 
F: L (, L1 ( ~-; ~· :·•: ) >< ~:') 1 v \ 3 2 
r;:Lt1D.:: ~·-·; ~, >:·:' ::<4 :1., x.-:~2 
1:;; L (, U ( ~-·; ~· ·{< ) ( F \ ( I< ) ;· F rUn ( I\ ! ·· i< ···· 1 ;· I\ T U T _:, 
f-.l••i"'·li'i 
c C ~;["f UF' (1ND ~:;ct,L.L Ii"'!ITJ(il.. I:~:;Tii·'li.iTL·:; ur· l",,!;.:t,i"il i :!:.·~: 
/ ( l ) : : (i \ _/ ~:; c l 
\ ( 4 ) ::: Ll / / 3 c 4 
J BUUND ••0. 0 
c C SET UP AND SCALF BUUNDS UN PARAMLIER~; 
c 
Ell... ( :1. ) :::: \ :1. :1. ./ !:; C :1. 
B U ( :1. ) ::: \ l 2 / !:; C :1. 
x-:~ L. ( :~0:: ) ::: :< ) :1. /.· b c :::>. 
B U < :~:.~ > :::: >< :~:.~ ::.:: / ~:) C ::? 
0 L ( 3 ) • • >:: :.':~ l / ~::; C: :_·;; 
r-: u ( :.:·; ) .:. ;::, 3 ::.' / !:; c ~':) 
H 1... ( 4 ) :::: >< 4 :1. / ~:; C 4 
:uu < 4! ·::<4::~/;:;c4 
1.. I ~J ::: N r·l + 2 
1... ~J ::::~··; 4 
I Ft;I 1...•••• :1. 
1:1.4 FURMAT(FJ0.2vFJ0,2) 
Ct1L.I... "f I rlE ( 0) 
C t1 L. L. L 0 4 J (iF ( N v I El U l.J N D ~· B L. v H U v \ ~· i ~' I b.J ~· !. .. T ~J ~· ~J ~· L. ld "' I I (, J !.. ) 
t:;(:ii ... L liM[ ( :1. ;• :1.) 
I F. ( I F (, J 1... ,. i'! F • () ) vJ F;: I T L ( () ;· :1. :~:) ) T F t1 I ! . 
J F ( I r: 11 l !. . , L !) .•. I > C·! U f U :.-: 0 
c 
C F<L~)TUF;;[ h:L:~:;UL f(·,NT \.J(ii...UL:~:; UF F'(:lF:(·,r1L'f[l;.:·: ·:u (,C f!..li1L ')(:·,L.,.J[·: 
(" 
r: >< L '" :< ( :1. > * ~:; c :1. 
FXT•••\ ( :) ) >~~:;c2 
FD····X ( ?; , t~;c.~: 
F' B 1::: T t1 :::: >< ( ·4) :-:-~ ~:; C 4 
F >: T :1. • • r:· >< 1... ····r:· X l ,/ 2 
I / r ~,) • · F >: L. ·}· r: > T ,...- '2 
FLIT-·::}: ·r·u 
If' 
C C U 1'1 F ·U T t1 T 1 CJ i'-! U F F;; E ~:; III l..l r'=l L ~:; B L U I i·~ ~;:, 
c 
c 
c' u , ; .. j I·, •• :1. ~· I< l'J r 
I h' F ::;; ( I\ :0 •• I T U f ( I< ;. ····I: T U H ( i< 
: ~··.; c: I ! j\J f J i·! u I. 
(,j F< IT L ( .::) ;· :1.4 ) r· 
WR1TLC6,:J.6)(/(J),J~J,N) 
t.J r;: 1 T 1: < .::; !' ::.~ 3 o ! 
WRlfFt6,J60)FXLvFXT,FlivFHLfA 
kiF~ l TL ( 6 :· :1./0) 1\TCJT 
WRITFC6vl90)RJlvFITvFCJl 
W ~~ I T F < 6 , 2 :1. 0 > 
WF~TTE<t:"iv220> 
I..JF;:JTF((.,}()()) CFXCh:) :'FTUOCI\) ;·FTU.i'CI< :~ :,FI;.:L~;>i·.l :'i< •:1. :'!';fUll 
:1.35 FURMATC5F:I.0.2) 
o u :1. :1. ,:.;· !< •••• t , I< ·r u r 
F r U ·r 2 ( I< ) :::: F T U T ( I< > 
F f U B :.:.> < I< ) ::: F ·r U H ( I< ) 
F >< ::.:.; ( I< ) •••• r• \. ( I< ) 
1 :J.? CUt! I J f'-.!I.JF 
Yi-'j,:, •••• ,. run:::) c :1. > 
Y i''i I:::: 1: T 1. .I H :::.:: ( :1. > 
:< i"i 1 ••• F >:: :::.: ( :1. ) 
/ i''i t1 ::: F >< :2 ( :1. > 
0 Ct 1 :1. ') I< •••• 2 ;• !'·.: T Cl ·r 
1FCFTOT2CK>.GT.YMA)YMA~FTOT2<K> 
TF<F.fOB2<K>.GT.YMAlYMA~FTOB2CK> 
TFCFTOT2(Kl.LT.YMT>YMT~FTOT2<K> 
JFCFTUB2CK>.LT.YMI>YMI~FfOU2(Kl 
IF<FX2CK).GT.XMA>XMA~FX2(K) 
IFtFX2\K),LT.XMl)XMI~FX2CKl 
:L :1. '? CUNT 1 1--lUE 
X i"i I f'..! ::.: 0 • 0 
\t\1(lX••••XI-ir'=l+:::.> ,. 0 
'{ ('j (1 :< :::: y j'·j '"' + 2 () • 0 
y· i"i 1 j\J :: • ·{ 1"-i I .... :1. 0 , 0 
YMA4~>YMAX-YMINl13tYM1N 
:.< i''i ,~:, .? .•. >< i'·i (:·, \ / :I. 3 
\.11 (:lJ :::: ::< i'i t1 X/'(:.· 
;:.: f1 r'=l4 ••••X 1'-'ir:'lX /U 
\. i-'i (I ~·: .. ::• X ('i (1 X / :2 
r· u r :i. • ·I :u T 4 
~:UT2~FOT4tCXMAX-FIIT4l/3 
F D T 3 • F JJ T ::.:.:: + ( >< i"i t1 \ .... F 0 T 4 ) ....... ::; 
WRITL(<:J,:I.J5lFXT:I.vFXT2,FDT:I.,FDJ2viDT3 
Ct1L.L. F't1F'LF;: ( :1. > 
c:: (11... !... 1:' :::; F' () c [ ( 0 ,. ) () y 0 • (, () y () ' '.'.'.; ~.'.i ~~ () • ·.::· 1.'.'! ) 
CAL.!... MAF'CXMINvXMA\vYM1NvYMAX) 
Ct,l...l. r:ur;:DEF 
c:(:1L.L (•,xc~:;~:;I ( 1, o !·' 20 ,. o I 
c:t1LL c rr~ur;: 1 c 1. o > 
c (11 .I... ,. L. u T c :::; ( .... X t'i (l 4 v y j•j (14 y .·· i1 () u N [ l I c (:) N u h (, L y I C! (, ii li (, ) ! y ::) /} ) 
ct11...1... c rl:~or;: I ( o. o) 
C t1 L L N !3 C l.J I< 1) ( r: X :.) ~· F T U f< :::) , J Y I< r CJ f I 
C: 1'1 L. L. I' T I' 1... U ·y ( I X 2 :· F T U T) ~· l :1 I< T U l ~· ::} :•.•; ) 
C t1 L I . I U L. I 
1'10 
c 
C f.1 L L I:l 1.. I< F' EN 
CALL .. PSPACE<0.20r0.60r0.10v0.50) 
C A L 1... M (i F' < ;< M I j···! , ;< M (:·, >< , :<: 1"1 t1 >: ~' X f"i I N ) 
C: (,I. I... H Cl ~~ Li E:: ~~ 
CALL AXESSI<SO.Or1.0) 
C 1:':) L 1... r· D ~:; l T f-.! ( F X T 1 , F D f 1 ) 
C (i I... I... .J U l N ( F \ T 2 v F II T 1 ) 
c r) 1... L r:· c.' : : 1 r i'·! < r x T :~:.' , F n r 1 , 
c: (:,I. .. I... J Cl J H I I >: I ::.' v r: n T 2 ) 
C r·, 1. .. L. r· D H 1 T N ( F. >< T 1 ~' F D T 1 ) 
C (4 L 1... J U 1 i'~ ( F X T :1. , r: D T :~:.:: ) 
CALL. HRCJKE::N(5v5v5v5) 
C f.1l... L. P U ~:; I TN < F X T :1. l' F D T 2 ) 
CALL. JOINIFXT:I.~FDT3> 
C r) I... I... 1::· U :::; I T !··.) ( F X T 2 , F [1 T 2 > 
CALl... JDIN<FXT2vFDT3) 
c (11...1... I' 1... ::.J ·r c ~:; ( y· f'i (1 ~.'i ' ... >< ~1 tl / ' I D I ~:; r (1 j\1 c F ( 1•.: jvj ) .· " !. ~. : :· 
c t11...1... c ·r r:: u r:: I < :L • o > 
Ct1l...l... F'L.UfC~:;( ·XMrYl;l·Yi·l(:·,'.i~· '.OE:r··rHILil) .· ~ .. ·};• 
c t11...1... c r r:: u r:: :r 1 o • o > 
C()l...l._ FUI...L 
CALL PSPACEI0.14~0.66v0.05r1.00~ 
Cr-~Ll.. JJUF:DFI? 
Cf.1LI... ur::FN:O 
20 ::; fOP 
12 FORMAT(/'FRRUR IN F04JAF 1H IFAIL.~='~I2/) 
1 4 F CJ r~ 1"1 t1 T ( / / ,/ ~:.' / H F U N C T I Cl N t.) ,·:11.. U C U (.J F >< I ·r I ~::: , F l 3 , l ) 
16 FCJRMAT<13H AT THE PCJINlv7F9.4) 
1:1.0 FUF~Mr:"iT (I~:~) 
120 FORMAT<JF10.2) 
130 FCJRMATf2F:I.0.2) 
160 FCJRMAT(4F10.2> 
:1. ·.?0 FOF~I"i(i.f (I?;) 
:1.90 FCJRMATC2F10.4rF:I.0.3vF10.2) 
200 FCJRMAT<F:I.0.2r2F13.4rF10.4) 
2 1 o Fur:: ~i p, T < 1 o >< .. / • u o ~; L ~~~JED , c Ul'i r:· u r L :o , i1il n r:.: F :::; 1 n 1.1 (:·, L ·:; 1 i ' c:; 11 i·i f'i :, , ... ;. 
:.>20 FOF~Iv1(JT110>< . .i··· o:r::;T un::;cr::') CUI11'U1.ifl r:.:r·;Jf:t!J(,I. 
.. '::so F oF: ~1~~ T 1 1 o ><. · ·· r· t1 r~ t, f''i F T L r:: l) t1 1. u r :::: '.1r~ 1 t1 I i-' F n t,l r 1.1·· ' '1 · 1 1 i'i J .. , 1 r 1 u 1 J / ;. 
FND 
C SUDRCJUTINE:: Fl.JNCfJON 
.. ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·: ...... ········· ............. . c 
c 
C f H l :::; :::; U H r:: U !..1 T II~ L C U 1--1 F' !.J T F ~:; T H F U H J [ C T Jl.) F F. U I··! C i . .I U i·! 
C l U ({ E 1'-'i l N l ,\.i I Z E:: 11 B '{ T H F i··i f:1 l t,l r:· F: 0 U r:: li M , 
c 
~; U B F( U U l 1 N 1: F l.J N C T :1. ( N , >< C ~' r: C ) 
li"lF'I...ICI r r::r:,:,L:t.fl ( i)··H ~· U····Z) 0Ii'1FN~:;JUJ-I >I ( i'l) Y F.l UC ( J()()) ~· FTUf ( :·:)00), u::t.Ji'i ,: .\0(1) · r·::tlfi I..=:;(( · 
r DE::CL.ARATION OF COMMON HLUCKS BE::UINS 
c 
C 0 11M Cl N / ::; C :1. / ~:; C :1. 
C C) M M U H 1 :;; C :.' / ~; C :.; 
CUMt'1UN ;~:;c3/;)C J 
(; UMMUN I~:; C :1; c; 1.: 'I 
CUt"iMUi'J/I:;(,ol ;< 
CUMMUIJ/1 fUU 1 FTUL: 
CUi'1MUi·l/l\ fUl 'I< lUI 
/ / 
C: U M t1 Cl H ./ F T U T / F ·r U f 
C U l'ili CJ I·! / I< J l /. F: ..J l 
'lii'ii··iUrl.iF 1 T /I:· J ·r 
!Ui'"ii"iUN.iFUl . iFU ·r 
L 
C DF~!Ctll. .. l i'~c-! UF i'!UN ···L. J NE:tll;: F'1~h:(1iiL fLI<~; .l:!r . .l 1 i!(; 
c 
>< 1... : >< c ( l ) * ~:; c I. 
< r ,,, >< c < 2 > * ~:; c ~:.) 
Li=XC\3:0:t.~!C3 
U F T t1 :::: \' C ( 4 ) :t U C 4 
h I..J M X :1. ::: () ,. 0 
:3UM\~? ::(), 0 
::::;t.Ji1X.l ::::() ,. 0 
:::; u f·i :=< r:· , o, o 
~:; i.l i'-i F' :1. :·: () :· 0 
::::: u 1"-"i r· ::? ,, <_:. • o 
:3U ~iF' .I::: 0. 0 
::::UI"iT I. .:(). 0 
CUi"i===:l. ,. Lt? 
:U U :'.i 0 1\ :::: I. ~' I< T U f 
XX:I.~XL-XT/2-FXCK) 
XX2=XL+XT/2-FXCK) 
>:: :::( 3 :::: >< X :1. * X X ? 
RRl=DSQRlCD:t.*2+XXL**2) 
RR2=DSQRT<Ll**2+XX2**21 
CBLT====DCU!:l ( :HLTtl) 
~:; B L T :::: U ~:; I N ( fl L T (l I 
i·U::::Xl*D 
D\X====D**~-~+ X X3 
ALG=?tCUM*DLUG\RR2/RR:I.>*CBLT 
A"fN=2*CUMtDATAN?CTU,DXXl*SBET (:, ·r N 2 :::: t1 T N + t1 1... G 
SUMX1=SUMXltFXCK> 
SUMX2=SUMX2tFXCK)t*2 
SUMXF'=SUMXF'·~FX<K>*ATN2 
·::;Ui"iXT===bl.JMXT+I:·x (I<) ;f::FTUB (I< I 
~:; u r1 P :1. = ~;; u M r- 1 + A r 1\12 
Sl.JMP2=Sl.JMF'2tA.fN2**2 
~;; l.J i'"i F' T ::: ~:; l.J M F' T + t1 T N :~:.; t F T U D ( I< :0 
Sl.JMTI.=SUMTltFTUBCK) 
~:.:_;o CONTINUE 
I :1. :::1\ TU T * S U 11F' 2 ····~:; Ul·i r:· :1. :f:: ~:; Ul·iF'l 
I ~:~ :::: 1\ T 0 T * ~:; U i·1 X F' · ·· ~;; l.J i'"i F' :1. ;j< S U M X I. 
F 3 ::: !:; U i'i F' :1. t ~:; l.J i'i T I. ····I< T Cl ·r t. ~; l..l t·i r:· T 
F4=KTDT*SUMX2-SUMXI.:tSl..IMXl 
r: :'.'.i :::: !:; U i'i >< I. :t. ~:~ U ('-iT I. ····1\ T U T :t. ~;; l.J t'i X f 
1;: J :1. ,,,, < F :''i * F ;_:_; ·· · F. 3 * r:· 4 ) . / ,; F :1. * F l} .... F 2 >L F ... :. , 
F I T ,,,, ( F ~' .. i :>1<: F :1. ····F. 3 t F :2 ) _ . ...- ( r· :? k F ::: · ·· F: 4 :=t-: F :1. ) 
I U T :: ( ~ ; U i'i T :1. ···· F( ..! l >I< ~ ; U i"l F' l ···· F J r :t: ~:; U r'l / l ) /, I< . I U T 
c 
C C U ~1 r:·tJ T (; T J UN U I· U :H J E C T Jl) F F l.J N C T J U 1\1 N U t.J 0 F C! l i! :::; 
c 
F··r· ::::() ,, () 
:OU 60 I<==== l ~' I<TUT 
><><l•••XL····Xfi'2····F>< (I<) 
xX2=/l!2~XL.-·FX(K) 
,,, 
.\ .\ 3::: >< \ :1 :t\ .\ ::.-: 
I;.: F: :1 .: :0 ~:; U F~. i ( 0 t :t 2 +X.\ :1. f :+; ::0:: ) 
RR2=0SQRT(Ot:t2+XX2tt2) 
"f"D====XT*D 
U \ \ :::: .0 * t 2 +>=:X::=:; 
ALOG~DLOGCRR2/RR:l.) 
ATAN=DATAN2(TftrD\X) 
3BET2==fi~:; IN ( n[T t1) 
CBET2=DCOS(B[TA) 
QSUM(K)=2tCOMtAfANtRJ1>KSB[T2 
PSl.JM(K)=2tCOM*ALOGtRJ:I*CBET2 
F T 0 T ( 10:: ) :::: Cl ~:; l.J h ( 1·.:: ) + F' !:; U d ( 1.:: ) + F CJ T + F >< ( I< ) +: F J r 
FTbC(K>=<FTOB<K>-FTOT<K>>*:t2 
FT===FT+FTUC (I'~) 
c)O CONTINUE 
FC====FT 
F:ETUF;:N 
LNI:I 
193 
··················· 
·················· ·········· 
c 
c 
c C THIS PROGRAM IS A TWO DIMENSIONAL DYKE If~fERPRETATION 
C PROGRAM LJSING ·rHE NON LINEAR OPTIMIZATION lECHNIQUES 
C f H E F' t1 F: n f'-1 E r L F: ~:; U I · T I f'"i I Z E U I i'-1 T H E F' r;: IJ C h !1 i··i Ci I :. U "( E ::::: 
C (11;:[;~ fHL THJl::I<NE~:;;:;YDEF'fH TU TUI·:·,.(1ND r:·u~:;JrJUi·! Ui fHE 
C CEi""!fi<F Ul· THE DYI<E::. (,l...~:;o CJf>TI(iJ/ED t1/;:F THE C.:Uf·ii>Uf"-JI::i!f::; 
C OF THE MAGNETIZATION IN THE PLANE OF THE PROFILE, lHL 
C r:·r;:UGF:t1i'i ~~~:;f.)Ut-iE~:; ·rHE I:;:LUIUi'!t,L I..El)[L TU f:E (:li..h:EJ,D ( :;:Ei"'iCJ'·)ED 
C THE INPUT DATA IS AS FOLLUWS: 
C' ( J ) f I T L L ~ ( N U T M U 1:;: L T H t1 N 4 0 C H 1:1 ~~ p, C . I E: r;: ~::. ! 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c:: 
( 2 ) N M Y F L () U ~· I< T U l ~~ 
Uf'i•••NO, Ul f'!UN···I...l NE::I-11;.· 1'(11;.:lif'iLTLI<', ( U~)Lit1LI... ( fHF:EE :r 
1Lt1U::••••O.O(f,IC) l.J[IGHl.ING Ul ilLL.Lt r·UJI-if~; 
, i'! • E • 0 • 0 ( I I [ L II r:· U I i'! T ~:; l·J L I l.i H f I II · 
l<fUT•••NU.,UF FIELD r:·UJi'lT::;····Iit.J~:;T fltlf i.:LLLU ~:;oo 
(,\YDX.~·CXi, 
l-1 \ :: 1 f\1 1 f I (,I... E '3 f I i'i (:1 T L U F L U C (.:1 T I U i'i t.J . 1;: : f U !;: T Ci I I·! 
I-:;\•• IJF "IHJCI::f.JE~;~:; 
C >: :::: U r: II!. I· T H f U f H! . f U F' 
:: :; c 1. ~~ ~:; c :::.' v ~:; c ::·; < ~:; c 111 . I N c; r t1 c T u r;: : ; r u 1·: r, .: ~· u < ~~ 1. >: 
r;.· E ~:; r· E c T I l.) L L Y ···· ~:; L L c H 11 r:· r -~ u H L • 
;: 1 :i. v >< 1 :~: ;, ····I... u w L F: :-~ u r· r· 1 r;: 1 1 ri 1 r ; u r 1 I i c; t.: 1 u, 1 
\:~:.~JvX22!···· !liJCI.f!L';:; 
::<: .• ~:I.YX3?!···· UF!'TH 
C •, .;, .' r: :x: ( I< ) v r· T Cl D < I< ) ( I r:· F 1... (i t.::; • 1:: Cl , C• .•. 0 :• 
C FXCKl,FTCJEl(K)vWHT(K)(IF FLAG ,N,L. 0.0) 
C F X ( I< ) :::: r:~ ~~ F;: (~ Y U r:· \ ···· C U r;: 0 ,. U F r: J L 1... 0 I' D I I -..I T ~ ; 
c 1: roD ' 1-.:: l •••• r-~ ~~ r;: t1 y u F c:1 u :::; L 1:;: ',J L u r::1 N u t'i 1,1... \' 
C WHT<K>=ARRAY UF WLIGHiiNG UF FIELD POINTS 
C ·r H F U U T F:o U f l ~:; A ~:; F U 1... i... U W ~:; ~~ 
C ( :1. ) f J ·11... L ~ ( () ~; l N I N r:· l.J l ) 
C ( ;: ) I <~ ···· UElJ[C f l lv'F FUNC f I UN l.),')I ... UF UN E>: 1 T 
C (3) XCI)!ARRAY OF VALUES UF NUN-LINEAR 
C PARAMETFRSCSCALLD) UN EXIT 
C ( ·'l· ) F X 1... v 1:· X T , F [I ; 
C FXL =UPTIMUM VALUE OF LOCATION W.R.T ORIGIN 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
(.; 
c 
c 
c 
c 
( ~··; ) 
( (.. ) 
.. , \ 
! 
FXT = UF THICKNESS 
FD - OF DEPTH TU TUP 
KTUT CAS IN INPUf) 
F: ..J :1. I' I~ .J? ! CUM F' UN [ 1,! T '::; U F i i (, U i'! E f J / t1 T I U l·l I I! I' 1... (·, i/ I 
UF 1:.1;:u1: II...[ ( CH(,I' .•. UI··/L j 
BLIA :ANGLE BLfA(SLL CHAP, UNE) 
r: \ ( I< ) 1' F T Cl r: ( I< ) v F T U T ( I< ) v II~ [ '::; ( I< ) 
FX(K) & FTUBCK) : CAS IN INPUfl 
r:TCJT (I<) (11;:1:;:(,'{ UF CUt11:'i.JT[ft (1f"-!Uf1i(::L. i 
F !? L !:; ( I< ) : li F;: ~~ (:, ( CJ 1:· F~ F ~:;. J U U (ll.. '::. ! i ·.·· U f·: ( I< ) ····F·r Ct T ( 1·.: ! ) 
C l·J F: 1 T T [ N 0 Y U I U [ U [{ l.J J t1 ~-l ,, l ') ::::: l 
c 
I i"··i I' 1... I C I l 1:;: F (,I... :« H ( () ···· H }' U ···· Z ) 
F~LAI ... *-4 FTU ·r 2 ~· 1· ItT 4 ~-· 1:;.: T :1. , l:::x.·r: ... ' ~· 1 OT :1. ~· r:or 2, FDT 3 I' FTUU) vi •· 
n I i'"i L N ~:; 1 u 1'-l [ll .. ( 3 ) y u u ( .') j I' u ( 3 '/ ) ~' X ( ?\ ) y F \ ( 3 () () ) \' r: ,. () :u ( :.:. (r (i I 
:1. v ·r I T 1... [ ( :1. 0 ) ~~ F: f U f ( :. \ 0 0 ) ~· r: ~~ I ~:; ( : \ 0 0 ) ~· I W ( 9 > 
? v W H f ~~ 3 0 C· ) v I . f D D 2 ! .j 0 () ) ., F f U 1· ) t 3 0 0 ;. ~· F )( :·; t •; () C• ) 
C U r"i f1 UN /;; C: l / ~:; L: :1. 
c u r"i h u ,,-! / :.; l:: 2 ./ ~ ; c :,.) 
c t:tnr1 u'"'' /:: c:•.··~ /::; l. J 
I '/If 
t: U fvl i·i CJ i--J ./ F ::X / F X 
C U f·ll·1 UN ...- F: T DB/ F T U f.l 
c: Ur .. ·it·l 01··1 ...-'1< f U T /·I< T 0 ·r 
C (J i""'i i .. i U i"-·! .• I T 0 T /. F i U T 
c: u i·'i r·i u i\1 / F: .J :1. ./ r:: -.~ :1. 
C (:) i"i t'i U N • r:: J ) ,i F: .. J :::.) 
C Ul\'il'i U i·-1 .. ii... t1 C./ F i... t1 U 
CO hH Cli'-i . .i~JH T /. I;J H T 
C READ IN INPUT PARAMETERS 
c 
c 
:1. :1. F Cll::: i"'i t1 T ( :1. 0 (:l 4 ) 
t.J 1..: J r L ·:: h : .. :1. :1. > T J T L. 1::: 
RE::ADC5,t>NMrFL.AG,KTOT 
READ(5,t>AXvBXvCX 
RE::AD(5vtlSC:I.vSC2,SC3 
RLADC5v*>XJ:I.,X:I.2 
I~ E t1 D ( ;:•; :.· }: ) X::) :1. :' X::.~? 
F:Lt1D C ~·j, t) X31, ><::12 
IFCFLAC.NE.O.O>GU TU 121 
f:: E t1 D ( ;:•j :' ::¥. ) ( F X ( I"< ) ,, r: i C:l n ( I< ) , I< ••• J ,, i< i U i ) 
GO TU 13:1. 
:1. :::.: :1. r:.: c t1 n 1 :• .. ; ,. :·:< > c r: >: c I< ) !' r r u r: ( I· > !' ~J H T c 1··: > :.· 1·: ••• L :· 1: r u r · 
:i. :·:) :1. ('I:::· i-.J i·i 
C SET UP AND SCALE:: INITIAL. FSTIMATE::S Of PARAMFlFRS 
c 
c 
x 1 :1. > .... (:lx ...... ~:;c :1. 
x ( ::.; > ::::F{><.l~:;c2 
X ( :-:')) ::::CX .. /~:;c3 
1 BOUND::::(). 0 
C ~:::E: i UF' (ll'iD :::; Ct1L.E:: PDUf-.!DJ:) UN r· tll?(ihETFF::::;;; 
c 
c 
c 
c 
r: 1.. ( 1. ;. .... > 1 :1. ,./ ~::: c 1. 
Il U ( :1. ) '"' \ :1. 2 ,i ~:; C I. 
:u 1.. ( ::) ) ::: >< ::) :1. ...... ~:; c :::) 
BU ( 2 ) • ;::::·.:: 2 ./. ~::: C2 
r: 1... c 3 > '" x :::~; :1. .... ::; c 3 
nu ( 3 '::•X3:.:.::/!3c::::) 
Likf::•f-!r'i+;:.:: 
1..."-.i::::J'? 
I Ft1l 1...•• :1. 
:1.14 FDRMATIF:I.0.2,FI.0,2> 
Ctll...i... TJivj[(()) 
c t11.. 1.. E t) 4 .J t·1 F c i"! !' :r r: cJ u N n l' n L :, r: tJ ... :x: !' 1 · !' J I;.J ~ 1. 1 LJ ~· '·' . , '! . J 1 (,I L. ) 
C (ll...l... T 1 f·i L I :1. ;• :1. ) 
J F ( I F (i I L ., N F .•. () ;. L.J F: I f [ ( /. :' :l. ::; i J I (; 1 L. 
JF(JF(iJI..,.[(),J)C·!C:I TU :.:o 
FXI...::::\ ( :1.) ;~<~:;c :1. 
F>:T ::)( ( ::) :'l::rJC2 
F n · · x ( :::~ ) >}~ r; c 3 
F><T:I. ::•FXI...·· .. F\f .. /::_; 
F \T2•::F ;<I... +F><T ./:? 
FDT·<'f::::F:U 
.r: L ·r t1 .... D t1 r (i r.J :::.: ( r;: J :1. : .. 1::.: . .J :,:.) ) 
I '.5 
C COMPUTATION OF kLSIDUALS BEGINS 
t: 
D U ;;: :.i I< •••• i. ~· I< l U f 
1: 1;: L :;; <:. I< ) •••• i f U f ( I< ) ··· I ! U C ( I : 
, .... LCJfl T J j\!UE 
l,J r;: I T L ( 6 ~' :L 4 ) F 
~·J r;: I r E < <'> ~ 11.) > c >< ( ..J ) v ..J ••• 1 ~· N .o 
l,d 1:~ l f L ( <~> ;• -? ::\ 0 ) 
l.J 1:: T T E •, h v l h 0 ) r: ::< 1... ~ F \ T ~· F U 
!.•J F: 1 1· C ( /o ~· 1 / 0 ) h T U T 
t,J 1:: r ·r L:: ( (:i ,. 1 <? o > r;: J :1. ~, 1:: J :_:_:: ~~ :u r:: r t1 
l·,, r:: I r E c 6 ~· 2 :1. o ) 
I.,J 1;: I ·r [ ( 6 ~· ::.:.~ 2 0 ) 
GJ F~ T ·rT: ( h ~· :::_> 0 0 ) ( F >< ( I< ) ~· F T U Ll ( 1'. ) ~-· I ·r IJ f ( i· . .I Y F : .'!: ':::; ! I , ., 1·-.: l ~· I ! en ) 
:1.35 FORMAT<5FJ0.2) 
D U l :1. / I< • • :1. v I< f U T 
1:: r u r :::.> c I< ) • • F r err c I< ) 
F T C:l l\ 2 ( I< ) .,., r:· ·r U D ( I< .I 
r:· X::_:·: •: I< ) .... F / ( I< > 
ll.' CUI! lii,~l.JL 
·.,-i\i(1••--FTCJD.' ( :1.) 
Yi"-"lJ·•••F.TUD::' ( :1.) 
>< h J .. r:· x ::) <: 1 ) 
.\1'·1ri""FX2 ( l) 
DU ll ') 1<• .. •2 v I<TUT 
IFCFTOT2CK>.GT.YMA>YMA=FTOT2<Kl 
I r:· ( F f U D ? ( I< ) • U T • Y i'"l t·1 ) Y h (l .... F T CJ F: ;_;: ( I< ) 
I F ( F T Cl T 2 ( I< ) .,. L T ,. Y f'i J ) Y !""II ., F T U T 2 ( I< ) 
IFCFTUB2CK).Lf.YMI)YMI=FTCJB2CK) 
I F ( I X :::.~ ( I< ) , G T • ::x: M t1 ) / r·i t1 •••• F >~ ::.' ( I< ) 
J F ( r:· X::.> ( I< ) ,. 1... T ., >< ~'i 1 ) \ jvj I ,.,, I \ 2 ( I·< .I 
ll;) CCJNTir-lUF 
\HIU .... O,.O 
Xi-i(,;<.:.:XJvit,+2. 0 
\' l"i (:·, \ .... y i'1 (l + 2 () • (.1 
Yi'iiN.:.:Yi"~ii·-··:1.0. 0 
YhA4=CYMAXtYMIN)/3 
/ h (l 7 .... X M (l X/ :1. 3 
X f'it•J"" >< M A::</ <"i 
Xi.1t,4 .... XMt1X/D 
'(h () :'.'i .... >< i'1 f:l >< / ::.~ . 
FDT:I. .... F.Dl-4 
F D l2 .::: r:· D T 4 + ( >< M (1 >< ···· r:· D T 4 ) ./ 3 
F"DT3~FDT2+CXMAX-FDT4)/3 
C (:, L L 1:· t1 r:· 1:: 1:< ( :1. ;. 
c (:·, I... I.. F' :::; r:· () c L ( () v ::.:: 0 ~~ 0 ·•· .-':· () ~! () v ·::; ··:_; ~! (l ' ') :·_' I 
C: t1 L L ~i () F' ( X M I I'~ ~' X l·i t1 \ Y ·( fi 1 f! ~· '( i'·'i !1 :< ) 
C (, 1... 1.. B Cl 1:: I:t [ I~ 
116 
CALL.. AXFSSIC:I..Ov20.0) 
C ,~) L L C T r:: U 1-:: 1 ( :1. ,, 0 ) 
Ct,L.I ... F'I...UTC::;;( ·Xi'1r~4~,yi·ltl-:!:. /i'"1r:\fiNLfli. i;i'!l_l:inLr •:C;t~li---ti-1;1! --- ~·:::.::}) 
c 1:1 1... L c T r:: u 1:: 1 c o • o ) 
ctil.l .. N!:;cul::'v' ( F><? y 1 ru:u;.~ ~, J, 1; rcrr > 
C r:\ I... I.. F' T F' 1... 0 T ( I X 2 ~· 1: T U T :::.: ,, l v I< T Ct ·1 ~· -':- •••; ) 
cn1...L 1·uL..I... 
Ct,LI... DI..I<F'E:N 
(., .. 
CALL PSPACEC0.20v0.60,0.10v0.50) 
C (:11 ... L r1 r:~ F' ( X i'i 1 N ~· ::< i'i (i >:: !' X i'i (i X , X i'1 I i'! ;. 
C .t.) L L Fl Cl F~ D F F: 
CALL AXESSICSQ.O,J.O) 
C t1 I. I. I 'Cl ~ ; I T I·! .; F.\ T 1 !' F fiT 1 ;. 
ct.L.L. JUif.!(i·:<r2vF:·nr1 1 
CALL POSJTNCF.\l2vFfiT1> 
Cr:'li.L. JU IN ( :::x 12 v r:o·r::?) 
CALL PUSITN<FXT1YFDT1) 
CALL JUINCFX.f1,FDT2) 
CALL BRUKEN(5v5v5v5) 
CAL.L. POSITN<FXT1,Ffil2> 
CALL JOINCFXT1vFDT3) 
CALL PUSJTN<FXT2vFOT2) 
C t1 L L J Cl I N ( r· X T 2 l' F D T 3 ) 
C (1 L L P 1... Cl T C ~; ( Y r1 r. ~:'i Y .... X M t1 ·7 , ' D I ~:; T {) N C E ( I< d ) ' , 1 :::.) ) 
C A L L C T r;; U F~ J < 1 • 0 ) 
C ~~~ 1... L. P L U T C ~:; ( ··· X M t1 3 v Y l'i1t.) ~'.i !' • D E F:· T H ( 1··:. i'i ) . l' ') ) 
Ct1LL CTF:CJF;:I ( 0. 0) 
C •t.) L L F U L L. 
CALL PSPACL(0.14,0.66v0.05v1.00) 
CAL. L B 0 F< DE r;: 
C ,t.) L. L C! 1;.: E i"·l D 
::) o ~:; T (J r:· 
1 ·::.:: FUr;: f.i 1'-i T ( i. ' L F: !;: U h' I 1· 1 E 0 /!. J t1 F J : i 1 F (i I L .::: .·· !' I ;::: •· ) 
:1. .-:·:~. F Cl r;~ f···j (l ·r ( ... ...- .......... ...- :~:-~ ·./ H F U f·· .. ! C T J D i'"·-J '·.) (.1 I... I..! L U i"'-.J F .::< I ·r I ~:;:; :-' F 1 :·.::; v {:. ) 
1 .;'; r: 0 1:;: 1·1 t1 T ( i .~:; H fi ·r T H E F' U I (.If !' .? I') •. .:~ ) 
1 l 0 F U r;: i··1 () T < I :.':') ) 
120 FORMAT!3F10.2) 
130 FCJRMATC2F10.2l 
160 FORMAT<3F10.2) 
:1. '?0 r:·ol:~lvJf-1 T (I 3) 
190 FORMATC2F:I.0.4vF:I.0.3vF:I.0.2l 
200 FURMAT<F:I.0.2,2F:1.3.4vF:I.0.4) 
210 FURMA'f(:I.OX/'OBSERVEDvCOMPUTEDrAND RESIDUALSIN GAMMA'/) 
2 2 0 F U r;: ri A ·r ( I. 0 X ,.·· ' D I ~:i r U B G L F: t) C U i"·i F' U T L Ii ~~ L ~:; I Ll U r:) L . ..• ) 
230 FURMATC:I.OX/'PARAMETER VALUES OB'fAINLD AFTER UPfiMIZAl.lON'/) 
LND 
C SUBROUTINE FUNCTION 
c ~~==~================ 
c 
C T H I ~:; h U B F;: Cl U T I N E C 0 ~1 P U T L ~;; l H L U H ..J E:: C T I '·) L F U I'·! C f J C! iJ 
C TO BE MINIMIZED BY THE MAIN PROGRAM. 
r 
r.:; 
~:; U :u F;: U U T I N E F U j\) C T 1 ( (! , ,;< C ., F C ) 
IMPL.ICI! RLAL*8(A-Hr0-Z) 
:0 I r·i E I)~;; I U (.J >< C ( i"J ) l' F T CJ C ( :3 0 0 ) !' F T 0 ·r ( .:) () () ) !' Cl ~:; 1...1 f'i ( .. ··• I) 0 .' · ! · : ; 1...1 r·, < ; : I I) • 
1 !' U H ·r ( 3 0 () :• !' F T fJ C ( :.';'; () () ) ;• r:· >< ( 3 0 0 ) 
C DECLARATION OF COMMON BLOCKS BEGINS 
c 
CCJHHDN/~:::C :1. /~;; C :1. 
c.: U t·i 1'1 Cl N ,/ '::; C ::.> / ~:; C 2 
CUt··ii'1 UN .... ::;c :.:>I :::;c 3 
C Ui'ii'-1 ON/ 1:· X /F X 
CCJMl"lDN.l F TUB/ F ·r Cl B 
C UMI'-1CJI···l / I<TU l.•.l< T Cl T 
CUrlMCJN .. tF T Cl T /F. "ICJ T 
CUi',·il·lUNi·i;: J l /F:...! :1. 
c 
CUMI"iON/I:·:J2 /f< ...12 
CU Ml'iCJN ./F 1 ... ttG /F 1... t~U 
J;C!i"if'iCJN ··kiHT/WHT 
C (II~)Ci'tLTNCJ Ul f'!Clr!··Lli'l[(lF: J·(,/~{)i'"iL.lFF::.: U::t:Ji!' 
c 
c 
>< ·r :.: >:: c ( :::.~ > * ~:) c : .... :~ 
u ::: \ c: ( ::\ ) >~ ::; c 3 
C L.Ltt::;T ~)ClLJ(tF:E:.!:; CUfv·iF'l.JT(lTIUi·i ioiCJl,J !Uii';!;!•:!.~: 
(' 
c 
~:; !..lfv"j Q 2 ::: () v () 
;:; u i'-·i u ·r "" () • o 
~:; u i"i u r:· ::: 0 ' 0 
~:nH i r:· 2 "'' o • o 
~:; u r·---i r:· T ''" o ,. o 
CUi··i== :1.. L+2 
fi Cl :'j 0 I< = :1. ~ 1"\ T U T 
.X. \ :1. : X 1... - \ T ..... :.~ ·--- F :\ ( I< ! 
>::<:? ==XL.+\T/2····/·X ( 1,·:) 
x;\3 ==XX :1. >~\XX::.' 
RR1~DSURTCD**2+XX1**2l 
RR2~DSQRTCD**2+XX2**2l 
TD :::>:T>r.U 
:U :::<X:::: D **:~:_::+X><:.:\ 
ALG~2*CUM*DL.OGCRR2/RR1) 
AIN~2*CDM*DATAN2(TD,DXX) 
SUMU2~SUMQ2tAI...G**2 
SUMUP~SUMQPt~LG*ATN 
!:;; U i'i U r :::: ~;; 1...1 t·i tJ T + (~ 1... G ;t: F f U V ( I< ) 
SUMP2=SUMP2-t-ATN**2 
~:; I..J 1·1 r:· T :::: :3 1.1 t'i P T + (~ l i·-1 * F f U n ( I< ) 
•_;() CUi'--!T J NI..JL 
F1=SUMOP*SUMUP-SUMP2*SUMQ2 
r:· ::_) '~:; UM I) T * ::;uh UF' ···· ~;; Ui"'.iF' l * ::;u M U2 
r~ -..~ 1 "'' F 1 ./ r· ::_) 
F: -..~ :._: ·''' < ~:; u i'i r· T ···· r;: -..~ 1 :f '::; u n r:· 2 ' /. ~::; u h u r:· 
C C U 1·1 F' U T t1 T J Cl f'-1 0 F 0 U J L c: l J t) [ I U N C I T D fJ i! U '--'-' F: L CJ I j\! ~::; 
c: 
r:· T :·:: 0 ' 0 
DU ''JO 1\ :J YI\TUT 
XX1~XL-XT/2-FX(I\) 
XX2~XT/2-t-XI...-FXCK) 
XX3::::XX J :t:XX2 
RR1=DSQRTCD**2tXX1**2) 
RR2~DSQRTCD*t2+XX2**2> 
Tfi:::><T ~<D 
D:<>::: ''D**2·:· X><J 
ALUG~DLOG<RR2/RR1) 
A1A~~DATAN2CfDv:UXX> 
QSUM<K>~2*COMtATAN*RJ1 
PSUM(K)~)*CUM*AI...UG*R-..12 
FTOTCK)~QSl.JM(I\)tPSl.IMCKl 
JFfFLAG.NL.O.O>GU TO 141 
FTOCCK>~CFTUBCK>-FTOTCK>>tt2 
GCl TU !=}4 
:!. 4 l r· T D C ( I< ) •·•· ( ( C F T CJ F: ( I< ! ···· r: T U f ( I< ) ;. ! >~: l.J H T ( • : _; ) :-}:: ::-:< ) 
144 FT~FTtFTUC<K> 
/98 
bbt 
0NJ 
N~nlJ~ 
lJ~JJ 
JnNilNOJ 09 
C' F·r~ Cl Ul=< AM U l"i A G i'·l 
c 
c 
............... , .................... ::::::::::::::::::· 
C fHih r·r::UC·!I:.:t1~i I~:; A FUTr::(li'"l F·r::UCil?(:·,(i t .. JHJCH CUiil':ilC:: 
c T H c 1 i"-..! N 1: r:: t, N u L r·r:· L c r :ttJ F {'""i I') u ''li: r 1 z: t1 ·r 1 u t·! : . '···' 1 , 1 
C .. HULl/ UL\.'lUIU INTU Tl..JU Dll"il:i·!~::TLii!i':L ~;uur11·:i. Ui..l./<.1.;; 
C iHL I'I?UUF::tli'·i u::;1~:; THI i·ii::!.HUU Ul i:J,fi~J> Ji·!t)[F<·;Jflr! 
C i"HF /"j,:~lf·!NFTIZtlfiUN t)(:,Ll.JF~i ~:;u c:Ui'ii'Uii:O ,,h:L U .. :l.cl TU 
C C U ti I' U I E ·r H ! l U I (,I... I II I. 0 i1 N ( J i"i ll L T r· U r:: T H I (: U i I 1 
L f H L I 1\! r:. U I ft (l T (:i C U N ~:; 1 ~:; r ::; U F l H F I U L. L U [ ...! J N C! :. 
1::• < l ) T 1 TL. E ···· NUT i"iUI::[ fH(:lN 4 0 C H(:,l\:t,C ,11:::: 
1 ; .-: ::? _., N v ~:; U C:• ~· F U f f.! :: N CJ , U F L L L. L. · i t'l ,::,1<. J i·l '· .i U i ' 
,. BULlY ;;~:;uc::::~;u~:;cEF'IJHJLJfY ,. lUI·· 
t.. 
{"\ 
\,.· 
c 
c: 
j"• 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c:• 
c 
t::: 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
::. :.-::; ) ):~ ( 1 ) ~_, Z ( I ) >< & :?. CUI? :U ~:::: v C:i F c.: L L. 1... C L !""...! "!. h~ C ~:; 
( i} ) X (.) ( I ) I' X .B ( I ) y z: c ( I ) :-' z [I ( 1 ) /, .\ /. L. J f'i I i : ; u F 
CELL. CCJFt:i'·~L:F:~:; ( ~)[[ CH(1F:·T, fii.JIJ;. 
( ~':i) fiF' l !' (:1>< l v OF'~·~ v (,X:.:· U I r:· \ r:'1>< I t"iUTH Ul i ! IL.li 
M (~ UN F T I Z (:1 T J U 1"-! r:: [ ~:; r:· L C f J 1) L 1... Y 
(6) KTDTvZCONvCCJX,ftX 
I< T U T !"--! U r· l I L. n F' U l i·-1 T ::; 
/CON HCIGHl UF FICL.D F'OJNIS 
COX INITIAL. FIELD POINT 
fl >: 1 N T E r:: ') (1 1... B / l.J F l L 1... L1 F' Cll i"-·1 T :::; 
Cl U f F' U T l ~:; t1 ~:; F U L. L. U ~J ~:; ; 
( l ) ·r l f L I t1 ~:; l N J l'l F'l.J T 
( :~: .. ~ ) 
( '.:=.; ) 
N./:U 
NvSUCvFOT - AS IN INPUT 
FX<K>vFlUB<K>vFTUT<K> 
FXCK) ARRAY CJF X-CORU. CJF FIEI...U PTS. 
F T o B < I< > () r:: r:: r, ·y u r u r:: :r c; 1 N r::, 1.. ;::, u u i"'"i (., 1.. , 
r· T Cl T ( I< ) · ·· () r:: r:: r.~i Y U I F r· F L c; 1 J 1.) C ,·, i J Ci 1"1'' 1.. 'I 
r:: ..J < 1 > f, r:: r:: t·, ·t u r I i"-1 1-.11 r: ri t1 c; i"l r. r 1 z . : r :r c1 i' 
c < :r :o ,::·,r::r~t~·l ur:· 111 ~:c. r J' . .'L: r-i,,Ui·ll. r :r ;;:p,1· :r Ui'-·1 
JT !··i(,y HI::: NFCC'::;~:;(:·,I:.:\ TU l'!t,I<E !.HE UII·iFI"--!~:::lUi"l::; UF 
AvAA,C,BvWKSl & WKS2 CXACfL.Y FUUAL 1·u N 
JMF'L.IC:IT RLAL.*B<A-HrD·Z) 
REAL*4 FTUB2vFTCJT2vFX2 
Dii'iEN·:;IUN (l(f!OvUO) ,r:;x::2(HO> :,F.fUDCUO) !'B(UO> vCif::<)) ;·/,(:,(UOvU•)) 
:1. : .. r:· TUB 2 ( U 0 ) :' W 1·.:: ~:; :1. ( B 0 ) ~· I,J I\ U 2 i H 0 > v 1:· T CJ ·r •: U <> ) , < i U 0 ) : .. Z ( U 0 ;. 
? :' F T Ci ·r 2 ( :1. 4 0 ) v F. X ( l 4 0 ) v F: ..J ( Jl} 0 ) : .. Cl ':; l.J i'i i l 0 0 ) ;· I'·:; l..i jvj ( J 4 () ) ;· l J f 1 .. [ ( :1. 0 ) 
J,QSl.JM2C:I.40)vF'SUM2<l40)vXAC:I.40)vXB<J40)v/C(l40)vZ:DiJ40) 
C READ IN INPUT F'ARAMETCRS 
F.: F A D ( ~'.'; v :1. :1. ) T J T L.. F 
ll FUI~I·i(lT ( :1.0(14) 
PFAUI5r*)N,Sl.JC,FOT 
10 FURMAT(IJ,F:I.0.4) 
12 ~URMATI2Fl0.2' 
F:: F r'l :u ( :·•j !' * ) ( \ (:l ( ..J ) , \ F~ ( . ..! ) : .. :z C ( .! ) r / U ( ..J • :.. ...! :::: :1. , !"! .1 
1 ? :1. r· c:r r:: i"'i (:l r < 1 ~:.'i ) 
:1.92 FDRMAT<4F:I.0.2) 
64 FURMATC4F:I.0.2) 
b3 FUI:~i'1tll(F":I.0.4) 
REAUC5v*)fiF'l,AX:I.rDF'2vAX2 
66 FURMAT<4F:I.0.2) 
RL:AD(5y*)KTCJTvZC:ClNvCOX,U\ 
D 0 F U F: H (:, ·r ( J 3 ;• I :1. 0 • : . .: ) 
c XII·· J ... n c C.l ~; r u r· J •·l< o • o 1 / "'l ~ i o: 3 , 
SDP1~DSINCDP1*0.0174533) 
CAX1~DCOSCAX1*0.0174533l 
SAX1~DSINCAX1t0.0174533l 
CDP2~DCOSCDP2t0.0174533) 
SDP2~DSINCDP2*0.0174533) 
CAX2~DCOSCAX2*0.0174533) 
SAX2~DSINCAX2*0.0174533) 
n T 1 :::: ~:; .U P 1 /. C D F' :1. 
/1 T ; .. : • • ~:; :u r:· 2 ./ C D F' 2 
.1:: T :: D ;-::·, 1 (l N 2 ( t1 T 1 v C t1 X 1 ) + D (l T t1 t·l ;:' ( t1 T :2 ~ C (, >< .:.: ) 
F:I.~DSURTCCSDP1**2)tCCDP:I.tt2lt(CAX1tt2)) 
F 2 ::: D ~:; U F;: T < ( :::; D F' :? :t. :i< 2 l + ( C D F' :. ' >}:: ::« :::.> ) l ( C (:·, > .? >~ ::f :: :: .' .' 
1::· ::•; "'' F 1 * F 2 
~) n r ·· u hI r·! c r: T ) 
c n r ,,,, u c o ~:; < n r > 
F T::::!:;uc*FD ·r 
C SET UP COMPUllNO DO LOOPS 
0 U ..'~ 0 J :: l !' N 
F' I •••• :.·:•; , l 4 1 !'.'i ') ::.:.> (, 
i··'i u u :=:;; ;. () 0 
.U C T '''' .:? .,. () 0 
CUJ'.i•••• l , C t::> 
c-; (111 :::: l ,. 0 0 
Cl 0 .:~ () ... J :::: :!. Y i\l 
C Ctli..Cl.JL(l.fE THE F'tlF~(i/ViE.fE:F:~:; UF~ LLNCJHT TC) r:E. U :;r:c, 
\ :1. ::: >< ( 1 ) ···· X () ( ...! ) 
X 2 ::: < ( I ::• ···· X P ( .. J ) 
/l••:Z(J)····Z:CcJ> 
:? 2 •• /. < 1 ) ···· Z D < J ) 
C COMPilfE THE RADIAL AND ANGULAR fE:RMS RJ,R2~R3,P4,QlvU2vU3vU4. 
Rl~DSQRT<<Z1**2>+<X1**2>> 
F( ::.> :: D ~:; Cl F( T ( ( ?: ::.~ * :f. :::> ) + ( ::.; l * * :,:.> ) ) 
R3~DSQRT<<Zlt*2J+CX2*t2l) 
R4~DSQRTCCZ2t*2l+CX2**2)) 
F' :1. : • F~ :_; :t,< F;: 3 
F' 2 :::: F~ J :•-:< F;: 4 
(II... c; :::: D 1 ... Cl u ( F' :1. / r:· 2 ) 
JFCX:I..EQ.O)C!D TCJ 13 
I) 1 :::: D (:·, T t1 N 2 < :z :1. , X :1. ) 
i:l::.>::D(lli~N2 ( /2 ~X :I.) 
uu ru :1. ~·:; 
:1. 3 u :1. ••· r:· 1 ./ :2 
f) :::> ::: F' J ... ::? 
:1.5 IFCX2.EQ.O)GCJ TU 17 
U 3 ·::: 0 t1l t1 N ? ( ::>: :1. Y >< :2 ) 
() ..:'! :::: :0 t1 T (:·, N ;? ( Z ? Y X ;.:.:: > 
c;u ru :1.9 
:1. ·.:.:' u:·:~····F· 1. ·; 
c.l ..:"J :::: F' T ./ 2 
19 JF(J.EU.J)C!O TO 30 
0 D T U ~.:•.; 0 
3 0 (, ( J !J ...! ) ::: :1. • () 
~·5 o Fl < :r ) ,,,, f ·r 
40 CUNlJNUE 
C THE f.IEXT TEN ~:;T(JTL!"1ENT~:; CCJ11F'LJTC~; !HE !Nr.L.F;: (,1-JO I:I!LCfJ')I. 
C i'1(lUNElJZ(llTDN~:; [,JHICH NEILl i!Ul HI: IN 1111: lt,I .. IH'; IJI.I.i.IIIJI<If,ILlJi .. 1 
J (:}()::::1-J 
J j"(,J I.::·: :1. 
Ct1L.I.. F:Co4(llF < (;? Jt1 •' Li ~· i'-! ,, t:: v (;11 :· 1(·;;:; ... l.JI<~::;J :· l·.JI<::;_· ,, ill.; I: .. :• 
J F ( J F (:l I I. , F :) , <> > I! U f U :• (:. 
WRlT[cA,lS>IFAil 
·;TUF' 
:,·.) () (1;..) ') 0 ! •••• 1 '·' i'l 
F< .. J c J 1 •·•• F T ·· · C ( J ) 
c 
I T H [ 1) t1 1.. U [ :::; U F j···i f) U i'l F T 1 Z (; T l U 1'-l C U 1'1 I' U f L D ){ ·1 f H F : : U F: r:: U 1...1 T I r·l F 
C F04()lF (:11::;[ NDW l.J!)[:O TO CUf,·iF'UTE 1,)(:JL.l.JL!:: UF l·ifllii"'li::TIC 
C: (:;NUI"i (;I.. IF::; 
r~ 
1. •• • 
c.: CIJI-iF>i.Jf(;!lUi'-l Ul: THE C;UF::r:ITi-.!(llL'::; UF II!LU !'Uli• •.. L:iliJf.l::. 
:u u ::? ~··_; I< ... 1 l' 1.: r u ·r 
r:: 1· ..... I< 
F . :< ( I< ) ··•· ( C U / ··· U >< I + U X * F< I< 
FZ••••ZCUr··.l 
::.~ ~·.·; C U f'-l T I I··! U [ 
C ~:; F T U r:· C U M r:·u T I N U D U L_ U U r:· ~:; 
:U 0 /) 0 !< •••• 1 l' I< T 0 T 
Ui:)UI-i 'I ) ••0 ,. 0 
I ' i::: l.J (·i ( I< _:. .... () .•. () 
F ·rUT ( I< ::. ·•·• 0 • 0 
F f U B ( I< ) " 0 ,, 0 
r:· :::; u i"i ::.) < 1 : > •••• o , o 
Cl ~:; U l·i ~-; ( I< ) •• • 0 , 0 
CUM••••1 ,. E+2 
D D ~'.'i ~'.'i ,J :::: :1. v rt 
r CALCULATE THE PARAMETERS UF I.ENUHf TO BE 0SF:O 
X: :X 1 •• F X C I< ) ···· >< t1 C J ) 
>:: X ? •••• F >: ( I< ) ···· X D ( ,J ) 
:.? / l ::: 1::· z .... z c ( J ) 
>· z 2 •• 1::· z ···· z n c ..J ) 
C:: CDf·'IF' l...l.i L f HL 1:~ AD J;')l... (l f'l [I (l i"-l U UL t1i;: f [ h: /"-1 '::; h: l Y Fi: ;; l' I?:; Y r:.: /~ l' U l :· I):::· I).:\ :• U .t~ ·•· 
RR1=DSQRTCCZZ1*t2>tCXX1**2)) 
RR2=DSQRTCCZZ?t*2)f(XX1**2)) 
RR3~DSQRTCCZZ1**2)1·(XX?tt2>> 
F: r:: 4 ••• v ': ; u r:: r c c z :z >: * * ::.: ) + r, >< >< :::.: * >}•: ? :o ) 
r· r:· :1. ••• r:: 1 ~ 2 * F~ r:: 3 
F' F' :2::: F: r:: :1. t F~ r:: 4 
.U t1 1... U • U 1... U G ( F' F' :1. / r:· F ' :~) ) 
IFCXXl.LQ.O)UCJ TU 53 
T :1. •• • D (:; f (:l N :::.) ( :.? Z :1. Y X >< :1. ) 
r :~:.~ · u i) ·1· i:) i'12 ( z z :::.) ~ x >< :1. :o 
Ci U T U H :•_; 
•::; :·,; !" .I .... F:' J . ...- ··; 
r:) •F' I .... ~::: 
H c_; I F ( >: \ . .: ., [ U , () ) U Cl T U U 
! ::; ·.• fi (; l (; (I :.:2 ( Z / J ~' >:: >< :::: :• 
T4~DAIAN2>::/22,/X~) 
!jCJ ru u·:;;-
U/ 1·)·•1'1/? 
"!" .·~. ·••I' J .·} 
C T HI:: C U f'"l F UTA T 1 UN Cl F t1 N U 1'1 (l 1... l C ~ :, I< L c:; J (! ~:; 
U <J C:i (; 1.. • ::; r: T :~< D (l 1.. U t C ( J ) 
QAI..~CBl*(f2-T1tf3-l4)kCCJ) 
c; ti 1.. ~,:.; . • :::; n·r >r X! t1L u * r: r 
u i"1 L 2 •••• c r< T :t: ( · r ::.> ···· r :1. + T 3 ···· ·r 4 ;. >f r· r 
F' i::; U h ::,; ( I< ) ••••!' H U i""1 ~:.:: ( I"< ) ·: Ci (;I... ::: 
u ~:; u l'i ::.· I I< ) •••• Cl •:; u i"'i :? ( I< ) + Cl (i L ::.· 
PSUMCK>=PSUM(K)tGAL 
QSUM(K)=QSUMlK)tQAL 
~=.=.; ~.:.=.; f:: Cl t·.J T l i\1 1...1 F 
C 1-!lll·.J CUI··ii'UTE i'lNUJvi(,J...Y 1)(,! .. 1.11.:::. 
! TO f <I<) <)*I::·';>~ ( P~:::t..!M (I<) +U~d.li"1 (I< I) fCC!i'i 
F :·uu <I<) :;l;fl:';:{< ( F'~)Uri:.? (I<) +JJ:)IJt·j:) 0: I ) ) >~cc:.1 
6 C• f. U t..l f 11·1 U F 
no :1.21 I<'''' 1 :·I< rur 
i f Cl T .! ' 1'\ ) .:: I l 0 T ( I'\ ) 
I I U.U:,:• l I<) :::FlUB (I<) 
I \ ::.) ( I< > ::: F \ ( I< ) 
l ::.) l CUNT l1\llJ[ 
C WRlfE UUT OUTPUT 
WRITL(6r34)TITLL 
34 FUF<Htll( :I.OA4) 
WRllLC6v999)NrSUC,FOT 
999 FURMATCl5rFl0.4rFJ0,4) 
~0.3 
42 FUF:fvj(·,T ( :::.~0/ ... ·t)(lLUE:~:; OF CUr··iF'!JTEU (,!-JU(!,:,i, I!; Ji·1 UiJll': CJF LJ(,('!/'i(,' 
i,,J I? I T L: ( (; :' 4 4 ) 
<{ ·'} ! U I? ii (l l ( :1. 0 X / ' I / I l U .1. ! I () I ' , 
!..J 1;: I T [ 0: h :· ~.'i .:·) ) ( F \ ( I< ) , F i. 0 T ( I · I I 1.1 i3 ( I'.. .1 :· 1• J ·· I . I U I ' 
~G FORMAf(Fl0.2r2F:I.O.Jj 
I.J F: J f [ 0: (; , 3 :1. ) 
.::; J FOI?f·)(i I r; ::l()\/' ' 1)()1...UL::; CJ! CCii·iJ'[! fl.f! J fiji[!;.• (;(;J;j)[ i J i (: f J ()(.,! · .··I 
I.•J F;: I T E l ''> !' .:.· ·'::. ) 
'? .:) I : U I <: i"'i (l f ( :::.' 0 X , .. ' 
uu Jh J::J. !' j.J 
1.,1 r;: I r L c .-) , 3 :::: ;. r;; -.1 c J :o 
32 rur;:i"'(l r c LJ<":. ,, /' 
,:i .:. I U i\l f I i·l U E 
lJ 1;: I f L C i') , :;.; 6 ) 
.•. 1 lOT 
26 FOI?h(:,f(20\,''')(li...UF.~:; OF· CUi·iF'Ull.fi EFF'LC:TJ'.)I 1'-i(lC<i)LT//(lfifJi•!' .··, 
l..dF: TTL ( <':. v :.~')) 
') D F u r;: jvj (l r ( ~,:,; 0 >: ,• ' 
D 0 :::.~ 3 J :::: :1. v (.J 
I1.JF: 1 TL ( /; v ?4) C ( J) 
1. h 1 u r;: i"-'l (, r c ~: :1. ,,; , )' ' 
:1.~ FORMATl4:1.<8Fl4.6)) 
I lOT 
1. u r u r;: r··'i ,·, r < / ' 1 r;.: r;: u r;: IN r <)A(, T 1· r 1 (l J 1 •.• , :' .I i • 
;:> 4 I U 1;: 11 (l T ( II. {. , / ) 
.· .: ) 
C THJ~; ::;LClJUN 1~::; (1!··! (lfitlF'f(lliUi·l LIF fHL UI..I!;:H,:i; !'L.llif'F;.: 
c 
.. ! :.! J 
z i"i (l ·r ,,,, u .,. <> 
LID ::- .. : J 1 :::1. ,, I<TUT 
J F ( F x: :J ( J ) ., CJ T , z• i\1 i1 T ) /. i'l ,::, r :: F ., ' '· I 
CONI J i''UL 
CALL PSPACE(0.20,0.65rO.:I.Or0.40J 
C A L. L. C T r;: M t1 U ( / ) 
CALL MAPCO.OOvZMAXv20.00,0.00:o 
Ct1L.I... PUF<DLF;: 
CALL AXLSSJC30().0,),0) 
D Cl l :1 ;; I ,,, :! :' r··.l 
y T :1. •• / ,::, ( J ) 
;< r ::: ..• / J( r. 1 ) 
/ T I •·•· / L ( I ) 
?. I ; : ••• / )I ( J ) 
CAL! PUSITNCXT1,ZT1) 
c (i I L.. J C) I N ( >< T :! I' :z: T :2 ) 
i.. (:,1 !... f· U S J T i'! ( \ l J ~· Z T :.:· ) 
c::nLL. .JUTi'"'! ( \T2 ;• /T2;. 
CALL PCJSITNCXT2,ZT2) 
C t1 !... L J U I 1·1 ( \ T ~:: ~~ Z T 1 ) 
c i.i 1.. L. P u :,:: I r N < x ·r ;.:_; ~· z T 1 ) 
Ctli...L .. .JUii··JCXT1 vZT1) 
:1.:1.3 CONTINUE 
C (1 L. L C T F< 1·-1 (J U C / ) 
CALL PLOTCSC:I.Q,QQ,-0.50, 1 DlSTANCECKMl'·l}l 
C (J L. L C T ~~ C.l 1;: I ( :1. • 0 ) 
t::: (i L 1... f' L (J T c ~:; ( .... 1 v / () ~~ 1 :'.'.i ' () () 'I I (II ::; T (~, N L' L ( :-. i""l } :' 1 : .. : ) 
Ctol ... i... CTF;:ur;:I ( 0. 0 > 
···(j··jJ ::: ()' 0 
'( i"i (, :::: (• ,. () 
:U U 1 1 ·;.:-· I:: :1. , I< T U f 
I~CFTOB2CI).GT.YMAIYMA~FTDB2(J) 
J F ( ! f U :C: :2 ( I ) ,. L. T .,. ·.{ f"'i I ) r' i"-'i I : :I ·r D D :.:: ( T ) 
I 1 c r r u T ::? < I J • L ·r ., -r 1"--.i I > Y i""''i 1 '· 1 r u .. , ::> , r ) 
IF C F f 0 T ::::: ( I l ., C! 1· ., ·t i"-i n -' Y (·j (J ':: ! T U T >: ( J > 
l ·1 >' L:CH-1! I NUL 
Y , •• ,{:·, I :' "( i'-"1 (J / 2 0 ,. 0 
I' r·i ('i x ., Y i"i r."i + Y 1·1 r1 T 
... ( 1·1 (l ·'l ' :: ( y· i'i (:l X .... Y ~i I j\! ) / 3 
Y hI i\' ::: Y rl I··· '{ i'i t, T 
C (:l L 1... F' (J F' L !·: ( :1. ) 
c (·, L L F" b F' (J c F ( 0 < 2 0 ~~ () : <') ~::; I' (} ·! ·+ !'.'.i ~~ 0 v ") 0 ) 
CALL hAPCO.OO,/MAX,YMlNvYMAXJ 
Ct1LL lJCli;:DFF: 
CALL AXFSSIC300.0vJ5.0) 
C (:·, L L C T F: D F: I ( l ,. () > 
c (, L 1... F' L C) T c ::; ( .... 2 ,. '.'.'j () I' y j"vj {:, 4 'I I 1·1 (:, CJ (1 [ r T c: (; f-.! u l1i "'' '( ( Ci (:: j•vj i'1 (, i • ) : '; ) 
C (i L 1... C T r:: Cl 1:: I C 0 ,. () ) 
"{i"11 :.:') ::Yi"i T N+!::i ,. (! 
\. i"'i J : .. : • ''( ~i J N + l 0 • 0 
C.(:, L L.. f.J ~:; C U 1';: tJ < F X:~ Y r:· T Cl D ::.) v J ,, 1·.: T U ·r ) 
CALL BRDKFNC4v4v4v4) 
CALL NSCURVCFX2vF1ClT2vlvKTCJT) 
c: (:1 L. 1... F U L. L 
CALl PSPACL:C0.14v0.7l~0.05v0.95) 
;_:;r, LL nur::n~::r;: 
Y r·i O::l:.) :. '( r·i(l >: ···· ··( i""i I i"-..! 
y i'i (:, 3 "r' j"vj (l ::.~ + ::.~ 0 
CALL PSPACFC0.20r0.65v0.45v0.90' 
CALL MAP(O.OOvZMAXvO.OOvYMA2> 
CALL AXL:SSJ(5.00vYMA3l 
;:;r Cll'' 
E::i•!D 
C PROGRAM DMAGN2 
c 
(.: 
C:: THI:::; r·r;:uc-;F;:(:·,t-1 J~:; (', f'·iUUIF.IE:U r:·ul;:i"··i UF Di"·1(lf-il"·! lA.IIIJCH 
C C::UMPUfES THE EFFECTIVE AND MEAN LFFECTJUE 
l.. i"'itlGNLIJ/(iTIUN~::; r:·oF: t1 ~::;'(~:;T!:::r1 UF fldU Uli'iEf!::;JUI·i(,L. 
L I::I...DCI<::; U~)JNU THE l·iFTHUD Ul. :;uccc~:;::;J 1)[ JT·· 
C I : F: (l f I U N ::; ,. T H E 1'1 t1 U N c· T J ; .. t1 r 11 .1 i\1 h U C: IJ i··i F 'U T E D t1!? E 
C u:;cn fU I.::UI·il'l.JTE THE TUT(:lL FIEi .. i.l (iNUMr'1L.Y ICJh: 
C I HI. l::cnn·: i HE F'!UJCJFU)M :u; fl{)::;cn Ui'! THE FClFd'i!ILil! 
C !'UF<: 'fl.JU UTf-"iEI\'::;:roNr:'IL F:CC:Tt\NGUL.tlF;: FlL.UC:I<:;, 
C.: r HE J i-.1 F' tiT .\1 (:, T (i c: UN::; I ::; T ::; U r: T HI T II L FULL u kl I if L; .· 
C (JI TITLE.: NUT i'iUI<I: 'fH1::·1f-! ,·11' C11(1Fi1Li!l···, 
c · :· ·, i\! ~, :::; u c: ~· r: u r ~· f'i t·, )< I r ~· r:· r ·: .. 
C N~NU. UF FlL.UCK~ OR CELI...S 
C" :3 U L · · ::; 1..1 ::; I C r:· T 1 H J L J ·1· I' 
C: r: CJ f ·· U F< I Ci I i··! t1l... 1 f··! II U C I N c-; F 1 E 1.. Li 
l.. r-i (l X I T ···· N l.J r·, BE F< U F I IE 1;: t1II UN::; ( I i·i C F: E f1 :: !: U I F 
C C:: CJ N 1) L I< G E N C E D U E :::; j\1 U T T (1!"< F I ' 1... ti C: F ) 
C FT::; .... CCJNDITIOf',l FUF: L'Uf)'.)LF:GEi·!CLi'31.C l .. l/(11'1 ., i·!..•.Jt.' • 
C (3) XCI),Z(I) :- AS IN DMAGN 
C" ( 4 > >< r:1 ( I ) ~' \ B C I ) , Z C ( 1 ) :· :?: Li ( I ) ;: ···· i"1 ~ ; J i 1 11 i-'1 t1 f ; f'.! 
C (5) DPJ,AXJ,DP2•AX2 :- AS IN DMAGN 
C ( (~) • l<'fCJT ~' ZC:CJN, CCJX l' if\ ~ t1::; ii'-·! .Ui'l(lf;f'.! 0:: l< lUT·•••.;,;.o:.) 
C' U U ·r I'U T I::; (:l ~:; 1: ULI... Ot.J::; ::: 
C ( :1. ) f J r 1.. [ (l S J N J N r:· l.J T 
C ( 2 ) (! :· :::; U C ~' 1: U T v f·! r:1 X J T i. ·· (; ~::; J f·.J J t,! I' U r 
C (3) :or:·Jvtl>:::!.vDF'2vr-1>::? i···· t1;:; Jil Ii···.IF'UT 
C C4) F><<l<)l·F.TUf:(I"<)~ .. FTUTCIO:) ;···· (l~) J(J 111-'il\111' 
r (5) RJCI) ARRAY UF EFFECliVL MAGNEll/AIION 
C (,;;;. F;;,.JI<i"i r!LAN UF EFFLCTJ 1)L i'1tlliii!..II>f;fJC'i' 
c 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-Hv0-Z) 
I? [ t1!... :t: 4 r·r U T 2 , F' C) :1. ~· I C ::.: v F C! 3 , I T U :H ::.-: ~· F .X :~) 
D I i'i EN ~;; J CJ N I" J T !. .. E ( :1. C' ) ~· f: ( '."i 0 0 ) , C ( '.:=.; 0 0 ) v r:· 1.) T ( '.:=; () •) ) 
J,FfUT2C500)vFTOB2C500lvSl.JMC500),fTUTC500)•/(500)vl<500> 
2' f'TUB ·• '.:=.:,)()) v F\2 ( ~'.'iOO), r:·x ( ~'.'iOO), f::J ( : .. iOO) ~· l)':)l.J(i ( · :<>0) ~~ l''::n.Jf·i ( '.iOC•) 
3 , u :::; u i'i :? c :=.i o o ) ., r:· ~:; u M ::.' < '5 o c, > ~· :Y: t1 c ~= .. ; <> o > ~· : •. x-:1 '· • _; () o .· , .:.. , , ·. i o c, 1 ~, z n c • ; c' c' ' 
4vFG1(40),FG2<40),FG3l40> 
C READ IN INPUT PARAMETERS 
1;: E r') 0 ( ~'i v :1. :J. ) T I ·r 1.. [ 
I .; L () U ( :·.! l' ;y ) N l' '::; I J C , F U ·r ~' i'i t1 >< I T , F T ::; 
1;: E (.1 C: o: ~::, ~' >:< ) ( X ( I ) ~' :; ( J :' :· J •••• :1. , i'-1 .' 
12 FORMA·r~2Fl0.2) 
1;: [ (l D ( :' .. i ~· =·:< ) ( X t1 ( J ) ~, X H ( J ) ~' ?: C ( ..1 ) ~· Z Ll ,; .. .! ) ,, . ..'•·•· J ~, i'-J l 
64 FORMATC4F:I.0,2> 
~J FORMAT(2Fl0,4) 
READ(5,t)DP:I.vA\lvDP2vAX 
READ(5,f)KTOT,zCONvCUXYDX 
6 t. F' Cl F;: M (:d. ( ·'H:· J 0 • ;:_) ) 
c: n r:· :1 === n c u ~:; < n r· :1 * o • o :1. 7 4 ~53 :3 > 
SDPl~DSINCDPl*0,0174533) 
CAXl~DCUS<AXl:t:O.O:I./4533) 
SAX:I.~DSINCAX:I.tO.Ol74533) 
CDP2~DCOSCDP2*0.0l/4533) 
SDP2=DSJN(DP2:t:O.Ol74533) 
CAX2=DC:OS(AX2*0.0l74533) 
SAX2=DSINCAX2*0.0l745J3) 
:;:l(}5 
t1 T 1. == = S II F> :1. / C .0 r:· :1. 
(, T ::.'••••bfi r:· :2 /CDF) 
I:-: r : 0 r::l T t1 i'-! ~:-~ ( t1 T :1. ~· C t1 X l ) + .U t1 T f) N :::.:: ( t1 T 2 :· C A X ~-' ) 
F:· J : U ~:; tJ r:: r < ( ~:; D F ' :1. :t: :>.\ 2 ) + ( C D r:. :1. * >/<: 2 ) :>~ ( C t1 X :1. :t i\ 2 I :: 
F2~.USURI(CSDP2tt2)tCCDP2%t2)*(CAX2*i\2)J 
r:·J •F:I.:*I·:::.:: 
::: .to: T ==•= f! :::: I N ( r: T ) 
C !i l •••• :U L U ~ ; ( D T I 
F: •••·'3UCI<F.CJT 
L I' ~ : • =• F: T ;)· I T ~:; 
C :::;; L ·r U I · C U t11 · 1...1 T I N c-; D Ci L U CJ r:· ~:; 
F\ ..J I\ • =• () , 0 
:0 CJ /. 0 I ==== :1. v N 
1? ... .1 o: I) ::::FT 
r:· J :::J. :1.4:1. !5(.;;;:_>(; 
:0 F T == :2 • 0 0 
CUM•• :1. • E t::.> 
no :•_jo ..J···· :1. v N 
C CALCULATE THE PARAMETERS OF LENGHT TO BE USED 
IF(J.EQ.J)GCJ TO 55 
><:1. •\(J)···\(l(..J) 
X :; : = X ( I ) ···· X H ( J ) 
/:i •:?:r:::r.:·····ZCCJ) 
, . ,,, :•' < I ) .... z. n < ..J ' 
C C: U d F' U T L THE !? p, D J tl L t1 N :0 (, i-..J U U 1... t1 F: ! E r:: ;v; ~:: F: :1. Y I?;:; v F: :; :· h: '} ·· U :1. :· Cl 2 v U .:~: ,, 0 4 ,. 
F: :1. ::: D ~:; Cl F: T ( C Z :1. :t: ),< :? ) + ( >< :1 :t ;J< 2 ) ) 
R2=DSQRT((72t*2)tCXJtt2)) 
RJ~DSQRfCCZ:I.:t:t2>tCX2:t%2)l 
R4~:USQRTCCZ2%*2)t(X2%%2') 
P :1 = F: 2 >~ r:: ?; 
F' :) :::: r:: :1 * F: 4 
t1 L U ::: D 1... Cl Ci < F' :1. / F' 2 ) 
JF<Xl.EO.O)GCJ TCl :13 
U :1 :::: D r~ T t1 N ::? ( Z l v X :1. ) 
U ;:_:: : = D A r t1 N :::.> ( Z ::.> , .. X :1. ) 
c~o To :l.''.'i 
:1.3 u :1. :::p J /'::.' 
Cl ::.> :::: P I / ~~ 
:1.5 JFCX2.EU.O)GU TO :17 
0 3 ::: D (l T t1 N 2 ( Z :1. :.· X :2 ) 
0 4 ::::[I I~ T (l N ;.:_:: ( :z: ;:_> , .. X 2 i 
GU iU :1 ') 
:1. :? n 3 ··PI/~:' 
U4••••F' I ,/2 
:1. (? ,:) :::: 0 E f :t: F 3 :t: ( ~:; D T t ,r.., 1... U + C n T :t. I 0 2 .... U :1. ·:· U 3 ·· Ci 4 ) i 
C T r [ F:: t1 T J 0 f-.1 r:· F: CJ C L .0 l.J F< E BE U J N ~:; 
~:; U !'·1 ( .. ./ ) :::: C• .•. 0 
IF<L:C!••l 
I F J N :: t·1 (;X J T 
I CNT•••• l 
65 DO 30 K~IBL:GviFJN 
IFCK.GT.:I.)UCJ TO 40 
F. lJ T ( I\ ) :::: F T % t1 ;t ~:; U C 
GO TU 2'.''i 
40 FVT(K)~FrX*A*SUC 
:.?:' .. i r:·T\••••Fl.JT ( 10:-:. 
Sl.JM(..J)~Sl.Jd(Ji+FTX 
C T E ::; l r ur:: CU f-llJ[F:: UL NC 1: I::; NU L.J C (:lr::r:: J L J.1 UU i 
JF•,I·TX,I l,l:l:':liUU TCJ .:'i'i 
J() CUi'!.IINUI: 
2-0b 
I CNT••• J CNT + :1. 
I BEU==== IF J i'·!+ l 
IF J N•• IF I (!tl'i(:l.< 1 T 
1 r·· ( F T >< ,. c:i ., . .;- r:: F' :3 ) c; u ·r· o /) ~_:_=_; 
c.:;u TU .:~:; 
::j ' .. :; ~::; u !·) ( J ) : () • 0 
35 RJ<I>~RJCJl-SUMCJ) 
'::.; o c: u i\' r 1 t-.! u E: 
':; • > FUr:: (1 t1 T ( [ l ,<> • >' > 
r:: J I< ::: F~ ,.J I\ :··1:: •. J ( J ) 
.:~·;0 CONTINUE 
r:: .J i< 11 :::: F: .J I< / N 
C THE MAUNETIZATION VALUES COMPUTED ABOVE 
C' Af:~E u~:;E.O TU Cr0LCUL.r0TE THE: 1·1r~UNETJC f)NUi'1tlLY, 
80 FURMATCJ5,Fl0.2) 
52 FURMATC2Fl0.2) 
C' CUMPUfATJUN UF THE CURDINATES OF FIE:L.D PUINTS BEGINS 
DO /0 I<=== :1. v I<TCJT 
I~ I< ::::1< 
FX<Kl~CCOX-DX>+DX*RK 
Fl====Z:CON 
70 CUi'·! f I NUF 
C SET UP COMPUTING DCJ LCJOPS 
DU /4 l<====t v I<ICJT 
n ~:; u r1 < I< > ==== o • o 
PSU!·-'J (I<> ===0, 0 
:::· T u T ( I< } :::: 0 I 0 
l.E;Ui·'i::.' (I<)::::() I 0 
F T u F: ( 1·:: ' :::: () I 0 
CCJ11 ••:I. ,. E:+2 
DU ·;.:·:==j J::: :1. v N 
C' CALCULATE THE PARAMETERS OF L.ENGHT fU BE USED 
X X l :::: F. X ( I< ) ···· X t1 ( ..J ) 
><><:::.: ••I.\ (I< .l ····XB ( ,J) 
Z / :1. ==== F. Z ··· z: C ( J l 
z z :::.> ===· F z ···· z n c J > 
C' COMPUTE THE: RADIAL AND ANUULAR TERMS R:I.,R2,R3,R4,Ql,Q2,Q3vQ4. 
RRl~DSQRTCCZZ:I.**2>+<XXl**2>> 
RR2~DSQRTCCZZ2**2l+CXX1**2l) 
RR3=DSQRTCCZZ1**2>+CXX2**2l) 
RR4~DSQRTCCZZ2**2>+<XX2**2>> 
P F' :1. •=== F: r:: 2 ;t:: 1:~ 1::: 3 
F' P 2:::: F~ r:: :1. ;{<: R 1:::4 
DAL.G~DL.OGCPPl/PP2) 
JFCXX:I. .. LU,.O)UCJ TO :'.i:5 
Tl=DATAN2CZZlvXXl> 
T2=DATAN2CZZ2vXXl) 
GU TCJ H'.'.'.; 
::s3 ·r :1. ==••P 1 /:::.> 
T ::.~ :::: F' I / 2 
H5 IFCXX2.LQ.O)GCJ TO H7 
T3=DATAN2CZZlvXX2l 
T4=DATAN2CZZ2,XX2) 
GO TO f:l\:) 
B/ l3•••r"I/:? 
T4••=•P I/2 
C THE COMPUTATION OF ANOMALI[S BLUJNS 
R9 GAL.=SBT:t:DALG*RJC..J) 
U (~ L :: C n T * ( T 2 ···· T :1. + T 3 ·· ·· T 4 ) * r:: ,J ( J ) 
GAL::.>:: r;n T*D(~L G* F. r 
QAL2~CBTtCT2-T1+T3-f4l*FT 
PSUM2<K>=PSUM2CK>+GAL2 
QSUM2(K)=QSUM2(K)fQAL2 
PSUMCK>~PSUMCK>+GAL 
QSUMCK)~OSUM<K>iQAL 
:::·:; C:CJNJ 1 Ni..JL 
FTCJl(Kl=2*F3*CPSUMtK)tQSUM<K>>*C:DM 
FTCJBCK)=2*F3*<PSUM2CK)tQSUM2CK))*CDM 
-;.:·4 CDNTJr·-!UL 
DO :1.0/ I<::: :1. ~·I':TUT 
F T D T 2 (I< > :::: F r Cl T (I< ) 
F. T 0 B :~.~ ( I< ) : r· T 0 I:< ( I< ) 
F. :>:: 2 C I< ) :::: F / C I< ) 
:1. o·;.· CCJNT T 1"·-Jl.JE 
C WRITE OUT RESULTS OF COMPUTATION 
WI:;; J TL < <S ~ 34 > T I TI ... F 
c 
34 FCJI:;;HAT ( l 0(14) 
_WRITE ( 6 Y 4::) > 
45 FCJRMATC20X/'INPUT PARAMETERS USED,./) 
WRITL(6,47>NvSUC,FOTvMAXIT 
4/ FCJRMATCI5,2F:I.0.4vJ5) 
49 FORMnT<4F:I.0.2) 
WF<ITLc,:-),42) 
42 Fol:<ht, r < 2 o >::./,. ')f.ll ... uc ~:; CIF CDi"iPU TL n tli·-.IUhf.l L r E ~:; :r i'-1 u1-.1 :r ·r r; u r:· Utli111(1 '/) 
[,Jf;: I TL C 6 l' -:14) 
44 FCJF<i·'i(:lr C 1 OX./ .. FX F 1 UB F lCJ l. · 
I_,J F: I T L ( .~i !-' :'.'i .S ) ( F / ( I< ) v F T CJ .U ( 1-< ) v F T U T ( I< I ;• I<:::: l !-' 1·-: T 'J r ) 
56 FORMATCF10.2v2F:1.0.3) 
vJF<ITL ( 6, 2<~i) 
26 F"CJF<t1tll(20>: .. i•l.)(,/...I..JL~:; OF co;·v·jF'I...IT/::.U FI.ILC:TJ 1.)[ ('j(.,Lii.!!: IJ:;·,·:l·ITI);) · • .i 
2'/ FDF<rlt1T ( 20X/,. 
...I TOT 
D CJ 2 ~;) J :::: :1. l' j\) 
f,J F: I T L ( f.:. ~· 2 A ) F< J ( J ) 
23 CONTINUE 
V-II< IT L ( 6 ~ 4 U) 
40 F DF:i'i(l T ( :~:_> 0.\ • .. C Ui"iF'U TED '-..' t1L UL U I 1'-iF: (1 N Mf.;CII'!E:: T J / f1 T T (! i·! · /) 
.Z jvj(:,;< ::::I< l U ·r + 2 
C (~ L.l... F' ;:; F' (l c; L C 0 , :::_) 0 ~ 0 • 6 '.'.i , 0 .,. I. 0 , 0 , -4 0 ;. 
C(1LI... CTF:i"ir-)f:-1 C ·7) 
CALL MAP<O.OO,ZMAX,)O,oo,o.OOl 
C f'=l I... I... .0 () F< D L F: 
CALL AXLSSJ(300.0,2.0) 
[I () :!. I. 3 J :::: l I' N 
>< T :1. ::: X t1 ( J ) 
XT2::::)(fl ( T) 
ZT l ::::Z.C ( I) 
ZT?::::/D < J) 
CALL POSJTNCXT:I.vZTl> 
CALL JOINCXT1YZT2) 
CALL. POSJIN<XTJ,ZT2> 
CALL. JDJNCXT?,zr?> 
CALL POSTTNCXT2,Zl2) 
CALL JOINCXT2vZT1) 
Ct1i ... L. I'D~:)JlN(XT::.' .. z.Tl) 
Ct1L.I.. .. .JCJIN<:<TJ v:z·rl.) 
113 CONTINUE 
C (i I... I... I ' L 0 T C ~;; ( 1 0 • 0 0 v ···· 0 , ::•j 0 ~ · D I '::; .. ,.. (:-~ (I C E J I< h ) ' :· 1 J \ 
C{11...L CTI;:DF:I < 1, 0) 
c r-~ 1..1... r· L u T c :::: < ···· :1. ,. -;;-· o !' :1. ~··_; •. o o , ' u 1 s T t1 ;---! c L ' ~"· i"i ;. · ,, t · --
c::()LL c·rF:OI;:I C 0. 0) 
Yi"'i I:::: 0 ,, (.1 
y ~-~~~~ :::: () ' 0 
DO 1 :1. )' I •••• l ,, I< TOT 
I r:· ( F T CJ B 2 ( J ) • [i T , Y M (1 ) Y r·i t1 , ... F T CJ B 2 ( I ) 
IFCFTOB2Cll.LT.YMI'YMI~F10B2<Il 
:1.:1./ CONTINUE 
Y 1-·1 i2l T '''' Y h t1 ./ 2 0 • 0 
Yht1X•-• Y'i'l(i-t- Yl·it1 T 
'( 1·-1 f':i 4 ... ( Y i·l (.:1 X---- i 1·1 IN ) / 3 
Y ~11 N .... '( i'l I·-''( l·'i t':i i 
C r~ L. L r:· t1 F' E I( < :1. > 
CALL PSPACL<0.20r0.65r0.45v0.90) 
CALL MAPCO.OOrZMAXrYMINrYMAX> 
Ct1l...l... :HUF:OEF;: 
CALL. AXESSIC300.0v:l.5.0) 
CALL CTI~CJF:I ( :1. I()) 
CALl... PI...OTCSC-2.50vYMA4v'MAGNL1IC ANOMAL1(GAMMA)' 
Ct1l...l... CTF:CJI(I ( 0. 0) 
Y1·1J3::::\'i"iiN+~5. 0 
Yr·l 1 ;:_l,,, Yr··i IN+ :1. o. o 
CALl... NSCURVCFX2rFfClB2r1rKTUT> 
CALL. BRDKENC4,4,4r4) 
CALL. NSCURV<FX2vFTClT2rlrKl0T) 
Ct1I...L. F'l...ll...l... 
CALL PSPACE<O.:I.4r0./1v0.05v0.95) 
C:'il...l... FlUI;:DEF: 
Yi'·'it1 ::? •• Yi ... if:1/ .... { 1"1 IN 
y l'-'l(:i3::: \' i"iti ::_:! + :2 () 
c (l L. L F' ::; r:· t"t c L ( () • 2 0 !J () I ,;) :·: .. ' () ,, .:; '.' __ ; y 0 ' '.:.' () ) 
CALL MAPCO.OOvZMAXvO.OOr'r'MA2J 
CALL. AXLSSIC5.00,YMA3) 
CttLI... GF:LNI:i 
~:;TUI' 
LNO 
J,.O'/ 
·····.:::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::;::::::;::::: 
c 
c 
c 
c 
C: f H J ::; F·F~U Ul;: (1 h C Ui"'iF' U f F :;; THE U r:·[,J(11;: II C!F' f.! 1.1 Vi i'-liJJ (·; ji U C Cl ii f J !i U 1: .U 
c t.) r11 ... u L u F (\ u l'v' L N !vi r, u N L r I c u r;: u 1;: ::, '-' 1 T , , , i 1 u 1 i ,:, L ; .· 
c; T H L I N r:· U i U ~~ T t\ F U 1;: U r:· C U I"! l ::; (, :;; ! (! L L. Cll·J : . •·• 
C ( :1.) fJTL.F !·-~u·r i"iUI;:L fH(Ji.J !0 CIIJ·,J;_:(,C r::r-:·. 
c < :.:.:: :.. r 1... t1 u ··· 1 1:· 1... , ·r . c•· • u ( c-:; r•: ;:-:1 I. I 1 r \ . .., 
C ~~J LX,ZrFRQO : 
c 
L 
c 
c 
c 
!..>:: NCJ,. OF llFL.U I'UTJ'.!·i~; •.l'l..!l·.lll:; (II. 1L.JCl;o 
; ···· H F I U H T Cll C CJ NT I i'·l U ,:, r J U 11 
FRQU FREQUENCY OF DAfA 
IIJ:::;f(J)•.o()(J) i 
II I ~:; r ( I ) ··· ttl~ F;: (: Y U I ;::: ··· C U ~~[I U I I I F L U !' f ~ ; ,. 
l.. (~ ( I ) t1 ~~ I~ t1 Y CJ r:· t1 (.1 CJ l·i (·, L. \' t.) (, 1 ... U 1:: c 
C U l.J T r:· U T I !:; r~ !:; F Cl L L U ~J ::; :; 
C ' :1. ) T I T L. F I)!! l N I N F' LJ i 
c (2> L.::<·,z:~·r:·r~uo ···· t1~:; It ... ' Ii'·ll'l .. lr 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
1.:: 
c 
c.: 
n I ~:: r ( 1 1 y t1 ( 1 ) 
OI~;r ( l) t1!:; Ii··.l Ii"ll>i.Jf 
(:·, ( l :; t'1 F;: F;: t1 Y CJ F C:• U I.J T I i I U L f! (I:! U i i ;, i 1 
/ ( I ! ,, Y ( I ) ( 1;: F F1 1.. t'1 j·· .. J Ll J i'"i (l CJ I i""-1 ::·1 I< 1 1 • , , ! :: l ';: [! F 
FCJURIFR TRANSFORM) 
UFCJFCFIU l"it1Y L'..JHl 
)I I t1i F i._! ::; I UN i l T 1... L ( l 0 ) , t1 ( <? 0 () ) ,, .U J :·iT < ' .. 'I) u J ,, :; ( ' • li '" ) , .. I H ( ·:.:o C• '•· i 
:1. ,, r, I ( ·) () o l ~· 1: t·, F: ( <_;> o o ' y r:· n 1 ( 9 <I o ) 
I? F t1 D ( '.; ,, L i) ) f J T 1 .. F 
F: E (:·, :0 ( '.'.'.; ,, •·:·: ) F 1... ,..:"t C:i 
F: F (:1 D ( ''.'.; ,, :¥ > I.. \ ,, Z Y I . r;: C! 0 
h: F t, :u t. : j ,. ·:< ) ( D I ~;; T ( I i ' (, ( :: ' ~ I •·· 1 · I. < ) 
D U :1. :1. :i. J • • I ,. 1.. ~< 
IF(I,FU.:I.)XMIN~DIST(I) 
I F ( J . L Cl , I.. > ) >< !vi t1 \ '" D J :;:; T ( J .1 
:1.:1.:1 C:Di\!fli'-lUF 
CALL. SCAN<L.X,A,TMJN,TMA/) 
C T H F L / F' Cl i"'l [ l·l i I A 1.. C U F F I C J F i'"-·1 T ·:;; F U F;: U I ' [,J (, F: U C C! i··! f T i,i tJ ti r I U I' 
C ARL NCJW CUMPUTL)I 
c 
NN :1 ••1...\/2+ :1. 
lF(FL.AU .L.T. O.O)c-JCJ TU 1.7 
FACT~-6.283:1.9*FROO*Z/L./ 
uu ·r1:1 :1. n 
:1.7 FAC!~6.283:1.9*FREUO*Z/L./ 
:1. H U 0 J () I ,.,, :? ,, N N :1. 
FH(J)~FXF'<FACT*CI-:I.'l 
L I :::.; • 1.. >< .... I + ::;; 
F . H ( 1.. I :? ) "'' F H ( T ) 
30 CUNTJNUF 
r:·H(:i.)":i.oO 
CALL. SINTAB(LXvS) 
CALL. SAVF<L.X,FAR,Al 
CALL. CClNST(L.X,FAivO.Ol 
c• t1 1. .. 1... r: u r;: F< ·r' ( 1... >: , r:· r.~ 1:: , r: r, I ,. :1 • () ~· ·::; :· 
c t1L 1.. r ... i u 1.. r < ~:· :< , r· t1 r;: ~· r f) R ~· r:· H > 
C f.'1 L. !.. i· .. ·i 1...1 L. 1 < L >: Y F (, I ~· F t1 J ,, 1: H l 
----------
~10 
CALL SAVE<LX,A,FAR> 
CALL GAVECI..XrAI,FAl' 
CALL FURRYCLX,A,Alr 1.0rS' 
CALL SCAN(LX,A·ZMINrZMAXJ 
c: t1 L. L I ' /.. U T ( L \ ~· .U 1 ~:; T , t, :· > 1'-1 I N :, :< r·; (i .. · · ' J-·i J f'' ~· Z ri il \ t 
t.J r;: I T L < 6 :' :1. () ) T I T L L: 
t.J I? I T E ( .:•:. ;· J ,') ) ( D I b T · I ) ,. (:, ( I > :-· J • I. , I. ::< '! 
:1.0 FUF:h(:iT ( 1.0(,.4) 
1.:1. FORMATCFI.O,?) 
:1.2 FURMATCI5,JFJ0.2> 
:1.4 FORMAf<2FJ0.2) 
1.6 FORMAT(2FI.0,2) 
~:;rur· 
L(!D 
C********************************************************* SUBROUTINE FURRYCL.X,x,y,siGNlrS) 
C LIE ~:;c F;: I I' T J 01·! TH I~:; !:; U HF<OU T I i'·!E C Ut·1F'U T 1::~:; T H F i li :.> r F U UF: J L r:: T F::t: i! : ::· U r:: !i 
c 
f H E C U U L. E Y ···· T U I< E .( t1 L. U U F;: J T H i'''i .,. 
L.X~NUMBER OF DATA PUINfS 
.:X:•::•flF;:F;:tlY CUt!Ttili"-!11-!U h:[(,L F·(:lF:f ur· I·F·:(lf·-!•:Fi.Jh:l''1 
y· • • t1F<F:AY C:UNT (i If'·! I NU J i-'in C! IN ,:1 h: ... , F' , ... ,r .. · T U i i !< f:·, !'-' ·::::1- !.1 1:: !' 
SIGNI~t:l.. r·uR FORWARD TRANS~ORM 
~-:1.. FOR REVERSE fRANSFORM 
h•=•(:·,i:;:l;:tlY UF :::;JJ--!E 1 )(~/..UF':.: IIFi"'LF;:,:ilLU r.:; ;l}f'i<U!J/J(I[ •;J(I)(:,n 
CLAREBUUTr MODIFIED BY ALAN NUNN.J 
DIMENSION X<LX>vYCLX),S(LX> 
~:;c"'' 1. ,. o 
IFCSIGNI.Lf,O.O) SC~I..O/LX 
NN::::I...:X .. /::: 
N•::•L.>< .. / ,::. 
C 1:~LCJF~DLh .Uf'·:Ttl f:'UINT::; flY F:E' . )EF:~:;INC; UF:UE.F: UF fHF:: f Ji'!(;i?Y 
C D J Cl I T ~; U r: T H L T F: I N fl I C E ;;; ( J N .0 L X U F \ ( . .J -~· I ~;;; ( . I ···· J > > r'l i'·' .U 
C MULTIPLY BY SCili...E CUNSTANT SC 
c 
J:::::l. 
nu 30 J•:I.: .. L>::: 
IF<I.GT.J) CIU TO :1.0 
T [ M F' X:: · >< ( J ) :t. :::; C 
T E ~1 P ·y· :::: Y ( J ) l ~:; C 
X ( J ) :::: X ( J ) * ~:; C 
Y < .. J) ==::Y <I> >:<~:;c 
.X ( I ) :: T L t-·i r:· / 
\ ( J ) ::: T L i"-i r:· ·y 
:1. 0 i·'J:::: Ni'--! 
::?0 IFCJ,,L[,.I-1) UU TCJ 3() 
J::::J-· .. ('-1 
fi====M./2 
TF<r·l.UL,.:/.) UU TCJ ?0 
30 . .J::::J+i•i 
1...:::: 1 
NL..==::NN 
'lO I~:!TEP::•::?*I .. 
T N[J:::: :1. 
no ::)::·i i·l:::l. ,, L 
I NDN:::: I ND····N···· :1. 
··~:1. hJX••b(l····Ji'-!.Of'-.') 
l.J '(:: h ( I i·! U ) I<:::;: T C! i\! I 
G U T Cl 4 ~'.'.i 
42 WX::::() ,. 
vJ Y :::: !:; I Ci t'i I 
UU TU if~'i 
4 3 I,J \: :::: ···· :::; ( I ~-! U j\j t 1 ) 
WY~S<N+J-INDN>:t:SIGNJ 
~5 DO 50 I~M,LX,ISTEP 
f L M F' X ::·: vJ Y :t: Y ( J :··1... ) ····l..J Y :t: "( 0 I : L .t 
T E 1-i r:· Y :::: [,.J X* Y ( i t I.. I + '~--' Y ;Jc: X ( I + 1... 
XCitL>~X(I)-fLMPX 
Y ( I + 1... ) '''' Y ( 1 :o ···· T E 1-11:. y· 
::< ( I ) :::: ::< ( I ) + T F i""-1 r:· \ 
50 Y<I>=Y(I)t"fFMPY 
''.'.i ~'.'j II-..! 0 :::: 1 i""-1 0 + f'l L 
1... :I ~:;TLF' 
N L. ,,,, N 1. .. . i· :::) 
JF(l..,.LT,I...\) UU TU 40 
WRITL<7v65)(X(I) YY(I),I=1rLX) 
65 FURMAT(2F10.2> 
I( E T U 1;: i\! 
C:t:t:t:>¥.********************************************+tttlYttt 
::; U U I~ Cl 1.1 f I N E '3 I N T tt :U ( L. >< ' '3 ) C~ DL:~:;Ci?II:'lJUi-.1 THI!:; ~:;unr;:Ui.JYIUL LtiLCUL(ilL~:; ,··~ ::;Ji' !(,(:!...! u::;IC· Ii'.l :U!··i;:( 
c 
C' 
("~ 
c 
c 
~:;====~:;IN 1JtiL.ur::·::; ur niMLU;:;JCJN 1.x. 1.~JHLI;.·r 
::; < l ) :: :::; I t-.1 ( :>~<I· l >¥. ( l l ) ./ : . :.< i :1 :. : 1 Y • , , •. · .• ,. , , , , " '· 1 .. / . 'f I ~ J 
i./: j.ll.l < Ul 1·:·, :; .. I. i•J I I i (I 
************************************\~**** 
Dl i1 E i'! :::; I D N H ( 1... :< ) 
NJ::::I._)i/4+:1. 
tlF:CJ::::() ., () 
D E L. 1:) 1;: C! :::: 6 • 2 H .:) :1. H :'.'j 3 / F 1... U (:1 T ( 1... X ) 
D U :1. 0 I '''' 1 r t\! 1 
~:; ( I ) :::: ::; I N ( 1:1 f: C! ) 
A r;: 0 :::: r:) 1;: C! + [I E L i"tl~ U 
:1.0 CUNTJNUL 
r~ ~::: ·r u r;: i··! 
END 
C***************************************************** SUBROUTINE CONST<LXvXvVAL) 
C THI~:; !:!UBF:Ul.JTii"-·.1[ (l~:;~:ilUr·!~:; THE: t)(1LU1: l.)(lL. fU I(1CH LL.Eiil:i"J f 
C X<I>~·I••••J! .. :.)!''''"'L/ OF;< 
("' 
Dii"lLN::;IUN X(I...X) 
D Cl l 0 I :::: l v 1.. / 
X ( I ) :::: l) (·tl.. 
:1.0 CUNT l 1!1...11 
F~ L ·r U F;: i·! 
E:NU 
U U El F~ D 1...1 f I N L ;:; t:'J t) L ( L. X ~· X , Y ) 
c 
L THIS SUBROUllNL SAVES THE ARRAY Y(ll AS ARRAY !Cl)vi~1,L\ 
(~ 
D I 1"1 F N ~:; I U t-! ::< ( I. :< ) !' ( ( L X ) 
0 0 :1. 0 I =• l v L. >: 
X ( I ) =•== Y ( I ) 
:1. 0 t: CJ H T 1 N U L 
r;: F: T U 1;: i··! 
L i'~ U 
c 
C THJ::; ~:;uuF;:UI..JTii'!L 1-iUJ...TlF'LJE~:; ::<.; J .:0 HY l' J • t;Ji:r i'l.l; i!ii ~··E~:;ULT 
C J N ·r HE (:, !;: F~ (l '( / ( I ) v I •••• l v ::) ~· • • , , • i.. \ 
c 
UlMLNSlON XCLX),YCLX)y/(LX) 
.U U :1 0 T ::: :1 v 1.. >< 
/(J)••X(J);t:Y(J) 
10 CUNfJNl.JL 
F;:LTUF;:N 
t::i··JO 
[**********************************+*+** 
:::; U r: F;: (JUT J N [ ~; C t1 i! ( L. X v X: , '( , ,/ ) 
:0 J i,··j L J--.1 ~:; J 1J 1·1 >< ( I .. >=: ) 
·.{ :::.\ ( :!. ) 
/::::;:< ( :L ;. 
no :•) ::·i 1 •·•· 2 , 1.. >< 
IFCXCJ) .GT. Z)Z~><CJ)tlO.O 
J F ( ::< ( I ) • L T • ·.( ) Y •••• :< ( J ) ···· :1. 0 , (! 
:'.'.i ~:'i C U I··! T J ~,ll.J L 
F~E::Tl.JI;:i'-1 
EHU 
C**************************************+*+ 
~:; l.J B F~ U l.J T 1 N [ F' L. D T ( L. X !' X ~· ( r• Y j···i (! r1 >:: ri r::, r1 ( h (! r· ( ii (:, ~· 
UIMLNSJON XCL.X),Y(L.X> 
C(:ll ... l ... Pt,F'EF;: ( :1) 
CALL. F'SPACEC0.20v0.90v0.20,Q.90) 
CALL. CSF'ACE<O.Q,J.o,o.o,J.O) 
CALL. MAPCXMN,XMA,YMN•YMA> 
Ct1LI... DDF:OLF< 
Ct1l ... l.. CTF;:Mt1U C H) 
CI:~LI ... (,;<[~:; 
N••••I ... X 
C (l L 1.. F' T F' L CJ T ( X , Y ~· :1. r1 N , 4 3 ) 
Ct1I...L N~::;CUF:t) (X, Y, :1., N) 
Ct,L.I ... CJF:LN[I 
h:LTUF<N 
C PROGRAM MGRAV 
C T HI~; F'F( UGFt11'-l CClrlF'U TL:::: fHi:: F' ;:; L UDCJ G F:J':i 1) IT\' i1 i! U H t1l... Y 
C C CJ F~ I( E ~;:; F'Di"'!D J N Ci TO (:l U It) Li",! i"'i t1 UNL f 1 C t11-1 Ui"'it1L ( !.! ~; J i·! U 
C T H F [ Cl U I 1,) t1 L [ N !' L. (·, ·( L F: I" H F 0 1:: ··t .• ~~ 0 F T t1 J L C :u (:, C l .. U !..J fl I 11 i . 
C THE THE::ORY OF THE:: HE::THOD CAN BE FOUND IN CHAP, 
C ONE OR IN INGLLSC1971l. 
C INPUl DATA IS AS FOLLOWS: 
C (:I.J TITLE:-NOT MORE THAN 40 CHARACtERS 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
( :::~ ) 
N ~ CUN::;T! 
j\! ::N D, OF D l.. U C 1<~:; Ht1l< I i·-1 U UF' LOU Il) t1L E 1'-J 1· I. (l Y [1;: ,· 
NO, OF AVAILABLE POINTS OF MAGN['I"IC OBSERVATIONS 
CONST=CCJNSTANT OF PROPORTIDNALifY BLTWE::EN DENSITY 
AND MAGNETIZATION 
::::T~(llN;•/:T1 YZT2~ 
ST=FlRST X-CORD DF FIRST BLOCK 
AIN=WIDTH OF BLOCKS MAKING UP EQUIVALENI LAY[R 
z: T :L )' Z T 2 1 .... DE F' T H T Cl T U F' () N D B 0 f f U i'l ~;; U h: F (:, C E ~ ; U F 
DI ... CJCI<::; htli<JNU l.JF' EUl.JJl..'f:lL .. I::NT L,:·,.,.-E:I? 
C (4) DP1vAX1,DP2,AX2: 
t:: DP1 ~tl><l :····DIF' r:;,NU (:·1\It·iLITH C.iF Lf:1I·:TH .· :; 111:LJ1 
C D P 2 , (l X 2 : · [II F' ,-~ i'·l .U (l X J h i..J T H U F i"'i (, U I··! I : i. I / (1 f J U (I 
C C5) KTCJT,ZCUNrCOXvDX: 
C I< T D f :::: i'--! D ,. U F F I L L [I r· U I NT~:; 
r ZCON~Z-CDRD OF FJELD PCJJNTS 
C CUX=X-CORO OF FIRST FIELD PUINT 
C D X :::: S F' (l C I N G Cl F F l E L [I F' 0 I. (! I ~ :; 
C C ,<) ) X C I ) ~ ;? ( I ) v F T ( I ) t {~ F;: F;: (1 Y '::; 1.. 1.) N T (:, :i. i•' l !··.! Ci i H E / ill'' fi 
C /-CORDS. CJF THE GIVEN hAGNEllC ANOMALY AND fHE 
C VALUES DF THE MAGNETIC ANOMALY AT fHE POJNlS 
C DEFINEO BY X AND ! 
C T H F U U r F' U T I ~:; f1 !:; F CJ L. 1... CJ W ~;;; ! 
C (1) TITLE: AS IN INPUT 
C ( 2 ) >< t·1 < l ) ~· ;x; B ( I ) Y Z. C ( I ) v ;::·: D ( l ) ~ · · T H E F < T [ I· I ~ ; I C.i 1-l U F f H E: 
C BLOCKS FURMINU LAYER AL .. UNU X ~ND ! DJRFCTIONS 
C (J) X(J),ZCilvFTCilvFTUT(I): 
C \ ( I ) !' :z C l ) ~· F. T ( I ) ! .... (:1 ~; l N I N r:· 1..J ·r 
c 
c 
c: 
('' 
c 
c 
c 
c 
r:· T D T c 1 ' ! .. t1 r;: F: () y u F c u r··1 r:- u r c n F· '::; E: u u u !·.i r;.: 11'..' :r r 1 (:i 1'1 ut--i t1 L. Y 
(.<'}) r;:...l(l)!,pJ(J)! .. I'~F:F;:tlY'::; C:IF CUhF'l.JTF:Li i'l(:,c;i'lC:TI::f,fJ()(i (ii'-'f! 
:U E: i'-l '::; I T '{ D I '::; T I? I f.i l..l T I CJ N Cl F T H F: U L U C i : ; i'-1 (i i< T i'-! ::; 1. I r:· 1 HE:: 
F:QUJVALLNf LAYER, 
IT i···it1Y .!JF 1'-lFCF'::;'::;tli~:Y· FUI? (, !' (i(l, (-{ !' C !' !_,_11<'::;: \ t,.JI<~~:::: fU 
HAVE: OJhENSIONS EQUAL TO N 
IMPLICIT REAL*8CA-Hv0-Z) 
OIMLNSJON AC300v300),XT(300),FTOTC300l,~ 1 300J ,/(300) 
:? v r: .. i c 3 o o ' !' 1::-::< c 3 o () ) , r;: J c 3 o <> ' ~· '::::t.J ~1 c .>:) (J ) !' kl u 1;.: 1:: c : , ":J ·, ,. r 1 r L.. 1 ' 1 ') :t 
4PCC30Q),AAC300,JOO>,WKS1C300),WKS2C300J 
CUi'1i'.iUN ,..-tl./(l 
CCit1i'iUN /()(1,.-··tlf.:l 
CDi'·ir1UN /.B./B 
CD i"'!i•1CJN ..- >:: (~ . iX(l 
C0i'1i'iCJN ,/X El/ X f: 
CD 1'·11'1 ()j··.J./ Z C ./ZC 
CO i'·l i1 Cl N / Z :0/ /U 
C CJ 1'11-'iCli'·i ./\,.-·X 
C U i"i i'i UN/.?/. Z 
c o i"' r·1 u N /. r:· T / F r 
C U h i'i U f··l .. i I< T 0 T .·'I< T D T 
COhMON/CONST/CONSf 
COMMON/fiTLE/IITLE 
c u i"1 r··i u i"~ .i i··l .. ' r·! 
C READ IN INPUT PARAi"'EIEf~S 
1;: E 1::l Li ( ;==; ~· l l ) ·r J T 1.. E 
:1. :1. r u r;: ri r:') r ,: :1. o (~ 4 ) 
I? E (i .0 ( ~'.) ~' ~'<: ) N ~ C U N b T 
10 FORMAT(I3,Fl0.4) 
F;: [ (:l .0 ( ~'.'j ;· >:< ) ~:; T ~ (i J N ~· / T :1. , Z T ::,:: 
RLAD(5,t>DP:I.,AX:I.,DP7rAX2 
,~·> 6 F U F~ h ti T ( 4 F :1. () ,. 2 ) 
READC5vt)KlOT,zCON,COX,DX 
r:: L t1 D < :.=; , ~< ) < >< c I > , z c 1 > ~· r:· r ( 1 > ,. .1. ·==· 1 ~= 1 : , 
N.t-.:===i-!+1 
DO :1. J=:l.vf'·.JD 
:1. XT(J)~CST-AlN)tAINtJ 
D U 2 ... 1 ,,,, 1. , N 
X (, ( • .J ) '" >< T ( . .J ) 
/B( . .J!=.<T(..J+:I.) 
zcc..J)=z:rl 
z n ( . .J > ==·= z r ::.:.> 
:2 C.~ U f-..J·f I;-...~ U F 
CDP:I.~DCOSCDP:I.tO.Ol/4533) 
SDPl~DSINCL!P:I.*O.Ol/4533) 
CAX:I.~DCUSCAXlt0.0174533) 
SAX1~DSINCAX1tO.Ol74533) 
CD I':::.> •• D C' CJ ~:; ( D I' :2 t i) .,. () :1. / 4 :•.=.: ::; / ) 
SDP2~DSIN<DP2t0.0:1.74533) 
CAX2=DCOS<AX2t0.0:1.74533) 
SAX2=DSINCAX2t0.0174533) 
t1 T 1 '"' ~:; D F' 1 / C .0 F' :1. 
t1 l2•== ~:;n F' 2 ,·' CDI ':::.> 
BT~DATAN2CAT1,CAX1liDATAN2CAT2,CAX2J 
F 1 ,,,, :0 ~:; D F' T ( ( ·::; ll P l * t :? ) .. :. ( C:: :0 I' J ::·:< ::t: ::> ) ;t-: ( C: (:i X :i. ;{< >:< :2 ) > 
F2=DSDRTCCSDP2;f.:t2>·~CCDP2tt2ltCCAX2tt2)) 
F 3 "" r:· :1. >:< F :::.~ 
~:; B T ::: D ~:; J i"l ( B T) 
c:cr=nco~::: ( nr > 
C SET UP COMPUTING DO LOOPS 
DD 40 l=ll·N 
PI=3. :1.4:1.::=;<)2h 
Ml.JU===2. 00 
DLT:::: .... ::_> ., ()0 
c: u f'·i :: :1. • E:: + ::! 
c;t,i'-1====6 , . .::·~ :? 
.0 0 4 0 ..J :.:: 1 ' I'-! 
C C(:ii...CUI..t,TL THL l'r:'iF:f:ll·lE fLI;:~:; CJI L.::::J'C!HT J U L:L u~:;:f! 
X :1. ,,,, X ( I ;. ···· >< t1 ( • ..1 ) 
X :? '''' X ( I ) ···· X B ( ..J ) 
Z :1. ' ' Z ( I ) ···· Z C ( ..1 ) 
/):/([) /[I(..J) 
~IS 
C COMPUTE THE RADIAL AN.O ANGULAR fLRMS R:l.vR2YRJ,R4YI)L~Q~,u3,Q4 
R:I.=.OSDRTC<Z:Lt;t-:2)~(X:I.tt2)) 
R2~DSDRT<CZ2t;f.:2)+CX1tt2)) 
R3=DSQRTC(Z:I.tt2J+CX2tt2)) 
R4~DSQR1((72tt2)+CX2t%2)) 
r:· :1. ,,,, F: ::.:: ;!< r;: :.':'=; 
F' 2 ,,,, F: :1. ;~·=: r:: .::: 
c 
c 
tli...U=::=Lti...UU ( F>J./F'~-)) 
IFCXl.EQ,O)GO TO 1~ 
D :1. :::: 11 A T ~~ N 2 ( ?: I ~' \ l ) 
U 2 :::: D A ·r t1 N ~Ol ( /. ~: ~ .. X :1. ) 
uu ru 1' ... i 
l ·:;s D 1 ::: F ' l ,. :·.:_:: 
u :~) :: r:· J,.i ;:) 
15 lF(X2.EU,O)G0 TO 1: 
Q3~DATAN2CZ1~\2) 
U4~DATAN2(72,X2> 
uu ru 1') 
1 )' u ~-:,; ==== r:· 1 ,.. .. ;:_:· 
1)4 ::I' J.i '2 
1 ') f'1 ( l , .. ..1 ) ::.· -~? :}: I :; ;{: ( ·::; H T ::~-: (:11.. G + C n . f ;{:: ( U ;) ····I! J -i !) ~-;; ··f) i} ! ) :{: C C! i'-'i 
:e c 1 > ,,,, r 'f < 1 
40 C:Ui-'fli!UL 
c 1-'ti...L I>! 1.) ,. 
:::;Tor> 
[1'·-lfi 
::;UDF<ClUT 1 NE l Nt.JT 
c C T H F ~:; U B F;: U U ·r I N F I f'! 1-) T J !'--! t) [ F;: T ':::. T H L ~-~ t1 T F~: J \ I U 1:;: i·i F U 1: F' U i'l 
C THE GJt)LH tit1GNFIJL; (Ji!UI·ltiL.IE:.:::; lU C!Ji.)[ THE: LIJ';·Il:If:UT:LUN 
C Cl F M t1 G N [ T l Z t1 T I U f··! l..J H J C H J ~:; T H [ i..,! U ~:; [ :0 T U F I j\1 :0 f HI 
C C D F< 1~: L ~:; I' U N D 11·-i G D J ~:; T r;: J n l.J T J U N U F D F N !:; I T Y t1 i) D C :. J ' j • ; L: i 11J 1::: ~-' T 1... Y 
C THE r·~:;FUDUUF;:(~ 1-)Ji'1E::TF:IC (1i'-!UI"it1L..Y CCli:;:F:E::~:;r:·Ui!XIJi·JC; ii.l THE:: [;Jtll:i'.i 
C 1'--·j () G N F .. , J C t1 N U 1'-'i (tl... Y t1 r-! D F U U J 1) t1l... F j· .. l T L (I Y E r;: , 
(" 
IMPI...JCJT RFAI...t8(A-HvU-Z) 
DIMENSION A(300v30Q),BC300)vAA!300v300),CC300 1 Yill300),/l300> 
:1. ~· ~:;u11 c ~-:';oo', z: ( 3oo), xt1 < :_;;oo) ~· >-:n ( 3C·f) 1, :._i_C '· :·•-i>r-' ·, ~· /'U < .'=:<>1)) y I" .J 1 soo > ,. r;: .. J i ::;,,.o ·, 
2?FX(3()()) ~·r:iUf(3()0) ?FZC300) ,~JI<~:;J' ;:,(•(·! · .. IJJI :: :• '•··:>C·I !'I J II..[! :I.C' 
JNTEUFR lvN,Jv1AvlAAvJFAll... 
C: Ui"i M UN . ..- (1/ t1 
CClt·'IMUN.i'B/E: 
CDt·1M UN.·'>< A/ X t1 
CDi"lMDN / ><D _,.· \ r: 
C:Dt'IM UN_/ :z:c / ·z: C 
C CJ 1-·lrlU !'-! / ZD / Z U 
COMrlUN...-·X..-'\ 
CCli'lrlDN. · Z / Z 
C CJI·l i·l 0 N ,.-' F~ T ./ F f 
C D l'·i 1-·1 () N ./ I< T CJ T / I< T U T 
COMMCJN/CCJNST/CDNST 
CDMMON/TJlLF/TlTI...F 
J t1::::N 
1 ('1 (:·1 :::: f'-·1 
1F(•11L••l 
Ct1l...l... F(!-:::.(1·1·F:· :: (:,, lf'1, H ~~ r-·-!, 1.:::, (.:,(l ·· J1-:1(:1 ,. ;,...JI<·:;J ., ;,.JI :::; _ _.: •.. Ji ~·,J: .. · 
1 F ( 1 r:· (I J L. , E 1J ... 0 ) U Cl T U 2 0 0 
WRJTEC6v18ilFAll... 
~::; T 0 r:· 
200 DD 3~:l; J:::J!'i'! 
F:, .. I(J)•=CCl) 
F' J ( I ) •••• I ;: , I i l I :-:< C U {' .. 1 :::; r 
33 C:DNT 1 r!U! 
l El I D F;: 1-1 t1 r ( ./ i E 1:;: 1·: U r;: 1 i'-! r:· 0 A (l T r:· 1 F t11 L. •··. · , J :~:: ) 
DO ~.'i 1 1':::::: :1. Y KTOT 
r:· X ( 1\ ) ::: X ( I< ) 
F' z: ( 1··:.: l :::: .? ( I< J 
' .. 'i :1. C C:l i'! T J 1·1 U E: 
fi CJ (,(I I< .:: I. >' I< I U 1· 
c (l i'•i :::: {; <· {; '.::' 
r:· 1 ;;; ?; ' :1. :'j :1. ~'.'j ') :.::. (, 
::;Lih (I·<):::(), 0 
1:: T 0 T ( 1\ ) : (,; • 0 
CU!··i :: :i .. Lt~'.j 
D CJ ~=.; '.'5 . ..! : :i. , N 
C: Ct~I...Cl.JL(ITE IHL F'(ll:~r:~MLTLF<~:; CJ!. l...[i'!CiHT TtJ E-:L IJ':;[J.1 
XX:I.~-CF~(Kl-XACJ)J 
.::< \ ~.' : = ·· ( F >~ ( I< ) .... >< b ( J ) l 
ZZ:I.~-<FZ(KJ-ZC(J)) 
ZZ2~-<FZ<K>-ZD(J)) 
C C 0 i'i P LJ T [ r H L I\ (l D I 1'~ L. r:) N [I (l i'-.J U U 1... (:·~ F;: T [I? li;) h' J :· F: ) 1' F·:: ; ·· l< ·: :' L! 1 1' U :.• 1' f.1 ~; 1·' f) ,·1 .,. 
RR:I.~DSQRT((ZZ1**2>tCXX1**2)) 
RR2~DSQRTCCZZ2**2l+<XX1**2l) 
RR3~DSQRT<<ZZ1**2lt(XX2**2,i• 
RR4~fiSQRTCCZZ2**2>tCXX2**2Jl 
ALU1~DI...OUCRR4;'RR3J 
ALU2=DI...UGCRR2/RR1J 
F' F ' :1. : X >< :0' ;t: (~ 1... G :1. 
F' F' :::.; '''' X >< :1. ~<: r:":1l... U 2 
IF'tXX:I.,[Q,OJGO TO 53 
T:I.~DATAN2CZZ:I.vXX:I.l 
T2~fiATAN2<ZZ2,XX:I.l 
UU TO U~''; 
~'.'i 3 T :1. ,,,, F:· I / :2 
T:.:.>::::f' I /2 
85 JFCXX2.LQ.O)G0 TU 87 
13~fiATAN2CZZlvXX2> 
T4~DATAN2<ZZ2vXX2) 
UU TO fli/ 
B>"' TJ::::f' I /2 
T .<::. :::: p J / ::? 
C THE COMPUTATION OF PSEUDOGRAVITY ANOMALY BEGINS 
n i? Ll t1 L ,, < r:· P 1 ···· r:· P ;,:,; ···· z z 1 >r c ·r 1 .... r 3 > + z ·: '..: * ' 1· ;; .... T /~ ) ) r. r• .1 · ... i • 
'::l U M ( I< ) :: :::; U fvi C I< l + U t1L. 
~.'i:'.'; CUi-! r 1 NUL 
F ·r CJ T ( I\ :' :·: 2 t U t1 t'i * ::; l.J li ( 1'. ) 
tiO CCJI'--.IT I NUL 
C l·J F~ I T E U l..l T I~ E: ~ ; l.ll... T : ; CJ I : C.: U i·1 F · U T (l T l u i! ~ :; 
t,.,l F;: I T E: ( -:':· ~· 3 4 ) T I T L. [ 
~ FORMAT(4F:I.0.2l 
!.•J r;.· I T F: ( (, ,, l2 ) 
42 FGRMAT(~OX/'VAI...ULS CJF PSLUDCJGRAV.AND MAUNLIIL ANCJMALIES 
vJ 1;: I T E ( 6 Y 4 4 ) 
44 FCJF:MtiT\:I.OX.i··r:x r·r flU/. il 
V-1 F~ I l L ( c<) Y ~'.'j (~·, ) ( F: X ( I< ) 1• F / ( I< ) 1' r: T ( i< _:, :· F "i U T ' I< ) 1• I<·· • J 1• i< l U T ) 
56 FCJRMATC4Fl0.3) 
t,J f~ I ·r c ( /; 1• 3 :1. > 
::<; :1. F U F;: i···i t1 T ( ·2 0 X/ ' t) t1 L I..J E '::> U r:· C U f-'1 F' I..J l L [I t'i (l G i\1 E I I :;: f1 I I t:1 i·l .·· ,. ) 
IJ.J F;: I ·r F ( (:; ,, / 4 ) 
/ 4 F:· u ::;: 1'1 (I T ( > () >: / . ..J 1 CJ r fi I I·' 
DU '/;(, .J••·· J Y i'J 
'/) 
Bt't 
IJNJ 
i .I ~ I li J. :::; ~:1 
( ( ·;· ., ;., ! .I H ! T i.• :• J l::' 1-..1 ::; U .::1 t> I 
:,:_ ' 0 T .::! ) ..i.. t:) !--! :::1 U .::l ') T 
JilN T . .l.ND:J ·:?:;.: 
(f•or~Z>lVW~O~ Z£ 
2.19 
c ............................... .. ····················· .................... ·············· 
c 
C ·r H I : ; r· F;; U U r;: tll·l CD i'i F' l.J T E ~:; T H L T 0 T (ll. II r:: L. D l··j t1C! i! I r I. !. 
C {·:l N U i\·1 i~ 1... \~-· D U E T 0 (i N (l r;~ B 1 T F;~ (:·~ F;~ J 1... Y ~:) H ,:~ F' E D T LJ C.l 
C DIMENSIONAL. BODY OF ARBITRARY DIRECTION OF 
C i··i (l U i"-! L T I :z f:1 T J U N , I N F' U T .U A T (l 1 ~:; t1 ~:; F. U L. L CJ W ~:; .: 
C (1) riTLLlNCJT MORE THAN 40 CHARACTERS! 
C ( ::: ) i\! b ~· N ~:; ~ N U CJ F f! U D Y :"1 N L! F J FL. D r· U J i, T c; I;; E ~:; i> E C T J 1) E L { 
C '--~·-' ~:;J"y()INYZ:~:;~:x----CDF~D, CJF r:IF:~:;T FJLL.:U :·~:ITi'-!T··~)I'I~CJNC! 
c; !.IF. FIEL.fl F'TS,. t1ND /·-·-CUF:fi, ur: FTLL.U i'U1i-..Jr~; 
c c -:~ ; 1 1 .J y (:) ~~ c n y E :r !' E n ~ n t1 c-; r'! L r 1 z: t1 r I u i\! u r B u :u ·( ·; t1 _/ r'i ;. ,. 
C D I F· ;~ LiE C 1... I 1\! {)TIC! N U i i'l t1 C! ,. \ C li F: T H · ': i J L. L. }I 
C ( ~'i ) \ :e ( J ) !' Z D ( I ) t X & :z C Cl F: I!:;;:; , U F L U 0 '( 1 · Cl J i··J r ~ ; 
C THE UUTF'UT FROM MANUM IS AS FULI..UWSl 
L ( 1 ) l I T 1... 1:: i, ( (1 ~:; I N J i-l i> l.J T ) 
C ( : .. : ) >: H ( J ) !-' Z 0 ( 1 ) ~ ( t1 H I I'! 1 i··! F' U T ! 
C t':.r (i.J~·();·C:D~·EI!'Ln ((1~::: 1i'! Jf'.IF·Ul) 
c c ,~ > ;< ~:; < 1 > ~ .. ,.: T c ::. ,i : >: .. r: u r;: u • ~: c u i'1 F' u r 1 u (l i'i c1 i'i, 1 i r c c; :·1r'·i i"i r::1 ·::; > 
c 
c 
J i'i 1::· 1... I C I T F~ L t1 1... ;¥. H ( t1 ···· H ~· U ... Z ) 
D I i'·1 L i'--! ::; J Cl N X B ( -4 () ) :-' \ ( 4 0 ) ,. T I r L.. L: ( :1. 0 ) ~~ Z n ( 4 0 ) v 1 ( i} 0 ) ,. X •:; ( ~''_; () 0 ) v I' T ( ''; C' U .' 
:1.? XX ( ~:.=j()) 
I';:L(lD ( ~'-'_; !-' 11.) TI TI...F 
1.:1. FUF:htlTCJOtl-4) 
W 1;: I T E: ( r'.) ,_, l 1 ) T J T 1... F 
READC5v*)ST,AIN,z::> 
READC5vt)A.JvA,CBvLivED 
F( F t1 D ( ~'-'i ' :~< ) ( X B ( T ) !' Z n ( J ) ' I :::: :1. , j\! El ) 
WRITEC6,62)(Xfl(.J),/B(.J),J~1,NB) 
WR1TF<6v60)A.J,ArCB,EJ,FD 
r:· I :::: 4 , 0 ;t:: (, T r:1 N ( :1. • 0 ) 
n r~ , , r:· I _/ :1 u o , <> 
F' J 2 :;;: p J ./ ~:_; • 0 
t1 '''' D I'~ * r:) 
F I ::Lfi:<Y.<E: J 
Ll:i ::Df<*FD 
CI-J::CB:>I<J:JF: 
DU :1. J::J, NB 
l Z r-:-: ( I ) ::: Z E-: ( I ) .... z: ~:; 
DO :1.3 J::JvN~:; 
13 XS<I>~srtCI-1>*AIN 
>< .. J , () .. .J * n c u ::; ' t1 ) * o c u ::; < c r: > 
Z ..J :: f:1 ... J * U ::; IN ( (1 ) 
:0 D :1. () I. ' :1. , N :::; 
.flU:?() ..J:::JvN:Cl 
\X(J)~XBCJ)-XS(1) 
.\:::~: ".o,:)r::::; o:: >::>< < · ..J >;. 
1FCXSS.L..T.0.000001) c-JUTCJ 30 
T ( .J ':! '"' .0 t1 T (l N 2 ( Z: D ( J ) Y X X ( .. .! ) ) 
C! Cl T U ::.: C• 
::') 0 T .;: .J ) ''" F' J ;_:.-: 
·:; i'1 C 0 i'--l T I NUL 
::;ur··i"''o. o 
D U '5 0 . ..1 '''' :1. Y i·! f< 
1-.:::::: ___ Jt:l. 
JI(..J.,[I),j\JB) 10::::1. 
X l ::::/X ( .. ..! ) 
:t.:Jc::ZB(J) 
Tl·•T(..J) 
:<2 •X X (I<) 
;::? •ZD (I<) 
T 2 •••• T ( I< ) 
/(~=/:!.····/: 
:/(•!••Dtl.n·:; ( Zi•1) 
IFcZA.LT.O.OOOOOOO:l) GOTO ~0 
Rl~DSQRTCX:lfX:I.tll*ll) 
/? :2 •••• [I~~; U F: T ( X :2 >~ X·:~) : ,: ' >i Z ~:.; ) 
X :1. ~; •••• >< :1. .... X ;:.•: 
z ;:; :1. ; ? .:.~ .... / 1 
i 1 .i:::TJ· .. ·T2 
F;: 1::: \: :::: F:: ;:_:: ....... F: 1 
F<F:•::DLUG ( F~F~X) 
.zz::••z::.~ 1. *z::.~ :1. 
X Z ::: Z ~:.; :1. ;-«X 1 ::,; 
DF•Z.Z+X :1. :?tX 12 
F' • ( Z Z t ll 2 + X/ :t: F~ 1::: ) . ...- .U [ 
Q=(XZ*f12-ZZ*RR)/DE 
1
.)::::::;. ... Ot ( :x.J*U····ZJi<F') 
H~2.0tCXJi<F'fZJ*0) 
T i :.:: l) *Db 1 N ( L J ) + H * i 1 C U ::; ( I . J ) :f U C U:; t Ill · 
SUi'"!'' ~:; Ui'i + T F 
·.; '' cu r·1 r I t·iUL 
F 1· ( I ) "' :1. 0 0 • 0 ::« ~:; U i"i 
10 C:Ui-!·r J NUL 
60 FURMATC5F10.2) 
~·J F: I T L ( / 9 6 2 ) ( ::< ~;; ( I ) ~· F T ( J ) !' I : : :1. !' N ::; ) 
62 FORMATC2F10,2) 
STUF' 
EN:U 
c: 
c ................................... . ............................... .. 
:V.J 
I IHI:; r:·i:~Ubl;~,~iM E:t)l'"'li ... U?iTE~:; HUTH fHI::. L:t,L.I ... I~:;rrc (ii·!U rvitlUi'!ETUr·iLTI~IC 
C LJE::i·'ltlC:ii·!F::li:?;;TIUN r:tiCTUI<!:; lUI;~ (:l CYLINDEI~. Jf u:;l.~:; fHF l;~()l.HEI;~ 
C ~:)Jr·ii'LE IUI;~I-·il.JL;:)f;~ fiE::F:Jt.)(lF:L.L II<Uf·i FII~!:)T I'I;~Ji'!t.:JI'L/i)(LHtli'l·, IUU>. 
C Tf~F JNi>UT fl(il{l CUI'l~)J;:;T~:; IJNLY UF THE L:\fi::I"··J~:;Ju,,:; Lll T!IL CYLJr!fiL.i< 
C: IN IHL \ ;:1ND / DII;:FCTJUNh.THI I'I;:UUI;:r~i·i fHLi'! [l:lJi:L.IL .. t,IL:; fHL 
C: U I i'i F f·! ~:; I Cl N (:, 1.. ~~ (.) T I U ~:; f1 !:; W L: L L.. f:1 ~:; T H E 0 E 1\·i (l U j\) E T 1 / , :1 ! J l .. i !,; I ' ! C I U I < ::; •. 
C: ClFUEUBU 1980 
DIMENSION AL(200),R(200),p(200)rDNBC200),UNMf200~ 
C READ IN ELEMENTS OF DIMENSIONS UF CYLINDER 
I;~Et1D ( '.''i v :1.:1.) T I TI...E 
1:1. IUI;:~ir'i f ( :I.Ott4) 
I<Ft1D ( ~'.'i v ;+-:) N 
READ(5,*)(ALCI)vR(I)ri~:I.,N) 
C CALCULATIUN OF UIMENSIClNAL RAfiOS NOW BEGINS 
DU ?C• I :::!. ,, i'l 
1> ( I ) :: • (l /... ( J ) ./ I;~ ( I ) 
:?() CUN.fli"!UF 
C C U hI' L! f (:l f I U i·! U r:· 0 EM t1 Ci j\) E T J Z (:l T J U i"! i (, C T D 1:;: ::; U E C; I (.! ::; 
DO 30 J ••• :1. ,, i,! 
I' l '"' 3 • 1 4 1 ~.'.; ') :.:' (. 
('J/ ... U•••(d.UC·! ( U/1' (I)~· 
U :1. • ;:'J / ... U U ( ··•~ ./ r:· ·~ I ) ) 
U 2 :::: I · ( I ) *< *• 2 
JF(P(JJ,GT,l)GO TU 40 
DNBCIJ~l-<<2*PtJ)/Pl>*<ALG ·:1.)) 
I) N l•i ( J ) : :1. .... ( ( :2 ;t: 1::· ( J ) ..... F' I ) ~< t: C.! :I. .... 0 : '·'j :· I 
CJCl TU ~:~() 
40 DNU<l>~C0.5/02)*(:1.-(1.5/Q2)0(25/(8t<P(l)tt~J\)) 
DNM<I>~C4/(3*Pl*PCI)l)-(J/(8*U2)) 
30 CUi···.JT I NUl 
vJI:;: l TL ( (; Y 14 ! 
:1. 4 F Cl F( t--'1 (·, T ( l 0 ><,.. · 1) (i L U L ::; U F C U 1·1 r:· U f I iJ :u L i·1 t1 UN L f T / t1 f J U II r,·, 1.: f 1.11;·: ; .· · .. 
l,J h: I T L ( /, , .. :1. .;:. ) 
:1.6 FURMATC10X/' RATIO BALLISTIC MAGNEfOMETRJC i) 
v.ll< I T L ( (:, " l 8 ) •: 1:. ( 1 ) v D N B ( I ) ,, Li N l·'i ( J ••· :· I :: :1. ,, N ) 
:!.8 FORMAT<F10,?,2F:I.3.6) 
~)l(JF 
END 

